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USERS GUIDE

The Installation Design Guide (IDG) was originally created
as a hyperlinked document. A hyperlink is specially
formatted text that contains an address (in the document,
within another document, or on the internet) that when
“followed” or “clicked on,” takes the reader to that link.
Hyperlinks are shown in the color blue throughout this
document and may or may not be underlined in blue
depending on the format of a particular document.
Hyperlinks within the IDG link to other documents, reference
tables, appendices, graphics and maps, and the Internet for
further reference or in-depth study on a particular issue.
Users of the IDG are presented with a hyperlinked table of
contents. Each name is hyperlinked directly to the beginning
of the document that it indicates. The table of contents is
expandable and hyperlinked to each section and subsection.
Unfortunately, due to reductions in staffing it has not been
practical to continue to maintain the hyperlinks. While some
may still be active the reader is encouraged to try to access
the document manually. If the required reference is within
the IDG then that would entail proceeding to that page. If
the document is to be found on the Internet then the reader
should copy the address and paste it into their Internet
browser. While the lack of hyperlink access slows the
process, the data provided still remains relevant and should
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not be disregarded merely because of a matter of
inconvenience.
Click on the hyperlinks to the right to enter the IDG table of
contents.

Links

Go to Table of Contents.
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Authority: The Commander's Guide Army Installation
Standards published 1 October 2002 gave initial senior Army
leadership direction. The Army Installation Design
Standards establishes the Army standards for installation
design as directed by the Secretary of the Army and the
Chief of Staff, Army.
ES.1 PURPOSE

The purpose of the Army Installation Design Standards is to
provide Army standards and serve as a tool for implementing
those standards (Fig. ES.1).
•

The design standards for site planning, buildings,
vehicular and pedestrian circulation, landscaping,
site elements (i.e. signage, utilities), force
protection, and Sustainable Design are provided
for incorporation into each Army installation.

•

The framework for implementation is the
Installation Design Guide (IDG). Each installation
will imitate the IDG processes in the Army
Installation Design Standards in the development
of their installation specific IDG.
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Fig. ES.1 - The Installation Design Guide is a
Tool to Implement Army Standards.
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ES.2 BACKGROUND
ES.2.1 The Army Installation Design Standards follows the
concept established in the Joint Service Unified Facilities
Criteria Installation Design manual.
ES.2.2 Research was conducted to incorporate into Army
standards the best practices from other organizations such
as the Air Force, Navy, AAFES, GSA, National Park Service,
Federal Highway Administration, and various city and county
governments, and associations.
ES.2.3 Existing Installation Design Guides were also
reviewed for their application of procedures, examples, and
benchmarks for IDG implementation Army-wide.

ES.3 IDG Methodology

ES.3.1 The IDG provides standards and guidelines to
installation decision makers, contracted and in-house
planning and design professionals, installation maintenance
personnel, and others. The IDG sets interior and exterior
standards and planning criteria to be integrated into all
proposals, design and construction contracts, renovation,
maintenance, or repair projects performed on the installation
or its properties.
ES.3.2 The following paragraphs present an overview of the
steps involved in developing an installation specific IDG.
The IDG promotes a sense of arrival, functional
compatibility, visual order, enhances site assets, relates the
natural and man-made environment, and achieves
consistent architectural themes throughout the installation.
Step 1. Installation Profile
Initially an installation profile is created in which the
installation setting, existing land use, and proposed land use
are detailed.
Step 2. Visual Surveys
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The first survey establishes the visual zones and
themes of the installation. The second survey documents the
liabilities and assets within each visual zone.
Step 3. Visual Zones and Themes
Information gathered
is recorded and used to
delineate
visual
zones.
Zones with similar visual
characteristics are grouped
together to form a broader
category called
themes.
Visual characteristics define
a "look and feel" of an area
together with the dominant
features that define its
image.
Typical visual
characteristics
include
unique buildings, vehicular
and pedestrian corridors,
functional
use,
natural
features,
and
spatial
relationships (Fig. ES.3).
Step 4. Assets and Liabilities

Fig. ES.2 - Example of Themes and Visual
Zones

Each visual zone is then defined for its assets and
liabilities. Subsequently, a functional analysis is prepared.
Step 5. Recommendations
Recommendations are developed to address the
liabilities identified and to enhance the assets noted in
accordance with Army standards and the IDG goals and
objectives. Recommendations are in the form of specific
projects that are utilized to prepare a prioritized projects list
for approval by the installation Real Property Planning
Board.
ES.4 Responsibilities
ES.4.1 Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation
Management (ACSIM):
•
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Establish Army facility standards and approve
deviations from the standards.
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•

Approve Army Installation Design Standards
Implementation Plan.

•

Approve Army Installation Design Standards
Investment Strategy.

ES.4.2 Director Installation Management Agency
(Dir IMA):
•

Develop and implement the Army Installation
Design Standards Implementation Plan.

•

Develop and implement the Army Installation
Design Standards Investment Strategy.

•

Ensure compliance with the Army Installation
Design Standards.

•

Maintain electronic newsletter for communicating
changes in standards.

ES.4.3 Garrison Manager:
•

Develop the installation's IDG.

•

Chair installation Real Property Planning Board to
review and approve projects established on the
Prioritized Improvement Projects List to meet
Army standards.

•

Submit Prioritized Improvement Projects List for
approval and funding IAW Director, IMA
instructions.

•

Enforce IDG standards.
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

PURPOSE

1.1.1 A military installation conveys a visual image
established by its architectural and historical character,
arrangement of facilities, circulation patterns, and features in
the landscape. This image can be clear, orderly, logical and
attractive; or cluttered, confused, and unattractive.
1.1.2 The purpose of the Installation Design Guide (IDG) is
to provide design guidance for standardizing and improving
the quality of the total environment of the installation. This
includes not only the visual impact of features on the
installation, but also the impact of projects on the total built
and natural environment. The improvement of the quality of
visual design and development and use of sustainable
design and development practices have a direct and future
impact on the quality of life for those who live, work, or visit
the installation.

Fig. 1.1 - The Installation Design Guide is a
Tool to Implement Army Standards.

1.1.3 The IDG includes standards and general guidelines for
the design issues of site planning; architectural character,
colors and materials; vehicular and pedestrian circulation;
and landscape elements, including plant material, seating,
signage, lighting, and utilities.
The design guidelines
incorporate sustainable design, quality of design, anti-
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terrorism, low maintenance, historical and
considerations, durability, safety, and compatibility.
1.2

cultural

GOAL

The goal of the IDG is to provide a clear, comprehensive
approach to establish and maintain a positive visual imagery
throughout the installation and implement appropriate
standards. This is accomplished by providing a systematic
development process that is defined through description,
analysis, synthesis, and implementation.
1.3

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the IDG are:
1.3.1 To provide a set of both general and specific design
standards and guidelines that define color, materials, style,
signage, and other aspects of design for all visual elements
surveyed.
1.3.2 To provide standards and guidelines for the selection
of materials for new construction, renovation, maintenance
and repair projects.
1.3.3 To provide guidance for accomplishing sustainable
development. See Appendix D.
1.3.4 To provide a structured methodology for establishing
projects to improve the visual imagery of the installation.
1.3.5 To provide guidance to integrate ATFP standards.
1.4

AUDIENCE

1.4.1 The IDG is to be used by all individuals involved in
decision-making, design, construction, and maintenance of
facilities (Fig.1.2). The primary users include the following:
1.4.1.1 Garrison Commanders and Staff
1.4.1.2 Installation facility planning and design personnel
1.4.1.3 Installation facility maintenance personnel
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1.4.1.4 Installation Management Agency and Region
1.4.1.5 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers project managers,
design, and construction staff
1.4.1.6 Consulting Planners, Architects, Engineers, Interior
Designers, and Landscape Architects
1.4.1.7 Supporting agencies such as AAFES, DeCA,
DoDDS, MEDCOM, tenants, etc.
1.4.1.8 National Guard
1.4.2 The ultimate success of the IDG is dependent upon the
commitment of the above individuals and organizations
working as a team to apply the Army standards.
1.5

ORGANIZATION

1.5.1 This Installation Design Guide is organized to facilitate
the preparation and execution of projects to improve the
visual image on the installation and ensure design conforms
to Army standards to include sustainability.
1.5.2 Sections 2 and 3 discuss the process, use, and
implementation of the IDG.
1.5.3 Section 4 establishes the installation profile. The
installation setting, existing land use, and future land use are
detailed.
1.5.4 Section 5 addresses the development of installation
visual themes and zones. It lists visual themes and zones,
specifies assets and liabilities of each zone, and offers
recommendations.
1.5.5 Section 6 provides a list of prioritized improvement
projects. All projects are addressed in terms of existing
conditions, design concept, cost estimate, funding and
maintenance impact and site plan where applicable.
1.5.6 Sections 7 through 12 discuss the six design
components that provide the categories used for review and
analysis during the visual inventory of the installation. The
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visual impressions of each zone are categorized according
to these six design components.
1.6

WHEN TO USE THE INSTALLATION DESIGN
GUIDE
1.6.1 This IDG provides installation-specific design data. The
general design concepts, recommendations and standards
addressed herein are applicable to all Army installations.
This document will be used as a reference to acquire
recommendations and Army standards on the design of all
facilities, new roads, road widening, parking, sidewalks and
other pedestrian paths, bicycle paths, access control points,
site furnishing selection and placement, signage selection
and placement, lighting selection and placement, utility
corridor selection, and utilities. Clearing of plant materials
and planting of new plant materials will be based upon the
guidance herein.
1.7

MAINTAINING THE INSTALLATION DESIGN
GUIDE

1.7.1 Since the IDG is a "living document," keeping it up-todate and accurate will ensure its continued usefulness.
Therefore, it will become necessary to revise it as mission,
budget, standards, and other conditions generate new
planning and design requirements and in response to facility
user feedback.
1.7.2 In accordance with AR 210-20, Master Planning for
Army Installations, the installation Real Property Planning
Board (RPPB) is the adjudicating body for the Installation
Design Guide at the installation level. Violations and
variances from standards will be reviewed and adjudicated
by the RPPB.
1.7.2 Changes to the Installation Design Guide will be
informally annotated in a master copy of the document on an
as-needed basis. Periodic formal updates to the Plan will be
performed as needed, and will be dependent on the quantity
of changes registered in the informal stage, but no less often
than annually.
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1.8

RESPONSIBILITIES

1.8.1 As directed by the Secretary of the Army and the Chief
of Staff, Army and approved by the Army Installation
Management Board of Directors the following responsibilities
are established:
1.8.1.1 Assistant Chief
Management (ACSIM):

of

Staff

for

Installation

•

Establish Army facility standards and approve
deviations from the standards.

•

Approve Army Installation Design Standards
Implementation Plan.

•

Approve Army Installation Design Standards
Investment Strategy.

1.8.1.2 Director Installation Management Agency (Dir
IMA):
•

Develop and implement the Army Installation Design
Standards Implementation Plan.

•

Develop and implement the Army Installation Design
Standards Investment Strategy.

•

Ensure compliance with the Army Installation Design
Standards.

•

Maintain electronic newsletter for communicating
changes in standards.

1.8.1.3 Garrison Manager:
•

Develop the installation's IDG.

•

Chair Real Property Planning Board (RPPB) to review
and approve projects established on the Prioritized
Improvement Projects List (Appendix G) to meet Army
standards.

•

Submit Prioritized Improvements Projects List for
approval and funding IAW Director, IMA instructions.

•

Enforce IDG standards.
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1.8.1.4 Major Army Command/Tenant:
•

Participate in installation Real Property Planning
Board.

•

Participate in design and planning charrettes.

•

Determine project functional requirements.

•

Participate in design reviews.

•

Participate in development of Prioritization Projects
List.

1.9 SUSTAINABLE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

1.9.1 Practicing the principles of sustainable design in the
planning, design, construction and operation of infrastructure
and facilities is a smart business practice. Protection of our
natural resources and reduction of impacts on the natural
environment is achievable when we create highperformance, healthy (Fig. 1.4), energy efficient (Fig. 1.5)
and safe buildings.
1.9.2 The Integrated Design Process. Critical to the success
of sustainable design and development is the organization
and commitment of the team to engage in the Integrated
Design Process. To effect change in building design and
operation, the project delivery process itself must become a
collaborative effort to integrate design strategies among all
disciplines and all players in the project delivery process.
Integrated design demands a more inclusive team working
together than is traditionally the case. Future building users
and facility managers must be invited to join architects,
engineers, and planners in developing the vision and goals
for new facilities. (Adapted from the HOK Guidebook to
Sustainable Design)
1.9.3 Appendix D, Sustainable Design, discusses the
sustainable design concept and its application to Army
projects. Paragraph D.3 discusses the Sustainable Project
Rating Tool (SPiRiT) developed by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE). Per the Assistant Secretary of the
Army (Installation & Environment) Sustainable Design and
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Development Memorandum and the Assistant Chief of Staff
for Installation Management (ACSIM) endorsement of
Sustainable Design and Development initiative, the SPiRiT
rating system will be used by design professionals in all new
construction, additions, or renovation of Army facilities for
rating sustainability.
1.9.3.1 The SPiRiT document (Appendix E) was derived
from the U.S. Green Building Council LEED 2.0 (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design) Green Building Rating
System.
1.9.3.2 Army Rating Standard.
1.9.3.2.1 The SPiRiT rating of "Silver" is the standard for all
FY06 MILCON vertical construction projects currently under
design (as of March 18, 2003). For all other FY06 and futureyear MILCON projects the minimum SPiRiT rating
requirement is "Gold". See Assistant Secretary of the Army
memorandum Subject: Sustainable Design and
Development Requirements, dated 18 March 2003.
1.9.4 Further information on sustainable design can be
obtained at the following websites:
•

Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation Management,
Sustainable Design and Development Website This
site provides information on the following topics:
documentation and references; sustainable process,
tools, products and materials; Sustainable Design and
Development Training; and links to various
sustainable design and development informational
website.

•

U.S Army Corps of Engineers, Engineering Research
and Development Center, Construction Engineering
Research Laboratory (CERL), Sustainable Design
and Development Website.

•

Whole Building Design Guide (WBDG) This site
provides comprehensive and current information on
sustainable design strategies and technologies.

1.10 ARMY STANDARDS
• 1.10.1 Army Standards and References are included
in the last two paragraphs of the following sections
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and appendices: Section 7, Site Planning Design
Component; Section 8, Buildings Design Component;
Section 9, Circulation Design Component; Section 10,
Landscape Design Component; Section 11, Site
Element Design Component; Section 12, Force
Protection Design Component; Appendix D,
Sustainable Design; and Appendix M, Historic
Preservation Guidelines.

Links
Go to Section 2
Go to Table of Contents
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Section 2
THE INSTALLATION
DESIGN GUIDE
PROCESS and
IMPLEMENTATION

2.1

INTRODUCTION

Military installations are hometowns for many of our
military families, resources for many veterans and
retirees, and an integral part of the surrounding
communities. The Installation Design Guide (IDG)
provides direction for achieving a sense of
community, order, tradition, and pride on our
installations. This section provides a brief overview
of the IDG developmental process and
methodology detailed in Unified Facilities Criteria
(UFC) 2-600-01, Installation Design.
2.2

Proposed landscaping for Building 90, RIA
Headquarters

THE DESIGN GUIDE PROCESS

2.2.1 The IDG includes a process for analysis, planning,
design and implementation. This process includes the
following steps:
2.2.1.1 Setting Goals and Objectives. The installation
develops a set of goals and objectives that address the
visual requirements of the installation. The goals and
objectives provide a pre-determined image that helps create
a visually pleasing and optimally functional environment.
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2.2.1.2 Conduct Visual and Spatial Surveys. Two visual
surveys are performed in the preparation of the IDG. The
first survey establishes the visual zones and themes of the
installation. The second survey documents the assets and
liabilities within each visual zone. Chapter 5 of UFC 2-60001 details the method for conducting the installation visual
survey.
2.2.1.2.1 Establish Visual Zones and Themes.
2.2.1.2.1.1 The Information gathered during the first survey
is used to establish the visual zones of the installation. The
visual zones are delineated by the visual characteristics of
an area defined as the "look and feel" of an area together
with the dominant features that help define its image. A
functional analysis of each zone organizes the visual
impressions and assesses their functional relationships to
determine the visual character and unifying motif. Typical
visual characteristics include unique buildings, vehicular and
pedestrian corridors, functional use, natural features, and
spatial relationships.
2.2.1.2.1.2 Visual zones with similar characteristics are then
grouped together to form a broader category called themes.
Example themes include, community life theme, operations
support theme, buffer/open space theme, and industrial
theme.
2.2.1.2.2 Determine Assets and Liabilities. During the
second survey a visual zone inventory is conducted. During
the survey each visual zone is analyzed for specific visual
impacts. The objective of the inventory is to define the visual
assets and liabilities within the visual zone.
2.2.1.2.2.1 Assets. Assets are positive visual elements,
design elements or features that enhance the surroundings,
either visually or functionally.
2.2.1.2.2.2 Liabilities. Liabilities are negative visual
elements, design elements or features that detract from the
visual image or functionality of the surroundings. Liabilities
should be corrected through appropriate design measures
and are the basis for recommendations for improvement.
2.2.1.3 Recommendations and Implementation Plan.
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The assessment of each visual zone includes
recommendations to correct liabilities, and, where desired, to
enhance assets. The recommendations are in the form of
specific projects and are described in detail in Section 6,
Improvement Projects of the IDG.
2.2.2. Design Components.
The following six design components, described in sections
7 through 12, provide guidelines and standards from which
to conduct the visual zone review and analysis.
•

Section 7, Site Planning

•

Section 8, Buildings

•

Section 9, Circulation

•

Section 10, Landscape

•

Section 11, Site Elements

•

Section 12, Force Protection

2.2.3 Design Principles. The visual inventory and analysis
requires an understanding of basic design principles. These
design principles are discussed in Section 3, paragraph 3.3.
2.2.4 Visual Elements. The basic design principles are
utilized to define the visual elements described in Section 3,
paragraph 3.4. The assessment and classification of visual
elements follows basic design principles describing "good"
(positive visuals elements) and "not so good" (negative
visual elements) design.

2.3

USING THE DESIGN GUIDE

2.3.1 Use this IDG in determining the general design and
construction considerations inherent in the preparation of
project plans. The IDG provides design guidelines and Armywide design standards intended to be used in all
maintenance, repair, renovation and new construction
projects. The IDG applies to all projects, regardless of the
funding source.
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2.3.2 The following steps illustrate how the design guide is
used for the preparation of plans for new construction,
renovation, maintenance and repair projects on the
installation (Fig. 2.1):
2.3.2.1 Step 1: Review the Installation Profile information
included in this IDG (Section 4).
2.3.2.2 Step 2: Review the IDG analysis criteria information
(Section 3) including design goals and objectives, visual
elements, and design principles.
2.3.2.3 Step 3: Review the applicable references, guidelines,
and standards of the design components. These include site
planning, buildings, circulation, landscaping, site elements
and force protection and are discussed in Sections 7 through
12 respectively.
Fig. 2.1 – Using the Design Guide

2.3.2.4 Step 4: Review the information and description of the
installation themes in Section 5, paragraph 5.2.
2.3.2.5 Step 5: Select the zone where the project will be
located from Section 5, Visual Themes and Zones. Review
the assets, liabilities, and recommendations for that zone.
2.3.2.6 Step 6: Select the appropriate guidelines or
standards from the design components addressed in
Sections 7 through 12.
2.3.2.7 Step 7: Assemble all materials gathered in steps 1
through 5 above.
2.2
2.4

IMPLEMENTATION

2.4.1 IDG Review and Approval.
Although physical development of the IDG is the
responsibility of the Directorate of Public Works, numerous
offices provide input, review and approval. Among those
directly involved with the IDG content are the offices of
safety, security, industrial hygiene, and fire protection. Input
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is also gathered from Island tenants, visitors, and
contractors. Review of the document is accomplished
through routine RIA staffing channels, the Installation
Management Activity, and the general public in the form of
an Environmental Assessment. Installation approval will be
provided by the Garrison Manager, Mr. Alan Wilson.
2.4.2 Compliance.
2.4.2.1 For the IDG to work optimally as a management tool,
it is essential that the Master Planner or designated
representative establish an understanding of the IDG among
the parties concerned with its use. This can best be
established at the RPPB level where all installation principles
are represented. The Directorate of Public Works (DPW)
staff Master Planner or designated representative shall
insure that the guidelines and requirements of the IDG are
readily available to, and understood by, all parties involved in
the design of new facilities, design of additions or alterations
to existing facilities, or maintenance.
2.4.2.2 The Master Planner or designee, acting in support of
the RPPB, is the first level reviewer of projects (SRM, MCA,
and NAF to include Design Build) and other requests for
actions that involve compliance with IDG guidelines and
standards.
2.4.2.3 The Garrison Manager, supported and advised by
the RPPB, is the final authority in enforcement of the IDG
guidelines and standards.
2.4.3 Project Approval.
2.4.3.1 Project requests to include a DA Form 4283 shall be
submitted to the DPW or equivalent and will include the
required Design Team IDG Checklist discussed below.
2.4.3.2 Design Team IDG Checklist.
2.4.3.2.1 The Design Team IDG Checklist is to be completed
by the design team to assure the guidelines and standards
have been considered in the design process. The Design
Team IDG Checklist is provided in Appendix A.
2.4.3.2.2 The Designer of Record or Design Agent shall
provide a copy of the completed checklist to the Master
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Planner for each design submittal, together with a signed
certification statement. The checklist, along with concept site
plans and elevations for each design submittal, shall be
provided to the Master Planner for review. If the Master
Planner or designated representative concurs, the plan and
the signed checklist are forwarded to the RPPB for final
approval.
2.4.3.2.3 The accepted checklist shall become a part of the
project record files.
2.4.4 Self-help Projects, and Occupant Purchased and
Installed Site Furnishings and Features Projects
2.4.4.1 Self help projects per-se are not allowed on Rock
Island Arsenal as employees are not allowed to volunteer
their time to complete work. Limitations caused by liability
risks and employee compensation rules prevent a true selfhelp program from being implemented.
2.4.4.2 Although it is recommended that all construction and
remodeling work be accomplished through the Directorate of
Public Works, using the DPW for all tasks is not mandatory.
Occupant Purchased and Installed Site Furnishings and
Features Projects can be completed through the use of
outside contractors and vendors; however, approval of the
projects must still be obtained through the Directorate of
Public Works permit program prior to initiation of work.
Additionally, post project requirements must still be fulfilled
such as the development of a DD Form 1354 recording the
changes made to the real property.
2.4.4.2.1 The permit process follows the Individual Job Order
(IJO) approval procedure. An IJO is submitted requesting
that a permit be issued for work as described in the submittal
package. The submittal package must contain a written
description of the work to be accomplished, a cost estimate,
and design drawings or sketches (to include project
location). The permit will be reviewed using the existing IJO
review procedure; the customer will be notified upon
completion of the review whether or not the permit has been
approved.
2.4.4.2.2 Key to the approval of the permit is whether the
project design follows the applicable design codes and
regulations. A detailed listing of these codes and regulations
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can be found at Appendix R, as detailed in the Commander’s
Building Code Policy.
2.4.5 Request for Waiver.
2.4.5.1 A request of waiver from the Design Guide Checklist
(Appendix A) will be submitted in writing to the Master
Planning office for approval by the RPPB.
2.4.5.2 A request for waiver from the Army standards shall
be submitted to the Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation
Management for approval.
2.4.6 Checklists (optional).
2.4.6.1 Projects Requirements Checklist (Optional).
It is recommended that this checklist be used as a predesign planning tool for initiating projects and to present a
functional description of the project at MILCON Planning
Charrettes and Design Charrettes. The checklist can assist
participants of the charrettes in project formulation and
documentation. By the nature of the planning process all the
data on the forms will not be completed, however, the form
should be completed to the greatest extend possible prior to
the charrettes. The checklist can also be used to document
the results of the planning or design charrettes. The
Projects Requirement Checklist is provided at Appendix B.
2.4.6.2 Interior Design Review Checklist (Optional).
It is recommended that the Interior Design Review Checklist
be used during review of a Request for Proposal (RFP)
submission or an AE or in-house design prior to solicitations.
The Interior Design Review Checklist is provided at
Appendix C.
2.4.7 The requirement to use the IDG as a design tool in all
facility planning, design, and construction should be included
in the Request for Proposals on new projects, Scopes of
Work for new projects, and maintenance agreements.
2.4

TAYLORING THE IDG TO RIA REQUIREMENTS

2.4.1 RIA has been challenged for many years with
conveying our unique requirements to the numerous service
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and construction contractors from the local communities.
Having a military presence in the midst of a very civilian
population, combined with the largest concentration of
historic buildings in the State of Illinois, has proven
interesting. While it is not possible to count the number of
times that a contractor has stated “that’s not how we do
things in the real world”, it remains our responsibility to
convince them that we are part of the real world, merely one
with unusual requirements and regulations. As a result of
this on-going dilemma, the author of this document created
an additional Appendix, “ T , Engineering Standards”. This
Appendix describes in great detail all of the unique
requirements that RIA has for contracting work. Referenced
in our contracts as a document that shall be followed, it has
become the most useful portion of the IDG.

Links
Go to Section 3
Go to Table of Contents
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Section 3
DESIGN GUIDE
ANALYSIS
CRITERIA

3.1

INTRODUCTION

3.1.1 The Installation Design Guide process depends upon
the development of visual goals and objectives and the
identification of visual elements. Goals and objectives
provide the desired visual context of the installation.

Objective

3.1.2 Basic design principles are used to assess, define, and
classify visual elements. This assessment becomes the
design criteria used to determine the visual character of the
installation. These design criteria are used for design
decisions in the review of existing visual context and
determination of project recommendation.
3.2

GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.2.1 Goal 1 – Adaptive Use of Historic Buildings
3.2.1.1 Objective 1 – Provide a Unifying Image for the
Installation, Promoting and Enhancing the Historic Themes
and Architectural Identities within Each District Area of the
Island

Existing

Fig. 3.1 – Include Positive Visual
Elements
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3.2.1.1.1 Recommendation 1 – Consider historic
characteristics of installation during siting, design, and
construction of all new buildings
3.2.1.2 Objective 2 – Project an Image Consistent with the
Finest Military Traditions, while Respecting, Enhancing, and
Preserving Significant Buildings and Grounds
3.2.1.2.1 Recommendation 1 – Ensure that all requirements
of the Historic Preservation Act are followed in the
maintenance and repair of historic buildings and structures,
paying particular attention to the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards
3.2.1.2.2 Recommendation 2 – Encourage Flexible Design
Solutions for Remodeling
3.2.1.3 Objective
atmosphere

3

–

Maintain

3.2.1.3.1 Recommendation
Screening

1

–

college
Introduce

campus-like
Perimeter

3.2.1.3.2 Recommendation 2 – Move Parking to the Rear of
the Stoneshops
3.2.1.3.3 Recommendation 3 – Keep Future Development
away from the Historic Industrial Core as well as the
Rodman Avenue Corridor
3.2.2 Goal 2 – Preserve and Enhance Natural Resources
and Environmentally Sensitive Areas
3.2.2.1 Objective 1 – Reduce the visual impact on the
character of the Island
3.2.2.1.1 Recommendation 1 – Incorporate islands, with
trees and shrubs, into parking lot design to reduce visual
scale
3.2.2.1.2 Recommendation 2 – Provide landscaped earthen
berms between primary/secondary roads and parking areas
to minimize visual impacts
3.2.2.2 Objective 2 – Improve access to natural areas of
Island
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3.2.2.2.1 Recommendation 1 – Extend bicycle and walking
trail system to provide improved access to riverfront and
unimproved areas
3.2.2.3 Objective 3 – Maintain natural features
3.2.2.3.1 Recommendation 1 – Work with the National
Cemetery and the Corps of Engineers to minimize
construction impacts to natural areas on the Island
3.2.2.3.2 Recommendation 2 – Develop program to control
exotic and invasive species
3.2.3 Goal 3 – Improve functionality of Island
3.2.3.1 Objective 1 – Improve Roadway System and
circulation to include allowances for pedestrians and cyclists
3.2.3.1.1 Recommendation 1 – Fine tune existing roadway
system
3.2.3.1.2 Recommendation 2 – Construct additional
segments of bicycle/pedestrian path, with the ultimate goal
of providing a complete Island loop with intermediate loops
3.2.3.2 Objective 2 – Move operational functions to
appropriate areas
3.2.3.2.1 Recommendation 1 – Continue effort to consolidate
like functions in the same area; i.e. manufacturing areas in
200 series buildings, separate housing from administrative,
etc.
3.2.3.3 Objective 3 – Improve parking
3.2.3.3.1 Recommendation 1 – Upgrade parking lots to
improve surface conditions, drainage and lighting, while
optimizing capacity
3.2.4 Goal 4 – Provide for the health and safety of all
Island residents and employees
3.2.4.1 Objective
requirements

1

–

Meet

all

Force

Protection

3.2.4.1.1 Recommendation 1 – Improve entrances at Rock
Island and Davenport gates
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3.2.4.1.2 Recommendation 2 – Provide blast resistant
windows in required buildings
3.2.4.2 Objective 2 – Maintain indoor air quality
3.2.4.2.1 Recommendation 1 – Implement improved air
quality standards to include adjustment of air exchange
numbers and elimination of office materials that off-gas with
age
3.2.4.2.2 Recommendation – Complete program to remove
asbestos containing materials (ACM) from all Arsenal
buildings
3.2.4.3 Objective 3 – Complete environmental cleanup of
identified areas
3.2.4.3.1 Recommendation – Environmental cleanup of
buildings 59, 66 and 69; remove contaminated soil from old
quarry; restore old landfill and building 251 sites
3.2.5 Goal 5 – Improve operational efficiencies
3.2.5.1 Objective 1 – Reduce energy consumption
3.2.5.1.1 Recommendation 1 – Continue aggressive energy
reduction program
3.2.5.2 Objective 2 – Maximize use of existing floor space in
buildings
3.2.5.2.1 Recommendation 1 – Consolidate current tenant
offices to free up space for use by new tenants
3.2.5.3 Objective 3 – Maintain buildings to provide long-term
viability at highest affordable levels of maintenance
3.2.5.3.1 Recommendation 1 – Continue program to ensure
maintenance of building envelopes
3.2.5.3.2 Recommendation 2 – Maintain buildings at Army
Gold Rating Standard levels to include both exterior and
interior maintenance
3.2.5.3.3 Recommendation
buildings and structures
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Chapter 4 of the UFC 2-600-01 discusses the goals,
objectives and recommendations process and gives
examples.
3.3
IDENTIFICATION
VISUAL ELEMENTS

AND

CLASSIFICATION

OF

3.3.1 Basic design principles define visual elements and
assess their character.

Fig 3.2 – Parade Ground Axis with
Building as Terminus

3.3.2 The assessment and classification of visual elements
follows basic design principles describing "good" and "not so
good" design. Their assessment becomes the design criteria
used to determine the visual character of the installation.
3.4

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

The visual inventory and analysis requires an understanding
of basic design principles. The primary principles are:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Scale - The proportional relationship of humans to their
spatial environment.
The scale should result in a
comfortable relationship for the user and will vary as
space, size and activities vary (Fig. 3.3).
Form - The size and shape of mass. Individual forms
should be designed to complement one another and the
environment.
Function – The use of a space or an area. Function is
gauged by the degree to which the space works for its
intended purpose.
Color – All elements of the visual environment have
color. The use and arrangement of colors greatly
determine the visual impact of all elements.
Texture – All elements of the visual environment have
texture. The use and blending of textures greatly impact
the visual environment.
Unity – All elements of the visual environment should
blend to complement one another. Repetition of scale,
form, color, and texture results in a unified visual
impression.
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Fig. 3.4 - Landmarks Provide Orientation of
Place

Figure 3.5 – Symmetrical Elements
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•

Framing – All views include a ground plane, side planes,
and overhead plane. The relationship of planes changes
as the individual moves through the environment (Fig.
3.4).
• Axis – An axis is a linear progression of space
connecting two or more dominant features.
• Terminus – A terminus is the end of an axis and is
typically defined by a dominant feature such as a
building.
• Balance – Visual elements are composed to be
symmetrical or asymmetrical. In either case, visual
elements should be sized and located to provide visual
balance (Fig. 3.5).
• Sustainability - Practicing the principles of sustainable
design in the planning, design, construction and operation of
infrastructure and facilities is a smart business practice (See
Appendix D).

3.5

Fig. 3.6 - Buildings Are Typically the
Dominate Feature on an Installation

VISUAL ELEMENTS

The visual elements, described below, elements include
manmade and natural features and their inter-relationship.
This Installation Design Guide provides guidance on how to
recognize the visual impacts of the installation and how to
improve upon them if warranted.
•

•

•

•
•

Natural Characteristics - Regional and site
characteristics that have been preserved and enhanced
as a part of the installation.
Edges and Boundaries - Linear elements such as
walls, fences, or trees create separation of use and
activities.
Buildings and Structures - Typically the most
dominant features of an installation. Their location
and design characteristics determine the primary
visual image.
Activity Nodes - Centers of activity that attract
people on a daily basis.
Landmarks - Visually or historically prominent
features such as towers, statues, static displays, or
Fig. 3.7 - Street Trees Improve the
buildings that provide identity and orientation of place.
Overall Visual Quality of the Installation
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Section 4
INSTALLATION
PROFILE

4.1

SETTING
4.1.1 Regional Setting

The Rock Island Arsenal is located on Arsenal Island
in the Mississippi River between river mile 483 and 486. The
Island has nearly seven miles of shoreline and contains
approximately 946 acres, 868 of which are owned by the
Arsenal. The Arsenal is located in Rock Island County,
Illinois. It is bordered on the north by the Mississippi River,
which separates the Island from the cities of Davenport and
Bettendorf, Iowa, and on the south by the Sylvan Slough,
which borders the cities of Moline and Rock Island, Illinois.
Building 301– Significant
Historical Structure

The cities of Davenport and Bettendorf, Iowa and
Moline and Rock Island, Illinois, are known as the Quad
Cities. These cities had a total population of 213,086 in
2000. The Bi-State Region, which consists of Muscatine and
Scott Counties in Iowa, and Henry, Mercer, and Rock Island
Counties in Illinois, had a 2000 population of 417,741.
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Rock Island Arsenal is located in Rock Island County
in west central Illinois, on an island on the Illinois side of the
channel of the Mississippi River.

ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL

The Rock Island Arsenal is approximately 160 miles
from Chicago, Illinois, about 250 miles from St. Louis,
Missouri, about 170 miles from Des Moines, Iowa and about
250 miles from Minneapolis, Minnesota. The navigation pool
is maintained on the Sylvan Slough side of the Island by two
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hydroelectric dams operated by Rock Island Arsenal and
Mid-American Energy Company.

Arsenal Island and the surrounding Quad Cities are served
by Interstate Highways 80, 74, 280, and 88, in addition to
numerous state highways including 61, 67, and 150. The
Quad City area is also served by four railroads: the SOO
Line, the Iowa Interstate, the Milwaukee, and the Burlington
Northern. There is no passenger rail service to the Quad
Cities.
Rail Service operated by Iowa
Interstate Railroad

Two airports serve the QC area. The Quad City Airport (15
minutes south of the Arsenal) is C-5A/B capable and is
serviced by major carriers, offering direct connections to
Chicago, St. Louis, Denver, Minneapolis, and many other
cities. The Davenport Municipal Airport (30 minutes north of
the Arsenal) has a 4,700-foot runway and supports private
planes. Both airports accommodate military use.

The Inland Waterway System and the Mississippi River
provide water transportation linking the Midwest with the
Great Lakes and the Gulf of Mexico. The cities of Rock
Island, Davenport, Bettendorf, and Moline each have barge
terminal facilities.

A recent directive from the Department of the Army
resulted in the separation of Rock Island Arsenal into two
parts: Mission and Garrison. The Mission portion of the
Island is responsible for the production related issues and
continues to report to the Commanding General
Headquarters, U.S. Army Tank Automotive Command
(TACOM, which is a Major Subordinate Command (MSC) of
the Armament Munitions and Chemical Command (AMC).
Their responsibilities include:
•
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Fabrication of major and secondary items for
aircraft armament, infantry weapons, conventional
artillery, and secondary armament of vehicles.
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•

Engineering services for the tool and equipment
material mission.
This includes design and
development of tools and equipment, product
engineering, value engineering, acquisition,
support, and testing.

•

Performance of depot-type functions relating to the
Army Tool Set Program and the Special Tool Set
Program for the U.S. Army Industrial Operations
Command,
U.S.
Army
Tank
Automotive
Command, and the Ammunition Procurement and
Supply Agency.

•

Acquisition and assembly of Basic Issue Items (on
Vehicle Material) in support of HQ, IOC, and
project managers.

•

Fabrication support to the pilot rebuild program,
mobilization and industrial preparedness planning
for assigned items, processing of returned mission
item material, and depot maintenance, technical,
and logistical support for project managers, IOC,
and other tenants.

The Garrison is responsible for all administrative and
logistical support to tenant activities on the Island, to include
the Mission activities. The Garrison is managed by a
Garrison Manager who reports directly to the Northwest
Region of the Installation Management Activity. Included on
the Garrison side of the house are the following functions:
•

Administrative and logistical support to tenant
activities on the Island.

•

Real property maintenance and repair to include
buildings, roads, and utilities

•

New construction

•

Housing
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4.1.2 History of the Installation
Rock Island was first seen as an important strategic
military location early in the 19th Century, when it was
included in lands ceded by the Sauk and Mesquakie Indians
to the Federal Government in the Harrison Treaty, which
was signed in 1804. Following the war of 1812, the U.S.
Army established Fort Armstrong on the western border of
the region to ensure that the Mississippi River would stay
open to traffic, to protect settlers, and to oversee treaty
obligations. The fort remained functional at the Island until
1845.
FORT ARMSTRONG

RIA was established by an Act of Congress on July
11, 1862, in response to the closure of Harper’s Ferry
Armory, Virginia, which had fallen to Confederate forces.
Rock Island, one of three newly designated arsenals in the
Midwest, was ideally suited to provide ordnance storage to
troops stationed in the Mississippi River Valley and to
soldiers farther west guarding the frontier. Construction of
what has come to be known as the Clocktower began in
1863 under the direction of Major C.J. Kingsbury, who
resigned out of frustration because of ongoing delays. As a
result, only one building was completed by 1865.
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CLOCKTOWER BUILDING

Brevet Brigadier General Thomas J. Rodman, a major
figure in the history of American ordnance technology,
assumed command of construction in 1865, designing the
arsenal community to become the “Grand Arsenal of the
West”. This campaign became one of the largest military
construction projects of the late 19th century. Ten large,
Greek Revival-style manufacturing shops and ancillary
buildings remain today as the administrative and
technological core of the facility. Among RIA’s significant
contributions to U.S. ordnance technology are its leading
roles in production of artillery carriages and recoil
mechanisms.

At the time of Rodman’s death in 1871, only three
buildings had been constructed. Much of the completion of
his master plan (known as the “Rodman Plan”) was left to his
successor, Lieutenant Colonel Daniel W. Flagler. For its first
30 years, the emphasis at RIA was primarily on building and
equipping its shops. Although the last stone building was
completed in 1893, it was not until the Spanish American
War (1898) that major production of military goods began.
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STONESHOPS

By World War I, (circa 1912) all
of the shops were engaged in manufacturing
operations, fabricating French-designed 75
millimeter (mm) recoil mechanisms.
RIA
subsequently became the Army’s center for recoil production
and also developed artillery, tanks, tractors, and armored
vehicles.
World War II
(1942-1945) marked a
period
of
production
unsurpassed in the history
of
RIA.
Immense
quantities
of
recoil
mechanisms,
gun
carriages, gun mounts,
machine guns, small arms
equipment, and spare
parts were produced, and
RIA employment peaked
at 18,467 personnel.

The Korean War (1950-1953) required a redesign of
military planning to meet isolated outbreaks of hostility.
Principal activities at RIA during this time included the
development and manufacturing of rocket launchers and
mortars, as well as the overhaul of tanks, artillery, and small
arms.
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In the 1960s, RIA resumed emergency production of
weapon systems and parts to support the Vietnam War.
Aircraft machine gun systems, artillery recoil mechanisms,
and gun mounts were produced, and small arms, artillery,
and combat vehicles were overhauled during this period.

Responding to a national emergency in
August of 1990 following the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait, RIA manufactured carriages and recoil
mechanisms, performed final assembly of M198
155mm towed Howitzers, and produced gun
mounts for two self-propelled Howitzers and the
M1A1 Abrams tanks. Spare parts for these
weapons were major production items during M1A1 GUN MOUNT
Operation Desert Storm, testing RIA’s reputation as the
“Army’s job lot shop” for emergency items. In addition to the
increased production during Operation Desert Storm, all
items had to be packaged, loaded and shipped. RIA
received and shipped orders for 17,792 components, 60
percent of which supported the M198 Howitzer. Truckmounted mini-machine shops were also manufactured at
RIA. These were built onto 5-ton truck beds and equipped
with a complete set of tools, including a lathe, welder, and
HOWITZER RECOIL
power vise. These mobile shops were driven to the front
MECHANISM
lines to perform field-level repairs and maintenance. RIA
also repainted Army equipment for local Army Reserve units
from the familiar green camouflage color to a desert sand
color.

PORTABLE REPAIR
SHELTERS
TOWED HOWITZER

CUSTOM TOOL KITS

In response to the events of 9/11 and the invasion of
Iraq, the Arsenal has continued to supply needed equipment
for the front line soldiers. Truck and Humvee mounted
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pedestals were designed and built in the Arsenal’s
manufacturing complex to allow the attachment of various
weapons such as Rocket-Propelled Grenade Launchers and
7.62 mm Machine Guns. Armored doors are being produced
to replace the standard issue canvas doors on the Humvees.
The doors, designed to resist blasts from roadside mines,
have been instrumental in protecting the soldiers. Over
2000 sets have been produced and shipped to Iraq for
installation. Volunteers from the RIA manufacturing center
worked 7 days a week in Iraq to install the doors.
Additionally, a recent contract was awarded to RIA for the
manufacture of armored truck cabs for 5-ton trucks. Tool
set, truck-mounted mini-machine shop, and equipment
rehabilitation and painting continue in support of Operation
Enduring Freedom.
PAST TO PRESENT

Throughout its history, RIA has contributed
significantly to local, regional and national history and
remains a vital manufacturing complex for America’s
National Defense.

PAST TO PRESENT
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4.1.3 Environmental Setting
The following table lists the principal tree, shrub, and
vine species, which occur in un-improved and semiimproved woodland sites.

NATURAL WOODLAND VEGETATION
PRINCIPAL TREE AND SHRUB SPECIES FOUND IN UNDISTURBED WOODLAND
Scientific Name / Common Name

Scientific Name / Common Name
TREES

Acer negundo / boxelder
Acer saccharuinum / silver maple
Acer saccharum / sugar maple
Betula nigra / river birch

Platanus occidentalis / sycamore
Populus deltoides / cottonwood
Prunus serotina / Black cherry
Pyrus ioensis (AKA Malus ioensis) /
crabapple
Quercus alba / White oak
Quercus bicolor / Swamp White oak
Quercus macrocarpa / Bur oak
Quercus muhlenbergi / Chinkapin oak
Quercus palustris M. / Pin oak
Quercus rubra / Red oak
Quercus velutina / Black oak
Robinia pseudoacacia / Black locust
Salix nigra / Black willow
Tilia americana / Basswood
Ulmus americana / American elm
Ulmus rubra / Red elm

Carya cordiformis / bitternut hickory
Carya ovata / shagbark hickory
Celtis occidentalis / hackberry
Fraxinus americana / white ash
Fraxinus nigra / black ash
Fraxinus pennsylvanica / green ash
Gleditsia triacanthos / honeylocust
Gymnocladus dioica / Kentucky coffeetree
Juglans nigra / Black walnut
Juniperus virginiana / Eastern redcedar
Morus rubra / Red mulberry
Ostrya virginiana / ironwood
Pinus strobus / white pine
SHRUBS AND VINES
Cercis canadensis / redbud
Rosa sp. / Wild rose
Cornus racemosa / Gray dogwood
Rubes (allegheniensis) / Black raspberry
Euonymus atropurpurea / wahoo
Sambucus canadensis / elderberry
Parthenocissus quinquefolia / Virginia creeper
Smilax hispida / greenbrier
Prunus virginiana / chokecherry

Smilax sp. (herbacea or ecirrhata) / brier

Rhus glabra / Smooth sumac
Rhus radicans / Poison ivy
Ribes sp. (cynosbati or missouriensis) / Prickly gooseberry

Vitis riparia / Wild grape
Zanthoxylum americanum / Prickly ash
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The following table lists the principal species of native
grasses and forbs, which occur in un-improved and semiimproved grassland areas.

IN RELATIVELY UNDISTURBED AREAS
Scientific Name / Common Name
Andropogon gerardii / big bluestem
Bouteloua curtipendula / side-oats grama
Elymus canadensis / Canada wild-rye
Allium tricoccum / wild garlic
Ambrosia artemisiifolia / common ragweed
(Arabis hirsuta) / mustard
Brassica sp. / mustard
Conyza canadensis / horseweed
Coreopis lanceolata / long stalk tickseed
Echinocystis lobata / wild cucumber
Echinacea purpurea / purple coneflower
Erigeron strigosus / prairie fleabane
Eupatorium altissimum / tall boneset

Scientific Name / Common Name
GRASSES
Panicum virgatum / switch grass
Sorghastrum nutans / Indian grass
FORBES
Mirabilis nyctaginea / heart-leaf four-o’clock
Oenothera biennis / common evening primrose
Physalis heterophylla / clammy ground cherry
Ratibida columnifera / western coneflower
Ratibida pinnata / gray-headed coneflower
Rudbeckia hirtella / black-eyed susan
Rumex altissimus / pale dock
Solidago canadensis / Canada goldenrod
Verbena stricta / hoary vervain
Vernonia baldwinii / ironweed

While it is entirely possible that one or more
threatened or endangered plant species exists on the island,
no such species were found in the course of the most recent
vegetation surveys.

The noxious and poisonous plants listed below are
widely distributed on the installation and Illinois state
regulations require their control.
•

Canada thistle/Cirsium arvense

•

Perennial Sow thistle/Sonchus arvensis

•

Johnson grass/Sorghum halepense
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•

Poison ivy/Rhus radicans

•

Marijuana/Cannabis sativa

•

Poison oak/Rhus diversiloba

•
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Invasive Species
Common Name
Scientific Name
Amur bush honeysuckle Lonicera maackii
Asiatic bittersweet
Aciatic orbiculatus
Bittersweet nightshade Celastrus dulcamara
Black locust
Robinia pseudoacacia
Black mustard
Brassica nigra
Buckbrush
Symphoricarpos orbiculatus
Bull thistle
Cirsium vulgare
Burning bush
Euonymous spp.
Canada thistle
Cirsium arvense
Common buckthorn
Rhamnus cathartica
Common burdock
Arctium minus
Common day-flower
Commelina communis
Common mullein
Verbascum thapsus
Common privet
Ligustrum vulgare
Common ragweed
Ambrosia artemesiifolia
Creeping Charlie
Glechoma hederacea
Crown-vetch
Coronilla varia
Curly dock
Rumex crispus
False strawberry
Duehesna indica
Garlic mustard
Alliaria petiolata
Giant ragweed
Ambrosia trifida
Goosefoot grass
Eleagus crus-gali
Green foxtail
Setaria viridis
Hop clover
Melilotus spp.
Ivy leaf morning glory Ipomoea hederacea
Japanese barberry
Berberis thunbergii
Japanese bromegrass
Bromus japonicus
Motherwort
Leonurus cardiaca
Multiflora rose
Rosa multiflora
Narrowleaf cattail
Typha angustifolia
Narrowleaf plantain
Plantago lanceolata
Nodding thistle
Carduus nutans
Purple loosestrife
Lythrum salicaria
Purple wintercreeper
Euonymous fortunei
Queen Anne's lace
Daucus carota
Redroot pigweed
Amaranthus retroflexus
Reed canary-grass
Phalaris arundinacea
Siberian elm
Ulmus pumilla
Smooth brome
Bromus inermis
Tartarian bush honeysuckLonicera tartarica
Tree of heaven
Ailanthus altissima
Tumbleweed
Amaranthus albus
Velvetleaf
Abutilon theophrasti
Yellow goatsbeard
Tragopogon dubius
Yellow toadflax
Linaria vulgarus
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The following table lists the invasive species identified on
RIA during a recent investigation.
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The following table is a species list of common nongame birds found on RIA. The total survey list included rare
and uncommon categories that were determined by the
number of observation points a species was observed.
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Species observed on over half of the points was classified
common. Three species of threatened or endangered
species were observed or are found on or in the vicinity of
COMMON NON-GAME BIRDS
OF ARSENAL ISLAND
SPECIES LIST
SCIENTIFIC NAME
COMMON NAME
Great Blue Heron
Ardea herodias
Rock Dove
Columba liva
Chimney Swift
Chaetura pelagica
Downy Woodpecker
Picoides pubescens
Blue Jay
Cyanocitta cristata
Common Crow
Corvus brachyrhynchos
Black-capped Chickadee
Parus atricapillus
House Wren
Troglodytes aedon
American Robin
Turdus migratorius
European Starling
Sturnus vulgaris
Northern Cardinal
Cardinalis cardinalis
Song Sparrow
Melospiza melodia
Red-winged Blackbird
Agelaius phoeniceus
Common Grackle
Quiscalus quiscula
Northern Oriole
Icterus galbula
House Sparrow
Passer domesticus
Brown Creeper
Certhia americana
Bald
Eagle
Haliaeetus leucocephalus

STATUS*
T&E

HABITAT TYPE
WETLAND GRASSLAND

*
*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

WOODLAND

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

TS
TF

the installation seasonally.

4.1.3.1 Topography

A relatively flat to gently rolling terrain
characterizes the topography of Arsenal Island.
Surface elevations (above mean sea level)
range from a low of 551 feet at the edge of
Sylvan Slough to a high of 594 feet near the
center of the island at Building 390. The
Mississippi River’s surface elevations, above
Dam No.15 and the Arsenal Power Dam, are
approximately 561 feet; below these dams,
surface elevations are approximately 550 feet.
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The eastern half of the island remains
largely in its original topographic condition,
while the western half has had more
topographic
change
due
to
intense
development.

Riprap around the island’s perimeter
prevents shoreline erosion while vegetation
(woodland and turf) protects the interior from
wind and water. Wind and water erosion on the
island are well controlled. New measures, in
the form of experimental turf grass plantings,
are being considered for problem areas, such
as at the Moline bridge approach.

Open drainage channels are relatively
flat and shallow, with low flows and velocities.
Due to these favorable characteristics, channel
maintenance requires nothing more than the
application of standard turf grass management
practices.

4.1.3.2. Geology

Rock Island Arsenal lies on the extreme western edge
of the Till Plains Section of the General Lowland
Physiographic Province in western Illinois. The bedrock on
the island is high, usually found at depths ranging between 2
and 22 feet, with an average of 6 feet. The bedrock has an
irregular surface, due to erosion prior to, during, and
subsequent to Pleistocene glaciation.
The limestone
bedrock found on the island is classified as Wapsinpinicon
and Cedar Valley formations of Devonian age.
This limestone is moderately hard, light gray in color,
fine grained with thinly laminated beds with shale partings.
The shale that occurs in the limestone is thinly bedded and
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poorly cemented. In several instances, the limestone has
undergone deformation and has been brachiated. The
breccia has been healed with either calcite or calcareous
clay. The limestone is also consistently weathered in the
upper 1 to 2 feet. Solution cavities, joints, and depressions
are frequently found in the limestone. Overlying the Cedar
Valley
and
Wapsinpinicon
limestones,
younger
Pennsylvanian bedrock is also found on the island. The
bedrock includes the shales and
sandstones of the Spoon, Abbott, and
Caseyville formations.
The Pennsylvanian shales are
thinly bedded and poorly cemented.
These shales form a very weak
foundation, and much of the shale has
filled the cavities and depressions that
occur in the limestone.

4.1.3.3 Soils
Arsenal Island is located in the Moline Upland, a part
of the Galesburg plain. The overburden throughout Arsenal
Island consists of fill, glacial outwash silts, clays, sands, and
gravel. Borings indicated that very shallow soil depths exist
in the central portion of the Island due to high bedrock
conditions.
The borings also indicate that soil conditions vary
significantly within short distances, as do the depths of the
overburden material. Fill was placed throughout the Island
at several different times, and is usually man-made or
material which had been removed from other areas. The
primary type of soil found over most of the island is a dark
brown sandy lean clay. This clay is usually found lying
above glacial till, river sands, and gravel or lying directly
above bedrock. The glacial till is a mottled green/gray fat
clay with a trace of gravel.
The sands and gravel found on the island are usually
poorly sorted, and have a high percentage of clay and silt.
The overburden materials vary in depth from 2 feet to
approximately 22 feet, with an average of about 6 feet.
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Results from the most recent soil tests are presented
below. Due to the routine application of de-icing salts, high
salt/sodium levels near pavements are a significant problem.

Figure 1, in Appendix S, provides the name, location,
and a brief description of each principal soil type as
described by the U.S. Department of Agriculture in the 1977
publication Soil Survey of Rock Island County, Illinois.
SOIL ANALYSIS RESULTS
Wilbur-Ellis Company

No.

SAMPLE AREA

% ORGANIC
MATTER
PHOSPHORUS POTASSIUM
PPM
PPM
2.7
58
157

SOIL pH

SOLUBLE
SALTS
mmhos/cm

7.3

0.22

SODIUM
PPM
11

5

49

218

7.4

0.32

31

Quarters 1

5.3

68

138

7

0.37

33

4

Building 212, SE Bed

3.1

29

118

7.4

0.5

24

5

Oak Grove

6.8

30

224

6.6

0.22

11

6

Old Quarters

3

95

141

6.7

0.17

23

7

Building 360, South

5.4

58

225

6.9

0.26

14

8

Building 68

4

57

223

7.5

0.32

26

9

Building 390, South

3.3

52

219

7.5

0.43

161

10

Boulevard

3.9

57

199

8.2

0.98

1120

11

Memorial Field

2.9

75

147

6.3

0.19

16

12

Rodman, West

4.4

50

197

7.1

0.39

87

1

Baseball Diamonds

2

Buildings 102-103

3

COMMENTS:
Organic matter -- levels of most samples are average to high, while samples 2, 3, 5 and 7 are very high. This may correlate with
high-clay soils and is not a concern.
Phosphorous -- the desirable range for turf is 28-35 PPM.
Potassium -- the desirable range is 200-250 PPM, several samples were low.
pH -- several samples were high; to modify, apply elemental sulfur at 2 pounds per 1000 ft2 and re-test before adding additional
lime.
Soluble salts and Sodium -- most samples were within the acceptable range, however, soluble salt levels in excess of 0.50 are
cause to consider cultural alternatives or soil amendments. Apply gypsum to areas 4, 9, 10 and 12, at 50 pounds per 1000 ft2.

4.1.3.4 Climate
The Rock Island Arsenal has a temperate continental
climate, with a wide temperature range throughout the year.
There are some intensely hot and humid periods in summer,
and severely cold periods in winter. Summer maxima of 90
degrees or more have occurred as frequently as 55 days,
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and zero or lower readings have occurred during every
winter. Climatic data is presented in the following table.
Table I-2

TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION DATA
Moline, Illinois

Elevation: 592 feet

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

YEAR

– Daily Maximum

29.8

35.6

48.3

61.7

73.3

82.7

86.1

83.9

76.5

64.4

48

34.5

60.4

– Daily Minimum

12.3

18.2

29

39.3

50

59.7

64.5

62.4

53.4

41.6

30.1

18.3

39.9

– Monthly

21.1

26.9

38.7

50.5

61.7

71.2

75.3

73.2

65

53

39.1

26.4

50.2

TEMPERATURE
Normals (° F)

Extremes (° F)
– Record Highest
– Year
– Record Low est
– Year

69

73

88

93

104

104

111

106

100

93

80

71

111

1989

1921

1986

1986

1934

1988

1946

1936

1939

1997

2000

1998

1946

-27

-28

-19

7

26

39

46

40

24

11

-10

-24

-27

1979

1996

1960

1982

1966

1993

1971

1986

1942

1925

1891

1989

1979

1.58

1.51

2.92

3.82

4.25

4.63

4.03

4.41

3.16

2.8

2.73

2.2

38.04

DEC

YEAR

PRECIPITATION
Water Equivalent
– Normal (inches)
LAST FROST 32°

FIRST FROST 32°

– Average
– Earliest
– Latest

27th
(1878)

– Average

8th

– Earliest

(1954)

20th

LAST FREEZE 28°

– Latest

20th

(1973)

3rd

FIRST FREEZE 28°

– Average
– Earliest

– Latest

7th
(1991)

13th
(1878)

– Average

26th

(1966)
JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

25th

– Earliest

(1974)

10th

– Latest

(1975)

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

2nd
13th
SEP

OCT

NOV

Data, gathered in Moline, Illinois, was provided by the National Climatic Data Center. Normals are based on the 1971-2000 record period. Extremes
dates reflect the time period from 1872 to 2004.

4.1.3.5 Hydrology

Groundwater levels vary with the
level of the Mississippi River and Sylvan
Slough. The island drainage is handled
by a storm water drainage system or
controlled by vegetation and gentle
slopes. No large swampy areas exist on
the island; however, portions of the
island, especially on the southern
border, are subject to infrequent
flooding.
Flood stage occurrence
averages once every four years and
typically causes insignificant problems.
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The largest floods normally occur during the period
from March to June. Most often, heavy winter snow
accumulations in March are accompanied by rapid thawing
and intensified by early spring rainfalls. Other hydrologic
conditions that contribute to the severity of these floods are
high antecedent soil moisture before the winter freeze-up
and deep frost penetration due to below-normal winter
temperatures.

In the spring of 1965, the Quad City area saw
significant increases in river levels, caused by a quick
melting of an unusually heavy northern snowfall in the
previous winter. The resulting flooding was the worst the
area had seen in modern times, and caused severe damage
to the Quad City communities. As a result of this disaster,
the cities of Rock Island, East Moline, and Bettendorf
constructed extensive levee systems to protect their
communities. At the same time, the Arsenal began a
program to construct a levee system to avoid the damage
that they had suffered. It wasn’t until 1993 that the need for
the levee system was realized. The mid-summer flood
resulted from unprecedented rainfall in the upper Mississippi
River basin. This flood was approximately equivalent to a
100-year event according to the Rock Island Corps of
Engineers Mississippi River Flood Profiles, and exceeded
the 1965 flood by several inches. This summer flood
followed on the heels of a moderate spring flood, and
effectively resulted in flood conditions for nearly 5 months.
Although there was moderate to significant seepage, the
levee system protected the Island with no disruption of
services to the residents or employees. Subsequent to the
1993 flood, additional improvements were made to the levee
system and when the 1997 and 2001 floods occurred (80
year and 95 year events respectively), little had to be done.
Figure 2 in Appendix S identifies the limits of the 100-year
flood levels. With the exception of the golf driving range, the
Island is very well protected by a system proven effective 3
times in the past 11 years.
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With few exceptions, all of the Arsenal buildings have
first floor elevations above the 100 year flood elevation.
Combined with a proven levee system, none of the buildings
are placed at risk during a 100-year flood. Additionally, dry
access to Rock Island Arsenal is available at all times from
both the Rock Island Viaduct and the Moline Bridge. With a
limited amount of sandbagging near the foot of the
Government Bridge in Davenport, that entrance can also be
maintained. If a flood of a 500-year magnitude or greater
were to occur, access would still be possible, provided
temporary measures were taken to limit the minor flooding
on Rodman and Rock Island Avenues on the western end of
the Island. A copy of the RIA Boundary Map can be found at
Figure 3 in Appendix S.
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Based on experiences in the past flood years, a 2004
Rock Island Arsenal, Flood Emergency Plan was developed
as a guide for current operations and for future generations
to maintain the hard learned corporate knowledge. The
Arsenal’s flood plan identifies areas at risk of flooding at
various river levels, and prescribes procedures to prevent
damage from occurring.

The Drainage Map, Figure 4 in Appendix S, shows
contour elevations, open drainage channels, and the location
and size of principal subsurface storm drains and culverts.
Basic types of storm drainage structures used on the island
include sluice gates, drop inlets, culverts, and paved inverts.
Open drainage channels are relatively flat and shallow, with
low flows and velocities.
Due to these favorable
characteristics, channel maintenance requires nothing more
than the application of standard turf grass management
practices.

4.1.3.6 Vegetation
The Island is divided into three maintenance related
areas: improved, semi-improved, and unimproved grounds.
The majority of the Island consists of improved areas and
includes the areas developed for administration, warehouse,
manufacturing, and recreational. The recreational areas can
be further subdivided into the RIA Golf Club, Arsenal driving
range, soccer fields, softball fields, and Memorial Park.
Semi-improved areas include roadside ditches and prairie
grass stands. Unimproved areas are primarily the woodlot
within the tank test track and the lowland areas on the
southwest end of the Island. These lowland areas are also
considered wetlands.

As stated above, the majority of the Island consists of
manicured lawn. Due to the nature of the mission, this is the
only practical solution in the developed areas: administrative,
housing, manufacturing, and warehouse areas. Because of
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this need for formality, the Island has many times been
described as “park-like” or “campus-like”.
Although
reductions in maintenance costs have led to some areas
being returned to a more natural look, the choices, as well as
the resulting impact, have been few and relatively minor.

In an effort to reduce ground’s maintenance costs, a
program was initiated in the early 1990’s to convert areas of
manicured lawn to native prairie grass. To date, four areas
have been completed by the Arsenal, three by the RIA Golf
Club, and one by the Rock Island District Corps of
Engineers. In total, approximately 15 acres of prairie have
been reestablished.

The RIA Golf Club is a private club that leases land
and buildings from RIA.
All grounds and building
maintenance is the responsibility of the Golf Club, is paid for
by the Club, and is considered a portion of the lease
payment.

Of 946 acres on the Arsenal, 80 acres are wooded.
Included in this total are approximately 40 acres in the
vicinity of the Tank Test Track, 25 acres in the southwest
corner of the Island, 6 acres north of Building 25, and the
remainder scattered throughout the Island in small patches.

4.1.3.7 Wetlands
Wetlands on the Arsenal
are shown in pale green on the
aerial photograph shown. The
areas shown are those identified
as wetlands during a recent
survey completed by the
Department of the Interior as a
part of the National Wetlands
Survey. As shown in the
photograph, the majority of the
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Island’s wetland areas are along
the installation boundary, at the
riparian line.
The view shown is from Fort
Armstrong Avenue looking west
toward the far western tip of the
Arsenal. This area is occupied in
the winter by hundreds of Bald
Eagles. The eagles roost and perch
on the trees that are adjacent to the
Mississippi River, downstream from
Lock and Dam 15.

4.1.3.8 Wildlife
Wildlife can be found in abundance on Rock Island
Arsenal. The Island is home to whitetail deer, red fox,
coyote, opossum, raccoon, mink, muskrats, beaver and a
variety of birds including Canada Geese, Great Blue Herons,
pelicans, and Bald Eagles.

Canada Geese can be seen
throughout the year at various
locations throughout the Island.
The photo below shows several
hundred resting near the Colonel
Davenport House during their
annual
migration
along
the
Mississippi Flyway. Although the
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numbers observed on the Island are growing each year, an
active program to discourage their long-term stay has not
been required.

Past years have seen the growth of the deer herd
exceed the number that the Island can support. Based upon
an
Illinois
Department
of
Natural
Resources
recommendation, only 7 to 10 deer can find
sufficient food sources on the Arsenal to
avoid over browsing (based upon a
population of 30 to 40 deer per square mile of
woodland – with approximately 200 acres of
woodland available on the Arsenal, the
maximum population recommended is 11).
Resident deer were first observed on the
Island in 1993. The herd size at its peak in
1997 was estimated at 35. By 1998, a
controlled hunt was required in the late winter.
The requirement for an out-of-season hunt
was determined necessary after a spate of car/deer
accidents. Growth of the deer herd had spiked more rapidly
than anticipated and immediate action was required.
Approval was obtained for a Controlled Hunt through the
Illinois Department of Natural Resources. The hunt was
conducted according to IDNR rules, and the processed meat
from the harvest was donated to Arrowhead Ranch in Coal
Valley, Illinois.

Although the controlled hunt had been successful, the
deer size had not been adequately reduced. Accordingly, an
archery season was required the following fall. Additional
deer were taken during the archery hunt, and the pressure of
the hunts encouraged more deer to leave the Island.
Several were observed swimming across the Mississippi
River to Davenport.

Since 1998, the deer herd size has been growing
slowly; however, recent reports indicate that a population
spike may once again be happening. Planning has begun for
a possible archery hunt in the fall of 2005. Deer counts are
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being accomplished in mid march to determine deer herd
size prior to the spring births. An additional count will be
performed in midsummer to confirm herd growth. The
results of these counts will determine the need for a fall
regular-season hunt.
It should be noted that the both Iowa and Illinois harvest
approximately 1/3 of their deer herd each year to avoid
overpopulation. The herd on RIA is growing at a minimum of
33% per year, and with the lack of natural predators on the
Island, the number could be as high as 80% per year. This
variability makes it difficult to maintain the herd size at a
uniform level, resulting in the need for a periodic hunt versus
an annual hunt.
4.1.3.9 Environmentally Sensitive Habitat
The western tip of RIA was created in the 1930s when
dredge spoils were deposited during the construction of Lock
and Dam 15. As this area of land did not appear on any
survey reports, there are questions as to ownership. It
would normally be assumed that the Rock Island Arsenal
would own it as it is a part of the Island; however, as it was
created by the Rock Island District Corps of Engineers, and
is only accessible by land via a Corps owned spit of land,
there is doubt.

A red fox calls RIA home

Development of this area is not practical.
Additionally, its use in the winter by roosting and perching
Bald Eagles makes any proposal to modify the area unwise.
An informal gentlemen’s agreement between the RIA and
the RID has resulted in the decision to leave the area totally
undisturbed and unused.

4.1.4 Man-Made Environment
As stated in earlier text, the Island consists of 946
acres, owned by Rock Island Arsenal (906 acres), Rock
Island District Corps of Engineers (11 acres), and the
National Cemetery (29 acres). Development of the Island
has occurred primarily on the western half (west of East
Avenue), and has affected in excess of 90% of the land.
The land east of East Avenue has seen much less
development and is approximately 90% undisturbed.
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Included in the developed half of the Island are areas of:
manufacturing, warehousing, housing, and administration. It
is in these areas that the following issues are most
applicable.

PRIMARILY
DISTURBED

PRIMARILY
UNDISTURBED

4.1.4.1 Contaminated Areas
There
are
three
areas
of
contamination on RIA: the Old Landfill, the
Building 251 Site, and the Building 64 Site.
Identification of the extent of the problems
at these areas is complete, and work is
underway to remediate the contamination.

4.1.4.1.1 The Old Landfill
The Old Landfill occupies approximately 20
acres in the south-central part of RIA. The landfill
boundaries extend from just south of the western
end of Building 299 eastward to near the bend in
Sylvan Slough. The landfill is approximately 3000
feet long and ranges in width from 250 to 400 feet.
Contaminates in the landfill include waste products
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from primary and secondary metalworking, casting and
forging, metal finishing, conversion coating; compounding,
vulcanizing, and molding of synthetic elastomers and
plastics; repair, service, and maintenance activities for motor
vehicles; and laboratory operations.
Specific details
concerning the remediation efforts can be found in the
“Feasibility Study for the Old Landfill at Rock Island Arsenal”,
June 2003.

4.1.4.1.2 Building 251 Site
The area surrounding former Building 251 and
Structure 254 (open air chip bin) was used during WWI in
the loading of TNT into shell casings. Materials found in the
underlying soil include polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons
(PNAs), TNT, and arsenic.
Benzo(a)anthracene, vinyl
chloride, chloroform, various explosives, lead, manganese,
aluminum, and chloride are found in the groundwater.
Contamination within the layer of soil is minimal, typically
occurring in the top one to six feet.
Additionally,
contamination levels found in the ground water occur in the
shallow groundwater within the upper portions of the
bedrock. Specific details concerning the remediation efforts
can be found in the “Phase II Remedial Investigation
Report for U.S. Army Building 251/Structure 254/UST
34, IRP Site #14, Rock Island Arsenal”, February
2005.

4.1.4.1.3 Building 64 RCRA Closure
From the 1950’s through the 1980’s building 64
had been used as an electroplating
shop for Rock Island Arsenal. The
investigation and clean-up of the
building is being managed as a
RCRA closure because the Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency
determined
that
the
prior
electroplating operations at the
facility included hazardous waste
management units (HWMUs). A
“Site
Investigation
Report,
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Remediation Objectives Report, Building 64 RCRA Closure”,
published in December of 2002, details the requirements for
completing the cleanup and closure of the building.
4.1.4.2 Solid Waste Management
Since the closure of the Old Landfill in the 1960s, RIA
has provided no on-island landfill capability. A contract is in
place to haul all landfill suitable materials to a private site
located off Island. The recycle program currently in effect
includes paper and cardboard; however, plans are underway
to add aluminum, copper, ferric metals, and fluorescent light
bulbs.

4.1.4.3 Noise
The Installation Compatible Use Zone (ICUZ)
program addresses Army and other federal agencies’
policies concerning environmental noise generated on Army
installations. An ICUZ study is undertaken to determine if
there are any incompatible land uses on adjoining lands. If
incompatible land uses are identified, or if they arise in the
future, the ICUZ analysis process will minimize or eliminate
the noise impacts on those areas.

A survey of the noise sources on RIA was conducted
by the United States Army Environmental Hygiene Agency
and it concluded that RIA’s noise environment is composed
primarily of outside sources and that very little noise
generated on RIA leaves the Installation’s confines.
Consequently, at the present time there is no potential for
noise to impact on the surrounding communities.

A commitment by the community to understand and
work with RIA in its endeavors to control environmental
noise effects is vital to the mission of the installation.

4.1.4.4 Air Quality
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Rock Island Arsenal operates under a Title V, Clean
Air Act Permit Program (CAAPP) Permit and Title I Permit,
as approved by the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency.
The permit, issued 25 May 2002 expires on 25 May 2007.
According to the limitations set forth in the permit, the
Arsenal is granted the authority to operate an army
manufacturing and warehouse facility with conditions as
noted.

4.2

EXISTING LAND USE

4.2.1 Visual Zones
Visual zones are areas within the installation that
include similar visual characteristics. Visual characteristics
define a "look and feel" of an area together with the
dominant features that define its image. Typical visual
characteristics include unique buildings, vehicular and
pedestrian corridors, natural features, and spatial
relationships.
Paragraph 5.3 presents a functional analysis of each
of the visual zones. The analysis includes a description of
the visual character, a visual analysis map, assets, liabilities,
and recommendations for each zone.
Also included are analysis maps graphically
illustrating the features and constraints that affect the visual
character of the zones (paragraph 5.4.1).
Assets and liabilities are determined according to the
following criteria: installation visual goals and objectives,
design principles and visual elements in relationship to the
six design components described in Sections 7 through 12 of
this Installation Design Guide.
Recommendations are made to correct the liabilities
or enhance the assets. These recommendations are used to
generate projects that are listed in Section 6, Improvement
Projects.
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4.2.1.1 Rodman Corridor
Originally named the “Main
Road”, Rodman Avenue became the
new title in honor of the “Father of
Rock Island Arsenal, Colonel
Thomas Rodman. Colonel Rodman
pioneered the modern process for
producing cannon barrels and
revolutionized their production. In his
honor, the main road stretching the
length of the Arsenal bears his name.
This corridor not only bisects the
Island east and west, but it is the main artery between the
primary historical structures on the Island, the Stoneshops.
The corridor consists of a well planned and maintained
building setback distance that stretches from the
Government Bridge on the west end to East Avenue, at the
far eastern end of the Stoneshop zone.
No development is allowed in this corridor in an effort
to protect the “grand view” theme of the zone. Prior to the
catastrophic effect of the Dutch Elm disease, this corridor
was also lined with massive elm trees on both sides of the
road for nearly the entire length of the corridor. Literally
hundreds of trees have been planted since the demise of the
elms in an effort to reestablish this grand corridor feel. To
avoid any repeat of such a catastrophe, a variety of grand
and stately trees are being used.
4.2.1.2 Golf Course/ Driving Range
The Rock Island Arsenal Golf Club is a private golf
club that leases the land from Rock Island Arsenal. It
consists of an eighteen-hole golf course, and associated
driving range. Although it accepts government employees
as members, there is no direct affiliation between the two
organizations. The RIAGC manages its own business and
maintains the grounds. Lease payments are calculated on a
combination of benefits gained by maintenance avoidance
on the part of the Arsenal, and cash payments by the Club to
provide the remaining use value.
Although not a portion of the Golf Course, the historic
Stone Quarters are adjacent to, or surrounded by, the
course. Typically associated with the Stoneshops, they are
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better represented as a portion of the Golf Course area in
terms of visual zones.

4.2.1.3 Clocktower/ Government Bridge
The western end of
the Island is home to two of
the most famous Quad-City
landmarks; the Clocktower,
and the Government
Bridge. The Clocktower is
home to the Rock Island
District Corps of Engineers,
and although it is a part of
RIA, it is owned by the
Corps. Originally intended
to be the first of numerous
manufacturing buildings to
be built on the Arsenal, the plan was changed after
completion of the Clocktower to construct the
Arsenal Stoneshops in their present location, more
centrally located.
The Government Bridge was constructed in
1897 on the site of an earlier, lighter weight bridge that
served the Iowa and Illinois communities for approximately
20 years. This earlier bridge was the successor to the first
railroad bridge constructed across the Mississippi River.
The original bridge was located several hundred yards
upstream, and served for a very short time before falling
prey to collision and fire.
The Government Bridge is the only double-decker
swing span that handles railroad and automobile
traffic in the United States. Recent maintenance
and repair projects have restored it to sound
operating condition.
4.2.1.4 Original Stoneshops
Considered one of the greatest 20th
century engineering accomplishments, the
Stoneshops represent 30 years of planning and
construction: the earliest shop was begun prior to
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the Civil War, and the last of these 10 structures was
completed in 1893. Eight of the shops are 4 stories tall,
consisting of a basement, two main production floors
(originally), and an attic for storage. Each floor footprint is
approximately one acre, and the rough hewn limestone
stone walls are three feet thick. The two atypical shops were
designed as single story buildings with high bay ceilings.
These two were used for plating and forging operations. The
stoneshops are now used for administrative purposes and
are the core of the National Historic Landmark.
4.2.1.5 Miscellaneous manufacturing /
maintenance / industrial
South and east of the Stoneshops are the buildings
that provide the industrial capability of the Arsenal. Project
REARM, completed in the 1990’s, consists of a
complex of buildings that contains all of the
current manufacturing on the Island. Completed
at a cost of approximately $320 million, it
houses shipping and receiving, plating shop,
weld and fabrication, metalworking, and a forge
shop. Furthermore, buildings constructed during
WWI and WWII provide space for rehabilitation
work and additional manufacturing. Most
significant of these buildings are 208 and 220.
Constructed of reinforced concrete, these
massive buildings border on Rodman Avenue
and provide much of the face of the
manufacturing area to visitors.
Less significant, but equally important buildings dot
the landscape north, south, and east of the main
manufacturing area. Providing space for maintenance
activities, warehousing and rebuild functions, these buildings
are of much lesser historic significance, but comprise a large
percentage of the non-administrative square footage.
Building 299, housing the logistics functions, is the largest
warehouse owned by the U.S. Government, at
approximately 17 acres.
4.2.1.6 Natural Settings
Included in this visual zone are the woodlands, the
athletic fields on the north side of the Island, family housing,
the Child Development Center, wetlands on the south side of
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the Island, and Memorial Field. With the exception of the
wetland area on the south side of the Island, the Natural
Zone is entirely associated with the eastern half of the
Island, and includes the vast majority of the area.

4.2.1.7 Proving Grounds
The proving grounds consist of approximately a
dozen nondescript concrete and steel buildings used during
the testing of items associated with howitzer production and
testing of various small and medium caliber weapons.
Although the function is industrial, it is located in a primarily
natural setting.
4.2.1.8 Cemetery
The Veterans Administration is responsible for two
cemeteries on RIA: the National
Cemetery (which is an active
cemetery, still accepting internments),
and the Confederate Cemetery that
has been inactive since the end of the
Civil War. Although located in an area
generally considered to be a natural
zone, its formal presentation, and lack
of naturally occurring features requires
that it be considered as a unique zone.
4.2.2 Visual Themes
Visual themes create a perception of unification within
the installation. These themes create design consistency
that provides orientation and a "sense of place".
Visual themes are generalized groupings of visual
zones that provide the same general use and visual
characteristics. Visual themes include broad scale activities
that occur on the installation. These activities typically
include similar design and layout characteristics.
Rock Island Arsenal can be described by five visual
themes: administration, community life, industrial, cemetery,
and open space/natural buffer. Each of these
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4.2.2.1 Administration
The Stoneshops are at the heart of the administration
area, but two significant buildings, one each built during
WWI and WWII, buildings 350 and 390, are important assets
of the theme.
4.2.2.2 Community Life
The Rock Island Arsenal Golf Club, the Arsenal
managed driving range, as well as the fitness trail and
Memorial Park comprise the majority of the Community Life
area on RIA. Also, a public walking/running trail snakes
through a majority of the Island
4.2.2.3 Industrial
Included in this category are the industrial,
warehouse, and maintenance areas found on the more
developed western half of the Island, and the test range
located on the far eastern point of the Island.
4.2.2.4 Cemetery
Includes the National Cemetery, the
Confederate Cemetery and 23 acres of land
recently transferred to the Veteran’s Administration
for future expansion of the National Cemetery
4.2.2.5 Open Space/ Natural Buffer
Includes the woodland area primarily located
on the less developed eastern half of the Island,
and spot locations found on the western half, along the
riparian line, and adjacent to the Rock Island Arsenal Golf
Club.

4.3

PROPOSED LAND USE

4.3.1 The Real Property Master Plan identifies 8
different land use areas: Industrial, Administration,
Training/Ranges, Family Housing, Community Facility,
Outdoor Recreation, Open Space, and Cemetery. These
areas share some characteristics with Themes and Zones
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identified above, but differ in that they relate more directly to
operational requirements rather than visual stimuli.
4.3.1.1 Industrial – Includes the manufacturing,
warehouse, water treatment, and testing areas.
4.3.1.2 Administration – Centered on the Stoneshops,
the Administration area also includes Building 350 and 390,
the maintenance areas, a portion of the family housing
assets, and Memorial Field.
4.3.1.3 Training/Ranges – Little training is
accomplished on RIA; this is a result of little military
need for training areas, and little available space to
accomplish the training. A small portion of the Tank
Test Track area is currently identified as training, but is
seldom used.
4.3.1.4 Family Housing – Included in this group
are the Stone Quarters, and the “new” family housing
units constructed in the early 1970s along Rodman
Avenue across from the Confederate Cemetery.
4.3.1.5 Community Facility – Little on the Island is
considered Community Facility. Land around the Colonel
Davenport House and the Commissary and PX is the
majority involved. However, since the Child Development
Center Buildings are open to both civilian and military
personnel, they too are considered community related.
4.3.1.6 Outdoor Recreation – Covering a large portion
of the Island, it includes the Golf Course leased land, and
the RIA Driving Range.
4.3.1.7 Open Space – Consisting primarily of
woodlots scattered throughout the Island, it also includes
green space north of the V-area buildings.
4.3.1.8 Cemetery – The Department of Veterans
Affairs owns and manages the National Cemetery and the
Confederate Cemetery. The land along Rodman Avenue,
between the two cemeteries, was transferred to the VA for
future expansion.
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•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Entrances and Gates - Provide the first and last
impression of the installation.
Circulation System - Includes streets, railroad tracks,
trails, sidewalks, parking lots, driveways, delivery areas
and bicycle paths. The circulation system utilizes a large
amount of space and creates significant visual impact.
Trees and Other Vegetation - Trees and other
vegetation frame views, provide visual screens, shade,
color, and interest in the installation .
Street Trees - Street trees soften, complement, and
define the road hierarchy, and improve the overall visual
quality of the installation.
Views and Vistas - Scenic and attractive views and
vistas should be enhanced. Unattractive views should be
screened.
Open Spaces - Open space areas create visual impact
and can be designed to either separate or integrate
adjacent uses.
Signage - A coordinated installation signage plan,
addressing both exterior and interior signage, should be
developed to facilitate circulation and provide useful
information.
Utility Corridors - Utilities should be in corridors and
unsightly above ground utilities minimized.
Other Elements - Visual elements other than those
above may occur within an installation and should be
noted.

Links
Go to Section 4
Go to Table of Contents
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Section 5
VISUAL THEMES
AND ZONES

5.1

INTRODUCTION

Visual themes and zones are determined after performing
the two surveys described in paragraph 2.2. These surveys
were conducted using existing installation maps, visual
inspection, interviews, questionnaires, and photographs to
record impressions of visual and spatial impacts. The data
captured was used to define the visual themes and zones of
the installation.
5.2

VISUAL THEMES

5.2.1 Visual themes create a perception of unification within
the installation. These themes create design consistency
that provides orientation and a "sense of place".

Fig. 5.1 – Fog along the Mississippi
River

5.2.2 Visual themes are generalized groupings of visual
zones that provide the same general use and visual
characteristics. Visual themes include broad scale activities
that occur on the installation. These activities typically
include similar design and layout characteristics. Table 5-1
shows the theme/visual zone relationship throughout the
installation.
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ADMINISTRATION

COMMUNITY
LIFE

INDUSTRIAL
THEME

THEME

CEMETERY
THEME

THEME

OPEN
SPACE /
NATURAL
BUFFER
THEME

STONESHOPS

RODMAN
CORRIDOR

VISUAL ZONE

MANUFACTURING /
MAINTENANCE /
INDUSTRIAL

VISUAL ZONE

CEMETERY

NATURAL
SETTINGS

VISUAL
ZONE

VISUAL ZONE

VISUAL
ZONE

______________
GOLF COURSE /
DRIVING RANGE
VISUAL ZONE
______________
CLOCKTOWER /
GOVERNMENT
BRIDGE
VISUAL ZONE

TABLE 5-1 THEME / ZONE RELATIONSHIP

5.3

VISUAL ZONES

5.3.1 Visual zones are areas within the installation that
include similar visual characteristics. Visual characteristics
define a "look and feel" of an area together with the
dominant features that define its image. Typical visual
characteristics include unique buildings, vehicular and
pedestrian corridors, natural features, and spatial
relationships.
5.3.2 The following paragraphs present a functional analysis
of each of the visual zones. This analysis includes a
description of the visual character, a visual analysis map,
assets, liabilities, and recommendations for each zone.
5.3.3 The visual analysis maps graphically illustrate the
features and constraints that affect the visual character of
the zone.
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5.3.4 Assets and liabilities are determined according to the
following criteria: installation visual goals and objectives
(Section 3, para 3.2), design principles (Section 3, para 3.3)
and visual elements (Section 3, para 3.4) in relationship to
the six design components described in Sections 7 through
12 of this Installation Design Guide.
5.3.5 Recommendations are made to correct the liabilities or
enhance the assets. These recommendations are used to
generate projects that are listed in Section 6, Improvement
Projects.
5.4 RODMAN CORRIDOR VISUAL ZONE
5.4.1 Originally named the “Main Road”, Rodman Avenue
became the new title in honor of the “Father of Rock Island
Arsenal, Colonel Thomas Rodman. Colonel Rodman
pioneered the modern process for producing cannon barrels.
In his honor, the main road stretching the length of the
Arsenal bears his name. This corridor not only bisects the
Island east and west, but it is the main artery that also
bisects the primary historical structures on the Island, the
Stoneshops. The corridor consists of a well planned and
maintained building setback distance that stretches from the
Government Bridge on the west end to East Avenue at the
far eastern end of the Stoneshop Zone.

Fig. 5.3 – Flagpole

No development is allowed in this setback corridor in
an effort to protect the “grand view” theme of the zone. Prior
to the catastrophic effect of the Dutch Elm disease, this
corridor was also lined with massive elm trees on both sides
of the road for nearly the entire length of the corridor.
Literally hundreds of trees have been replaced since the
demise of the elms, in an effort to reestablish this grand
corridor feel. To avoid any repeat of such a catastrophe, a
wide variety of grand and stately trees have been used as
replacements.
5.4.2 Assets
5.4.2.1 Site Planning – The Rodman Corridor emphasizes
the “grand avenue” design philosophy common in 19th
century military installation planning. Using the elements of
massive buildings, wide setbacks, and views unobstructed
by miscellaneous minor structures, the corridor provides a
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dramatic initial impression. Coupled with a tree planting and
maintenance program that emphasizes the large growth,
stately trees, the visitor, as well as the Island employee, is
made well aware of the grandeur and importance of the
Installation.
Among the significant visual assets of the corridor are the
Main Entrance Sign, the large expanses of open space
between buildings, and the shear size of Rodman Avenue
itself.

5.4.2.2 Buildings - Buildings 350, 390 and the
Stoneshops house the majority of the work staff on
Rock Island Arsenal. Comprised of employees from
the Arsenal and 43 tenants, the building interiors
boast all modern amenities. Recent projects have
included the repair and repainting of the exterior of
building 350, and the replacement of all windows in
building 390 with units that provide blast resistance to
protect the occupants.

5.4.2.3 Circulation –
Maximizing the available 3
lane roadway, drivers are
directed to use the right
and center lanes heading
in-Island during the
morning rush and off-Island
during the afternoon peak.
During non-peak hours the
center lane is used as a
passing or left turn lane.
This optimization of use
Fig. 5.5 – Building 390 Landscaping
avoids the construction of
an unnecessary fourth traffic lane, and preserves the
open character of the Island’s premiere arterial.

Fig. 5.4 – Stoneshop

Fig. 5. 6 North Stoneshop

5.4.2.4 Plant Materials are chosen to satisfy both esthetic
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and functional uses. Plant groupings, combined with
earthen berms provide natural beauty while satisfying Force
Protection requirements.

5.4.2.5 Site Elements – Through the use of standardized
signage, the necessary but often obtrusive requirement for
directional signs is minimized.
Miscellaneous landscape furnishings such as planters,
benches, waste receptacles, and cigarette urns are carefully
selected to ensure they blend with the historic and natural
character of the corridor; natural stone and wood are used
predominately. Exposed aggregate concrete, cut stone
blocks, and weather resistant woods such as cedar, are the
materials of choice.
Above ground utilities are minimized in the Rodman
Corridor. Complete elimination is not possible, with street
lighting requirements, and above ground traffic control
cabinets and waterline Reduced Pressure Zone (RPZ)
devices. With no alternative for location, street lights have
been chosen to blend with the historic character of the
Island, and the colors of above-ground cabinets are chosen
to minimize their visual impact.

Fig. 5. 7 Building 390 Force
Protection Landscaping

5.4.2.6 Force Protection - By its nature, the Rodman Avenue
Corridor supports the basic tenants of force protection
guidance with generous setback distances. The original
developers could not have imagined that the setback
distance, originally designed to provide easy access and
majestic views, would meld so easily with present day
personnel safety requirements. With a typical setback of
approximately 130 feet, the minimum recommended setback
is easily met. In the case of building 390 where additional
security measures are necessary, a control gate system has
been installed to restrict traffic flow, and protective
landscaping surrounds the building.

Fig. 5. 8 Force Protection Barrier
Arm
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5.4.3 Liabilities
5.4.3.1 Site Planning – Parking on the Island is generally
adequate, but some localized shortages occur. Prime
examples are the parking lots located in front of the PX and
the Commissary. Although a long-range goal is to remove
parking from in front of the Stoneshops, removal of parking
in front of these buildings will likely never happen as
insufficient alternatives for relocation of the parking would
prevent a change even if warranted.
Parking in front of the Stoneshops is a separate issue. Long
planned, removal of parking in the Rodman Avenue Corridor
between Gillespie and East Avenues has frequently been
proposed but never accomplished. A lack of adequate
parking in other locations, an unwillingness of users to
relinquish their reserved spot (typically, these spots are
reserved for upper management, visitors, or are designated
for handicapped drivers), and the added distance required to
walk from the parking lot to the building, especially in
inclement weather, have consistently scuttled any proposed
action.
Although the parking lot west of Building 208 is set back
from Rodman Avenue approximately 80 feet, and functions
adequately, it appears stark with no landscaping or visual
screening.
5.4.3.2 Buildings – Several buildings in the
Stoneshop area require improvement.
Building 64 was closed under a Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) action;
the action required the removal of the
contaminated wood windows. The boarded-up
openings have been painted brown to better
blend with the surroundings, but progress has not
been made on installation of new replacement
windows.
With limited work occurring in Building 106
(primarily recycle center operations), little has been done to
improve the exterior views. Window replacement, exterior
stone cleaning, reroofing, improved landscaping, and
general repairs are all under consideration to improve the
building’s overall condition.
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Building 66 is currently unoccupied. Although a small
portion is used for storage, the building looks much as it did
in the 19th century when it was first constructed. Numerous
efforts to attract tenants willing to remodel the building for
administrative purposes have as yet been
unsuccessful. Efforts will continue toward realization
of this goal.

5.4.3.3 Circulation – The main entrance at the
Davenport Gate requires reconfiguration. Space at
the entrance is limited for several reasons. Although
the original entrance was located several hundred
yards east of the existing gate, this location is no
longer a practical location as it leaves the RI District
outside of the security perimeter. Additionally, the
transition from a three lane road to a two lane road
occurs in the same area. Allowing for guard stations,
entrances to the Corps paring lots and automobile cueing
requirements, makes for a difficult design.

Fig. 5. 10 Building 66

Minor inconvenience is caused by the current requirement to
back returning fire equipment into the building via Rodman
Avenue. This issue will be resolved when the proposed
MCA project is complete to build a new addition to the Fire
Station. Currently planned for the 2006 budget year, efforts
are underway to construct it as a Congressional Add.
5.4.3.4 Plant Material – The past decade has seen a
concerted effort to replace dead and dying trees along the
Rodman Avenue Corridor. The primary emphasis has been
in the administrative areas, in front of the Stoneshops and
Buildings 350 and 390. Additional attention is now required
along Rodman west of these areas; primarily involving views
of the manufacturing and warehouse areas: Buildings 208,
220 and the V-area.
5.4.3.5 Site Elements – Although great strides have been
made in the standardization of Site Elements, additional
work remains. As stated in the Assets section, most of the
benches and tables follow predetermined standards for
styling and color. With the exception of the aqua picnic
tables installed several years ago in front of the cafeteria, all
other seating areas follow the standards. A concerted effort
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should be made to replace these tables with a more
appropriately colored model.
5.4.3.6 Force Protection - An effort initiated in the early
1980s has replaced approximately half of the original wood
windows with anodized aluminum units. With the new
requirement for blast resistant windows being applied Armywide, future projects to upgrade any of these administrative
areas, to meet blast resistant standards, will require
replacement of the original wood windows as well as the
aluminum replacements.
Consideration should be given to continuing the installation
of protective earthen berms and landscaping to all
administrative buildings, to ensure the safety of the building
occupants.
5.4.4 Recommendations
5.4.4.1 Site Planning –
Relocate parking from in front of Stoneshops
Provide landscaping around parking lot 2H, west of Building
208.
5.4.4.2 Buildings
Remove painted plywood inserts from Building 64 and install
new windows.
Initiate project to improve the exterior of Building 106.
Attract a tenant to Building 66, thereby allowing for its
renovation, both interior and exterior.
5.4.4.3 Circulation Reconstruct Davenport Entrance
Complete addition to Fire Station
5.4.4.4 Plant Material –
Concentrate on tree replacement west of the administrative
area.
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5.4.4.5 Site Elements –
Replace inappropriately colored picnic tables in front of the
cafeteria, Building 60.
5.4.4.6 Force Protection –
Replace nonconforming windows with blast resistant units
Continue installation of protective earthen berms and
landscaping in areas of high personnel risk
5.5

GOLF COURSE / DRIVING RANGE VISUAL ZONE

5.5.1 The Rock Island Arsenal Golf Club is a private golf club
that leases land from Rock Island Arsenal. The Club
consists of an eighteen-hole golf course, clubhouse
complex, and driving range. Although it offers government
employees the opportunity for membership, there is no direct
affiliation between the two organizations. The RIAGC
manages its own business and maintains the grounds.
Lease payments are based on a combination of benefits:
benefits gained by the Arsenal by the avoidance of
maintenance, and receipt of cash payments from the Club to
provide the remaining use value.
Although not a portion of the Golf Course, the historic
Stone Quarters are adjacent to, or surrounded by, the
course. Typically associated with the Stoneshops, they are
better represented as a portion of the Golf Course area in
terms of visual zones.
5.5.2 Assets
5.5.2.1 Site Planning –
The Arsenal Golf Club is one of the premier golf clubs in the
Quad City region, and is also one of the oldest, dating back
to the early 1900s. Accordingly, the design and layout of the
site features have been carefully conceived and repeatedly
improved. Little improvement can be made as it is so well
developed.
5.5.2.2 Buildings –
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With the primary emphasis dealing with fairways and greens,
the few requirements for buildings involve either indoor
recreation or grounds maintenance. The clubhouse provides
the site for the indoor recreational activities. Housing a
dining room, pro-shop, meeting/reception rooms, and an
outdoor pool, the structure satisfies the occupants’ needs.
The maintenance building cluster contains two very old
barns and a new facility, constructed within the last 10 years.
Although the two old barns are well worn, they are shielded
from public view with landscaping and foliage.
5.5.2.3 Circulation –
Circulation in the area of the golf course consists of tertiary
installation roadways. Used primarily by service vehicles
during the day and security vehicles during all hours, the
majority of traffic is by recreational walkers and runners
during the lunch period.
5.5.2.4 Plant Material –
As the primary function of the golf course relates to grounds
maintenance, the plantings are first rate. Native trees and
shrubs are carefully laid out in well thought out
configurations to be pleasing to the eye as well as to provide
the necessary restrictions to the recreational golfer. The
Arsenal Golf Club is considered the best maintained golf
course in the Quad City area.
5.5.2.5 Site Elements –
Site elements are carefully considered for their usefulness
as well as their visual impact on the esthetics of the golf
course. Earth tone colors are used predominately for
signage, installed golf equipment, benches and shelters.
The Club has done an excellent job in maintaining a natural
feel to the course.
5.5.2.6 Force Protection –
There are no requirements to provide force protection to any
of the buildings associated with the Golf Club. Guidance, as
provided by UFC Antiterrorism Standards do not list facilities
of this type, or uses of this nature, as requiring protection.
5.5.3 Liabilities
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5.5.3.1 Site Planning –
Although long term plans call for the enlargement of the
parking areas surrounding the golf clubhouse, no
improvements have ever been made. During well attended
events, vehicles are forced to park on lawn areas behind the
building. If conditions are suitable, this does not create a
problem, but in early spring, or during periods of wet
weather, the parking overflows the normal limits of the
leased property.
5.5.3.2 Buildings –
As stated earlier, the two older maintenance buildings are in
disrepair. Eventually they will become more of a burden
than an asset, and will be removed or replaced.
5.5.3.3 Circulation –
Circulation is typically not under the control of the golf course
management as the roads running around and through the
course primarily carry Arsenal traffic. The traffic flow is light
and although the roads are of lightweight design, they fulfill
their required use.
5.5.3.4 Plant Material –
Past incorrect pruning techniques have left behind poorly
maintained trees and shrubs. Although much effort has
been expended to instruct the maintenance personnel in
proper methods, many of the scarred trees still remain.
Trees are particularly noted as the time it takes to recover
from incorrect pruning can be measured in decades. Many
of the trees were old growth mature trees, and they will
never recover.
5.5.3.5 Site Elements –
None noted
5.5.3.6 Force Protection –
None noted

5.5.4 Recommendations
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5.5.4.1 Site Planning –
None recommended
5.5.4.2 Buildings –
Remove or replace two old maintenance buildings
5.5.4.3 Circulation –
None recommended
5.5.4.4 Plant Material –
Continue proper maintenance procedures
5.5.4.5 Site Elements –
None recommended
5.5.4.6 Force Protection –
None recommended

5.6
CLOCKTOWER / GOVERNMENT BRIDGE VISUAL
ZONE
5.6.1 The western end of the Island is home to two of the
most famous Quad-City landmarks; the Clocktower and the
Government Bridge. The Clocktower is home to the Rock
Island District Corps of Engineers, and although it is located
on RIA, it is owned by the Corps. Originally intended to be
the first of numerous manufacturing buildings to be built on
the Arsenal, the original plan was changed after completion
of the Clocktower to construct the Arsenal Stoneshops in
their present location, more centrally located.
The Government Bridge was constructed in 1897 on
the site of an earlier, lighter weight bridge. The early bridge
served the Iowa and Illinois communities for approximately
20 years, and was the successor to the first railroad bridge
constructed across the Mississippi River. The original bridge
was located several hundred yards upstream, and served for
a very short time before falling prey to collision and fire.
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The Government Bridge is the only double-decker
swing span that handles railroad and automobile traffic in the
United States. Recent maintenance and repair projects
have restored it to sound operating condition.
5.6.2 Assets
5.6.2.1 Site Planning –
Both the Government Bridge and the Clocktower are located
on the western most end of the Arsenal. Originally, the
majority of all activity occurred in the area, to include the
construction of the original army fort, Fort Armstrong, Lock
and Dam 15, and the first bridge across the Mississippi
River. Accordingly, it is the most disturbed archeologically,
but on the other hand has the most developed site layout.
As a result of the long history of use, the area is very
formally arranged and maintained.

Fig. 5.12 Cardinal

5.6.2.2 Buildings –
There are three primary buildings / complexes in the zone:
the Clocktower with attached Annex, Building 201 (Bridge
maintenance office), and the Lock and Dam 15 Visitors
Center.
The Clocktower was the original “Stoneshop” built on the
Island. After completion of the building, the Arsenal
commander decided that the complex of buildings planned
for the Island would be better located in the
center of the Island, in the current location.
Accordingly, the Clocktower building became a
one-of-a-kind structure and lost its
industrial/storage potential. After transfer of the
building to the Corps of Engineers for office
usage, the adjoining maintenance building was
converted into an office annex.
Building 201 is a one story brick building located on the
Island end of the Government Bridge. It houses the offices
of the Bridge foreman and the maintenance crew locker
room and breakroom.

Fig. 5. 13 Government Bridge

Lock and Dam 15 Visitors Center houses not only an
observation deck and museum area, but it is also the home
to the lock and dam maintenance and operation crew offices.
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5.6.2.3 Circulation –
Traffic passes through the zone on three major arteries:
Rodman Avenue and Fort Armstrong Avenue form two legs
of a large triangle, with Rock Island Drive supplying the third
leg. The former two roads intersect at the entrance to the
Government Bridge. Rodman Avenue is the primary eastwest arterial for the Island, and Fort Armstrong Avenue is the
primary arterial for the interstate traffic using the Arsenal as
a stepping stone. Where Rodman and Fort Armstrong
Avenues carry the bulk of the traffic, Rock Island Avenue
provides the greatest view of the Clocktower Complex.
Parking adjacent to these roads are accessed through a
limited number of access points.
5.6.2.4 Plant Material –
Plant material consists primarily of formal lawn and tree
plantings with two exceptions: a small educational prairie
planting at the entrance to the Visitors Center, and a prairie
grass planting adjacent to the new Corps parking lot north of
Rodman Avenue.
5.6.2.5 Site Elements –
Adjacent to Fort Armstrong Avenue is a long strip of land
that showcases numerous historic monuments. The heavily
landscaped plot is maintained to park-like standards and is
home to several memorial stones, civil war cannons, and a
replica of one of the original block houses from Fort
Armstrong. Signage standards for the bulk of the Island are
also maintained in this area even though it is outside of the
Island’s security perimeter.
This thoroughfare will soon be home to a segment of the
American Discovery Trail. Running from Delaware to
California, the multi-purpose trail will pass through the QuadCity region, crossing the Mississippi River at the Arsenal.
The trail will run from the Rock Island levee where it
intersects with The Great River Trail, across the Rock Island
Viaduct, adjacent to the Fort Armstrong Site, and onto the
Government Bridge before joining the Mississippi River Trail
in Davenport.
5.6.2.6 Force Protection –
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The Clocktower and Annex, as well as the Visitors Center
are within the security perimeter of the Island. Both
buildings meet the force protection standards for required
parking and roadway setback.
5.6.3 Liabilities
5.6.3.1 Site Planning –
Little can be done in regards to site planning for this zone.
High concentrations of employees and visitors in a small
space limit the number of choices for improvement.
Removal of parking from around the Clocktower would
greatly improve the esthetics of the building, but the Corps
property is landlocked with no alternatives available for
relocation of parking lots.
The Corps visitors’ center and Building 201 are wedged
between their associated primary artery and the Mississippi
River; little can be done as relocation is impractical in both
instances.
5.6.3.2 Buildings –
Buildings 201 and the Corps Visitors’ Center serve their
appointed duties adequately. However, the “temporary”
modular buildings installed adjacent to the NW corner of the
Clocktower significantly affects the historic character of the
building, and intrudes on the overall esthetics of the zone.
Installed as temporary structures, they have been in place
since the mid 1990’s. Removal of these temporary buildings
and their replacement with properly designed permanent
construction is highly recommended.
The requirement exists for improvement of the security gate
at the Davenport entrance. Because of the limitations
caused by the site conditions, the design will be difficult.
Consideration will be given to: maintaining the security
perimeter to include the Corps of Engineers’ property within
the Island security perimeter, reduction of entrances from the
Corps parking lots onto Rodman Avenue, and working within
the limitation of three lanes of traffic with little room for
expansion.
5.6.3.3 Circulation –
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Currently, there are numerous entrances from parking lots
and parking spaces to both Rodman Avenue and Rock
Island Avenue. This creates congestion and increases the
chance of automobile accidents.
5.6.3.4 Plant Material –
None noted
5.6.3.5 Site Elements –
None noted
5.6.3.6 Force Protection –
The Government Bridge, Building 201, and the historic
monuments along Fort Armstrong Avenue are not contained
within the Arsenal security perimeter. Accordingly, these
assets are at greater risk. There are no practical physical
changes that can be made; however, increased surveillance
can reduce any potential threat.
The windows in the Clocktower and Annex do not meet
current blast resistant standards. Regulations only require
the replacement of non-conforming windows if the area in
question is scheduled for renovation. Allowance should be
made for inclusion of this work in future projects.

5.6.4 Recommendations
5.6.4.1 Site Planning – None recommended
5.6.4.2 Buildings –
Removal of the “temporary” modular buildings adjacent to
the NW corner of the Clocktower and their replacement with
properly designed permanent construction is highly
recommended.
5.6.4.3 Circulation –
The number of entrances should be reduced from parking
lots by rerouting of internal aisle ways and closure of
extraneous entrances. Additionally, all on street parking
should be removed from Rock Island Avenue.
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5.6.4.4 Plant Material –
None recommended
5.6.4.5 Site Elements –
None recommended
5.6.4.6 Force Protection –
Provide for Force Protection in future remodeling efforts with
particular attention paid to blast resistant windows.
5.7 ORIGINAL STONESHOPS VISUAL ZONE
5.7.1 Considered one of the greatest engineering
accomplishments of the 20th century, the Stoneshops
represent 30 years of planning and construction: the earliest
shop was begun prior to the Civil War, and the last of these
10 structures was completed in 1893. Eight of the shops are
4 stories tall, consisting of a basement, two main production
floors (originally), and an attic for storage. Each floor
footprint is approximately one acre, and the rough hewn
limestone stone walls are three feet thick. The two atypical
shops were designed as single story buildings with high bay
ceilings. These two were used for plating and forging
operations. The stoneshops are now used for administrative
purposes and are the core of the National Historic
Landmark.

5.7.2 Assets
5.7.2.1 Site Planning –
The most significant visual assets of the Stoneshop Zone
are the Stoneshops themselves. Designed under the “grand
avenue” philosophy common in the 19th century military
installation planning, the 10 stoneshops and adjoining
buildings make up the Stoneshop Zone and the heart of the
National Historic Landmark.
Because of the significance of the Stoneshops, and their
affect on the character of the Arsenal, all site planning is
predicated on the preservation of the character of this area.
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The site planning for the Stoneshop overlaps with the site
planning for the Rodman Avenue Corridor. Using the
elements of massive buildings, wide setbacks, and views
unobstructed by miscellaneous minor structures, the zone
provides a dramatic initial impression.
Among the significant visual assets of the corridor are the
large expanses of open space between buildings, and the
large growth, stately trees.
5.7.2.2 Buildings Originally designed as production buildings, seven out of the
eight multistory Stoneshops have been converted to
administrative space. The eighth building is currently
unrenovated but could be converted for use by a new tenant.
The buildings were originally constructed to provide the
maximum amount of natural light in an era when little
artificial lighting was available. Conversion of these
buildings results in an open, airy space well suited to
administrative use. Each of the u-shaped buildings provide
approximately 1 acre of space on each of their floors. Eight
of the buildings have a basement, two main floors and an
attic. The remaining two buildings, originally designed for
use as a plating shop and a foundry, are single story, highbay buildings, currently used for light industrial purposes.
5.7.2.3 Circulation –
Early development of the Arsenal centered on the
construction, and subsequently the use, of the Stoneshops.
Accordingly, the primary arterial through the Arsenal bisects
the 10 building cluster. Additionally, secondary roads were
constructed on all four sides of the complex to ease
transportation of raw materials and finished products.
Although the finished products of today are commonly
related to administrative reports, contracts, purchase orders,
etc., the accessibility remains unchanged.
5.7.2.4 Plant Material –
Plantings in the Stoneshop Visual Zone consist primarily of
large growth deciduous trees, planted in a combination
formal/informal configuration. Trees planted closest to
Rodman Avenue follow a more formal spacing and continuity
of size than those closer to the particular building. The intent
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of the more structured street planting program is to
reestablish the look found on the Arsenal during the 1940s
and 1950s prior to the decimation of the stately elm trees
that were the primary street tree. Current plans are to follow
the more formal planting regimen close to Rodman, but with
a variety of species to minimize the potential for a
catastrophic loss as occurred with the elms in the late 1950s
and 1960s.
5.7.2.5 Site Elements –
Many of the site elements share a commonality with those
listed in the Rodman Avenue Corridor.
Through the use of standardized signage, the necessary but
often obtrusive requirement for directional signs is
minimized.
Miscellaneous landscape furnishings such as planters,
benches, waste receptacles, and cigarette urns are carefully
selected to ensure they blend with the historic and natural
character of the corridor; natural stone and wood are used
predominately. Exposed aggregate concrete, cut stone
blocks, and weather resistant woods such as cedar, are the
materials of choice.
Above ground utilities are minimized in the Stoneshop Zone.
Complete elimination is not possible, with street lighting
requirements, and above ground post indicator valves
(PIVs). With no alternative for location, street lights have
been chosen to blend with the historic character of the
Island, and required above ground utilities such as
transformers and air handling equipment are preferably
located in the courtyards (tertiary façade), or along the
secondary façade toward the back of the building. None of
this type of equipment is allowed in front of the buildings.
Attempts to construct temporary facilities for the sale of
concessions have successfully been prevented.
5.7.2.6 Force Protection –
Because of the design and construction of the Stoneshops,
many critical attributes are already in place for the
successful protection of the building occupants. The
buildings are constructed of limestone blocks, approximately
three feet thick. Combined with a generous setback from the
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building face to the adjoining roadway, setback distances
can easily be maintained.

5.7.3 Liabilities
5.7.3.1 Site Planning –
Parking on the Island is generally adequate, but in some
areas localized shortages occur. Removal of parking from in
front of the Stoneshops between Gillespie and East Avenues
has been a frequent point of discussion; however, efforts
have consistently been stymied. A lack of adequate parking
in other locations, an unwillingness of users to relinquish
their reserved spot, and the added distance required to walk
from the parking lot to the building (especially in inclement
weather),have been a few of the reasons used to prevent the
action from occurring.
5.7.3.2 Buildings –
The buildings in this zone are the centerpiece of the Rock
Island Arsenal. If any major shortfall were identified it would
be that the available space is not being fully utilized. Efforts
are underway to attract both military and civilian tenants
through a variety of sources. The Quad City Development
Group, working in conjunction with the Arsenal Support
Program Initiative (ASPI) staff, has attracted several private
firms to locate in space on the Island.
Related to the effort to attract additional tenants is the
interest in improving/converting several of the buildings in
the Zone.
Building 64 was closed under a Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) action; the action required the
removal of the contaminated wood windows. The boardedup openings have been painted brown to better blend with
the surroundings, but progress has not been made on
installation of new replacement windows. Although there is
interest in continuing to improve the condition of the building
to ultimately attract a light industrial/storage tenant, the
RCRA closure action is not yet complete. Upon completion
of the RCRA action, the next phase of the building utilization
effort will proceed.
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With limited work occurring in Building 106 (primarily recycle
center operations), little has been done to improve the
exterior facade. Window replacement, exterior stone
cleaning, reroofing, improved landscaping, and general
repairs are all under consideration to improve the building’s
overall condition. Upon completion, it too is a prime
candidate for attraction of a light industrial/storage tenant.
Building 66, a multi-floor structure, is currently unoccupied,
and little used. The building looks much as it did in the 19th
century when it was first constructed, minus the
manufacturing equipment. To date, efforts to attract tenants
willing to remodel the building for administrative purposes
have as yet been unsuccessful. Efforts will continue toward
realization of this goal.
Demolition of several buildings is required in this zone,
primarily due to their overall poor condition and their lack of
usefulness. The sites will be made available for other uses.
5.7.3.3 Circulation –
With the exception of the removal of parking from in front of
the Stoneshops, no other major issues have been identified.
5.7.3.4 Plant Material –
None recommended
5.7.3.5 Site Elements –
Although great strides have been made in the
standardization of Site Elements, additional work remains.
Most of the benches and tables follow predetermined
standards for styling and color. With the exception of the
aqua picnic tables installed several years ago in front of the
cafeteria, all other seating areas follow the standards. A
concerted effort should be made to replace these tables with
a more appropriately colored model.
5.7.3.6 Force Protection –
Although the choice of materials in the original building
construction and the location of the building provide a
significant level of security from terrorist activities, additional
measures should be incorporated to ensure the safety of the
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building occupants. The installation of blast resistant
windows has been initiated as a part of post 911 projects,
but many windows remain susceptible to overpressure from
explosive devices. Additionally, the relocation of parking
from in front of the Stoneshops would increase the setback
distance. These types of improvements are being
incorporated into any new work, as is required by regulation.
5.7.4 Recommendations
5.7.4.1 Site Planning –
Remove parking from in front of the Stoneshops
5.7.4.2 Buildings –
Renovate building 66 for occupancy by a tenant with
administrative requirements.
Renovate buildings 64 and 106 to be used for light
industrial/storage missions. Work will include window and
exterior door replacement, exterior cleaning, reroofing, etc.
Demolish buildings 53, 54, and 69 to allow space for
expansion of the water treatment plant and for additional
parking.
5.7.4.3 Circulation –
Circulation could be improved with the removal of the
parking from the front of the Stoneshops.
5.7.4.4 Plant Material –
None recommended
5.7.4.5 Site Elements –
Replace aqua colored picnic tables in front of the cafeteria
with appropriately colored tables, or have existing tables
repainted. Use of an earth tone is recommended.
5.7.4.6 Force Protection –
Continue effort to replace windows with blast resistant units.
Removal of parking from in front of the Stoneshops will also
improve setback distances.
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5.8 MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING /
MAINTENANCE / INDUSTRIAL (MMMI) VISUAL ZONE
5.8.1 South and west of the Stoneshops are the buildings
that are the industrial heart of the Arsenal. Project REARM,
completed in the mid 1990’s, consolidated all of the current
manufacturing on the Island. Completed at a cost of
approximately $320 million, it houses shipping and receiving,
plating, weld and fabrication, metalworking, and forge shops.
Additional buildings in the complex, constructed
during WWI and WWII, provide space for
rehabilitation work and additional
manufacturing. Most significant of these are
buildings 208 and 220. Constructed of
reinforced concrete, these massive buildings
border on Rodman Avenue and provide much
of the face of the manufacturing area to visitors.
Less significant, but equally important
buildings dot the landscape north, south, and
east of the main manufacturing area. Providing
space for maintenance activities, warehousing
and rebuild functions, these buildings are of much
lesser historic significance, but comprise a large percentage
of the non-administrative square footage. Building 299,
housing the logistics functions, is the largest warehouse
owned by the U.S. Government, occupying approximately 17
acres.

Fig. 5. 14 Building 212 in
Manufacturing Center

5.8.2 Assets
5.8.2.1 Site Planning –
The original manufacturing mission was carried out in the
complex of buildings referred to as the Stoneshops. In the
late 1800’s, this manufacturing mission consisted of small
issue items such as tin cups, harnesses, and some small
firearms. With the evolution of workload from small,
personal issue items to large scale pieces such as howitzer
gun mounts, the complexion of the manufacturing mission
changed, with a resulting change in facility requirements.
Because of the change in manufacturing mission, buildings
that were originally intended for manufacturing purposes
were slowly being converted into administrative space, and
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the manufacturing mission slowly migrated to the southwest
quadrant of the Island. The REARM project served to
complete this gradual migration, moving the rest of the
factory work out of what is now the Stoneshop Visual Zone.
With the consolidation effort substantially complete, the
Arsenal has moved into an improvement phase. Numerous
projects have been initiated to improve the existing buildings,
to remove unneeded buildings and structures, and to
improve the grounds through modifications to roadways and
landscaping. Specific initiatives are detailed in the following
paragraphs.
As the MMMI Visual Zone abuts the Rodman Corridor Visual
Zone, particular consideration must be taken in all building
and site modifications due to the potential affect on the
historic corridor.
5.8.2.2 Buildings –
The buildings in this visual zone consist of a variety of sizes
and styles. The building scale ranges from the massive
WWI and WWII buildings, REARM facilities, and the largest
warehouse in the U.S. Army (Building 299), to the small,
nondescript hazardous storage building. Unlike the
Stoneshops and Stone Quarters, the buildings in this
quadrant were constructed in a more utilitarian style.
Buildings 220 and 208 are considered good examples of
Neoclassical Revival and Art Moderne styling, but the
remainder of the zone is a mix of reinforced concrete, brick,
corrugated steel and concrete block buildings; most with low
slope roofs.
An active inspection and replacement program has led to a
group of well maintained roofs, with only a few exceptions.
5.8.2.3 Circulation –
Traffic in the MMMI Zone consists of secondary and tertiary
roadways. Although several primary arteries run adjacent to
the REARM complex, a secondary road was constructed
within the manufacturing area security perimeter to maintain
a separate artery for the manufacturing traffic. This
secondary loop allows the delivery of raw materials, and the
shipment of finished goods, without impacting the flow of
through-island traffic. This separation is especially important
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considering the slow speeds required for internal movement
of the products.
Truck access to the MMMI is easily obtained as the
designated truck route runs throughout the manufacturing
complex.
Railroad access is available to the REARM manufacturing
complex, to the hardlot west of the REARM complex, and to
building 299. Served by Interstate Railroad, oversized and
overweight loads can be easily delivered. Howitzers, trailers
and tanks are commonly delivered by rail, and finished
products such as the Forward Repair Vehicle are commonly
shipped by rail.
5.8.2.4 Plant Material –
Plant material in the manufacturing zone is scarce. Large
footprint buildings surrounded by parking lots, equipment
and material storage yards, and access roads use any
available space. Limited landscaping, primarily on the public
faces of the buildings provides small patches of nature, and
serves to screen less desirable views from the main arteries.
Although small, these areas are well maintained.
5.8.2.5 Site Elements –
As in the case with plant materials, few options exist for site
elements in a crowded industrial environment, however,
some amenities have been placed over the years. The
installation of picnic tables, and designated smoking areas
provide a location for periodic breaks. The recent
installations of awnings over the main entrances to the
manufacturing buildings provide shelter during inclement
weather. Signage follows the Arsenal standards for size,
color and location.
5.8.2.6 Force Protection –
Force protection standards are met in the manufacturing
zone primarily through the use of setback distances. In the
cases where security fences surround the facility, minimum
setback distances are easily met. In many cases, the benefit
of a forced setback distance is not available, but the nature
of the building, or the usage of the building, does not require
special precautions.
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5.8.3 Liabilities
5.8.3.1 Site Planning –
The majority of site planning was accomplished during the
layout and design of the REARM project in the mid 1990’s.
Little can be accomplished to alter the site significantly.
Minor modifications can be accomplished through the
rerouting of minor roads, elimination of unused parking from
the Rodman Avenue Corridor, and improvement of the
points of access to the controlled areas in the manufacturing
complex.
5.8.3.2 Buildings –
Buildings in the zone are in generally good condition, with
few exceptions.
Damage to the exterior walls of building 220 has led to the
spalling of the concrete and the need for extensive repairs.
Windows in several of the larger buildings, primarily
buildings 220 and 208 require replacement. Heating losses
add significantly to the cost to operate the facilities, and
failure of the windows to keep out the elements leads to
accelerated decay of the building walls.
Building 299 roof is constructed of transite panels, a
composite containing asbestos fiber. Decay of the binder
has led to release of the fibers, and the need for the
replacement of the material.
Demolition of several buildings is required in this zone,
primarily due to their overall poor condition and their lack of
usefulness. The sites will be made available for other uses.
5.8.3.3 Circulation
5.8.3.4 Plant Material –
Because of the large expanses of paving, the manufacturing
zone appears stark and lifeless. The lack of significant
areas of green space projects a cold and unwelcoming view.
5.8.3.5 Site Elements –
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Many of the site elements are closely related to the plant
material, or lack thereof. A shortage of amenities such as
benches and planters can be directly related to the lack of
appropriate space.
Additionally, while the intrusion of above ground utilities is
discouraged on the majority of the Island, control in this zone
is almost non-existent.
5.8.3.6 Force Protection –
Current levels of force protection are adequate
5.8.4 Recommendations
5.8.4.1 Site Planning –
Continue development of green space around manufacturing
buildings to soften the harshness of the facilities, and to
provide areas for employee breaks. Install islands of green
space in the large parking lot south of Building 212 to break
up the large expanse of pavement visually.
5.8.4.2 Buildings –
Continue work to repair exterior of building 220.
Demolish buildings 141 and 137 and create additional
parking for Stoneshop occupants.
5.8.4.3 Circulation –
No major renovations to circulation are recommended at this
time
5.8.4.4 Plant Material –
Working in conjunction with the site planning, install islands
of green space in the large parking lot south of building 212
(lot 2G).
5.8.4.5 Site Elements –
Working in conjunction with the site planning
recommendations, install additional outdoor break areas for
employees: to include benches, picnic tables, and smoking
areas.
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5.8.4.6 Force Protection –
No force protection projects are recommended at this time.
5.9 NATURAL SETTINGS VISUAL ZONE
5.9.1 Included in this visual zone are the woodlands, the
athletic fields on the north side of the Island, family housing,
the Child Development Center, wetlands on the south side of
the Island, and Memorial Field. With the exception of the
wetland area on the south side of the Island, the Natural
Zone primarily encompasses with the eastern half of the
Island; the majority of the area.

5.9.2 Assets
5.9.2.1 Site Planning –
The Natural Settings Visual Zone primarily encompasses the
eastern half of the Island with the following exceptions: golf
course, cemetery, and proving grounds. Additionally, small
pockets of woodland and wetland occur on the western half,
primarily along Sylvan Slough. As the zone encompasses
natural features, the primary objective of site planning in this
situation is to avoid impact on the area(s).
Development within the confines of the Tank Test Track is
heavily discouraged for two reasons: the area is the last of
the true natural areas on the Island, and a substantial portion
of the large loop is occupied by wetlands.
Although the forest is not considered virgin timber, it was last
harvested in the mid 1850s, thereby representing the oldest
trees on the Island, and rivaling those in the surrounding
communities.
The wetlands area was identified during a Department of the
Interior National Wetlands Inventory.
The emphasis in management of these areas is described
as actively passive: work in these areas is only
accomplished if there is a threat to safety of personnel, such
as in the case of storm damaged trees hanging over a
roadway or power line. Optimally, the tree or dead limb is
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felled and left in place to decay naturally, thereby providing
nourishment and habitat.
5.9.2.2 Buildings –
Several buildings are encompassed by the natural zone;
among these are the “new” family housing units along
Rodman Avenue, and the recently constructed Youth Center
east of Memorial Field. Although these structures are in
pockets of heavily manicured lawns they are surrounded by
old growth trees. These buildings occupy a small
percentage of the land area, and have limited impact on the
zone.
5.9.2.3 Circulation –
Circulation in the natural zone is quite limited. Occurring
primarily around the perimeter edges, efforts to extend the
roadway system through the zones are discouraged as
described 5.9.3.1 above. The wetland area adjoining the
Sylvan Slough is only accessible on foot or by boat. During
a significant portion of the year, this area is under water.
5.9.2.4 Plant Material –
The land in this zone is primarily subdivided into three
subtypes: improved grounds, semi-improved grounds, and
unimproved grounds. The majority of the acreage consists
of the first and the last: either the land is formally maintained,
as in the case of Oak Grove, or it is left natural, as is the
case with the woodland in the Tank Test Track.
In undeveloped areas, the regeneration of plant material is
left to proceed naturally. Self seeding is preferred and
provides the widest variety of species.
5.9.2.5 Site Elements –
Due to the natural context, these areas are primarily devoid
of manmade objects. As development is discouraged, items
such as benches, trash receptacles, and light poles are not
needed. However, occasionally directional signage is
required along perimeter roads.
5.9.2.6 Force Protection –
None required
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5.9.3 Liabilities
5.9.3.1 Site Planning –
Pressure to develop areas within the Tank Test Track
continues to threaten the only remaining natural area on the
Island, as well as a significant wetland. Plans for
development of a campground with restroom facilities,
camper hookups, and a boat dock should be heavily
scrutinized. Besides the affect on the natural area, the lack
of open water on the southern shore, as well as the cost to
provide utilities to the site would indicate that the plan is ill
advised.
5.9.3.2 Buildings –
None noted
5.9.3.3 Circulation –
None noted
5.9.3.4 Plant Material –
An Invasive Species survey was conducted in 2004. The
Island-wide survey identified approximately two dozen
invasive species.
5.9.3.5 Site Elements –
None noted
5.9.3.6 Force Protection –
None noted
5.9.4 Recommendations
5.9.4.1 Site Planning –
Rather than encroaching on the designated wildlife area,
encourage the use of space already identified as
recreational for the development of camping facilities.
Potential locations could be east of the softball facility on the
site of the seldom used soccer field, or south of the golf
driving range, along Sylvan Slough on the eastern end of the
Island.
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5.9.4.2 Buildings –
None recommended
5.9.4.3 Circulation –
None recommended
5.9.4.4 Plant Material –
Threatening the continued existence of native plants, a
control program should be established for the reduction or
elimination of approximately two dozen invasive plant
species.
5.9.4.5 Site Elements –
None recommended
5.9.4.6 Force Protection –
None recommended
5.10 PROVING GROUNDS VISUAL ZONE
5.10.1 The proving grounds consist of approximately a
dozen nondescript concrete and premanufactured steel
buildings used to conduct the testing of items associated
with howitzer production and various small and medium
caliber weapons, and three small underground storage
igloos. Although the function is industrial, it is located in a
primarily natural setting.

5.10.2 Assets
5.10.2.1 Site Planning –
The Proving Grounds Visual Zone is sited on the far eastern
tip of Rock Island Arsenal. This location was originally
chosen to isolate the noise generated during live-fire testing
from the remainder of the Island’s occupants and to provide
a minimum explosive safe zone. With the advent of noise
pollution standards in the early 1970s, the live firing testing
was replaced with a hydraulic ram system, referred to as a
hydraulic gymnasticator. The improvements in testing have
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eliminated the need for live-fire testing thereby eliminating
the explosive risk, and the current hydraulic testing
methodology produces no discernable noise.
Entrance to the facility is through a single gate, visible from
the Moline Guard Station. With the guard station manned at
all times, access control to the site is heavily controlled.
5.10.2.2 Buildings –
Buildings in the zone are strictly utilitarian in nature with no
architectural or historic value. Materials used during
construction are concrete block and ribbed steel siding and
roofing. While the buildings have no intrinsic value, they
also require little maintenance.
5.10.2.3 Circulation –
Circulation through the zone consists of a single entrance
that divides before entering the test area. Traffic in the zone
is extremely limited; accordingly, roads are light duty asphalt
paved. There is no through traffic.
5.10.2.4 Plant Material –
Due to the utilitarian nature of the zone, landscaping is
minimized. Grounds included in the Zone are maintained to
differing levels. Grounds within the fenced secure area are
maintained as improved grounds. Areas outside the fence
vary from semi-improved to unimproved, and a five acre plot
on the southern boundary is planted in native prairie
grasses.
5.10.2.5 Site Elements –
Amenities such as picnic tables and benches are provided
for the small workforce.
Signage is minimized as it is a restricted area and public
access is forbidden.
5.10.2.6 Force Protection –
Prior to 9-11 the entrance road served only the needs of the
test range employees. Subsequent to the attack on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon more stringent
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security requirements were implemented. Among these was
the addition of a visitor control point at the Moline Gate.
A previously used modular office building (Building 23),
located just within the main gate of the test range, has now
become the truck inspection and visitor control point.
Through the construction of a new truck turn-around and the
installation of additional security fencing, this area has been
physically separated from the Proving Grounds.
The usage of Building 23 as a visitor control point ensures
the presence of security personnel at the entrance to the
Proving Grounds at all times during normal business hours.
A standard six foot fence with three strand barbed wire
protects the perimeter of the grounds.
5.10.3 Liabilities
5.10.3.1 Site Planning –
None noted
5.10.3.2 Buildings –
Demolition of several buildings is required in this zone,
primarily due to their overall poor condition and their lack of
usefulness. The sites will be made available for other uses.
5.10.3.3 Circulation –
None noted
5.10.3.4 Plant Material –
None noted
5.10.3.5 Site Elements –
None noted
5.10.3.6 Force Protection –
None noted
5.10.4 Recommendations
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5.10.4.1 Site Planning –
None recommended
5.10.4.2 Buildings –
Demolish buildings 38, 44, and 45.
5.10.4.3 Circulation –
None recommended
5.10.4.4 Plant Material –
None recommended
5.10.4.5 Site Elements –
None recommended
5.10.4.6 Force Protection –
None recommended
5.4 CEMETERY VISUAL ZONE
5.11.1 The Veterans Administration is responsible for two
cemeteries on RIA: the National Cemetery (which is an
active cemetery, still accepting internments), and the
Confederate Cemetery (that has been inactive since the end
of the Civil War). Although located in an area generally
considered to be a natural zone, its formal presentation, and
lack of naturally occurring features requires that it be
considered as a unique zone.
5.11.2 Assets
5.11.2.1 Site Planning –
The National Cemetery can be considered in three separate
and distinct sections: the Confederate Cemetery, the
National Cemetery, and the recently acquired expansion
area. Both the Confederate Cemetery and the existing
National Cemetery are well laid out, and function well,
however, the addition of the expansion area will affect
changes on both areas.
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Besides being the final resting place for approximately
26,000 veterans and their spouses, it also includes the burial
sites of two of the Arsenal’s most distinguished
commanders: Colonel Thomas Rodman and Lt. Colonel
Daniel Flagler.
The expansion area consists of 23 acres of woodland,
transferred from Rock Island Arsenal to the Veterans
Administration for the future interment of veterans and their
spouses. With the marked increase in interments caused by
the passing of both WWII and Korean War veterans, the
cemetery had run critically short of available space. Areas
that previously had been unsuitable were modified to enable
the cemetery to continue taking interments, and thus staying
active. The transfer of the additional lands will allow the
cemetery to remain active until approximately 2025.
As a result of the addition of the new expansion area, a plan
has been developed for accessing all three areas through
the main entrance. Development would require access
roads be constructed from the existing National Cemetery
road system through the new addition up to the Confederate
Cemetery, thereby providing access to all three areas.
5.11.2.2 Buildings –
The National Cemetery maintains a small cluster of buildings
for the purposes of housing administrative offices and
maintenance equipment. The administration building is a
single story brick building. The maintenance building is also
a single story building, but of a premanufactured design. A
small storage bin area is located nearby.
Separate from the main assembly of buildings is a memorial
service shelter. Services for the deceased are not typically
performed graveside, but rather at this shelter.
5.11.2.3 Circulation –
The National Cemetery is one of three landowners on RIA;
the other two are the Rock Island Arsenal, and the Corps of
Engineers Rock Island District. Although access to the
Cemetery is via Rodman Avenue, the Cemetery maintains
their own internal roadway system. The system is designed
to provide easy access to all sections of the cemetery while
minimizing the space used by the road right-of-way.
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A recent project to upgrade the entrance to the cemetery
improved the approach at Rodman Avenue for both entering
and exiting traffic. The project increased the line-of-sight
distances, provided a larger turning radius, and constructed
a formal, decorative stone, entrance wall.
5.11.2.4 Plant Material –
As is typical with most cemeteries, the National Cemetery is
landscaped very formally. The majority of effort involves the
planting of overstory trees throughout the newly occupied
sections.
With the last of the open-space being used for burials, the
cemetery will now turn to development of the newly acquired
expansion area. This 23 acre plot is heavily wooded. The
plan is to remove scrub trees and brush and retain the
mature trees so as not to have to plant new trees and wait
decades for their development.
5.11.2.5 Site Elements –
As is the case with the rest of the Arsenal, the Cemetery
management has adopted a natural look for all of their
miscellaneous site elements. Signage, benches and burial
locator stations are designed to blend with the character of
the historic district and the cemetery.
5.11.2.6 Force Protection –
Force protection requirements will not apply in this area.
5.11.3 Liabilities
5.11.3.1 Site Planning –
Limitations on available land nearly led to the closure of the
National Cemetery within the past five years. With the
transfer of 23 additional acres this problem should not
reoccur for approximately 20 years. At that time,
consideration will need to be made concerning whether
additional lands should be dedicated to further expansion, or
whether the Cemetery will need to close to new interments.
5.11.3.2 Buildings –
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The current number of buildings serves the needs of the
current operation. Increases in space may require the
construction of an addition on the maintenance building to
store additional maintenance equipment as the number of
acres being maintained increases.
5.11.3.3 Circulation –
No problems with circulation are anticipated. The internal
road network will be designed to serve the needs of the
visitors to the cemetery. Plans call for maintaining only one
entrance to the cemetery, the current main entrance, in spite
of the planned expansion.
5.11.3.4 Plant Material –
None noted
5.11.3.5 Site Elements –
None noted
5.11.3.6 Force Protection –
None noted
5.11.4 Recommendations
5.11.4.1 Site Planning –
Determine how long the existing land will take to fully
develop, how long it will provide space for interments and
what should be done with the cemetery once the new
expansion area is full.
5.11.4.2 Buildings –
Consider constructing an addition to the existing
maintenance building to allow storage of additional
equipment as the maintenance footprint increases.
5.11.4.3 Circulation –
Maintain the single entrance to Rodman Avenue to minimize
traffic disruptions from vehicles entering and exiting the
cemetery.
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Extend the internal roadway system to include access to the
newly acquired land, and the Confederate Cemetery.
5.11.4.4 Plant Material –
Carefully select only those scrub trees and brush to be
removed, with special emphasis toward maintaining the
mature, healthy old growth trees. By avoiding a clear-cut
attitude, the character of the wooded area will be changed,
but not lost.
5.11.4.5 Site Elements –
None noted
5.11.4.6 Force Protection
None noted

Links
Go to Section 6
Go to Table of Contents
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Section 6
IMPROVEMENT
PROJECTS

6.1

INTRODUCTION

6.1.1 Section 6 consists of projects generated from the
recommendations presented in the visual zone analysis
section starting at paragraph 5.4. The projects may consist
of enhancement of a single visual element or improvement
of an area that includes a variety of visual elements.
Depending on the project scope and cost, the projects could
include: Military construction (MILCON), Host Nation
programs, Nonappropriated-funded (NAF), Other
Procurement, Army (OPA) and maintenance and repair,
local minor construction, and self-help. Each improvement
project is described and cost-estimated in enough detail to
place each project within the appropriate project list or
annual work plan, in an appropriate Fiscal Year, within the
statutorily correct funding program. Projects require a Capital
Investment Strategy.
6.1.2 The paragraphs below discuss each project at length
and includes existing conditions, project description, design
concept, cost estimate, primary and alternate recommended
funding sources, photographs, sketches and maintenance
impact as applicable.
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6.1.3 Appendix G of this Installation Design Guide, the
Prioritized Improvement Projects List, records information on
each project and prioritizes them in accordance with the
installation goals and objectives stated in paragraph 3.2,
Goals, Objectives and Recommendations. The appendix is
an interactive form and designed to be altered as
circumstances effecting the prioritization scheme change.
6.2 CONSTRUCT COMBINED
FIRE/POLICE FACILITY
SCHEDULED FOR COMPLETION
APRIL 2012
6.2.1 Existing Conditions: Both the
Police Department and the Fire
Department are housed in an
undersized facility. Built in 1874, this
NHL building has numerous
deficiencies, some of which are
caused by the age of the building,
and some due to its limited size.
6.2.2 Project Description: The project
will construct an addition on the south side of the building to
house the Fire Department staff, equipment and vehicles.
Upon completion of the addition, the existing building will be
renovated to be used by the Police Department as their
headquarters building.
6.2.3 Design Concept: Design-Build
6.2.4 Cost Estimate: $7,110,500
6.2.5 Site Plan:
6.2.6 Maintenance
Impact: Although
maintenance will
increase for the
increase in floor
space for the new
addition, the
maintenance
requirements for
the original
building will drop
significantly as
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much of its interior dates from its construction in 1874.
6.2.7 Recommended Funding Source: Military Construction
Army
6.2.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.3 MOVE MSAAP METAL PARTS MISSION TO RIA
(BRAC 2005)
COMPLETE
6.3.1 Existing Conditions: The Base Realignment and
Closure (BRAC) Commission has recommended that
MSAAP be closed and that the mission and equipment be
transferred to RIA.
6.3.2 Project Description: Equipment to
manufacture grenade bodies will be
relocated from Mississippi Army
Ammunition Plant to building 299.
6.3.3 Design Concept: BRAC
Construction Army (BCA) / Military
Construction Army (MCA)
6.3.4 Cost Estimate: $4,346,000
6.3.5 Site Plan: None available
6.3.6 Maintenance Impact: Building
299 is currently used for light manufacturing. No significant
increase in maintenance requirements will be seen from this
transfer.
6.3.7 Recommended Funding Source: BRAC
6.3.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.4 MOVE RBAAP METAL PARTS MISSION TO RIA
(BRAC) COMPLETE
6.4.1 Existing Conditions: The Base Realignment and
Closure (BRAC) Commission has recommended that
RBAAP be closed and that the mission be relocated to RIA.
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6.4.2 Project Description:
Equipment to manufacture cartridge
cases will be relocated from
Riverbank Army Ammunition Plant
to building 299.
6.4.3 Design Concept: BRAC
Construction Army (BCA) / Military
Construction Army (MCA)
6.4.4 Cost Estimate: $6,234,000
6.4.5 Site Plan: None available
6.4.6 Maintenance Impact: Building
299 is currently used for light manufacturing. No significant
increase in maintenance requirements will be seen from this
transfer.
6.4.7 Recommended Funding Source: BRAC
6.4.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.5 RECONSTRUCT DAVENPORT ENTRANCE
6.5.1 Existing Conditions: The
Davenport entrance passes
approximately 40% of the Island
traffic each day, but does not
meet basic traffic management or
force protection standards.
Adequate protection from the
elements is not provided to the
guard force, and protection from
terrorist activities is meager.
6.5.2 Project Description: The
project will provide modern
covered inspection facilities for
the guard force, and the required
barriers to dissuade terrorist
attack. The roadway will be widened to better accommodate
current, and future, traffic levels, and multiple entrances from
the Rock Island District Corps of Engineers parking lot will
be closed. Additional improvements as a result of the
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parking lot entrance closure will involve a redesign of the
existing Corps parking lots to better use limited space.
6.5.3 Design Concept: In-house or Architect/Engineer (AE)
6.5.4 Cost Estimate: $815,500
6.5.5 Site Plan:
6.5.6 Maintenance
Impact: There will
be an increase in
maintenance costs
associated with
the increase in
paving to be
installed, and for
the protective
cover over the
guard stations.
6.5.7
Recommended
Funding Source:
Force Protection
6.5.8 Alternate Funding Source: Sustainment, Restoration,
Modernization
6.6 RECONSTRUCT ROCK ISLAND ENTRANCE
COMPLETE
6.6.1 Existing Conditions: The Rock Island
entrance passes approximately 20% of the
Island traffic each day, but does not meet
basic traffic management or force
protection standards. Adequate protection
from the elements is not provided to the
guard force, and protection from terrorist
activities is meager. Additionally, the site
is severely cramped due to its location:
design will require extensive revisions to
the site.
6.6.2 Project Description: The project will
provide modern covered inspection
facilities for the guard force, and the required barriers to
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dissuade terrorist attack. The roadway will be widened to
better accommodate current, and future, traffic levels.
6.6.3 Design Concept: In-house or Architect/Engineer (AE)
6.6.4 Cost Estimate: $815,500
6.6.5 Site Plan: None available
6.6.6 Maintenance Impact: There will be an increase in
maintenance costs associated with the increase in paving to
be installed, and for the protective cover over the guard
stations.
6.6.7 Recommended Funding Source: Force Protection
6.6.8 Alternate Funding Source: Sustainment, Restoration,
Modernization
6.7 RELOCATE PARKING FROM FRONT OF
STONESHOPS
6.7.1 Existing Conditions: There are currently parking lots
located north of buildings 102 through 110, and south of
buildings 61 and 67. The former lots are used for employee
parking, and the latter are used for the Credit Union and
fitness center respectively. These lots are not original to the
Rodman Plan. Additionally, these parking lots are currently
reserved for supervisors, handicapped, and visitors. With
the reduction in the Island’s working population, sufficient
parking is available behind the Stoneshops.
6.7.2 Project Description: Work will involve
closure of these lots: parking will be
moved behind the buildings. Recovered
space will be converted to green space
and be landscaped to meet force
protection requirements.
6.7.3 Design Concept: In-house
6.7.4 Cost Estimate: $1,500,000
6.7.5 Site Plan: None available
6.7.6 Maintenance Impact: Project will
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cause a significant reduction in maintenance requirements
and costs.
6.7.7 Recommended Funding Source: Sustainment,
Restoration, Modernization
6.7.8 Alternate Funding Source: Force Protection
6.8 DEMOLISH BUILDINGS 69, 38, 137

COMPLETE

6.8.1 Existing Conditions: Buildings 69 and 38 are unused,
excess space; building 137 is currently used by Defense
Reutilization Management Organization, but other space is
available for their use. These three buildings have been
deemed excess and will be demolished as a part of
construction of the Combined Police/Fire Complex listed
above.
6.8.2 Project Description: All
three buildings will be demolished
and footings removed to a depth
of 18” below grade. It is planned
that the sites will be backfilled
with crushed rock to allow light
traffic. Depending on the level of
contamination found during
demolition it is possible that
building 69 will require an asphalt
cap over the site to prevent
contaminant leaching.
6.8.3 Design
Concept: Design
Build
6.8.4 Cost
Estimate:
$1,619,800
6.8.5 Site Plan:
None Available
6.8.6 Maintenance
Impact: Project will
cause a significant reduction in maintenance requirements
and costs.
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6.8.7 Recommended Funding Source: Military Construction
Army
6.8.8 Alternate Funding Source: Sustainment, Restoration,
Modernization
6.9 DEMOLISH STRUCTURES 44 AND 45.
6.9.1 Existing Conditions: Structures 44
and 45 are reinforced concrete firing pits.
They have been unused since live fire
activities were halted approximately 20
years ago. Both structures are
contaminated and must be remediated
prior to demolition.
6.9.2 Project Description: Work will involve
the removal and disposal of any remaining
contaminated bulk sand, cleaning of
contamination from the structure, removal
of contaminated soils surrounding the
structures, and demolition and removal of the concrete
structure. The sites will be backfilled and graded upon
completion of the demolition work.
6.9.3 Design Concept: AE
6.9.4 Cost Estimate: $400,000
6.9.5 Site Plan: None Available
6.9.6 Maintenance Impact: Currently little is spent in the
maintenance of these structures; accordingly, removal of the
hazard will have little impact.
6.9.7 Recommended Funding Source: Defense
Environmental Restoration Account
6.9.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.10 DEMOLISH BUILDINGS 53, 54, AND 141
COMPLETE
6.10.1 Existing Conditions: Building 53 is a historic stone
water reservoir that has not been used since the 1950s.
Building 54 is a brick oil storage building and has not been
used since the late 1970s. Building 141 is a brick and wood
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dry kiln, last used in the 1920s. All three
buildings are in extreme disrepair and have no
potential alternative use.
6.10.2 Project Description: Work will involve
the removal and disposal of the structure, any

contaminated soils surrounding
the structures, and foundations
to a depth of 18” below grade.
The sites will be backfilled and
graded upon completion of the demolition work. All three
sites are potential sites for parking and may be paved after
removal of the buildings.
6.10.3 Design Concept: In-house
6.10.4 Cost Estimate: $336,500
6.10.5 Site Plan: Site Plan: None Available
6.10.6 Maintenance Impact: Although minimal funding is
currently spent to maintain these buildings, demolition will
eliminate all costs.
6.10.7 Recommended Funding Source: Sustainment,
Restoration, Modernization
6.10.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
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6.11 INSTALL BLAST RESISTANT WINDOWS IN
ADMINISTRATIVE AREAS ONGOING
6.11.1 Existing Conditions: Administrative areas throughout
the Island have a mixture of window types installed.
Approximately 40% of the original wood Stoneshop windows
were replaced in the 1980’s and 1990’s with aluminum
replicas. Although the replicas closely match the design of
the original windows, neither they, nor the original wood
windows, meet the blast resistant requirements of
“United Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4-010-01, DOD
Minimum Antiterrorism Standards for Buildings”, dated
8 October 2003. These same conditions exist
throughout the Island, and place the building
occupants at risk.
6.11.2 Project Description: Project will replace existing
windows (original wood or replacement aluminum)
with aluminum blast-resistant windows meeting the
qualifications of the United Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4010-01, DOD Minimum Antiterrorism Standards for
Buildings.
6.11.3 Design Concept: In-house
6.11.4 Cost Estimate: $40,000,000
6.11.5 Site Plan: Site Plan: None Available
6.11.6 Maintenance Impact: Replacement of the wood
windows will significantly reduce maintenance requirements
as these windows are painted with lead based paint and
require abatement every time work is accomplished.
6.11.7 Recommended Funding Source: Force Protection
6.11.8 Alternate Funding Source: MCA
6.12 INSTALL PROTECTIVE EARTHEN BERMS AND
LANDSCAPING IN AREAS OF HIGH PERSONNEL RISK
ONGOING
6.12.1 Existing Conditions: High occupancy
buildings are currently exposed to risk from
terrorist attack due to the ease of access to
the exterior faces of the buildings. In many
places vehicles can drive up next to an
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occupied building without drawing attention, and there are
few areas protected from a suicide attack accomplished via
motor vehicle.
6.12.2 Project Description: Work will involve the installation
of earthen berms and planters in areas adjacent to high
occupancy buildings to prevent unauthorized access by
motor vehicles. Low maintenance landscaping will be
incorporated into the berm design to soften the look.
Additionally, short concrete walls could be included and
designed to also be used as benches.
6.12.3 Design Concept: In-house
6.12.4 Cost Estimate: $400,000
6.12.5 Site Plan: Site Plan: None Available
6.12.6 Maintenance Impact: Although costs may increase to
perform maintenance on the additional landscaping, it will be
partially offset by a reduction in lawn maintenance costs to
include mowing, fertilizing, aerating, etc.
6.12.7 Recommended Funding Source: Force Protection
6.12.8 Alternate Funding Source: Sustainment, Restoration,
Modernization
6.13 CONTINUE WORK TO REPAIR EXTERIOR OF
BUILDING 220 TO INCLUDE WALL REPAIR AND
WINDOW REPLACEMENT. NEARLY COMPLETE
6.13.1 Existing Conditions: Building 220 is a reinforced
concrete structure built in 1918. The exterior of the building
has experienced accelerating decay caused primarily from
water infiltration and the resulting expansion of rusting
reinforcing steel. The steel was placed to close to the
surface of the concrete when it was originally constructed,
and the lack of adequate cover had led to spalling of the
concrete by the oxidizing rebar. The windows are steel sash
and considering their age they are in adequate condition.
However, they have reached the end of their usefulness and
require replacement. Besides inadequately preventing the
entrance of precipitation, the sashes do not seal adequately,
resulting in excessive energy losses.
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6.13.2 Project Description: Work will continue to repair the
exterior walls of the building, primarily at the parapet level,
but also to a lesser extent along the lower sections of the
building. The windows will be replaced with energy efficient
windows, while maintaining the styling of the original
windows.
6.13.3 Design Concept: In-house
6.13.4 Cost Estimate: $7,880,000
6.13.5 Site Plan: Site Plan: None
Available

6.13.6 Maintenance Impact: Because of the risk of falling
concrete, Individual Job Orders are frequently required to
have the loose concrete removed from the walls. Repair of
the walls will remove this maintenance cost. Reductions in
energy costs will be seen by the replacement of the leaky old
windows with energy efficient new units.
6.13.7 Recommended Funding Source: Sustainment,
Restoration, Modernization
6.13.8 Alternate Funding Source: Operation and
Maintenance Army (OMA)
6.14 INSTALL ADDITIONAL OUTDOOR BREAK AREAS
FOR EMPLOYEES: TO INCLUDE BENCHES AND PICNIC
TABLES.
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6.14.1 Existing Conditions:
Employees in the
Manufacturing Center have few
options while taking their
scheduled breaks. There are
few areas available, and they
are poorly equipped.
6.14.2 Project Description:
Work will involve the
development of break areas
adjacent to the manufacturing
buildings, to include benches
and picnic tables. Facilities will be designed to also
accommodate smokers.
6.14.3 Design Concept: In-house
6.14.4 Cost Estimate: $200,000
6.14.5 Site Plan: Site Plan: None Available
6.14.6 Maintenance Impact: Work to maintain the newly
created grassy areas, and to clean up litter and cigarette
butts, will increase maintenance requirements slightly.
6.14.7 Recommended Funding Source: Individual Job
Orders
6.14.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.15 DEVELOP GREEN SPACE AROUND
MANUFACTURING
BUILDINGS
TO
SOFTEN THE HARSHNESS OF THE
FACILITIES, AND TO PROVIDE AREAS
FOR EMPLOYEE BREAKS.
6.15.1 Existing Conditions: When the REARM
facility was constructed in the 1980s little
concern was given to the “greening” of the
facility to make it more attractive.
Subsequent studies have revealed that green
spaces around buildings promote a better
work environment, and increases both morale
and production.
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6.15.2 Project Description: Work will involve the installation
of additional greenspace around building 212 to provide a
break between the large expanse of pavement and the
building and to provide locations for planting shade trees.
Work will be coordinated with the project to install outdoor
break areas for employees: some areas may serve a dual
purpose.
6.15.3 Design Concept: In-house
6.15.4 Cost Estimate: $200,000
6.15.5 Site Plan: Site Plan: None Available
6.15.6 Maintenance Impact: Slight increase in maintenance
costs will be incurred to mow and fertilize the grass and to
rake leaves from the shade trees.
6.15.7 Recommended Funding Source: Individual Job
Orders
6.15.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.16 REDUCE THE NUMBER OF ENTRANCES FROM
THE CORPS PARKING LOT TO RODMAN AVENUE
ONGOING
6.16.1 Existing Conditions: Currently there are 3 entrances
from the Corps of Engineers parking lot to Rodman Avenue
on the south side of Rodman and 2 on the north side. This
creates both a safety issue and a point
of frustration to both the drivers trying to
enter Rodman Avenue from one of these
exits, and those drivers waiting in line on
Rodman Avenue that feel pressured to
allow these individuals to cut into line.
6.16.2 Project Description: Work will
involve the reduction of the number of
entrances and the reconfiguration of the
parking lot. This work may, or may not,
be included as a part of the project to
reconfigure the Davenport Entrance
(priority number 4, paragraph 6.5).
6.16.3 Design Concept: In-house
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6.16.4 Cost Estimate: $200,000
6.16.5 Site Plan: Site Plan: See paragraph 6.5.5
6.16.6 Maintenance Impact: Costs should not be affected
either positively or negatively.
6.16.7 Recommended Funding Source: Sustainment,
Restoration, Modernization
6.16.8 Alternate Funding Source: Individual Job Order
6.17 REMOVE ALL CORPS ON-STREET PARKING FROM
ROCK ISLAND AVENUE. DUE TO REALLIGNMENT OF
ROCK ISLAND ENTRANCE THIS EFFORT IS OBE
6.17.1 Existing Conditions: Currently there are numerous
Corps of Engineers parking spots accessed from Rock
Island Avenue. This creates both a safety issue and a point
of frustration to both the drivers trying to enter Rock Island
Avenue from one of these parking spaces, and those drivers
on Rock Island Avenue that have difficulty seeing these
motorists backing into traffic.
6.17.2 Project Description: Work will involve the relocation of
the parking from Rock Island Avenue and the reconfiguration
of the parking lot. This work may, or may not, be included as
a part of the project to reconfigure the Davenport Entrance
(priority number 4, paragraph 6.5).
6.17.3 Design Concept: In-house
6.17.4 Cost Estimate: $200,000
6.17.5 Site Plan: See paragraph 6.5.5
6.17.6 Maintenance Impact: Costs should not be
affected either positively or negatively.
6.17.7 Recommended Funding Source:
Sustainment, Restoration, Modernization
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6.17.8 Alternate Funding Source: Individual Job Order
6.18 REPLACE DEAD
AND DYING TREES
WEST
OF
THE
ADMINISTRATIVE
AREA.
6.18.1 Existing
Conditions: Numerous
large, mature trees
along Rodman Avenue
have reached the end
of their life and are
declining. The trees are not dead, so they do not
warrant immediate replacement, but it will only be a
matter of a few years before they will need to be
removed for safety purposes.
6.18.2 Project Description: Create and implement a
global plan to remove and replace the declining street
trees in the Rodman Avenue Corridor, north of the
manufacturing area.
6.18.3 Design Concept: In-house
6.18.4 Cost Estimate: $15,000
6.18.5 Site Plan: None available
6.18.6 Maintenance Impact: Although there will be some
initial increase in costs for watering the newly planted trees,
the overall maintenance costs should be reduced due to a
reduction in pruning and leaf raking.
6.18.7 Recommended Funding Source: Individual job order
6.18.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.19 REPAINT PICNIC TABLES
IN FRONT OF BUILDING 60 TO
AN EARTH TONE.
6.19.1 Existing Conditions: When
the existing tables were installed,
they were first painted a bright
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aqua color. The color does not blend well with the character
of the Stoneshops and the Historic Rodman Avenue
Corridor.
6.19.2 Project Description: Tables will be taken off Island
during the winter months and repainted an earth tone color.
Since the surface coat is a dip applied coating it is expected
that the tables will have to be repainted by the original
manufacturer.
6.19.3 Design Concept: In-house
6.19.4 Cost Estimate: $5000
6.19.5 Site Plan: None available
6.19.6 Maintenance Impact: None
6.19.7 Recommended Funding Source:
Individual Job Order
6.19.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.20 PRESERVE NATURAL AREAS.
6.20.1 Existing Conditions: There are limited
areas remaining on RIA that are considered
undisturbed natural areas. Those
that have been identified have
been so identified in the Installation
Master Plan. Most significant
among these undisturbed areas is
the woodlot surrounded by the
Tank Test Track. Home to the
majority of the Island’s hardwood
forest (second growth), it also
provides habitat for numerous
Federal and State recognized
birds, plants, and includes a
Federally registered wetland area.
6.20.2 Project Description: Although most projects are
developed to build, modify or demolish a facility, the purpose
of this project would be to prevent any of these activities.
The intent would be to preserve this area in its natural state.
Recreational activities such as camping and boating should
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be developed in areas already dedicated to outdoor
recreation.
6.20.3 Design Concept: In-house
6.20.4 Cost Estimate: None
6.20.5 Site Plan: None available
6.20.6 Maintenance Impact: None
6.20.7 Recommended Funding Source: None
6.20.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.21 RENOVATE BUILDING 66, BOTH INTERIOR AND
EXTERIOR. ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP COMPLETE
6.21.1 Existing Conditions: Of the 10 original
Stoneshops, seven have been converted to
administrative space. The other two, previously
used as the forge shop and plating shop, are
slated for use as light industrial / storage.
Building 66 is the last Stoneshop to remain
undeveloped. With approximately 44,000 feet of
available floor space on each of four floors, the
building has a great deal of potential.
6.21.2 Project Description: The project will
include cleaning and tuckpointing of the exterior
of the building, replacement of exterior windows
with blast resistant units, installation of modern
utilities to include restroom facilities, suspended
ceilings, carpeting, painting, construction of
private offices and conference rooms, and
installation of all ADA required appurtenances.
6.21.3 Design Concept: Architect/Engineer
6.21.4 Cost Estimate: $15,246,000
6.21.5 Site Plan: None available
6.21.6 Maintenance Impact: Conversion of this building will
significantly affect maintenance requirements.
6.21.7 Recommended Funding Source: Military Construction
Army
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6.21.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.22 ESTABLISH AN INVASIVE SPECIES CONTROL
PLAN.
6.22.1 Existing Conditions: An Invasive Species Study was
performed in 2004. The study identified approximately two
dozen invasive species found throughout Rock Island
Arsenal. If allowed to spread, these plants
will overtake native vegetation, and a
resulting decrease in habitat for native
insects and animals.
6.22.2 Project Description: The project will
prioritize the identified plants as to potential
threat to the Arsenal’s environment, and
develop and implement an eradication
program.
6.22.3 Design Concept: In-house
6.22.4 Cost Estimate: $100,000

Invasive honeysuckle

6.22.5 Site Plan: None available
6.22.6 Maintenance Impact: Implementation of this control
program will reduce future maintenance costs significantly.
6.22.7 Recommended Funding Source: Individual Job Order
6.22.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.23
REMOVE
THE
“TEMPORARY”
BUILDINGS
ADJACENT
TO
THE
CLOCKTOWER.
6.23.1 Existing Conditions: Due to
inadequate space in the Clocktower and
Clocktower Annex, the Rock Island District
Corps of Engineers installed temporary
trailers on the northwest corner of the
annex. Intended to be a short-term fix
during remodeling, these trailers have been
in place approximately 10 years. Although
the trailers belong to the RI District, and sit
on Corps property, they remain an adverse
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MODULAR

affect on the Rodman Avenue Corridor.
6.23.2 Project Description: Relocate personnel currently
occupying the temporary trailers, and remove the trailers
from the Arsenal. After removal of the trailers, any footing,
stairs, utility hookups should be demolished below grade,
and the land reestablished to its original condition.
6.23.3 Design Concept: Corps of Engineers In-house
6.23.4 Cost Estimate: $100,000
6.23.5 Site Plan: None available
6.23.6 Maintenance Impact: There will be no maintenance
impact on the Rock Island Arsenal. The impact on the Corps
of Engineers should result in a slight decrease in
maintenance costs.
6.23.7 Recommended Funding Source: Corps of Engineers
Maintenance and Repair
6.23.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.24 DEVELOP LONG RANGE PLAN
WITH VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
COMPLETE
6.24.1 Existing Conditions: The Veterans
Administration recently acquired 23 acres
of land from RIA under an
intergovernmental land transfer. The VA’s
plan is to develop the land to allow
continued interments at their National
Cemetery. RIA’s involvement would be in
the form of coordination to ensure that the
VA’s plans fit with the long range plans of the Arsenal.
6.24.2 Project Description: The project would involve
working in coordination with the VA to determine:
development time for the newly transferred land, determine
the life expectancy of newly transferred land, determine if
there will be any land requirements beyond the newly
transferred land, ensure that the VA maintains a single
Rodman Avenue entrance at the cemetery, and work with
the cemetery designers on the extension of the internal
roadway system to new the addition.
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6.24.3 Design Concept: RIA In-house and VA AE Firm
6.24.4 Cost Estimate: None
6.24.5 Site Plan: None available
6.24.6 Maintenance Impact: None
6.24.7 Recommended Funding Source: In-house staffing
6.24.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.25 INSTALL ISLANDS IN PARKING LOT 2G, SOUTH OF
BUILDING 212
6.25.1 Existing Conditions: When the
REARM facility was constructed in the
1980s little concern was given to the
“greening” of the facility to make it more
attractive. Subsequent studies have
revealed that green spaces around buildings
promote a better work environment, and
increases both morale and production.
6.25.2 Project Description: Work will involve
the installation of intermediate islands in the
large parking lot south of building 212 to
break up the large expanse of pavement
and to provide locations for planting shade trees.
6.25.3 Design Concept: In-house
6.25.4 Cost Estimate: $100,000
6.25.5 Site Plan: None available
6.25.6 Maintenance Impact: Installation of these islands will
cause a small increase in maintenance costs as a result of
turf and tree maintenance requirements.
6.25.7 Recommended Funding Source: Individual Job Order
6.25.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
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6.26 PROVIDE LANDSCAPING AT
PARKING LOT 2H, WEST OF BUILDING
208.
6.26.1 Existing Conditions: When the
parking lot was originally constructed little
concern was given to the “greening” of the
facility to make it more attractive.
Subsequent studies have revealed that
green spaces around buildings promote a
better work environment, and increases
both morale and production.
6.26.2 Project Description: Work will
involve the installation of intermediate islands in the lot west
of building 208 to
break up the large
expanse of
pavement and to
provide locations
for planting shade
trees.
6.26.3 Design
Concept: In-house
6.26.4 Cost
Estimate: $50,000
6.26.5 Site Plan: None available
6.26.6 Maintenance Impact: Installation of these islands will
cause a small increase in maintenance costs as a result of
turf and tree maintenance requirements.
6.26.7 Recommended Funding Source: Individual Job Order
6.26.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.27 IMPROVE THE EXTERIOR OF BUILDING 106.
6.27.1 Existing Conditions: Since the closure of the forge
shop in building 106 in the mid 1980s, the building has seen
little activity and less justification for funding. The building
requires cleaning, tuckpointing, and roof repairs in order to
ensure that the building envelope remains water tight.
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6.27.2 Project Description: Work will include tuckpointing,
cleaning, and roof repairs. Any damaged stones will either
be repaired or replaced in kind.
6.27.3 Design Concept: In-house
6.27.4 Cost Estimate: $777,100
6.27.5 Site Plan: None available
6.27.6 Maintenance Impact: As stated earlier maintenance
for this building is minimal, however, this project will
eliminate even those minimal funding requirements.
6.27.7 Recommended Funding Source: Operation and
Maintenance Army
6.27.8 Alternate Funding Source: Sustainment, Restoration,
Modernization
6.28 CONSTRUCT MAINTENANCE BUILDING ADDITION
AT NATIONAL CEMETERY.
6.28.1 Existing Conditions: The existing maintenance
buildings are not adequately sized for the mission.
Increases in equipment size and requirements to store
additional materials have led to extreme overcrowding. With
an increase in the size of the cemetery through the addition
of 23 acres, this situation will get worse.
6.28.2 Project Description: The project will construct an
addition onto the existing maintenance building to be used
for the storage of materials and maintenance equipment.
The building will be utilitarian in style, constructed of
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concrete block, wood frame, and metal siding. The building
will be designed to blend with the existing buildings.
6.28.3 Design Concept: Architect / Engineer
6.28.4 Cost Estimate: $50,000
6.28.5 Site Plan: None available
6.28.6 Maintenance Impact: Maintenance requirements will
increase slightly due to the increase in building floorspace.
6.28.7 Recommended Funding Source: Veterans
Administration
6.28.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.29 REPLACE EXISTING WINDOWS IN
CLOCKTOWER COMPLEX WITH BLAST
RESISTANT WINDOWS
6.29.1 Existing Conditions: The existing
windows in the Clocktower and the
Clocktower Annex do not meet the blast
resistant requirements of “United Facilities
Criteria (UFC) 4-010-01, DOD Minimum
Antiterrorism Standards for Buildings”, dated
8 October 2003.
6.29.2 Project Description: Project will replace
existing windows with aluminum blast-resistant windows
meeting the qualifications of the United Facilities Criteria
(UFC) 4-010-01, DOD Minimum Antiterrorism Standards for
Buildings.
6.29.3 Design Concept: Corps of Engineers
6.29.4 Cost Estimate: $750,000
6.29.5 Site Plan: None available
6.29.6 Maintenance Impact: Replacement of the existing
aluminum windows will not significantly reduce maintenance
requirements as these windows require little attention.
6.29.7 Recommended Funding Source: Corps of Engineers
Maintenance and Repair
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6.29.8 Alternate Funding Source: Force Protection
6.30 PROVIDE LANDSCAPING AROUND CORPS
PROPERTY TO IMPROVE FORCE PROTECTION
6.30.1 Existing Conditions: These high
occupancy buildings are currently
exposed to risk from terrorist attack due
to the ease of access to the exterior
faces of the buildings. In many places
vehicles can drive up next to an
occupied building without drawing
attention, and there are few areas
protected from a suicide attack
accomplished via motor vehicle.
6. 30.2 Project Description: Work will
involve the installation of earthen berms
and planters in areas adjacent to
buildings to prevent unauthorized
access by motor vehicles. Low maintenance landscaping
will be incorporated into the berm design to soften the look.
Additionally, short concrete walls could be included and
designed to also be used as benches.
6.30.3 Design Concept: Corps In-house
6. 30.4 Cost Estimate: $100,000
6. 30.5 Site Plan: None available
6. 30.6 Maintenance Impact: Although costs may increase to
perform maintenance on the additional landscaping, it will be
partially offset by a reduction in lawn maintenance costs to
include mowing, fertilizing, aerating, etc.
6. 30.7 Recommended Funding Source: Corps Maintenance
and Repair
6.30.8 Alternate Funding Source: Force Protection
6.31 RENOVATE BUILDINGS 64 AND 106 TO BE USED
FOR LIGHT INDUSTRIAL/STORAGE MISSIONS.
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6.31.1 Existing Conditions: With the relocation of the plating
shop and the forge shop from the Stoneshops to the REARM
facility in the mid 1980s, these two buildings have been
largely unused. Building 64 is undergoing a RCRA closure
effort, but it
is nearing
completion.

Building 106 is sparsely used by the
recycling office. Both buildings could be
better used. With approximately 44,000
feet of available floor space in each
building, there is great deal of potential.
6.31.2 Project Description: The project will include cleaning
and tuckpointing of the exterior of the building, replacement
of exterior windows with blast resistant units, installation of
modern utilities to include restroom facilities, construction of
private offices, and installation of all ADA required
appurtenances.
6.31.3 Design Concept: Architect/Engineer
6.31.4 Cost Estimate: $8,712,000
6.31.5 Site Plan: None available
6.31.6 Maintenance Impact: Conversion of these buildings
will increase maintenance requirements.
6.31.7 Recommended Funding Source: Military Construction
Army
6.321.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
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6.32 REMOVE PAINTED PLYWOOD INSERTS FROM
BUILDING 64 AND INSTALL NEW WINDOWS.
6.32.1 Existing Conditions: Due to the requirement for a
RCRA cleanup of Building 64, the original wood windows
had to be removed and the openings boarded up with
plywood inserts. The RCRA effort is nearly complete and
improvements to the building exterior
are required. One option is to install
blast resistant windows in the locations
currently occupied by the plywood
inserts. Project can be accomplished
as a stand-alone project or can be
considered a sub-set of the project to
renovate buildings 64 and 106.
6.32.2 Project Description: Temporary
painted plywood inserts will be
removed from window openings and
replaced with blast resistant,
historically accurate triple hung
windows.
6.32.3 Design Concept: In-house
6.32.4 Cost Estimate: $1,120,000
6.32.5 Site Plan: None available
6.32.6 Maintenance Impact: The removal of the plywood
inserts will reduce the overall maintenance costs to the
Arsenal as it will eliminate the need to periodically repaint
the plywood.
6.32.7 Recommended Funding Source: Sustainment,
Restoration, Modernization
6.32.8 Alternate Funding Source: Minor Military Construction
Army
6.33 REMOVE/REPLACE TWO OLD MAINTENANCE
BUILDINGS 21 AND PART OF 22 COMPLETE
6.33.1 Existing Conditions: Two of the three existing
maintenance buildings at the Rock Island Golf Course are
derelict barns that should have been demolished decades
ago. Although the Arsenal owns the buildings, they are
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under long-term lease to the Rock Island Golf Club.
Accordingly, unless the RIGC decides to replace the
buildings it is unlikely that they will be replaced.
6.33.2
Project
Description:
Demolish
two existing
buildings
(one that
used to be

an old barn) currently
used to store maintenance
equipment, while maintaining new
chemical mixing facility addition.
Construct a single replacement
building attached to the mixing
facility.
6.33.3 Design Concept: Architect
Engineer
6.33.4 Cost Estimate: $150,000
6.33.5 Site Plan: None available
6.33.6 Maintenance Impact: Removal of these buildings will
reduce the maintenance burden on the Golf Course and
likely reduce their energy consumption in the form of
reduced heating bills.
6.33.7 Recommended Funding Source: Rock Island Arsenal
Golf Course
6.33.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
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6.34
FIRE
BUILDINGS

PROTECTION

SYSTEMS,

VARIOUS

6.34.1 Existing Conditions: Buildings affected have
occupancy types including: administrative areas, storage
facilities, fire and police station, maintenance buildings, a
test facility, hydroplant, steam plant, water treatment plant,
and the auto-craft shop. These buildings currently are not
code compliant due to inadequate or non-existent sprinkler
systems.
6.34.2 Project Description: Project will provide 2.3 Million SF
of fire sprinkler systems in 26 RIA buildings. Work includes
installing dry pipe sprinkler systems in non-heated attic
areas and wet pipe sprinklers in heated areas. Work
includes installation of fire alarms with actuators compatible
with the installation’s radio based alarm system in all areas.
Also included is lowering sprinkler heads to below
suspended ceilings in areas where existing sprinklers are
above the ceiling. This work is required by, and will be
installed in compliance with the International Building Code
and NFPA 13.
6.34.3 Design Concept: Architect Engineer
6.34.4 Cost Estimate: $16,200,000
6.34.5 Site Plan: None available
6.34.6 Maintenance Impact: This will cause an increase in
maintenance of the buildings, but nothing significant.
6.34.7 Recommended Funding Source: Military Construction
Army
6.34.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.35 CONSTRUCT TITANIUM CASTING FACILITY
6.35.1 Existing Conditions: Rock Island Arsenal does not
currently have the capability to produce titanium castings.
6.35.2 Project Description: Titanium is a strong, lightweight
metal used in many Future Combat Systems. The metal is
difficult to work with, requiring rigorous control of working
conditions. This facility will be a state of the art production
building, complete with all the latest industrial plant
equipment (IPE) required to support the Joint War Fighter.
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In order to remain a Factory of the Future, RIA requires the
capability to work this material. Project requirements have
not yet been fully defined.
6.35.3 Design Concept: Architect Engineer
6.35.4 Cost Estimate: $10,600,000
6.35.5 Site Plan: None available
6.35.6 Maintenance Impact: This will cause an increase in
maintenance.
6.35.7 Recommended Funding Source: Military Construction
Army
6.35.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.36 CONSTRUCT FIREWALLS, WAREHOUSE BLDG 299
6.36.1 Existing Conditions: Building 299
is a large (775,000 SF) WWII era
warehouse constructed of reinforced
concrete. It is currently used for the
Garrison Logistics mission, Production
Support for the JMTC, shipping and
receiving for both the garrison and
JMTC, and production of Tool Sets and
other maintenance equipment. Building
299 is one of the key, critical mission
buildings located on the installation.
6.36.2 Project Description: This project
will construct fire rated walls within the
facility to divide it into sections of
approximately 120,000 SF each. The fire rated walls will
limit potential fire losses to one section.
6.36.3 Design Concept: Architect Engineer
6.36.4 Cost Estimate: $1,191,400
6.36.5 Site Plan: None available
6.36.6 Maintenance Impact: This project will have no affect
on maintenance costs
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6.36.7 Recommended Funding Source: Military Construction
Army
6.36.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.37 CONSTRUCT EMERGENCY EXIT STAIR TOWERS,
BLDG 390
6.37.1 Existing Conditions: Building 390 is a WWII vintage
(1942) reinforced concrete structure, consisting of four floors
plus a basement, totaling 164,000 GSF. The building is in
the shape of an H, with all of the exits from the upper floors
located in the central core of the H. This results in the
occupants in the legs of the H being more than 50
feet from an exit, which is a violation of the current
Life/Safety Code.
6.37.2 Project Description: A preliminary design
has been accomplished. A stair tower will be
constructed in each courtyard (between the legs of
the H), with walkways to the stair tower from each
level from each wing, a total of two stair towers
with six walkways each. Doorways to the
walkways will be constructed on each level, with
significant interior remodeling required. Additional
exits to grade will be provided for the first floor
occupants. Basement areas have adequate exits.
6.37.3 Design Concept: Architect Engineer
6.37.4 Cost Estimate: $2,120,000
6.37.5 Site Plan: None available
6.37.6 Maintenance Impact: There will be little increase in
maintenance costs as a result of this project.
6.37.7 Recommended Funding Source: Military Construction
Army
6.37.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.38 CONSTRUCT NEW CHAPEL FACILITY
6.38.1 Existing Conditions: The current chapel is located in
the basement of an administrative facility (Bldg 56). It is
undersize to meet the religious needs of the RIA community,
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difficult to locate, and inadequate to support the needs of the
Veterans Administration Cemetery for onsite services.
6.38.2 Project Description: The project will construct a free
standing Chapel, with room for
approximately 200 persons during
services, a Chaplin's office, religious
education rooms, and facilities for
conducting funeral services for the
National Cemetery. Facility to be
located near the National Cemetery,
and will include parking space.
6.38.3 Design Concept: Architect /
Engineer
6.38.4 Cost Estimate: $1,590,000
6.38.5 Site Plan: None available
6.38.6 Maintenance Impact: There will be an increase in
maintenance costs due to the increase in building square
footage.
6.38.7 Recommended Funding Source: Military Construction
Army
6.38.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.39 UPGRADE ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
6.39.1 Existing Conditions: A portion of the electrical
distribution system operates at 2.4 KV, including two 2.4 KV
substations and distribution transformers located within
various buildings. The 2.4 KV portion of the distribution
system is over 70 years old, and badly deteriorated.
Replacement parts are expensive to obtain and require a
long lead time. 2.4 KV systems are not compatible with
current industry standards. Facilities currently supported by
this outdated system include all of RIA's family housing, the
physical fitness center, the government swing span bridge,
lock and dam #15. the raw water intake facility, the PX, the
commissary, the child development center, water treatment
plant, the BEQ, over 22 storage buildings, 17 admin
buildings which house RIA command staff and over 11 major
tenants (including CPOC, TACOM, USMCR, DAPS, GSIE,
MEDAC, CHRA, DAURI, AAA, AND DFAS).
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6.39.2 Project Description: This project will remove the 2.4
KV distribution system, and extend the 13.8 KV (the industry
standard) distribution system to all users. The project will
also provide new underground distribution lines, exterior pad
mounted distribution transformers, distribution switches, and
new feeds to existing electrical panels within buildings as
required. Each building is a unique situation, so significant
engineering design will be required. Supporting facilities
include pavement repair, paving, site improvements, and
asbestos abatement. Demolition of some equipment and
distribution cable is required.
6.39.3 Design Concept: Architect / Engineer
6.39.4 Cost Estimate: $11,363,200
6.39.5 Site Plan: None available
6.39.6 Maintenance Impact: The construction of this project
will result in significant decreases in maintenance costs.
6.39.7 Recommended Funding Source: Military Construction
Army
6.39.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.40 CONSTRUCT COAL STORAGE AND HANDLING
FACILITY
6.40.1 Existing Conditions: Currently, coal is received at RIA
in large dump trucks and stored in a large pile west of Bldg
299. The coal trucks dump on or near the pile, and the coal
is distributed by a large end loader. When coal is required at
the boiler plant, the end loader fills a (smaller) dump truck,
which takes the coal to the boiler plant and dumps it into the
coal handling system. Vehicles driving on the coal pile, and
excessive handling, result in a high percentage of crushed
coal (fines), which adversely affects the efficiency of the
boiler plant and increases the hazardous air pollutants
(HAPS) released from the boiler stacks. The existing coal
pile is exposed to the weather. This leads to environmental
problems with rainfall runoff and dust, and loss of BTU value
through weathering of the coal and coal pile fires.
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6.40.2 Project Description: This project will provide covered
storage for the coal, with an automated conveyor system for
unloading, stacking, and loading the coal. This will help the
Arsenal maintain compliance with the Clean Air Act by
reducing fugitive dust emissions and help maintain
compliance with the Clean Water Act by eliminating coal pile
runoff.
6.40.3 Design Concept: Architect /
Engineer
6.40.4 Cost Estimate: $4,770,000
6.40.5 Site Plan: None available
6.40.6 Maintenance Impact:
Maintenance of the coal handling
equipment will be offset by a
decrease in manpower dedicated to
handling the coal.
6.40.7 Recommended Funding
Source: Military Construction Army
6.40.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.41 REPAIR ROOF, BUILDING 299 NEARLY COMPLETE
6.41.1 Existing Conditions: Building 299 is a 775,000 square
foot warehouse that was constructed in 1942. The building
is generally in good condition with the exception of the
original roof, which is severely deteriorated. The roof is
made up of about 80-percent sloped corrugated transite
panels and about 20-percent flat built-up roofs, both of which
are made up of asbestos containing materials. In 1982, the
exterior surfaces of the transite panels were found to be
deteriorated. At that time they were coated with an
elastomeric sealant which has since failed. The coating has
cracked and is dislodged in most locations. The surfaces of
the transite panels are exposed and are weathering at an
alarming rate. This condition is not acceptable since it
results in asbestos fibers being directly exposed to the
environment. Additionally, the transite panels are retaining
moisture and could become structurally unsound if the
situation isn't remediated soon. The existing conditions must
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be remedied as soon as possible so as
to limit environmental risk and/or
possible release/exposure.
6.41.2 Project Description: Two
alternatives exist for the repair of this
roof.
The first alternative will encapsulate
the transite panels with an elastomeric sealant, replace
vertical panels with insulated panels, and replace the flat
roofs with a single ply membrane system. Other than the
transite panels, all asbestos containing roofing components
will be removed, and properly disposed. This alternative is
the result of an engineering study by the Corp of Engineers.
The second alternative will completely remove, and properly
dispose, all asbestos containing roofing components. The
sloped roof will be replaced by new vapor barrier, structural
purlins, metal decking, and insulated standing seam metal
roofing. Flat roofs will be replaced by a vapor barrier and
built up roofing. This alternative is the result of an
engineering study by Tremco, Inc.
6.41.3 Design Concept: Architect / Engineer
6.41.4 Cost Estimate: $25,000,000
6.41.5 Site Plan: None available
6.41.6 Maintenance Impact: The implementation of this
project will significantly reduce the maintenance burden on
Rock Island Arsenal.
6.41.7 Recommended Funding Source: Military Construction
Army
6.41.8 Alternate Funding Source: Operation and
Maintenance Army
6.42 CONSTRUCT
COMPLETE

ADDITION

TO

CDC

FACILITY

6.42.1 Existing Conditions: The current requirement is that
Army CDC facilities are to meet 80% of childcare goals for
spaces by 2005. This project is based on current waiting
lists and trends at RIA. If not provided, AMC will not meet
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the services goal and many families needing CDC services
at RIA will go unserved. Space is not available in local
schools and youth centers. Adequate CDC facilities are
essential quality of life issues for dependent children of the
Army's warfighters.
6.42.2 Project Description: This project
will enlarge an existing CDC facility in
building 16 to a total size of 12,340 GSF

from the
current
5,800
GSF, and
upgrade 5,192 GSF in building 11. The addition to building
16 will include space for 2 new pre-school rooms, an
enlarged kitchen area, staff/admin area, and staff restrooms.
The enlarged facility will be sized to serve an additional 80
children. It will increase from the current capacity of 54
children up to 134 children. The upgraded area in building 11
will provide a large motor skills room, a centralized
registration area for all installation child and youth programs,
space for the family child care lending closet (FCC), and a
staff admin area.
6.42.3 Design Concept: Architect / Engineer
6.42.4 Cost Estimate: $1,855,000
6.42.5 Site Plan: None available
6.42.6 Maintenance Impact: The construction of this project
will result in an increase in maintenance costs due to the
increase in square footage.
6.42.7 Recommended Funding Source: Military Construction
Army
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6.42.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.43 FLOOD PROTECTION
6.43.1 Existing Conditions: Rock Island Arsenal is currently
protected by a series of levees, flood walls, flood control
pumps, and gatewells. The existing system has been
constructed in a hit-and-miss fashion since the catastrophic
flood of 1965. Although the pre-1993 flood preparations
were adequate for the record 1993 flood, many shortfalls in
the system were identified. Subsequent improvements to
the system have resolved some issues, but the larger issues
require MCA funding for accomplishment.
6.43.2 Project Description: The project will
raise levee heights, broaden their width,
replace unsuitable material, repair eroded
levees, install additional riprap, and install
additional gatewells.
6.43.3 Design Concept: In house
6.43.4 Cost Estimate: $6,737,400
6.43.5 Site Plan: None available
6.43.6 Maintenance Impact: There will be
no significant affect on the maintenance
as a result of these improvements.
6.43.7 Recommended Funding Source: Military Construction
Army
6.43.8 Alternate Funding Source: None

6.44 CONSTRUCT ELEVATED WATER STORAGE TANK

6.44.1 Existing Conditions: Current water storage capacity
is 1,250,000 gal (500,000 in an elevated tank, and 750,000
in a ground level tank). Storage requirements as determined
by TM 5-813-4 are 1,485,000 gal. This is a deficiency of
235,000 gal.
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6.44.2 Project Description: Existing water storage
facilities do not provide adequate capacity and
should be increased by one additional 500,000 gal
elevated storage tank. This additional capacity will
meet the demand for fire fighting water and provide
for future growth.
6.44.3 Design Concept: Architect Engineer
6.44.4 Cost Estimate: $1,590,000
6.44.5 Site Plan: None available
6.44.6 Maintenance Impact: This project will increase
maintenance requirements slightly.
6.44.7 Recommended Funding Source: Military
Construction Army
6.44.8 Alternate Funding Source: None
6.45 CONVERT TO TRAINING BUILDING, BLDG 360
6.45.1 Existing Conditions: Building 360 was constructed as the
Post Headquarters in 1889. In the 1930's it was converted into a
four-plex housing unit. Land use changes since the 1930's have
made the location unsuitable for family housing, since it is in the
heart of the Arsenal's administrative area. The Installation Master
Plan shows Building 360 as Post Headquarters.

6.45.2 Project Description: Remodeling the building for
training space will include removal of interior partitions,
repairing existing walls, floors, and ceilings,
replacing floor coverings, replacing interior and
exterior lighting, upgrading wiring, plumbing, HVAC
systems, installing an exterior drain system, and
waterproofing the basement walls. Windows will be
upgraded to meet force protection standards. The
roof will be replaced. To meet ADA requirements
installation of an elevator will be required. To meet
Life-Safety code requirements emergency exit stairs
will be required.
6.45.3 Design Concept: Architect Engineer
6.45.4 Cost Estimate: $4,315,800
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Section 7
SITE PLANNING
DESIGN
STANDARDS

7.1

INTRODUCTION

7.1.1 Site Planning is the process of arranging an external
physical environment in complete detail to include the
structures, circulation patterns, and other elements that form
the built environment. The site planning and design process
is used to develop a project that fulfills facility requirements
and creates the optimal relationship with the natural site.
See TM 5-803-14, Site Planning and Design for detailed
guidance on site planning to include program analysis, site
analysis, site verification, and concept development. This TM
also discusses site design guidelines, describes the steps in
the site planning process, and contains examples of various
sketches/diagrams developed in support of these steps. Also
see TI 800-01, Design Criteria, Chp. 3, Site Planning and
Design Criteria.
Environmental documentation will be
prepared prior to site selection to support the construction
activity in accordance AR 200-2, Environmental Effects of
Army Actions.

Fig. 7.1 – Site Plan

7.1.2 The site planning component provides the spatial
arrangement of the installation. (Fig. 7.1) The installation
master plan provides information that forms the foundation
for site planning. The master plan is a mechanism for
ensuring that individual projects are sited to meet overall
installation requirements. AR 210-20, Master Planning for
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Army Installations, and the Master Planning Instructions
(MPI) , provide additional information concerning the master
plan.
7.1.3 The other five design components are dependent upon
site planning for their location and spatial relationships. The
other five components are identified below and discussed in
Sections 8-12.
•
•
•
•
•

7.2

Section 8 - Buildings Design Component
Section 9 - Circulation Design Component
Section 10 - Landscape Design Component
Section 11 - Site Elements Design Component
Section 12 - Force Protection

SITE PLANNING OBJECTIVES

7.2.1 The goal of site planning for the installation is to
produce
an
attractive,
sustainable
development.
Sustainability requires the built environment to be designed
and constructed to preserve and enhance the natural
environment. Manmade facilities are designed as a part of
the environment to minimize negative environmental
impacts. General site planning techniques resulting in
sustainable development are cost efficient because they
conserve energy and reduce construction and maintenance
cost. Typical site planning objectives include the following.

American Discovery Trail

7.2.1.1 Preserve natural site features such as topography,
hydrology, vegetation, and tree cover.
7.2.1.2 Locate facilities with consideration of climatic
conditions such as wind, solar orientation, and microclimate.
7.2.1.3 Preserve the natural site by molding development to
fill around existing land forms and features. This
development approach minimizes extensive earthwork,
preserves existing drainage patterns, and preserves existing
vegetation.
7.2.1.4 Plan for facilities to be clustered to preserve land and
reduce construction cost. Clustering should occur on the
flattest land areas. Room for expansion should be provided.
When clustering facilities Force Protection measures must
be considered.
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7.3

SITE PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS

7.3.1 The primary “fit” of the development to its environment
is initially determined by the site analysis and subsequent
site planning. The determination of primary issues that
provide basic location and organization of spatial
relationships are determined during the site planning (Fig.
7.3).
7.3.2 Accessibility. Any building or facility used only by ablebodied personnel need not be accessible to the disabled.
Nevertheless, when feasible and appropriate, seek to
incorporate accessibility measures into the design since the
facility use may change over time (military exclusion is
provided by UFAS 4.1.4 (2)). All other structures or facilities
must meet the standards of the Americans with Disabilities
Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) and the Uniform
Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS), with the most
stringent standards applied in the event of conflicting
guidelines. (See AR 420-70, Chapter 2, Para 2.8). This
includes the avoidance of site barriers through the use of
curb cuts, ramps, handrails, and grade-level entrances to
avoid site barriers. Provide designated handicapped parking
spaces in all major parking lots and drop-off zones for
persons with mobility impairments. Modify existing structures
for handicapped accessibility whenever possible, especially
community facilities that are most likely to be used by
families, veterans or visitors.

Fig. 7.3 – Site Opportunity and
Constraint Plan

7.3.3 Environmental. Environmental issues to consider in the
preparation of a site plan include any action or proposal that
has a detrimental affect on a site area’s land, water or air
quality. The location of facilities on land that results in
minimal disturbance to the existing topography, vegetation
and drainage patterns greatly reduces the negative impact
on the environment. It is the Garrison Commanders
responsibility to ensure that all National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) documentation is started before the site
selection process, as this process feeds the 1391 process.
7.3.3.1 NEPA requires that an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) be submitted to the U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) for major projects that may
significantly effect the environment. The EPA reviews and
responds to filed impact statements. Information pertaining
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to Environmental Impact Statements and their submission
can be found at the following EPA websites.
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
Submitting Environmental Impact Statements (EISs)
7.3.3.2 Federal law requires that prior to the undertaking of
activities which effect the nation's waterways, described as
"navigable waters of the United States" and "waters of the
United States" to include wetlands, a permit must be
acquired. Information regarding statutory, administrative,
and judicial matters, including general regulatory policy,
definitions of "waters of the United States" and "navigable
waters", and processing of permits can be obtained at the
following Corps of Engineers website.
Statutory, Administrative, and Judicial Materials
7.3.3.3 Include procedures for mitigating environmental
concerns in the early stages of project development. To the
maximum extend possible avoid siting development or
individual buildings in environmentally sensitive areas. The
installation master plan environmental overlay should be
reviewed prior to the development for areas designated as
threatened and endangered species habitat areas.
7.4

SITE PLANNING DESIGN CRITERIA

7.4.1 The site planning component of installation design
comes first in the design process and determines the
general location of the other components. Consequently, site
planning must consider the criteria for architectural design,
circulation, landscape architecture, site elements, and force
protection. Site planning criteria is divided into two
categories, natural conditions and manmade conditions.
Each is discussed separately in the following paragraphs.
These criteria are to be utilized for the assessment of the
visual and spatial impacts of site planning.

7.5
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7.5.1 Topography. The natural terrain is a major determinant
of the layout and form of the installation. The following
guidelines should be used to maintain the natural
topography of the installation (Figs. 7.4 and 7.5).
7.5.1.1 Maintain natural ground slopes and elevations.
7.5.1.2 Align roadways and buildings along topographic
lines.
7.5.1.3 Locate facilities that have expansive ground
coverage on relatively flat terrain.
7.5.1.4 Use moderately sloping areas for buildings with less
ground coverage area.
7.5.1.5 Avoid development on steep slopes.
7.5.1.6 Avoid development in natural drainage ways and
flood plains.
7.5.1.7 Provide a reasonable balance of cut and fill.
7.5.2 Hydrology. The site planning team will consider the
following hydrologic concerns for natural drainage corridors,
floodplains, and waterways during the site planning process.
7.5.2.1 Preserve and maintain natural drainage areas and
floodplains.
7.5.2.2 Limit development in floodplains to open spaces and
recreation uses.

Fig. 7.5 Develop Around Natural
Landforms

7.5.2.3 Preserve rivers, lakes, streams, or other waterways,
and incorporate them into the design layout.
7.5.3 Climate. The installation will be designed in response
to local climatic conditions to provide a more comfortable
environment, and reduce the demands for heating and
cooling.
7.5.3.1 Temperate Regions. Design and site development to
balance the effects of seasonal thermal variations promoting
both winter and summer cooling in terms of seasonal solar
orientation and prevailing winds.
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Fig. 7.6 - Building oriented for
passive solar heating and cooling
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7.5.4 Views and Vistas. The installation will be designed to
preserve and enhance scenic and other attractive views and
vistas, and to screen unattractive views and vistas. Visual
extensions through open spaces provide a sense of
orientation, relief, and enjoyment.
7.5.5 Vegetation. The installation will be designed to protect
and preserve existing native vegetation. This preservation
reduces maintenance and enhances sustainability.
A
preferred plant matrix (Plant Matrix) is included in this
Installation Design Guide.
(Also, see Section 10 –
Landscape Design Component).
Fig. 7.7 - Orient Buildings and Roads
to Topography

7.6

MANMADE SITE CONDITIONS

7.6.1 The site plan provides the locations of the manmade
development that will occur on site. It establishes the spatial
relationships as well as the relationships between manmade
and existing natural features. Manmade site conditions
include all development on the installation to include
buildings, roadways, parking lots, walkways, walls, fences,
utilities, and other facilities. Buildings, roadways, parking lots
and above ground utilities are the primary manmade visual
determinants.
7.6.2 The following site planning guidelines will be used in
the visual and spatial review of the installation:
7.6.2.1 Cluster buildings to reduce impact on the natural
environment, and reduce roadways and utility corridors
needed to serve the development, however, at the same
time giving full consider to antiterrorism and force protection
requirements.
7.6.2.2 Locate large buildings in relatively flat areas to
reduce the cut and fill and preserve the natural vegetation
and drainage and orient to topography (fig. 7.7).
7.6.2.3 Minimize solar heat gain for cooling and maximize
solar heat gain and retention for heating.
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7.6.2.4 Site buildings with consideration for the microclimate
conditions of the site that result in variances in wind or light
because of adjacent land forms, structures, or trees.
7.6.2.5 Orient outdoors
comfortable exposure.

pedestrian

areas

for

most

7.6.2.6 Utilize lighter colored building surfaces exposed to
the sun and darker colors on recessed surfaces to absorb
radiation.
7.6.2.7 Orient windows according to impact of climatic
conditions.
7.6.2.8 Locate development on leeward side of hills.
7.6.2.9 Design and locate roads to provide a hierarchy of
traffic carrying capacities.
Fig. 7.8 Screen Parking Areas

7.6.2.10 Locate roads to blend with topography and
vegetation.
7.6.2.11 Design and locate parking lots to minimize visual
impact of broad expanses of pavement and vehicles.
7.6.2.12 Design and locate pedestrian walkways and bicycle
paths to fit the physical environment, and provide a
comfortable pedestrian experience, limiting conflicts with
vehicular traffic (Fig. 7.8 and 7.9).
7.6.2.13 Locate trees and shrubs to buffer harsh natural
conditions.
7.6.2.14 Deciduous material provides for sun in the winter
and shade in the summer. Evergreen material provides
windbreaks for cold north winds.
7.6.2.15 Design and locate site elements to blend with and
enhance the physical environmental.

Fig. 7.8 Locate bikeways to fit
physical environment

7.6.2.16 Force Protection requirements should be designed
and located to blend with the physical environment.
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7.7

ARMY STANDARDS

7.7.1 The cited Army Standards shall be met.
Technical Manual (TM) 5-803-14, Site Planning and
Design
Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines
(ADAAG)
Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS)
7.8

REFERENCES

7.8.1 The following references are provided for guidance.
Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 2-600-01, Installation
Design, Chap 7
Army Regulation (AR) 200-2, Environmental Effects of
Army Actions
Technical Instructions (TI) 800-01, Design Criteria
Technical Instructions (TI) 801-02, Family Housing
Technical Instructions (TI) 804-01, Area Planning, Site
Planning, and Design
Technical Manual (TM) 5-820-1/ Air Force AFM 88-5,
Chap. 1, Surface Drainage Facilities for Airfields and
Heliports
Technical Manual (TM) 5-820-3/Air Force AFM 88-5,
Chap. 3, Drainage and Erosion-Control Structures for
Airfields and Heliports
Technical Manual (TM) 5-820-4/Air Force AFM 88-5,
Chap. 4, Drainage for Areas Other Than Airfields
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Technical Manual (TM) 5-822-2, General Provisions and
Geometric Design for Roads, Streets, Walks, and Open
Storage Areas
Technical Manual (TM) 5-822-5, Pavement Design for
Roads, Streets, Walks, and Open Storage Areas
Master Planning Instructions (MPI)
Whole Building Design

Links
Go to Section 8
Go to Table of
Contents
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6.45.5 Site Plan: None available
6.45.6 Maintenance Impact: Maintenance requirements will
remain unchanged from current.
6.45.7 Recommended Funding Source: Military Construction
Army
6.45.8 Alternate Funding Source: None

Links
Go to Section 7
Go to Table of Contents
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Section 8
BUILDINGS
DESIGN
STANDARDS
8.1

INTRODUCTION

8.1.1 The design character of an installation's buildings
affect the installations overall image. The visual analysis of
buildings and related structures helps define visual zones
and themes, and is an important part of an installation’s
assets and liabilities assessment.
8.1.2 The building design component encompasses the
character of the buildings as well as the arrangement of
buildings to one another and to their environment. In
general, use architectural style, materials and colors
indigenous to the region. The preservation of historically and
culturally significant structures adds to an installation’s
character and provides a sense of heritage.
8.1.3 The visual analysis of structure also includes concern
for accessibility, use of materials, placement of entrances,
incorporation of additions and renovations, the incorporation
of plazas and courtyards, interior design and the
appropriateness and quality of building maintenance.

Building 360 - Original
Command Building

8.1.4 This section provides the objectives and visual
determinants that should be utilized to identify and assess
the building design quality of the installation. The section
also provides standards and guidance pertaining to the
development and maintenance of the various interiors and
exteriors of buildings on the installation.
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8.2

BUILDING OBJECTIVES

8.2.1 Sustainability. The architectural style of existing and
future buildings should reflect and reinforce the sustainability
of the installation. Sustainable design reduces construction
and maintenance cost and conserves energy through proper
construction and materials selection. See Appendix D for a
more complete discussion on Sustainable Design.
8.2.2 Building Design Objectives:

Fig. 8.1 – Adapt Building Design to Site
Conditions

8.2.2.1 Adapt building designs to natural site conditions (Fig
8.1).
8.2.2.2 Design buildings in clusters to preserve land and
reduce construction and maintenance costs.
8.2.2.3 Develop a coherent architectural style that results in
the blending of new and old structures. However, when
considering historical buildings one should be able to
differentiate between the historic fabric and the new material.
8.2.2.4 Design buildings to include more floors in a vertical
structure that results in a smaller footprint and more
efficiently utilizes limited installation land areas.
8.2.2.5 Combine multiple activities in one building to reduce
the number of buildings required and more efficiently utilize
limited installation land areas.
8.2.2.6 Design multiple use facilities with the capability to
quickly change interior layouts to accommodate changing
requirements.
8.2.2.7 Use indigenous construction materials and practices
that require less energy to produce and transport and may
be recycled at the end of their usefulness.
8.2.2.8 Locate windows to maximize natural light, ventilation
and outward views.

Fig. 8.2 - Use Indigenous Construction
Materials Reduces Transportation Cost

8.2.2.9 Consider adaptive reuse of buildings once their initial
use is no longer required.
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8.3

STRUCTURAL CHARACTER

8.3.1 The character of installation architecture varies
according to the use of the structure and when it was built.
This use and age variation can result in character
incompatibilities.
8.3.2 The difference in character may also result when the
designer ignores the character and scale of adjacent
buildings or uses an imitative technique unsuccessfully.
8.3.3 The coordination of structural character on an
installation provides a consistent and coherent “sense of
order” and “sense of place”. This relationship of design
comes from using compatible scales, massing, form, color,
texture, materials, and fenestration.
These design
techniques can be utilized in the visual review and analysis
of the installation. They are further explained below:
8.3.3.1 Scale. Scale refers to the size of a building facade in
relation to humans. Buildings that include predominant
vertical facades, which dwarf the individual, are defined as
monumental in scale.
Buildings with more horizontal
facades designed to relate more to the size of the human
figure are defined as human scale (Fig. 8.3). The scale of
most buildings on installations should be more human than
monumental. All new construction should be compatible in
scale with adjacent buildings. Monumental architectural
design is typically utilized for more ceremonial buildings,
such as worship centers, headquarters complexes, and hotel
facilities. These buildings make use of large, glazed areas
at entrances and oversized fenestration elements to create a
scale appropriate to the building’s use. Scale and relief
should be provided through roof form, fenestration, building
articulation and landscape plantings.
8.3.3.2 Massing. Massing refers to the overall bulk or volume
of a building or buildings (Fig. 8.3). The size and proportion
of the individual buildings in a grouping of buildings should
be designed to be proportionally compatible with the
adjacent structures.

Fig. 8.3 – Structure Scale and
Massing

Fig. 8.4 - Color and Form Contribute to a
Sense of Place

8.3.3.3 Form. The form of a building is determined by its
size, mass, shape and proportions. The use of similar
building forms provides continuity to the installation
architectural impact. The result is a more aesthetically
pleasing environment.
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8.3.3.4 Color. The use of a color scheme that is consistent
throughout the installation, where possible, results in a
continuity of buildings and contributes to a sense of place
(Fig. 8.4). However, color schemes throughout the
installation often vary according to the visual zone and visual
theme in which the structure is located.
8.3.3.5 Texture. The use of materials of similar texture in
buildings helps to provide visual continuity for the installation
8.3.3.6 Materials. The use of the same materials in the
exterior finish and trim of buildings helps provide visual
continuity.

Fig. 8.5 - Fenestration breaks up mass

8.3.3.6 Fenestration. Building fenestration includes features
such as doors, windows, and building decoration details.
These features should be similar in arrangement, design,
size and proportion for architectural compatibility and visual
consistency and continuity (Fig. 8.5).
8.4

BUILDING ENTRANCES

8.4.1 A building entrance is a primary feature of any building
design. The entrance should be defined and recognizable as
the point of entry regardless of the size or importance of the
building (Fig. 8.6).
8.4.2 The entrance to a building should be in a prominent
location and should be oriented toward the primary adjacent
public spaces such as a courtyard, lawn, parking lot, or
street.
8.4.3 The details of an entrance should be designed to
provide continuity with other entrances to the building and
the entrances of adjacent buildings.

8.5

Fig. 8.6 – Entrance is Positive Visual
Experience

SERVICE AREAS

8.5.1 Service areas, such as loading docks and trash
dumpsters, should be screened from the views of primary
use areas such as entrances, courtyards, gathering areas,
streets and parking lots.
8.5.2 Service areas should be screened as an enclosure by
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using walls and landscaping. Screen walls should be
between six and eight feet high and should be in harmony
with the adjacent building.
8.5.3 Trash and garbage collection areas must be located a
minimum of 25 meters (82 feet) from troop billeting, family
housing areas (containing more than 12 units), and standalone retail facilities. They will be placed a minimum of 10
meters (33 feet) from all other inhabited structures (UFC 4010-01, Table B-1).
8.6

BUILDING ACCESSIBILITY

8.6.1 All structures or facilities, other than the exceptions
mentioned below, must meet the Americans with Disabilities
Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG) and the Uniform
Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS) accessibility
standards. The more stringent standards apply in the event
of conflicting guidelines (Fig. 8.8).
8.7

Fig. 8.8 - Facilities Must Meet UFAS
Standards

SEISMIC POLICY

8.7.1 The minimum performance objective for Army facilities
is Substantial Life-Safety. To ensure compliance, seismic
evaluations and mitigation of unacceptable seismic risks
shall be performed. Higher levels of seismic protection for
mission essential facilities will be considered in the
evaluation.
8.7.2 Seismic evaluation. Guidance for the seismic
evaluation of existing facilities is given in TI 809-05, Seismic
Design Evaluation and Rehabilitation for Buildings. Buildings
will have a seismic evaluation performed when:
•

A change in the building's use causes a change in the
occupancy category, as defined in TI 809-04, Seismic
Design for Buildings, to a category of greater
importance (lower category number).

•

A project is planned which causes the capacity of the
structural system or components to be reduced to 90
percent or less of original stability and strength.

•

A project will significantly extend the facility's useful
life or will significantly increase the facility's value and
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the cost exceeds 50 percent of the current
replacement value.
•

A facility is damaged or is deemed to be an
exceptionally high risk to occupants or to the public.

8.7.3 Exceptions to Seismic Evaluations. Existing facilities
are exempt from seismic evaluation if:
•

The original design was done according to the
provisions of the 1982 or later edition of TM 5-809-10,
or the 1988 or later edition of TM 5-809-1.

•

Replacement is scheduled within 5 years.

•

The facility is intended only for minimal human
occupancy, and occupied by persons for a total of
less than 2 hours a day.

•

The facility is a one or two family dwelling, two stories
or less, located in zone 1 or 2, as shown in TM 5-80910.

•

The gross area is less than 3000 square feet (275
square meters). Mitigation of unacceptable seismic
risks. If the seismic evaluation determines that the
facility does not meet Substantial Life-Safety or higher
performance standards, as appropriate, unacceptable
seismic risks will be mitigated. Rehabilitation will be
performed in accordance with TI 809-05.

8.7.4 New Facilities or Additions or Extension of Existing
Facilities.
8.7.4.1 New facilities and additions or extension of existing
facilities will be designed to provide the level of seismic
protection required by TI 809-04.
8.8

INDIGENOUS STRUCTURES

Sustainability in the design and construction of buildings
includes incorporating time-proven building designs that are
indigenous to the region (Fig. 8.9). Indigenous design
elements should be utilized in the design of new buildings.

Fig. 8.9 – Building 301
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8.9

HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE

8.9.1 The visual integrity of historic buildings or districts on
the installation will be preserved and protected. The Army’s
management of historic properties is pursuant to the duties
and responsibilities established by Congress under the
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). The NHPA also
created the National Register of Historic Places as the
official listing of the nation’s historic properties considered
worthy of preservation.
When working with historic
properties the Army uses the following three categories:
8.9.1.1 Historic Buildings or Structures.
These are
significant buildings or structures, which are listed in or
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places.
8.9.1.2 An Historic District is a distinct group of buildings,
structures, or landscapes that possesses significance and
are listed in or eligible for listing in the National
Register.
8.9.1.3 National Historic Landmarks. Buildings,
structures, or landscapes listed in the National
Register, but also recognized as nationally
significant. National Historic Landmarks can
either be listed individually or as a district.
8.9.2 For further guidance use Army Regulation
200-4 and Department of the Army Pamphlet
200-4. Specific requirements and recommendations for the
treatment of historic properties, are available in the National
Park Service’s Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties. A working awareness of
historic preservation policies and procedures followed by the
Army Corps of Engineers can be found in the Technical
Instruction (TI) 800-01, Design criteria, Chap. 16,
Preservation of Historic Structures.

Fig. 8.10 - Rock Island
Arsenal – National
Historic Landmark

8.9.3 See Appendix M, Historic Preservation Guidelines.
8.10

RENOVATIONS AND ADDITIONS

When existing buildings are renovated or additions are
constructed, the architectural character of the renovation or
addition should be compatible with the architectural
character of the existing building and the adjacent buildings
(Fig. 8.11). This compatibility includes the use of materials,
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Fig. 8.11 – Renovation/Additions

should be Compatible
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color, shape, size, scale and massing in the addition or
renovation that blends with the architectural character of the
existing structure. However, when renovating or adding to
historical buildings one should be able to differentiate
between the historic fabric and the new material.
8.11

PLAZAS AND COURTYARDS

Plazas and courtyards can be located as part of the primary
entrance to a building, or as an extension of non-primary
entrance areas to the outside (Fig. 8.12). Wide, paved
entrance plazas need vehicular barriers.
8.12

BUILDING MAINTENANCE

Buildings designed and constructed to incorporate
sustainable design criteria should minimize life cycle, energy
and maintenance costs through proper selection of forms,
materials and construction details.
8.13

INTERIOR DESIGN

8.13.1 Introduction. Inhabited spaces, that require the
selection of furnishings or equipment, should be designed by
professional interior designers. Interior design impacts the
functionality and productivity of people. People spend the
majority of their time inside, working, eating, sleeping, and
relaxing. The productivity, comfort, and safety of the
personnel living, working, or relaxing in the facilities they
inhabit is directly related to the quality of interior design
provided within the facility.

Fig. 8.12 – Plazas and Courtyards

8.13.2 Interior design is required on building construction
and renovation projects regardless of the funding source.
General interior design guidance and interior design
guidance for medical facilities and family housing is provided
at the following websites.
•

General Guidance. Design Guide (DG) 1110-3-122,
Design Guide for Interiors.

•

Medical Facilities. Interior design guidance for
medical facilities is furnished in Military Handbook
1191, Medical Military Construction Program Facilities
Design and Construction Criteria (UFC 4-510-01).
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•

Family Housing. Interior design for family housing will
be in accordance with Technical Instruction (TI) 80102, Family Housing.

8.13.3 Engineering Regulation (ER) 1110-345-122,
Engineering and Design, Interior Design, defines projects
that require interior design, design requirements and
responsibilities of participants, and methods and funding for
execution of interior design. For cost estimating see Air
Force Interior Design Guides, Chap. 3, Cost Estimating
Guide
8.13.4 Space Planning.
8.13.4.1 Space planning is the basic building block of the
facilities program for administration and operational facilities.
Army Regulation (AR) 405-70, Utilization of Real Property
(Appendix D) provides numerical planning allowances and
addresses the quantities for programming space for
personnel and equipment.
8.13.4.2 Space planning takes into consideration the
following; who will be using a space, how this space will be
used, what activities will take place there, and the interaction
of other people in the building. Professionally trained interior
designers are best at gathering the required information to
formulate a space utilization plan.

8.14 - A Typical Blocking Diagram
Demonstrating The Fit Into The Floor
Plan

8.13.4.2.1 Bubble Diagrams. Bubble diagrams show the
working relationship of one group to another (Fig 8.13). They
do not represent a space plan or floor plan, but the
relationship of organizations to one another. The adjacency
requirements for individuals, user groups, and support
functions to accomplish the product of service provided are
analyzed. Bubble diagrams assist in organizing an existing
facility as well as a new facility.
8.13.4.2.2 Blocking Diagram. An extension of the bubble
diagram is the block diagram. The blocking diagram is
made more regular and is for fit inside the proposed floor
plan (Fig. 8.14).
8.13.4.2.3 The next step in the process is the development
of the actual space plan. The layout of the space plan is
detailed to the workstation level.
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8.13.5 Electrical and Communications.
8.13.5.1 Electrical. Electrical power supply in the United
States is available in a number of configurations, the most
common of which are 120/240 volt single-phase three wire,
120/208 volt 3-phase 4-wire, and 277/480 volt 3-phase 4
wire.
8.13.5.1.1 Design standards for interior electrical systems
are found in Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 3-520-01,
Interior Electrical Systems. Compliance with this UFC is
mandatory for the design of interior electrical systems. This
UFC:
•

Establishes criteria for the design of interior electrical
systems.

•

Establishes system-level design criteria.

•

Establishes facility-level criteria for interior electrical
systems,

•

Provides a starting point for determining the
applicable design criteria for a facility.

8.13.5.2 Communications. Communications systems handle
the transport of telephone and data networks (e.g. video,
multi-media, teleconferencing, data transfer, facsimile
transmission, and voice conversation).

Fig. 8.16 - Control Noise
Sources

8.13.5.2.1 The design criteria for interior wiring of
communications and information system is found in the
Installation Information Infrastructure Architecture (I3A)
Design and Implementation Guide. This guide shall be used
as the basis for designing both the premises distribution
system (inside plant) and the outside plant cable distribution
system for all new construction and renovation projects. The
Installation Information Infrastructure Architecture (I3A)
Design and Implementation Guide is Appendix A of U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers engineering technical letter (ETL)
1110-3-502, Telephone and Network Distribution System
Design and Implementation Guide.
8.13.5.3 Distribution. Distribution of electrical and electronic
systems through a building is generally accomplished
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through branched distribution. A central chase or trunk will
run the length or height of the facility, and then horizontal
distribution systems run from a central connection closet to
the end user. This distribution may be overhead or
underfoot, in many instances it is a combination of the two.
8.13.6 Color.
8.13.6.1 Color plays an important role in the design of
interior environments. Color has a large impact on how we
feel and behave in a space. Its quality affects emotions
directly and immediately. Successful interior designs
harmonize form, space, light, and color.
8.13.6.2 Information on color and light, optical effects, basic
color theory, color schemes, and applying color in facilities
can be found in Corps of Engineers, Design Guide (DG)
1110-3-122, Design Guide for Interiors, Chap. 3, Light and
Color and in the Air Force Interior Design Guides, Chap. 9,
Color Principles, Part 1 and Part 2.
8.13.7 Acoustics.
8.13.7.1 Acoustics as an environmental variable significantly
impacts the human impression of an interior environment.
Productivity, speech intelligibility, privacy, safety, positive
user attitude and response, and environmental comfort all
depend on proper acoustic design. The interior designer is
concerned with reducing unwanted noise and preserving
desirable sound in a space. Sound can be controlled in the
following three ways: eliminate the source, isolate the
source, i.e. provide a barrier between the user and the
source or mask the offending sound.
8.13.7.2 A discussion of the dynamics and control of
acoustics can be found in the Design Guide (DG) 1110-3122, Design Guide for Interiors, Chap. 5.
8.13.8 Interior Lighting.
8.13.8.1 Lighting will be designed with the work activities
being performed in mind. Always supplement overhead
lighting with task lighting and use architectural lighting in
entrances, corridors, waiting rooms, and other spaces to
light artwork and provide interest.
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8.13.8.2 For Army installation buildings to achieve a high
quality lighting environment, lighting equipment/systems
selected must satisfy both performance and aesthetics (Fig
8.17). Factors for consideration in this selection are based
on the following: lumens per watt, color temperature, color
rendering index, life and lumen maintenance, availability,
switching, dimming capability, and cost.
8.13.8.3 Lighting design approaches and lighting
applications can be found in the following publications:
•

Technical Instructions (TI) 811-16, Lighting Design;
Design Guide for Interiors, DG 1110-3-122 Chap. 5

•

Air Force Interior Design Guides, Chap. 10

•

Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 3-520-01, Interior
Electrical Systems, Appendix F.

8.13.8.4 Lighting Maintenance, Types, and Problem Solving.
Information on lighting maintenance, types, and lamp
trouble-shooting is found in TM 5-683, Electrical Interior
Facilities, Chap. 9.
8.13.9 Finishes. Interior finish standardization is important
for administrative and financial reasons. Standardization
presents a unifying element throughout all buildings that is
more cost effective, efficient, and easy to maintain.
8.13.10 Installation Finishes Standards. Installation finishes
standards are found in Appendix I, Interior Finishes
Standards of this guide.

Fig. 8.18 - Conventional Casegoods

8.13.11 Furnishings. Furnishings are elements added to a
building for utility or ornamentation following construction.
These include furniture such as chairs, desks, sofas, and
tables and also cabinetry, window treatments, signage,
accessories, art, and plants (Fig. 8.19). When selecting
furnishings for an interior environment, care should be taken
to include their design as an integral part of the overall
concept and to ensure coherency between architecture,
materials, furniture, art, and signage. The following
paragraphs discuss the various furnishings components and
give guidance on the programming, acquisition, functionality,
and maintenance of the various components.
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8.13.11.1 Furniture. Furniture systems are a wide range of
furniture types comprised of components to create a custom
designed work environment to meet specific functional
needs. Furniture includes seating and casegoods.
Casegoods are furniture elements constructed from box-like
components. These include desks credenzas, file cabinets,
etc. Case goods fall under two major categories:
conventional and modular. Conventional casegoods are
delivered as pre-assembled, ready-to-use products. Modular
casegoods are manufactured as separate pieces that may
be grouped into a number of different arrangements.
8.13.11.1.1 Systems Furniture. Systems furniture is
ergonomically designed to meet a variety of conditions and
requirements. Careful planning is critical during the initial
stages of designing new systems furniture layouts. Power
and communications requirements must be determined and
planned so they are available at the locations were they are
needed. Provisions for furniture systems electrical and data
requirements must be made a part of the construction
documents. See paragraphs 8.13.5.1.1 and 8.13.5.2.1 for
interior design standards for electrical and communications
wiring respectively. Surface mounted conduit and power
poles are unsightly and should be avoided.
8.13.11.1.2 For a detailed discussion on the Army Interior
Design Process (planning and programming, procurement,
and design services) and Planning for Administrative Work
Environments (data collection, analysis, space planning,
layout, design coordination, documentation, and
implementation) see Appendix A and Appendix B of Design
Guide for Interiors, DG 110-3-122 respectively.
8.13.11.1.3 Budgeting for Furniture Systems. Furniture
systems represent a significant percentage of a project.
Furniture systems are O&M funded and should be included
in the project scope along with such items as built-in
casework. Furniture systems are listed on the DD Form 1391
as a non-add entry in Block 9 for "Equipment Provided for
Other Appropriations". In Block 12b, the furniture systems
should be as an O&M funded item, the fiscal year the funds
are requested and the line item cost. Accessories can
amount for a significant portion of the furniture systems
package and should be budgeted with the basic system
components.
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8.13.11.1.4 Systems Furniture Design Guidelines.
8.13.11.1.4.1 General.
•

During the initial planning of new systems furniture,
consider the condition and appearance of existing
paint, wall coverings, carpet, and base of the area.

•

When planning the location of office equipment and
break areas, do not place heat generating devices,
such as coffee makers or copiers, near a thermostat.

•

Circulation paths should be clear and easy to
navigate.

•

Topics that should be considered when designing
new systems furniture layouts include:
Function of the office
Adjacencies of personnel and activities
Meeting and conference room requirements
Individual storage needs
Areas for common use office equipment such
as the copier and fax
Reception area with waiting and guest seating
space
Special furniture or needs of a particular office,
such as drafting tables or extra storage space
Communications equipment
Task lighting, daylight, and ambient lighting
Special security requirements
Budget constraints
Flexibility to allow future changes
Schedules of design, delivery, and installation
Air conditioning
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Acoustic performance requirements
8.13.11.1.4.2 Panels.
•

Full height panels should be used only in areas with a
specific need for increased privacy or separation,
such as conference rooms, break areas, and certain
private offices.

•

Provide glass panels in corners and at windows to
open up the space and allow natural light to filter into
the center of the space

•

Provide access panels in the systems furniture to
allow for communications connection

•

Panels should generally not exceed 66 inches in
height in an open office area. Taller panels cut off air
circulation, block views and natural light, and create a
closed-in feeling.

•

The location and use of taller panels must be carefully
planned and coordinated because they can interfere
with the proper functioning of air conditioning
diffusers, fire sprinklers and smoke detectors, lighting
fixtures, switches, thermostats, and sensors.

•

Panels should not block service access to
mechanical, electrical, or telephone equipment.

•

Do not install panels in front of windows, as they will
block natural light for the entire area. Panels installed
perpendicular to windows should be installed at a
window mullion.

8.13.11.1.4.3 Color and Texture.
•

To maintain a professional atmosphere, the style and
types of systems furniture should be consistent
throughout the area.

•

The materials and colors of the panels and chairs
should be durable. They should be heavy-duty and
stain resistant.

•

The fabric on the systems furniture panels should
harmonize with the overall building color scheme.
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8.13.11.2 Window Treatments.
8.13.11.2.1 Window treatments serve many purposes in an
interior environment. They provide privacy, light and sun
control, reduced energy consumption, and decreased sound
transmission. The type of treatment, as well as the type of
material used, will determine the effectiveness of the
treatment in any given instance. The following should be
taken into consideration when selecting fabric type:
•

Sheer or semi-sheer fabrics will provide minimum
privacy, shade, and energy conservation.

•

Heavy, opaque fabric and hard treatments should be
used only where total light exclusion is required.

•

Full, soft treatments will absorb more sound than hard
treatments.

8.13.11.2.2 Window treatments should complement and
support the interior design of a space (Fig. 8.21). Window
treatments also conceal architectural defects, or change the
apparent size, shape and character of a room. Consider the
following factors when making a window treatment selection:
•

Light control requirements

•

Architectural style

•

Historical context

Fig. 8.21 - Window Treatments
Should Complement the
Interior Space

8.13.11.3 Signage.
8.13.11.3.1 Signage may be informational, directional, or
regulatory. Informational signage provides the user with
information and includes room or area labels, bulletin
boards, menus, artwork descriptions, and emergency
information. Directional signage directs circulation and
provides orientation. It includes entry directories, directional
arrows, and maps. The purpose of regulatory signage is
control: providing prohibitions, warnings, emergency
instructions, and use restrictions (Fig. 8.22).
Fig. 8.22 - Typical Informational Sign

8.13.11.3.2 Interior signage is covered in detail in Technical
Manual (TM) 5-807-10, Signage. The manual includes
graphics for the following: directional, identification signs,
information, and pictograms.
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8.13.11.4 Accessories.
8.13.11.4.1 Accessories may be either functional or
decorative. Whatever the purpose, accessories serve to
make a room appear inviting and personal.
8.13.11.4.2 Functional Accessories. These accessories
include letter trays, coat racks, lamps, product displays,
magazine racks, brochure racks, and message boards. This
group of accessories should be selected for utilitarian
aspects as well as aesthetic qualities that may contribute to
the total design concept. Repetitive elements can act as
unifiers and help tie the accessories to the design theme.
8.13.11.4.3 Decorative Accessories. Decorative accessories
are objects such as artwork and plants.
8.13.11.5 Art. The preparation of artwork to be displayed and
its positioning in an interior space involves many important
decisions. The designer must work closely with the user to
determine placements that are satisfactory for both
functional and visual composition. Some of the factors to be
taken into consideration in the selection are:
•

Quality (posters, prints, original art),

•

Subject matter,

•

Medium (photography, paper, oil, etc.),

•

Size,

•

Placement,

•

Method of display (permanent collection or rotating
program),

•

Lighting, and

•

Integration with design scheme.

8.13.11.6 Plants.
8.13.11.6.1 Plants add color, texture, and variety of form and
shape to the interior. They bring a natural element to an
interior space. They are used for focal points, screen, and for
psychological effect. Increasingly, plants are being
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incorporated into the interior environment for the health and
well-being of the user, as well as enrichment of the space.
8.13.11.6.2 When selecting plants, their light, water, and
temperature needs, continuing care requirements, and ease
of replacement, must all be considered. Also, the types and
amount of light the space has available must be considered:
direct or indirect, daylight, fluorescent, or incandescent.
Plants should not be positioned such that their location
presents a problem when watering.
8.13.11.6.3 Detailed information on interior planting to
include design considerations (light requirements,
temperature, atmosphere considerations, and planters),
plant maintenance, and a listing of recommended plants can
be found at the following web locations (Air Force Interior
Design Guides, Chapter 8):
•

Design Considerations

•

Maintenance

•

Recommended Plant List

8.13.12 Unified Facilities Guide Specifications. See the
"Division 12 - Furnishings" section on the Construction
Criteria Base website for Unified Facilities Guide
Specifications for furnishings.
8.13.13 Installation Furnishings Standards. Installation
furnishings standards are found in Appendix J, Interior
Furnishings Standards of this guide.
8.13.14 Interior Operations Policies. To preserve the quality
of facilities, operations policy is set between the user and the
installation management. The user is responsible for
preserving the visual appearance of the facility, and
installation management is responsible for providing
maintenance needed to preserve facility quality. Interior
operations policies address the following issues (See
Appendix N, Housekeeping Rules (Example):
•

Housekeeping responsibilities.

•

Policy to prevent and eliminate visual clutter.

•

Carpet cleaning, repair, and replacement policy.
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•

Height restrictions for partitions and furniture.

•

Policy on buildings modifications including: partitions,
painting, window treatment, HVAC, lighting, and the
installation of communications and electric wiring.

•

Maintenance of directories and signage.

•

Smoking and eating locations.

•

Procurement information on matching or compatible
furniture.

•

Policy on personalization and plants.

8.13.15 Interior Appearance Policy. The following are Army
standards to follow.
•

Keep work areas cleared of clutter. Cleanup, throw
away.

•

Avoid hanging things in the work area. Find another
way to refer to organization charts, personnel listings,
and calendars, other than having them hung on walls
or partitions except framed artwork, diplomas,
awards, etc.

•

Notes and references hung on partition walls should
be kept below the height of the partitions. Some
things may be mounted on the partitions by hooking
into the metal supports between the partitions, but not
by hooking into the fabric.

•

Anything not contributing to the overall décor of the
work area should be put in a drawer or on a shelf
behind a closed door.

•

Do not overwhelm the work area décor with an
excess of plants or personal artifacts.

•

Thin out your files.

•

Keep walkways into work areas open and free of
clutter. Do not store things on the floor, or on top of
shelves, or partitions.
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•

Office chiefs should consider the overall office
appearance and visual contrasts between work areas.

•

Be sure that anything you do in your work area
contributes to color coordination; rather than detracts
from it.

•

Keep vacant workstations and common areas clean.
Do not use them as a dumping area for things you do
not know what to do with.

8.14

EXTERIOR BUILDING MATERIALS AND COLOR

8.14.1 Exterior Building Materials.
8.14.1.1 Building materials make a major contribution to the
scale, color, texture and character of a military installation. A
limited palette of durable, low maintenance materials should
be used that, while encouraging a variety of expression
provides a cohesive and consistent architectural character
throughout the installation and within each visual zone.
Material should reflect the function of a building, and its
hierarchy within the installation.
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8.14.1.2 Use the following guidelines when selecting exterior
building materials.
8.14.1.2.1 Choose materials for their longevity and
maintenance characteristics.
8.14.1.2.2 Use materials with integral colors - avoid painting
exterior colors.
8.14.1.2.3 Use installation standard colors for exterior walls.
Add accent colors
sparingly. Accent colors
can be used in recesses
and
to

accent certain portions of a buildings façade.

Fig. 8.24 - Pictures of
Buildings in Various
Visual Zones

8.14.1.2.4 Use pre-finished material where possible gutters, window frames, doorframes, etc.
8.14.1.2.5 Use blended colors on pitched roofs.
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8.14.2 Appendix K, Exterior Materials Charts list the building
materials applicable to the visual zones listed in the following
paragraphs:
8.14.2.1 Rodman Corridor Visual Zone
8.14.2.2 Golf Course / Driving Range Visual Zone
8.14.2.3 Clocktower / Government Bridge Visual Zone
8.14.2.4 Original Stoneshops Visual Zone
8.14.2.5 Miscellaneous Manufacturing / Maintenance /
Industrial Visual Zone
8.14.2.6 Natural Settings Visual Zone
8.14.2.7 Proving Grounds Visual Zone
8.14.2.8 Cemetery Visual Zone
8.14.3 Exterior Building Color
8.14.3.1 Color charts have been developed for specific
geographical areas giving consideration to climate,
geography, culture, facility function, historical context,
architectural character, etc. Color changes will be
implemented during normally scheduled paint cycles. (See
Appendix L, Exterior Color Charts.)
8.14.3.2 Color is closely linked to the appropriate selection of
exterior building materials and is a critical design element in
relating adjacent buildings and creating a compatible visual
environment within an installation.

Fig.8.X - The Geographical Areas for
Exterior Colors

8.14.3.3 Historic Buildings. Repaint the building or structure
to match the existing colors or colors that can be
documented to have been used on that building.
8.15

KEY FACILITY TYPES STANDARDIZATION

8.15.1 The Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation
Management (ACSIM) establishes Army facility standards
and approves deviations from the standards.
8.15.2 Residential Communities Initiative.
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8.15.2.1 The intent of the Residential Communities Initiative
(RCI) is to improve the housing for military families by
providing quality housing that is built in attractive
neighborhoods.
8.15.2.2 The Military Housing Privatization Initiative (MHPI)
legislation allows developers to build housing to local
standards. In those areas where local standards do not meet
the quality of life requirements of soldiers, the Community
Development and Management Plan (CDMP) process allows
a negotiated determination of those standards. To ensure a
uniform level of quality throughout RCI, Headquarters,
Department of the Army has developed a "Quality Standards
for New and Replacement Residential Communities Initiative
(RCI) Family Housing" to be used as reference points during
CDMP preparation.
8.15.2.3 All RCI projects planned or under design will meet
the "Gold" SPiRiT rating (as of 18 March 2003). See
Assistant Secretary of the Army memorandum Subject:
Sustainable Design and Development Requirements, dated
18 March 2003.
8.15.3 Department of the Army (DA), Facilities
Standardization Program.
8.15.3.1 Under the DA Facilities Standardization program,
standard design packages are developed for facility types
that are repetitively designed and constructed at Army
installations. These design packages are developed to the
definitive design level (10%-15%) and once approved are
mandatory for Army MILCON.
8.15.3.2 Currently, there are thirty one (31) DA standard
design packages. Headquarters, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers has established eight (8) Centers of
Standardization to develop and maintain the definitive and
design packages. See Appendix P, DA Facilities
Standardization Program Centers of Standardization for a list
of the various centers and the facility type assigned to each
center. (Centers of Standardization homepage.)
8.15.4 Unaccompanied Personnel Housing (Army Barracks
Modernization Program).
8.15.4.1 The Army's Barracks Modernization Program is
based upon a whole community approach providing
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modernized private living and sleeping areas for soldiers as
well as a more functional work environment. This is being
realized with the construction and renovation of barracks,
and associated Company Operations Facilities (COF),
Battalion Headquarters (BN HQ) and Brigade Headquarters
BDE HQ), and Dining Facilities (DEFAC). For a detailed
discussion of the Army Barracks Modernization Program see
the Army Barracks Master Plan. The Army Barracks Master
Plan only includes requirements for activity duty permanent
party soldiers' barracks.
8.15.4.2 Army Barracks Standards. The Army Barracks
Modernization Program design criteria, per guidance issued
from the Deputy Secretary of Defense, permits flexibility in
the size and configuration of the barracks modules and
incorporates industry standards. See the Army Barracks
Master Plan, Appendix I, Army Barracks Standards. The
standards allow installations and their design agents the
flexibility to maximize innovation, soldier well-being, and
value.
8.15.4.3 Furnishings.
8.15.4.3.1 Acquisition of new furnishings is planned and
accomplished in concert with the facility design and
construction schedule so that delivery of the new furnishings
coincides with the beneficial occupancy date (BOD).
8.15.4.3.2 The U.S. Army Interior Design Manual (IDM) for
Single Soldiers provides guidance to help furniture
managers prepare order packages. The manual uses
standard Army furniture specifications; i.e. medium oak
wood furnishings or acceptable wood/steel alternatives;
construction and fabric specification, and specific information
for authorized items of furniture. The manual also contains
standard living/sleeping room arrangements, and SCB plans
with color schemes. The manual includes information on
waiver requirements, the procurement process, order forms,
and final inspection checklist.
8.15.4.4 Construction design criteria for COFs, BBN HQ
buildings, BDE buildings, and DEFAC facilities can be
viewed on the web at ProjNet.
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8.16

PHYSICAL SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

To assure the required physical measures are met
coordination will be accomplished with the installation
Provost Marshall or Physical Security Officer during the
planning, design, and construction of all construction
projects. (AR 190-13, The Army Physical Security Program,
Para 1-26) See Section 12, Force Protection for a more
detailed discussion regarding Antiterrorism measures.
8.17

ARMY STANDARDS

8.17.1 The cited Army Standards shall be met.
•

Army Regulation (AR) 420-70, Buildings and
Structures

•

Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 3-520-01, Interior
Electrical Systems

•

Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4-010-01, DoD
Minimum Antiterrorism Standards for Buildings

•

Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility
Guidelines (ADAAG)

•

Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS)

•

Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment
of Historic Properties

•

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers engineering technical
letter (ETL) 1110-3-502, Telephone and Network
Distribution System Design and Implementation
Guide

•

Standards of Seismic Safety for Existing Federally
Owned and Leased Buildings

•

Army Barracks Master Plan, Appendix I, Army
Barracks Standards
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•

Quality Standards for New and Replacement
Residential Communities Initiative (RCI) Family
Housing

•

Army Lodging Standards

•

Design Manual for Remoted Target Systems (RETS)
Ranges, CEHCN 1110-1-23 Manual

•

Unexploded Ordinance Considerations in the
Planning, Design, and Construction of Ranges,
Supplement to CEHNC 1110-1-23 Manual

•

Revised Range Design/Construction Interface
Standards

8.18

REFERENCES

8.18.1 The following references are provide for guidance.
•

Army Regulation (AR) 190-13, The Army Physical
Security Program

•

Army Regulation (AR) 200-1, Environmental
Protection and Enhancement

•

Army Regulation (AR) 200-2, Environmental Effects of
Army Actions

•

Army Regulation (AR) 200-4, Cultural Resources
Management

•

Army Regulation (AR) 405-45, Real Property
Inventory Management

•

Army Regulation (AR) 405-45, Real Property
Inventory Management

•

Army Regulation (AR) 405-70, Utilization of Real
Property

•

Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 2-600-01, Installation
Design, Chap 8
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•

Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 1-200-01, Design:
General Building Requirements, 31 July 2002

•

Engineering Regulation (ER) 1110-345-122,
Engineering and Design, Interior Design

•

Department of the Army Pamphlet (DA PAM) 200-4,
Cultural Resources Management

•

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Design Guide (DG)
1110-3-122, Design Guide for Interiors

•

Department of Defense (DoD) Interior Design Website

•

Military Handbook 1191, Medical Military Construction
Program Facilities Design and Construction Criteria

•

Technical Instructions (TI) 800-01, Design Criteria

•

Technical Instructions (TI) 809-04, Seismic Design for
Buildings

•

Technical Instructions (TI) 809-05, Seismic Design
Evaluation and Rehabilitation for Buildings

•

Technical Instructions (TI) 811-16, Lighting Design

•

Technical Manual (TM) 5-683, Electrical Interior
Facilities

•

Technical Manual (TM) 5-688, Foreign Voltage and
Frequencies Guide

•

Technical Manual (TM) 5-809-10/Navy NAVFAC P355/Air Force AFM 88-3, Chap 13, Seismic Design for
Buildings

•

Technical Manual (TM) 5-809-10-2/Navy NAVFAC P355.2/Air Force AFM 88-3, Chap 13, Sec B, Seismic
Design Guidelines for Upgrading Existing Buildings

•

Army Barracks Master Plan

•

Air Force Sustainable Facilities Guide

•

Air Force Interior Design Guides
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•

Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation Management,
Sustainable Design and Development Website

•

U.S Army Corps of Engineers, Engineering Research
and Development Center, Construction Engineering
Research Laboratory (CERL), Sustainable Design
and Development Website

•

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Engineering Technical
Letter (ETL) 1110-3-502, Telephone and Network
Distribution System Design and Implementation
Guide

•

Whole Building Design Guide

•

Unified Facilities Guide Specifications (UFGS),
"Division 12 - Furnishings", Construction Criteria Base

Links
Go to Section 9
Go to Table of
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Section 9
CIRCULATION
DESIGN
STANDARDS
Heading 1
9.1

INTRODUCTION

9.1.1 The image of the installation is greatly determined by
the design and location of roadways, walkways, entrances
and parking lots. The primary roadway system and
parking lots utilize considerable amounts of land and are
a visually dominant element of any installation. The
location of primary circulation elements is presented in
Section 7, Site Planning. This section discusses the
details of circulation design and impacts.
9.1.2 The circulation system provides a primary vantage
point from which all installations are viewed. Safe and
efficient vehicular movement results in better orientation
and contributes to the development of a positive
environment for installation personnel and visitors. The
circulation component is used to assess the circulation
elements of the installation and identify specific
characteristics that provide visual zone and theme identity.

Fig. 9.1–Main Entrance

9.1.3 Roadways, pedestrian walkways, and bicycle trails will
be designed to provide a hierarchy of circulation design and
carrying capacity. Functionally, a hierarchical network can be
created that separates incompatible types of traffic. This
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separation of traffic promotes sustainability because it
results in more efficient energy consumption.
9.1.4 Visually, the circulation hierarchy can be reinforced
through design, planting, signage and lighting to promote a
more attractive visual experience and promote a sense of
orientation.
9.2

CIRCULATION OBJECTIVES
Fig. 9.2 – Vehicular/Pedestrian System

The goal for the circulation system on the installation is to
establish a sustainable system that promotes aesthetic
appeal,
environmental
preservation,
and
energy
conservation while providing safe and efficient circulation.
The objectives below should be followed to achieve a
sustainable circulation system:
Provide circulation that meets antiterrorism and security
requirements and promotes and enhances public health
and safety.
Provide a system of circulation that includes all forms of
vehicular and pedestrian circulation (Fig. 9.2).
Adapt the circulation system to the natural conditions of the
site (Fig. 9.4).
Provide a system that includes hierarchies of vehicular and
pedestrian traffic flow (Fig. 9.5).
Improve the existing circulation network for expansion,
safety, way finding, and appearance.
Promote maintenance and repair of existing and proposed
circulation systems.
9.3

Fig. 9.3 – Separate Pedestrian/Bicycle/
Vehicular Access

Fig. 9.4 – Adapt Circulation to Topography

ROADWAY HIERARCHY

9.3.1 The roadway network of the installation should
functionally and visually reflect a logical hierarchy of traffic
circulation. The network should separate types of traffic by
function and volume, ranging from through-traffic to local
traffic. The visual character of each segment of the network
should appropriately convey its role and function within the
overall network. The basic network is classified as follows in
terms of the type, character, and appearance of the road
(Fig. 9.5).
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9.3.1.1 Highways. Highways provide primary high-speed
traffic access to, around, or through a military installation.
The design includes:
9.3.1.1.1 Continuous, relatively straight or large radii
curvilinear alignments that carry high-speed through-traffic
movement between major activity centers within a region.
9.3.1.1.2 A minimum of two lanes on each direction typically
divided by a median or median divider.
9.3.1.1.3 Alignments that border lane use areas rather than
bisect them, and green space buffers between the road and
adjacent uses.
9.3.1.1.4 Controlled access onto the road.
9.3.1.1.5 Either grade-separated or at grade channelized
intersections with traffic signal controls.
9.3.1.1.6 Shoulders for emergency stopping but strict
prohibition of on-street parking.
9.3.1.1.7 Street signing, lighting, and planting that reflects
the high-speed nature of traffic movement.

9.3.1.2 Primary Roadways. These are arterial routes that
connect major activity centers, provide the primary access
through the installation, and provide the means by which
most people view the installation (Fig. 9.6). These roadways
often traverse the entire installation and carry the heaviest
volume of traffic that results in high speed and high visibility
corridors. Direct access to this type of road should be
restricted to crossing at major intersections. Primary
roadways are designated as boulevards in urban areas and
as avenues in rural and suburban areas (Fig. 9.7). Design
characteristics include:

Fig. 9.6 – Primary Roadway

9.3.1.2.1 Continuous, through-traffic alignments that are
relatively straight or large-radii curvilinear to handle
moderate to heavy traffic.
9.3.1.2.2 Alignments that form the boundary between
different land uses are preferable to alignments that transect
a land use zone.
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9.3.1.2.3 Often two or more moving lanes in each direction,
typically divided by a median.
9.3.1.2.4 Controlled access and a minimum of curb cuts
limited to entranceways to major facilities or building groups.
9.3.1.2.5 At-grade intersections with signal controls.
9.3.1.2.6 On-street parking prohibited.
9.3.1.2.7 Medians, street lighting, signing, and planting that
enforces the moderate- to-high speed nature and importance
of the road.
9.3.1.2.8 Curbs, gutters, and sidewalks provided in all
cantonment area and other residential areas with densities
greater than two dwelling units per acre.
9.3.1.3 Secondary Roadways. Secondary roadways serve as
connectors between primary roads and tertiary roads and typically
connect primary roads to adjacent land use zones (Fig. 9.8).
Secondary roads accommodate moderate to slow traffic speeds
with one moving lane in each direction. On-street parking should
be prohibited and left-turn lanes provided at intersections with
primary roads. Design characteristics include:

9.3.1.3.1 Continuous through-traffic alignment between
primary roads, either straight or curvilinear based upon the
design speed topography and land pattern.

Fig. 9.8 – Secondary Street

9.3.1.3.2 Direct access to abutting property.
9.3.1.3.3 A maximum of two moving traffic lanes in each
direction, either undivided or a boulevard with planted
median.
9.3.1.3.4 On-street parking generally prohibited.
9.3.1.3.5 Sidewalk separated from the road by a planting
strip.

Fig. 9.9 - Improved, Visually Appealing
Streetscape

9.3.1.3.6 Street lighting, signing, and planting that reflects
the moderate-to-slow speed nature of traffic and the
character of the land use area they are in.
9.3.1.3.7 Curbs, gutters, and sidewalks provided in all
cantonment area and other residential areas with densities
greater than two dwelling units per acre.

9.3.1.4 Tertiary Roadways. Tertiary roadways provide access
to individual facilities, parking and service areas. They are
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Fig. 9.10 - Tertiary Street Elevation
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designed to handle low speed, low volumes of traffic, with
one lane in each direction. Tertiary roadways make use of
“T” intersections and cul-de-sacs to reduce through traffic,
promote safety, and limit noise impacts from truck traffic.
Design characteristics include:
9.3.1.4.1 Alignments designed to discourage through-traffic.
9.3.1.4.2 Alignments are relatively short, straight, or
curvilinear keeping with topography, land use, and slow
speed nature of traffic.
9.3.1.4.3 Generally a maximum of two moving traffic lanes,
one in each direction.
9.3.1.4.4
On-street parking allowable on an infrequent
overflow basis by the addition of a parallel parking lane or
bay.
9.3.1.4.5 Curbs, gutters, and sidewalks provided in all
cantonment area and other residential areas with densities
greater than two dwelling units per acre.
Fig. 9.11 - Tertiary Street Plan

9.3.1.4.6 Sidewalks may be limited to only one side,
depending upon need.
9.3.1.4.7 Street lighting, signing, and planting in character
with slow speed nature of traffic and the land use area within
which the road is located.
9.3.1.5 Cul-de-sacs. Cul-de-sacs are short dead-end tertiary
streets located primarily in residential areas (Fig. 9.12). They
connect at one end to a tertiary or secondary street and
have a turnaround at the other end, providing direct access
to an abutting property while preventing through traffic.
Design characteristics include:

Fig. 9.12 - Cul-de-sac Section - May
Incorporate Plantings

9.3.1.5.1 Short, straight or curvilinear alignment to serve
abutting property (Fig. 9.13).
9.3.1.5.2 Generally a maximum of two traffic lanes, one in
each direction.
9.3.1.5.3 Generally a maximum length of 600 feet or less
except in areas where terrain and low density justify a longer
length.
9.3.1.5.4 Turnarounds must include
accommodate fire and garbage trucks.

a

diameter

Fig. 9.13 - Cul-de-sac Plan

to

9.3.1.5.5 Turnarounds can be either symmetrical or offset.
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9.3.1.5.6 Turnarounds should have center planting islands to
reduce the expanse of paved area.
9.3.1.5.7 Overflow parking can be provided on-street in
parking bays or within center of turnarounds.
9.3.1.5.8 Sidewalks, if any, are generally limited to one side
of the road.
9.3.1.5.9 Street lighting, signing, and planting is in character
with the slow speed nature of traffic and the land use area
being served.
9.4

ROADWAY SETBACKS

Department of Defense Antiterrorism standards state that all
inhabited buildings within a controlled perimeter will be set
back a minimum of 10 meters (33 feet) from roadways, and
that troop billeting and primary gathering spaces shall be set
back a minimum of 25 meters (82 feet) from roadways. For
inhabited buildings not within a controlled perimeter the
minimum setback distance is 25 meters (82 feet), and for
primary gathering places and troop facilities the minimum
distance is 45 meters (148 feet). (See, Unified Facilities
Criteria (UFC) 4-010-01, DoD Minimum Antiterrorism
Standards for Buildings, Table B-1).
9.5

ROADWAY SYSTEM DESIGN

9.5.1 The location and design of new circulation system
alignments as well as improvements to the existing system
should be prepared to promote development sustainability.
They should be designed to minimize impacts, relieve driver
monotony, and provide a positive visual experience for the
user, without compromising safety (Fig. 9.14). The following
design techniques should be applied to circulation system
design:

Fig. 9.14 - Positive Visual Image

9.5.1.1 Blend Circulation With Natural Landform. The
horizontal and vertical alignment of roads, walkways, and
bikeways should minimize landform disturbance and blend
with the natural setting (Fig. 9.15).
9.5.1.2 Minimize cut and fill by avoiding steeping terrain and
aligning roadway, walkway, or bicycle system to cross
slopes diagonally or parallel to the contours rather than
perpendicular to the contours.
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Fig. 9.15 – Build Circulation Into Natural
Landform
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9.5.1.3 Mold cut and fill slopes to blend into the natural
landform.
9.5.1.4 Blend road drainage ditches, swales, or channels
into the natural landform.
9.5.1.5 Use cluster development wherever possible to limit
the lengths and required intersections of roadway and other
circulation system elements and to preserve land.
Consideration should be given to meeting antiterrorism
requirements when developing cluster type facilities.
9.5.1.6 Minimize pedestrian, railroad, and bikeway crossings
of highway, primary, and secondary roads.
9.5.1.7 Use natural topographic conditions to create grade
separated pedestrian, railroad, and bikeway road crossings
wherever possible especially on highways and primary
roads.
9.5.2 Adapt Circulation to Preserve Vegetation. Design
roads, walkways, and bike paths to minimize disturbance to
existing vegetation, encourage re-vegetation in disturbed
areas, and reduce the visual impact of landscape
disturbance (Fig. 9.16).
9.5.2.1 Align roads through open areas rather than forested
areas.

Fig. 9.16 – Roadway Alignment

9.5.2.2 Minimize cut and fill to reduce the limits of clearing.
9.5.2.3 Clear only for sight distances rather that uniform
right-of-way clearing.
9.5.2.4 Utilize tree wells or retaining walls to preserve
specimen trees or significant vegetation areas.
9.5.2.5 Provide optimum conditions for re-vegetation by
following proper planting and maintenance techniques.
9.5.2.6 Restore vegetation to disturbed areas using native
plant material.
9.5.3 Minimize Adverse Impacts on Adjacent Land Uses.
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Fig. 9.17 – Landscape and Berms Buffer
Air and Noise Pollution
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9.5.3.1 Air Pollution. Locate roadway alignments to minimize
the impact of traffic-emitted pollutants on adjacent
development. This can be accomplished by the following:
9.5.3.1.1 Locate roads adjacent to land uses that are
minimally affected by traffic-emitted air pollutants.
9.5.3.1.2 Reduce the impact of traffic-emitted pollutants on
more sensitive land use areas by locating the roadways
downwind and/or providing planted buffers. Tactical vehicle
trails should be hard surfaced to reduce dust pollution.
9.5.3.2 Noise Pollution. Design and locate roadways to
reduce the impact of traffic noise on adjacent development.
9.5.3.2.1 Roads should be physically separated from
sensitive land uses including residential, medical, education,
recreation, administration, religious, library, community or
child care facilities.
9.5.3.2.2 Use noise abatement techniques such as berms,
sound barrier walls and plant material to reduce noise levels.
9.5.3.2.3 Reroute truck and tank traffic to roadways adjacent
to less noise sensitive land uses. Tracked vehicle traffic
should, ideally, be routed to a system of tank trails that are
totally separate form corridors used by wheeled traffic
vehicles.
9.6

INTERSECTIONS

9.6.1 Intersections are the most dangerous areas of the
installation circulation system. They should be planned or
improved to provide safe and efficient traffic flow for both
pedestrian and vehicular traffic.
The following design
techniques should be used to plan or improve intersections
(Fig. 9.18):
9.6.1.1 All roadways should intersect at right angles (90
degrees), although 85-95 degrees is acceptable.
9.6.1.2 Avoid complex intersections of more than two streets
intersecting at one point, or offset intersections.
9.6.1.3 Eliminate intersections that are in close proximity to
one another. They should be no closer than a minimum
distance of 30 meters (100 feet).
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Fig. 9.18 – Intersection Design
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9.6.1.4 Use T-intersections for tertiary road intersections with
secondary or primary roads to reduce conflict and promote
safety.
9.6.1.5 Provide turning lanes at all intersections along
primary roads to eliminate interference with through-traffic
flow.
9.6.1.6 Minimize intersections along primary roads to reduce
points of conflict and increase safety. Existing intersections
with secondary and tertiary streets can be eliminated by the
use of cul-de-sacs with traffic routed along parallel streets to
primary and secondary streets.
9.6.1.7 Include adequate sight distances to meet standard
requirements at all intersections. (The location from where
the driver is waiting to cross or enter a traffic lane to a point
23 meters (75 feet) down the centerline to the right and the
left forms the sight triangle.)
9.6.1.8 Minimize pedestrian and bicycle intersections with
primary streets.
9.6.1.9 Provide crosswalks at all intersections as required by
guidance, marked with paint or vinyl strips, or identified with
a different paving surface.
9.6.1.10 Provide pedestrian access to persons with
disabilities in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities
Act and Architectural Barriers Act Accessibility Guidelines
(ADAAG).
9.6.1.11 Create local service drives or access roads to
parallel highways and primary roads to provide access to
properties fronting the primary road avoiding a direct curb
cut from the primary road to each individual property.
9.6.1.12 Intersections between railroad tracks and highspeed roads must be signaled, well marked, and have a
smooth transition. All other road crossings must be well
marked and have clear line of sight down the tracks.
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Fig. 9.19 - Accessible Parking
Space
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9.7

ENTRANCE GATES

9.7.1 The location and design of the installation entrance is a
primary component of the installation circulation system.
Entrance gates must be designed to be functional, while
providing security protection not only for the installation itself,
but also for personnel and others waiting to be admitted to
the installation. Gates should also be designed as a visual
amenity to provide an aesthetically pleasing entrance to, and
exit from, the installation. See Section 12, Force Protection,
para 12.7 for information on the design standards for
installation entrances.
9.8

PARKING REQUIREMENTS

Fig. 9.20 - Required Minimum Number
of Accessible Parking Spaces

9.8.1 The total quantity of parking in any one location will
vary with the needs of the facility. The following are general
considerations considering parking requirements.
9.8.1.1 All parking lots will be accessible to persons with
disabilities in accordance with the requirements of the ABA
for DOD facilities (see Fig. 9.20). If parking spaces are
provided for employees, visitors, or both, then accessible
spaces shall be provided in conformance with the required
minimum number of accessible spaces shown in Figure
9.20.
9.8.1.2 For initial planning and programming, allocate 400
square feet of parking lot area per car. This estimate
provides an initial minimum area that allows for the layout of
parking spaces, access drives, and planting islands. This
allocation does not consider delivery trucks or tactical
military vehicles.
9.8.1.3 Minimize parking space requirements of a facility by
selecting a site that will allow the sharing of parking with
related activities.
9.8.1.4 Small parking lots are usually preferable to large lots
because they enhance the visual environment by increasing
the percentage of landscaped area to paved area and allow
more conformance to natural topography.
9.8.1.5 The monotony of large parking areas can be altered
by the use of designs such as curvilinear parking or the
introduction of large planting islands.
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9.8.1.6 Promote means of access other than vehicular by
providing alternative means of access such as walkways and
bikeways.
9.9

PARKING LOT LOCATION AND DESIGN

9.9.1 Parking areas can be designed and enhanced to
provide a more pleasing impact and a more comfortable
physical experience for the user. The following design
techniques should be used to create more aesthetically
pleasing, physically comfortable parking lots.
9.9.1.1 Locate parking lots between and behind buildings to
reduce the visual impact from the circulation system.
9.9.1.2 Locate parking lots on relatively level areas to avoid
excessive cut and fill.
9.9.1.3 Design parking lots to be efficient in the design and
placement of access drives and parking spaces. All drives
providing direct access to parking spaces should provide
spaces on both sides of the drive whenever possible.
9.9.1.4 Provide planting areas at the ends of all rows of
parking spaces. Provide islands with trees within the main
parking lot to soften the visual expanse of the parking lot,
provide shade and/or wind breaks (Fig. 9.21).
9.9.1.5 Use natural topography and existing trees to visually
screen parking areas from adjacent facilities and other
parking bays (Figs. 9.22).

Fig. 9.21 - Provide Islands With Trees
to Soften Visual Expanse

Berm/Planting

9.9.1.6 Design parking lots to preserve significant existing
trees. Provide a planting area around the tree that is large
enough to allow water access to the root system.
Planting/Fence

9.9.1.7 Consideration should be given to personnel safety
during design. While inclusion of landscaping provides
aesthetically pleasing views, foliage should not provide
locations for concealment of unauthorized personnel.

Fig. 9.22. – Trees/Berms/Walls Screen
Parking Lot

9.9.1.8 On-street parking along primary and some secondary
streets should be avoided because it reduces the vehicular
carrying capacity of the street, is visually unattractive, and is
unsafe.
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9.9.1.9 Parking lots should be paved with concrete, asphalt,
or other paving material.
9.9.1.10 Parking structures, both below grade and above
grade, provide for greater parking capacity in densely
developed areas where available land is scarce. Parking
structures are expensive, but they provide a number of
benefits including efficient land use, reduced visual impact
and protection of vehicles from inclement weather (Fig.
9.24). If parking structures are built they shall be designed
to meet antiterrorism requirements.

Fig. 9.23 – Trees/Berm Screen Service
Area

9.9.2 Parking Area Design Guide. A comprehensive parking
area design guide which includes siting, parking area types,
geometry (parallel, perpendicular, angled), access, and
maintenance consideration is located at the following
website: U. S. Air Force Landscape Design Guide, Section
14, Parking Areas.
9.9.3 Antiterrorism Setback Requirements. Parking lots
within a controlled perimeter shall be located a minimum of
10 meters (33 feet) from inhabited structures, and 25 meters
(82 feet) from troop billeting and primary gathering
structures. Parking lots without a controlled perimeter shall
be located a minimum of 25 meters (82 feet) from inhabited
structures, and 45 meters (148 feet) from troop billeting and
primary gathering areas (UFC 4-010-01, Table B-1).
Designated parking for family housing located within secured
perimeters with access control is excluded from the 25-meter
(82 feet) setback requirement.
9.10

Fig. 9.24 - Parking Structures are
Desirable but Expensive - Consider
Antiterrorism Standards in Planning

SERVICE AREAS

Facilities that require pickup and deliveries should have a
service area that allows for easy access to a loading dock
exclusively for service vehicles. These areas should be
designed to provide direct, easy access for vehicles and not
conflict with railroad operations (Fig. 9.25). They should be
screened from public view to reduce negative visual impacts.
Service areas shall meet all antiterrorism requirements.
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Fig. 9.25 - Typical Loading Area
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9.11 DROP-OFF AREAS
Facilities that include a high percentage of persons arriving
by vehicle should include a vehicle drop-off area for users.
Included are buildings such as headquarters, child
development centers, schools, dining facilities, and clubs.
Antiterrorism standards state that the access drive must be
clearly defined and marked and that their intended use is
clear to prevent parking of vehicles in those areas and that
drop-off lanes will not be located under any inhabited portion
of a building (UCF 4-010-01, para B-1.4) It is recommended
that physical barriers be used to define the area. These
barriers may include curbing, planters, or other barriers
together with signage to identify and restrict access. The
driveway shall be configured so that vehicles can be
restricted during times of high alert. Access to the driveway
shall be located outside of the standoff area, with the initial
approach parallel to the face of the building, or a barrier
must be provided to prevent direct vehicular movement
toward the building (Fig. 9.26).
9.12

Fig. 9.26 - Typical Drop Off Area

WALKWAYS AND PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION

9.12.1 Walkways provide connections between buildings and
ancillary facilities such as parking lots. Well designed and
properly located pedestrian walkways also provide a
desirable alternative to dependence on motor driven
vehicles.

Fig. 9.X - Promote Means of Access
Other Than Vehicular, Provide Walkways
and Bikeways

9.12.2 The primary goal is to encourage the use of walkways
as an alternative means of circulation. Pedestrian walkways
should be designed and located to provide a comfortable,
enjoyable experience for the user. The use of walkways
within the installation promotes development sustainability
by conserving energy, reduces air pollution, and decreases
the land requirement for parking. These walkways provide a
means to increase physical fitness as well.
9.12.3 In order to achieve this goal the following objectives
must be met:
Provide walkways that are designed at a pedestrian scale
to be comfortable and pleasant.
Provide safe and secure pedestrian facilities that are
separate from vehicular and railroad traffic.
Fig. 9.27 - Ramps Must Be
Provide Per UFAS Standards
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Provide amenities for pedestrians.
Provide accessibility to all users, including physically
impaired or challenged persons. All street and driveway
crossings shall be ramped, marked, and accessible to
persons with disabilities in accordance with requirements of
the ADAAG.
Provide links to major attractions and generators of
pedestrian traffic.
Provide design consistency throughout the walkway and
be well drained.
9.12.4 Walkway Network Hierarchy. Sidewalks conform to
the hierarchy roadway system: primary walkways, secondary
walkways, and tertiary walkways. Non-roadway oriented
sidewalks should be sized and placed where people will use
them rather than creating worn “shortcut” paths. Railroad
track crossings should be avoided, but where necessary,
they should be well marked and have a good line of sight.
Walkways through railroad track ballast should be
maintained with small, well-drained rock.
9.12.4.1 Primary Walkways.

Fig. 9.28 – Primary Walkways

9.12.4.1.1 Primary walkways (Fig. 9.28) should be placed
along both sides of primary roadways, wherever possible,
within the cantonment areas. These walkways are also used
for high volume pedestrian routes to facilities and should be
designed along axis lines relating to adjacent building
entries, plazas, or streets. They should be paved with
concrete, brick, or other pavers.
9.12.4.1.2 Primary walkways should be sized to
accommodate anticipated pedestrian use. They should have
a minimum width of 1.8 meters (6 feet), and a maximum
width should be 3-3.5 meters (10-12 feet) in high use areas
(Fig. 9.31).

Fig. 9.29 – Secondary Walkways

9.12.4.2 Secondary Walkways.
9.12.4.2.1 Secondary walkways (Fig. 9.29) should be
provided along one or both sides of secondary and tertiary
streets. They are designed to carry moderate volumes of
pedestrians between activity centers and housing areas.
They should provide access to building entrances, plaza
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Fig. 7.30 – Tertiary Walkways
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areas, or streets. They should be paved with concrete, brick,
or other pavers.
9.12.4.2.2 These walkways should be sized to accommodate
anticipated pedestrian use, but not less than 1.5 meters (5
feet), and a maximum of 3-3.5 meters (10 - 12 feet) in high
use areas.
9.12.4.3 Tertiary Walkways.
9.12.4.3.1 Tertiary walkways (Fig. 9.30) provide pedestrian
walkways in recreational and scenic areas for casual walking
and hiking. They can be paved with concrete or bituminous
asphalt or constructed with woodchips. The layout of the
walkway should have a meandering and curvilinear
alignment. Paved walkways should have a minimum width of
1.2 meters (4 feet). Wood chip trails should have a minimum
width of 1 meter (3 feet) (Fig. 9.31). Where paths are
designated for use by bicyclists and pedestrians, these
widths should meet ASSHTO standards for the Design and
Construction of Bicycle Paths.
9.12.5 Troop Running Trails.
Troop running trails should be provided for soldiers both in
and out of formation. The trails should be 4.5-5 meters wide
(approximately 15 feet) to provide the width necessary for
four soldiers abreast with a cadence caller. Primary,
secondary, and tertiary walkways can be designed to
provide this function.

Fig. 9.31 – Minimum Walkway Widths

9.12.5 Troop Movement Paths.
In locations where troops need to move four (4) abreast; for
example, troops marching in formation between classrooms,
barracks/dinning hall facilities, a hard surface walkway of
adequate width should be provided.
9.12.5 Site Amenities at Walkways.
9.12.5.1 Use site furnishings to reinforce the walkway
system hierarchy. Provide directional and informational
signage, where appropriate. Locate site furnishings, such as
benches, tables, waste receptacles, drinking fountains, and
signage in response to travel distance and traffic volume.
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Fig. 7.32 – Place Landscape and Site
Furnishings Along Walkways
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9.12.5.2 Site furnishings should be placed at regular
intervals along walkways, parallel to the walk and facing the
flow of pedestrian traffic.
9.12.7 Landscaping at Walkways. Use a combination of
canopy and ornamental trees along sidewalks to provide
shade, define the path, provide visual interest, and
discourage the creation of “shortcuts.” Utilize evergreen
buffer plantings to screen harsh winds and undesirable
views. Discourage the use of flowering/fruit bearing trees
and shrubs along walkways to avoid attracting insects.
9.13

BIKEWAYS

9.13.1 The use of bicycles as an alternative to the
automobile has become more acceptable to installation
personnel. This trend is encouraged as a method of reducing
the automobile vehicle trips within the installation and the
need for greater roadway carrying capacity. Also, cycling is a
popular recreation activity that is enhanced by the availability
of safe and well planned bike trails.
9.13.2 A bikeway system should provide direct routes
between primary traffic and destinations within the
installation. This network should be continuous and minimize
conflicts between other bikes, pedestrians, and vehicles.
Bikeways should be planned and designed according to the
classifications that define the level of separation they
maintain from roadways and walkways. The ideal solution for
the development of bikeways is to physically separate them
from both roadways and walkways.
9.13.3 Bikeways should be designed
according
to
the
following
classifications:
9.13.3.1 Class I Bikeway. A Class I
Bikeway is intended for the exclusive
use of bicycles. While it may parallel
a roadway, it is physically separated
by distance or a vertical barrier (Fig.
(.33). Class I Bikeway considerations
include:
A class I Bikeway provides the
safest and most efficient means of

Fig. 9.33 - Class I Bikeway
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bicycle travel and is the preferred option for bikeway
development.
Crossing of a Class I Bikeway by pedestrians, train, or
automobile should be minimized.
If a Class I Bikeway does not closely parallel a roadway,
it should be designed to provide appropriate bikeway
gradient and curvature.
Class I Bikeways require the greatest amount of space
and advance planning to reserve land and assure
appropriate routing.
Railroad crossings should be well marked, with proper
operating signals and clear sighting down the tracks. Road
crossing transitions should be smooth and well drained.
9.13.3.2 Class II Bikeways. A Class
II Bikeway shares the right-of-way
with a roadway or walkway. It is
indicated by a bikeway pictograph
on the pavement and a continuous
strip on the pavement or separated
by a continuous or intermittent curb
or other low barrier (Fig. 9.34).
Class II Bikeway considerations
include:
Because a modicum of
separation is provided for bicycle
travel, a Class II Bikeway provides
some level of safety for the bicyclist
and pedestrian.
Fig. 9.34 - Class II Bikeway
While crossing by pedestrians or
automobiles are discouraged, they
are not as controllable as they are on a Class I Bikeway
because the Class II Bikeway is adjacent to the walkway or
roadway.

Because Class II Bikeways are tied to the adjacent
roadway or walkway, route selection is important to maintain
appropriate bikeway gradient and curvature.
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Class II Bikeways generally require less space than
Class I Bikeways because they follow the alignment of and
share the right-of-way with a roadway or walkway.
9.13.3.3 Class III Bikeways. A Class III Bikeway shares the
right-of-way with a roadway or walkway. It is not indicated by
a continuous strip on the pavement or separated by any type
of barrier, but it is identified as a bikeway with signs (Fig.
9.35). Class III Bikeway considerations include:
Because no separation is provided, there is a much
higher potential for safety conflicts between automobiles and
bicycles and between bicycles and pedestrians.
Class III Bikeways provide
continuity within the bikeway
network and designate preferred
shared routes to minimize potential
conflicts. To maintain safety for
bicyclist and pedestrians, Class III
Bikeways should be developed, if
possible, only where automobile
and pedestrian traffic is moderate to
light.
Because Class III Bikeways
share the roadway or walkway,
route selection is important to
maintain appropriate bikeway
gradients and curvature.
Class III Bikeways require the
least space because they share the
pavement with a roadway or walkway.

Fig. 9.35 - Class III Bikeway

9.13.4 General Guidelines.
9.13.4.1 Wherever possible, provide a designated right-ofway for bike traffic, separate from vehicular and pedestrian
routes.

9.13.4.2 Locate bikeway crossings away from vehicular
intersections with crossings marked on the street pavement.
9.13.4.3 When separate bicycle rights-of-way are not
feasible, designate bikeway lanes with paint on the righthand side of roadways.
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Fig. 9.36 – Provide Convenient Bicycle
Storage

9.13.4.4 Bikeways should never share undesignated space
with roadways except at crossings.
9.13.5 Bikeway Furnishings. Encourage use of the bicycle
system by making trails visually attractive and providing
pedestrian amenities in appropriate locations. Provide site
furnishings such as benches, tables, waste receptacles,
drinking fountains, and signage along paths. Location of
these amenities should be in response to travel distance and
traffic volume.
9.13.6 Bicycle Storage. Provide bicycle storage racks in
areas that can be visually supervised and in close proximity
to building entrances, high activity areas, major workplaces,
and recreational facilities, while avoiding conflicts with
pedestrian circulation (Fig 9.36).
9.13.7 Landscaping. Use a combination of canopy and
ornamental trees along bicycle paths for shade, route
definition, and visual interest. Provide evergreen buffers to
screen harsh winds and undesirable views.
9.13.8 Crosswalks. Provide crosswalks at all intersections of
roads and walkways/bikeways. When laying out the
crosswalk, consider the following:
Extend walk's paving across the road in heavily used
areas. Raised crosswalks eliminate the need for curb ramps
in sidewalks.
Provide a clear line of sight for motorist and pedestrians.
Do not plant in sight lines. Walkways should meet the road
at 90 degree angles (Fig 9.37).
Adequate lighting should be provided.
Provide barrier-free access at all intersections or used
raised crosswalks.
9.13.9 Walkway and Bikeway Lighting Design. Roadway
lights and building exterior lights can also serve as walkway
and bikeway lights. Maximum use will be made of multipurpose lighting systems. Paragraph 10.4 of Technical
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Fig.9.37 - Adequate Sight Lines Give
Pedestrians an Unobstructed View of
Crosswalks
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Manual (TM) 5-811-1, Electric Power Supply and Distribution
directs the following walkway and bikeway lighting
standards.
9.13.9.1 Intensities. Values are dependent upon whether
walkways and bikeways are adjacent to roadways or are
isolated from vehicular traffic.
9.13.9.1.1 Adjacent to Roadways. Walkways and bikeways
will be illuminated to not less than one-half the maintained
illumination required for adjacent roadways. Areas having
any grade, such as stairs and ramps, will require special
treatment. Although contradictory to standard design,
crosswalks in the middle of the block will be illuminated to
1.5 to 2 times the normal roadway lighting level.
9.13.9.1.2 Remote from Roadways. Walkways and bikeways
remote from roadways will have a minimum of 5 lux (.5 footcandle) average illumination measured in lo-foot levels.
Pedestrian tunnels will have 40 lux (4.0 foot-candles),
stairways will have 6 lux (0.6 foot-candles), and overpasses
will have 3 lux (0.3 foot-candles) illumination.
9.13.9.2 Pole design. Where pole mounted light illuminate
only walkways or bikeways, shorter poles are most suitable,
but luminaire height will not be less than 10 feet.
Construction will be such as to minimize vandalism by use of
break-resistant lenses, tamperproof screws, and sturdy
poles.
9.13.10 Signs. The federal Manual of Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (MUTCD) provides standards signs and markings
for bicycle lanes and related bicycle facilities. See the
MUTCD, Chapter 9 and any applicable amendments for
traffic controls for bicycle facilities standards.

9.14

ARMY STANDARDS

9.14.1 The cited Army Standards shall be met.
Army Regulation (AR) 420-72, Transportation
Infrastructure and Dams
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Section 10
LANDSCAPE
DESIGN
STANDARDS

10.1

INTRODUCTION

10.1.1 The Landscape Design Standards includes the
selection, placement and maintenance of plant material on
the installation. Landscape plantings provide a simple and
cost effective enhancement to the general appearance of the
installation.
10.1.3 The visual image conveyed by a military installation is
defined not just by architectural character and site
organization, but also by an attractive, organized landscape
design. The presence of plant material on the installation
greatly enhances the visual character and environmental
quality of the installation.
10.1.2 Plantings add an element of human scale to open
spaces and can be used functionally to screen undesirable
views, buffer winds, reinforce the hierarchy of the circulation
system or provide a visual transition between dissimilar land
uses.
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Fig. 10.1 – Landscaping in
front of Building 390
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10.2

LANDSCAPE OBJECTIVES

10.2.1 The overall objective of the use of plant material
within the installation is to improve the physical and
psychological well being of the people who live and work on
the installation. This is achieved through the following
objectives:
10.2.1.1 Preserve and enhance urban trees, forest lands,
and detailed planting features such as shrubs and
groundcovers.
10.2.1.2 Improve the overall visual quality of the installation
through the use of native plant material to (Fig. 10.2):

Fig. 10. 2 - Use native Plants to Improve
Visual Quality

10.2.1.2.1 Blend the manmade environment with the natural
environment.
10.2.1.2.2 Provide scale and comfort to pedestrian
environments (Fig. 10.3).
10.2.1.2.3 Reinforce the hierarchy of the circulation system.
10.2.1.2.4 Screen unsightly views or elements.
10.2.1.2.5 Buffer incompatible land uses.
10.2.1.2.6 Use native plant materials that require less
maintenance.
10.2.1.2.7 Enhance Antiterrorism capabilities.

Fig. 10.3 - Provide Comfort to Pedestrian
Environment

10.3 PRINCIPLES OF LANDSCAPE
DEVELOPMENT
10.3.1 Landscape design is based on the following
principles.
10.3.1.1 Unity. The selection and placement of plant
material can be used to blend, screen, and soften
incompatible architectural or other unattractive visual
impacts. Plant material, used as a unifying element, can
be placed in front of a building or view to frame and
enhance the visual impact.
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Fig. 10.4 - Landscaping Reinforces
Circulation Hierarchy
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10.3.1.2 Balance. Plant material can be selected and placed
to provide visual equilibrium or balance through the use of
either a symmetrical or asymmetrical planting scheme.
Symmetrical plantings are generally more formal while
asymmetrical plantings are informal.
10.3.1.3 Contrast. Plant material can be selected and placed
to provide differences in size and shape that add interest to
the environment. Plants can be located to provide a
backdrop for other plants such as a short hedge behind a
bed of groundcover .
10.3.1.4 Rhythm. Repetition of a single plant or a mass of
plants provides visual interest and formality to the
landscape. Rhythm produces emphasis and unity and is
especially effective in articulating main circulation routes.
10.3.1.5 Color and Texture. Plants can be selected and
placed to provide visual interest according to their color and
texture. Colors are classified as either warm (red, orange,
yellow) or cool (violet, blue, green). Texture is classified as
either coarse or fine.
10.3.1.6 Simplicity. Landscape plans should be broad and
simple in form to limit excessive maintenance. Plant material
should grouped in beds with simple edges that are easy to
mow. Small turf areas should be avoided because of the
difficulty of mowing. The use of annuals is not acceptable
because of the high maintenance involved.
10.3.1.7 Ultimate Effect. The landscape plan should be
prepared with consideration for the mature size of all plants.
The spacing of all material should utilize nursery industry
standards for mature material to account for spread as well
as height. The ultimate height of the material should also be
considered in relation to overhead utilities, and the potential
for the blockage of views.
10.3.1.8 Spatial Articulation. Plants can be selected and
placed to create enclosed spaces or to separate spaces
from one another. They can also be used to direct people by
visually defining and reinforcing patterns of movement. The
degree of enclosure, separation, or movement is dependent
upon the density, form, and type of plants used.
Fig. 10. 5 - Principles of Design
Illustrated
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10.4

Sustainable landscape development

10.4.1 The use of plant material on the installation promotes
the sustainability of the development. Trees, shrubs,
groundcover, and vines provide aesthetic appeal as well as
preservation of fauna, energy conservation, climate
modification, erosion control, air purification, and noise
abatement (10.6).
10.5

LANDSCAPE DESIGN GUIDELINES

10.5.1 Proposed plantings must be reviewed to ensure that
site conditions (soil, topography, adjacent uses, and
architecture) and climatic criteria (sun, shade, and moisture
requirements) are considered in the desired plant design and
selection (i.e., form, texture, color, size). The uses and users
of the site must also be considered. Landscape planting
plans should be approved by qualified personnel to provide
quality assurance and promote design consistency within
each visual zone.
10.5.2 The following paragraphs present landscaping
guidelines for the various locations of plant material use.
10.5.2.1 Foundation Planting. Foundation planting provides
a green background for additional plantings, adds scale and
character to the building, helps to integrate the building with
its surroundings, screens HVAC and other utilities and helps
create a sense of arrival (Fig.10.7). When developing
foundation planting plans consideration should be given to
Antiterrorism measures (See paragraph 10.11).
10.5.2.1.1 Focal and seasonal plantings should be located
at building entries for pedestrian interest.
10.5.2.1.2 Use the architecture of the building to evaluate
the planting design and selection of plants.
10.5.2.1.3 Plant materials should not block windows and
views from interior spaces.
10.5.2.1.4 Trees shall be setback from the building walls to
provide space for mature growth and to prevent root systems
from damaging the foundation.
Fig. 10.6 Plant Materials Promotes
Sustainability
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10.5.2.1.5 A symmetrical foundation planting design should
be used for a symmetrical building.
10.5.2.1.6 Due to the possibility of insect problems (bee
stings, etc.) do not plant flowering plants near entrances.
10.5.2.2 Screening.
10.5.2.2.1 Windscreens. Use a combination of evergreen
and deciduous trees to provide windbreak protection from
prevailing winds. Windbreak plantings should be irregular in
form, rather than straight and evenly spaced, in order to
provide more effective wind control and to visually blend with
the natural character of the installation.

Fig. 10.7 - Foundation Plantings Help Screen
Utilities

10.5.2.2.2 Screening of Dumpsters. Landscape planting
should be used to supplement wood fence and masonry wall
dumpster enclosures (Fig. 10.8).
10.5.2.3 Buffer Planting. Use a mixture of evergreen and
deciduous trees and shrubs to visually separate land uses
and to help separate visual zones.
10.5.2.4 Open Space Planting. Enhance open space areas
with planting. Use a mix of evergreen, deciduous, and
flowering trees. Plant the same kind of trees in massive
groupings to impact the vast open areas (Fig. 10.9), but do
not rely too heavily on a single species. Diseases typically
attack an individual species; if too much emphasis is placed
on one particular tree an infestation could result in
widespread losses. Reference the Dutch-Elm disease of the
late 1950’s and early 1960’s.

Fig. 10.8 - Screen Dumpsters

10.5.2.5 Street Trees. Street tree plantings should be used
to reinforce vehicular hierarchy, orient and direct traffic,
upgrade views and to visually de-emphasize on-street
parking (Fig. 10.10). Also, in the design of a street tree
planting, separate plant species may be used to identify
distinctive details or areas of the installation, for example, a
particular land use relationship, historical district, community
area or other similar entity.
10.5.2.5.1 Use formal street trees in single rows to visually
reinforce primary and secondary roads. Use regularly
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Fig. 10.9 - Enhance Open Spaces with
Plantings
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spaced and uniformly shaped deciduous trees to provide a
regimented appearance.
10.5.2.5.2 Use informal groupings of street trees along
tertiary routes. Utilize medium size deciduous trees to
screen on-street parking along roadways. Set trees 1 to 2
meters (3 to 6 feet) from the back of curbs (Fig. 10.10).
Spacing should be uniform, except where curb cuts interrupt
regular spacing.
10.5.2.5.3 As a general rule, street trees should be
deciduous species, resistant to salt and root pressure, and
should have a 10' to 12' high clearance between the street
pavement and branch height to allow adequate clearance for
pedestrian and vehicle traffic to pass unimpeded by lower
branches.
10.5.2.5.4 The street tree layout should be coordinated with
the layout of proposed street lighting.
Fig. 10.10 – Use Street Trees to

10.5.2.5.5 Appropriate plant heights should be used within
sight triangles to ensure safe views from intersections.

Visually Reinforce Roadway Hierarchy

10.5.2.5.6 Weeping trees should not be used in locations
where they may hang over the roadway or block views.
10.5.2.6 Parking Lot Planting. Parking lots are often the least
attractive elements on a military installation. The use of
landscape plant material and earth berms can greatly
improve the appearance of these areas as well as help
define circulation and reduce heat gain during summer
months (Fig. 10.11).
10.5.2.6.1 Use shade tree plantings at parking lots to reduce
glare and moderate ambient air temperatures on the lot.
Optimum spacing of parking lot shade trees is 10 to 12
meters (35 to 40 feet) on center.
10.5.2.6.2 Choose trees and shrubs that require minimum
maintenance and will not litter the parking area with leaves,
fruit, or nuts.
10.5.2.6.3 Consider sight distances near entrances and exits
when selecting and placing plant material.
Fig. 10.11 - Provide Parking Lot
Planting to Reduce Heat Gain
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10.5.2.6.4 Select trees, shrubs, and ground covers that can
withstand harsher conditions, such as sun, glare, heat, and
reduced water supply.
10.5.5.6.5 Use a mix of evergreen and deciduous plant
material to screen parking areas from adjacent uses.
10.5.2.7 Environmental Control Planting. When properly
placed, plants can provide environmental benefits, as well as
address visual concerns.
10.5.2.7.1 Use deciduous trees and shrubs at courtyards,
buildings and along streets to provide shade, moderate
temperatures and reduce glare during the summer months
while allowing solar exposure in the winter.
10.5.2.7.2 Locate deciduous plantings on the southeast and
southwest corner of buildings or courtyards to mitigate solar
radiation and glare due to heat build-up and lower sun
angles in the mid-morning and late afternoon hours.
10.5.2.7.3 Use mixed massing of deciduous shrubs and
evergreen trees and shrubs to provide sound control along
primary and secondary roads.
10.5.2.8 Image Planting. The image of the installation is
formed by the visual impressions that exist within the
installation. The primary locations of highly visible images
are the main gate, along primary circulation systems, and at
areas of high concentrations of people. Features such as
signs, statues, static displays, and other primary visual
images can be improved by the use of trees, shrubs, and
ground cover.

Fig. 10.12 - Landscaping at Entrance
Gates will Meet AT/FP Requirements

10.5.2.9 Entrances to the Installation. The entrances and
streetscapes into the installation are areas to place
landscaping that will present a strong visual image and
provide visual interest during all four seasons. The entrance
to the installation creates the first impression for the visitor
(Fig. 10.12).
10.5.2.9.1 The landscape materials and planting areas
should be proportional in scale to the hierarchy of the street
on which they are located.
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Fig. 10.13 Basic Design

Categories
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10.5.2.9.2 Landscaping must be integrated with the Force
Protection requirements of Section 12. Low shrubs,
groundcover, annual/perennial plants and canopy trees
provide seasonal interest as well as maintain views required
to ensure force protection measures. Large evergreen trees
are discouraged in these locations because they may
obstruct sightlines and impact the need for force protection.
Adequate lines of sight must be maintained for security
personnel to observe vehicular and pedestrian traffic
approaching the gate.
10.5.2.10 Xeriscape. Xeriscape is the conservation of water
and energy through creative and adaptive landscape design.
Xeriscape landscapes provide attractive solutions that save
money, water, and maintenance. The following website
provides guidance on specific design principles of the
xeriscape design process and xeriscape design application:

•

USAF Landscape Design Guide, Xeriscape

Plant Categories
Cultural Characteristics
Growth Rate-Rapid
Growth Rate-Medium
Growth Rate-Slow
Disease/Pest Resistance
Environmental

Characteristics

Acidic Soil Tolerant
Alkaline Soil Tolerant
Dry Soil Tolerant

10.6

PLANT MATERIAL SELECTION

10.6.1 Trees, shrubs, ground cover and turf are the major
elements of a planting composition. Basic plant selection
criteria should consider creating a unified composition
utilizing native materials for low maintenance and
sustainability, avoiding incompatible colors, textures and
forms, and matching the appropriate plant to the land use,
situation and environmental condition.
10.6.2 The ability of plant material to provide lasting benefit
is dependent upon the plant's hardiness and its
appropriateness to the site use.
Major factors affecting
plant hardiness are soil type and organic content,
temperature, moisture and light. These climatic conditions
can be modified to an extent by specific site conditions, such
as wind protection, solar orientation and planting design, to
create microclimates.
10.6.3 Selecting appropriate plants for a given condition is
only one aspect of planting design.
Compositional
arrangement to provide texture variety and to accent site and
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Moist Soil Tolerant
Poor/Rocky Soil Tolerant
Salt Tolerant
Shade Tolerant
Summer Wind Tolerant
Urban Condition Tolerant
Ornamental

Characteristics
Blue Flowers
Ornamental Bark
Fig. 10.14 – Plant Categories
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building features is another. The selection and composition
of a planting design requires an understanding of each
plant's characteristics, form, and environmental needs as
well as how each plant can relate to and complement other
plants in the design. Plants are used in four basic design
categories (Fig 10.13):
•
•
•
•
10.7

Canopy
Barrier
Screen (or Baffle)
Groundcover

PLANT PALETTE AND PLANT CATEGORIES

10.7.1 The plant palette and categories are designed to help
the designer choose the best plant for each particular set of
design requirements. The plants that appear on the palette
and in the categories were selected for their hardiness and
their ability to survive in this geographical area. To use them
effectively, the design requirements must be well defined for
the specific site.

Plant Categories Cont.
Ornamental Characteristics
Pink/Purple Flowers
Red/Crimson Flowers
White/Cream Flowers
Yellow/Orange Flowers
Yellow/Orange/Red Fall

Color

Functional Characteristics
Erosion Control/Bank

Stabilizer

Foundation Plants

10.7.2 The Plant Palette.

Large Hedges (+25')

10.7.2.1 A select group of plant materials has been divided
into the following six categories:

Medium Hedges (10-20')

•

deciduous trees

Low Hedges (4-10')

•

coniferous trees

Naturalizing/Conservation

•

deciduous shrubs

Park Trees

•

coniferous shrubs

Large Street Trees (+35')

•

broadleaf evergreen shrubs

•

groundcover and vines

10.7.2.2 On the palette, the plants appear in alphabetical
order by their botanical name, followed by their common
name,
design
characteristics,
cultural
information,
recommended use and miscellaneous notes. The plant
palette is presented in a matrix format in Appendix O.
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Small Trees (15-35')
Thorny Plants
Fig. 10.15 – Plant Categories
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10.7.3 The Plant Categories.
10.7.3.1 Plants from the plant palette with similar
characteristics have been cataloged in the Plant Categories
(Fig. 10.15). These characteristics could be cultural (e.g.,
upright, narrow form),
environmental
(e.g.,
shade
tolerant),
ornamental (e.g., red
fall color), or functional
(e.g., screening plant).
Characteristics include:
Cultural
Conditions
(mature height and
spread,
form
and
growth rate, disease
and pest resistance),
Environmental
Conditions (sun/shade,
pH range, soil moisture
required, and wind/sun),
and
Ornamental
Characteristics (flower
color, autumn color, fruit
color, and/or summer
leaf color).
10.7.3.2 Each category
describes a list of plants
that share a similar
quality. For example,
materials that are shade
tolerant
would
be
placed in the Shade
Tolerant group under
the
"Environmental
Fig. 10.16 - Install Plant Material According to Industrial Standards
Conditions" heading. To
further
explain
the
Categories, under the "Environmental Conditions" heading,
in the Shade Tolerant group, all shade tolerant deciduous
trees would be listed under “Deciduous Trees"; all shade
tolerant Coniferous trees would be listed under "Coniferous
Trees"; and so on.
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10.8

PLANT MATERIAL INSTALLATION

10.8.1 A key step in assuring successful planting is to select
plants of the highest quality. Plant material should be of the
size, genus, species, and variety to comply with the
recommendations and requirements of the "American
Standard for Nursery Stock" ANSI Z60.1.
10.8.2 As part of the design process and prior to plant
installation, review the installation's Master Plans, Basic
Information Maps or As Built Drawings for utility locations
and verify with the Directorate of Public Works or equivalent.

Fig. 10.17 – Space Plants According to
their Mature Size

10.8.3 The planting and establishment of trees, shrubs,
ground covers, and vines is detailed in TM 5-803-13,
Chapter 3.
10.8.4 General Guidelines for Plant Installation.
10.8.4.1 At planting time, thin plants by removing one-third of
the vegetative material.
10.8.4.2 Spray all evergreens with an antidesiccant within 24
hours of planting.
10.8.4.3 Water all plants thoroughly during the first 24-hour
period after planting.

Don’t Do This
Do This

10.8.4.4 Site all plants and stakes plumb.
10.8.4.5 Space plants according to their mature size (Fig.
10.17).
10.8.4.6 Install plant materials in groups for greater impact
(Fig. 10.18).

Fig. 10.18 – Grouped Plants Have

Greater Impact

10.8.4.7 Installation techniques for turf is detailed in TM 5803-13, Chapter 4. The details include site evaluation, site
preparation, selection of turf, and maintenance
requirements.

Fig. 10.19 – Group Plants in

Mulched Beds to Reduce
Maintenance
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10.9

MAINTENANCE OF PLANT MATERIAL

10.9.1 The ease of maintenance should be one of the
primary goals when considering the success of any planting
design.
10.9.2 Pruning. In general, plant material should be allowed
to conform to its natural shape. This practice allows the plant
to mature in a healthy manner, and saves the time and
energy required for trimming. The pruning of trees and
shrubs is done to maintain overall plant health, direct plant
growth, maintain a desired shape, and increase flower or
fruit development.
10.9.2.1 Pruning Shrubs.
•

Do not prune shrubs flat across the top.

•

Prune branches yearly on thick-branched shrubs
and at the base of the shrub.

•

When pruning deciduous shrubs prune shrub
stems as close to the ground as possible and
shrub branches as close to the stem as possible.

•

When "thinning out" deciduous shrubs prune
about one-third of all branches where they meet
their main stem.

10.9.2.2 Pruning Trees.
• Remove a large limb by making three cuts as
follows:
• Make the first cut at the bottom of the branch 1224" from the branch attachment (Cut A, Fig 10.20).
•

Make the second cut on the top of the branch
within 1" of the undercut (Cut B, Fig 10.20).

•

Make the final cut just beyond the outer portion of
the branch collar (Cut C, Fig 10.20). The first two
cuts were necessary to remove the weight of the
branch to allow cut #3 to be clean without ripping
the bark.
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Fig. 10.20 - Proper Tree Pruning
Procedures
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• Never cut the central leader of the tree.
• Coniferous evergreens trees should be pruned
during the spring, by snipping off new growth. Avoid
geometrically shaping plant material while pruning.
10.9.3 Mulching.
•

Use mulch around the base of plant material to
provide for greater moisture and help inhibit the
growth of weeds and grasses. Mulch should be
maintained at a depth of two (2) to four (4) inches.

•

The best time to mulch for water conservation is in
the late spring. Apply mulch immediately to new
fall plantings.

•

Do not place mulch directly against the tree trunk.
Excessive moisture at the trunk base can lead to
rotting of the bark and death of the tree.
Additionally, mulch can become a home for
overwintering mice who can gird the tree.

10.9.4 Ground Cover Maintenance. Although ground covers
do not require pruning, they may be periodically dug up in
the spring or fall for propagation and to prevent
overcrowding in their beds.
10.9.5 Landscape Maintenance Schedule. The general
objective of a landscape maintenance schedule is to ensure
an orderly and efficient care of the grounds. The landscape
maintenance schedule included in the Installation Design
Guide (See Appendix F.) identifies times throughout the year
when specified maintenance should be undertaken. Use of
the landscape maintenance schedule will improve all
aspects of landscape on the installation. Materials and
supplies can be ordered in a timely fashion, manpower
needs can be calculated and anticipated, and a correlation
between the level of maintenance and appropriate cost can
be derived.
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10.10 TREE PROTECTION AND PRESERVATION
10.10.1 Existing urban trees and forest should be preserved
if they are in good health. Construction should be planned to
provide for the preservation of significant trees.
10.10.2 During the clearing and construction process, trees
should be protected from damage. Construction barricades
should be erected to protect the existing trees to be
preserved. The barricades should be no closer to the trunk
of the tree than one-half the distance form the trunk to the
drip line. Existing trees that cannot be preserved should be
considered for transplanting to a different location on site or
to a different site.
10.10.3 Changes in the grade of the soil around trees can
cause extensive root damage and eventually death of the
tree. To prevent damage to the tree, it is important to
maintain the existing grade for least the size of the trees
canopy. (Fig. 10.21).

Fig 10.21 - Construct a Barrier at Drip
Line During Construction to Maintain
Grade

10.11 ANTI-TERRORISM/FORCE PROTECTION
CONSIDERATIONS
10.11.1 The presence of vegetation on an installation can
have both beneficial and detrimental impacts on security.
The selection and placement of landscape plant material on
Army installations is an integral element in the provision of
protective measures to reduce the threat of terrorism.
10.11.2 Proper selection and placement of trees and shrubs
can be utilized to provide visual screening without creating
concealment for covert activity. The landscape architect
responsible for tree placement should work closely with
installation force protection experts to design a landscape
plan that provides visual screening without compromising
Antiterrorism measures (Fig. 10.22).

Fig. 10.22 – Establish a Visual

Barrier in Perimeter Setback

10.11.3 The plant material must allow building occupants to
see out, but must not allow outside forces to monitor interior
activity. The landscape architect should incorporate the
following aspects into the design:
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•

•
•
•
•

Avoid conditions within 10 meters (33 feet) of inhabited
structures that permit concealment of aggressors or
obscure the view of objects or packages 150-millimeters
(6 inches) in height from the view of security personnel.
This results in the placement of shrubs and trees that are
loose rather than dense in growth habit and possess
multiple small stems rather than a single trunk that will
obscure a 150 mm (6 inch) package.
Vegetation groupings provide reduction of blast effect.
Plant material selection and placement shall minimize
potential hiding places for bombs and aggressors.
Provide vegetation screens for play areas and outdoor
recreation areas to obscure from off-installation view.
Use trees to obscure sight lines of on-installation
buildings from off-installation buildings (Fig. 10.23).

10.12 ARMY STANDARDS

10.12.1 The cited Army Standards shall be met.
•

Army Regulation (AR) 420-70, Buildings and
Structures

•

Technical Manual (TM) 5-630, Natural Resources
Land Management

•

Technical Manual (TM) 5-803-13, Landscape
Design and Planting

•

American Standard for Nursery Stock, ANSI Z60.1

•

Overseas (Host Nation Standards)

Fig. 10.23 – Use Trees to Obscure
Sight Lines

10.13 REFERENCES

10.13.1 The following references are provided for guidance.
•
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Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 2-600-01,
Installation Design, Chap 10
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•

USAF Landscape Design Guide

•

C. Brickell and D. Joyce. Pruning and Training,
1996.
Links
Go to Section 11
Go to Table of
Contents
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Section11
SITE ELEMENTS

DESIGN

11.1

INTRODUCTION

11.1.1 Site elements include all visual elements of the
installation that are considered utilitarian in use (Fig. 11.1).
These elements include the following four categories of
utilitarian amenities:
•
•
•
•

Site Furnishings
Signs
Lighting
Utilities

11.1.2 The four elements provide dominant visual impacts
within the installation. The specific site element features and
equipment should, to the extent possible, reflect the local or
regional design standards. This allows for ease of
maintenance and blending into the local community. The
four elements and their visual impacts are discussed in detail
in this chapter.
11.2

SITE
FURNISHINGS

SIGNS

LIGHTING

SITE ELEMENT OBJECTIVES
UTILITIES

11.2.1 The site element plans for existing and future
installation use should be prepared and the site elements
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Fig. 11.1 – Site Elements
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selected to enhance the sustainability of the installation. To
this end, site elements should meet the following objectives:
11.2.1.1 Provide site elements that are appropriate to their
intended function.
11.2.1.2 Establish a coordinated system of site elements that
provide consistency and continuity throughout the installation
to convey a sense of organization.
11.2.1.3 The design and location of the various site elements
should express an image, character, and scale appropriate
to the installation.
11.2.1.4 Design and locate all site elements to meet AT/FP
requirements.

Fig. 11.2 - Negative Visual Impact

11.2.1.5 Use recycled/salvaged materials when practical.
11.2.1.6 Minimize maintenance and repair through the use of
efficient products that are vandal-proof.
11.2.1.7 Minimize negative visual impacts of all utility
systems (Figs. 11.2 and 11.3).
11.2.1.8 Minimize environmental impacts of all utility
systems.
11.3

SITE FURNISHINGS

11.3.1 Site furnishings include all of the utilitarian outdoor
amenities found on an installation.
These outdoor
furnishings should be located in coordinated clusters to
provide areas of multi-furnishing amenities, and avoid the
haphazard proliferation of furniture elements around the
installation. All furnishings shall be accessible to, and
usable by, persons with disabilities, in accordance with the
requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act
Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG).

Fig. 11.3 - Planted Screen Minimizes
Negative Visual Impact

11.3.2 Site furnishings include the following:
•
•
•

Seating
Tables
Emergency Telephones
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• Shelters
• Kiosks
• Walls and Fences
• Trash Receptacles
• Dumpsters
• Flagpoles
• Movable Planters
• Bicycle Racks
• Tree Grates
• Bollards
• Play Equipment
• Mailboxes
• Monuments, Memorials,
Displays
• Drinking Fountains

Military

Equipment

Static

11.3.3 Seating. Seating includes benches and walls, as well
as tables and movable chairs.
11.3.3.1 Benches.
11.3.3.1.1 Bench Location. Benches should be located in
areas of high pedestrian use, and arranged to encourage
socialization within a pleasant outdoor setting. This includes
pedestrian nodes along primary walkways, at major building
entryways, courtyards, and at bus stops.
11.3.3.1.2 Bench Siting. Benches should be sited on
concrete pads adjacent to walkways.
Provide proper
clearance around benches, a minimum 2’0” setback from
adjacent sidewalks and a minimum of 5’0” between front of
bench and any stationary obstacle. Provide appropriate
planting treatment for visual definition and seasonal shade.

Fig. 11.4 - Planter Serves as Bench
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11.3.3.1.3 Bench Design. Benches were originally supplied
by Wausau Tile of Wausau, Wisconsin. It appears that this
manufacturer no longer supplies the same style. Legs are
exposed aggregate concrete. Seating surface consists of 4
cedar 4 by 4s. Bench is approximately 6 feet long. Although
this manufacturer may no longer make this design of bench,
every effort should be made to closely match the style,
materials, and colors.
11.3.3.1.3.1 Wood Benches. Wood benches with backs are
appropriate for the informal gathering, resting, eating and
waiting uses characteristic of the community facility areas.
Benches should be a contoured style, constructed of 2 1/2” x
2 1/2" redwood or cedar members. Standard bench size
should be 6'-0" long. Metal support base should have a dark
brown factory finish to match standard trim color. Bench
dimensions should meet specifications presented in the
Technical Manual (TM) 5-803-5, Installation Design Manual,
Fig. 2.5, page 8. Wall mounted benches should be similar in
style and color to free standing benches.
11.3.3.2 Seating Walls.
11.3.3.2.1 Seating Walls Location. Wherever possible,
seating should be incorporated into planter boxes or
retaining walls, particularly at building entrance area.
Seating walls should be integrated into the overall area
design and the pedestrian circulation system.

Fig. 11.6 - Trellis and Vines Provide

Shelter

11.3.3.2.2 Seating Wall Design. Seating walls should
generally be between 18” and 22” high, and 12” to 18” wide
and constructed of limestone, textured concrete or brick in a
manner to complement or match the materials of the
adjacent buildings (Fig. 11.5).
11.3.3.3 Tables. Locate tables together with seating that is
oriented to the user needs of socializing, relaxing, or eating
in less formal spaces with a pleasant setting and attractive
view.
11.3.3.3.1 Table Location. Small groupings of tables in high
visibility areas should be placed within proximity of
recreation or food service facilities. These groupings should
be located on hard pavement areas adjacent to walkways.
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Fig. 11.7 Typical Picnic Table
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Pavement should be constructed of exposed aggregate or
broom finish concrete.
Incorporate tree plantings and
overhead trellis structures within these areas to provide
shade and spatial definition (Fig. 11.7).
11.3.3.3.2 Table Materials. Tables should be constructed of
steel tubing and expanded metal with a dipped plastic
coating.
11.3.3.4 Chairs. Not applicable
11.3.3.4.1 Chair Type(s). Not applicable
11.3.4 Emergency Telephones. Emergency phones should
be incorporated into building architecture and should be
strategically placed around the Island. Phones can be either
wall mounted or post mounted (Fig. 11.8).
11.3.5 Shelters.

Fig. 11.8 etc. Emergency
telephone

11.3.5.1 There are many different types of shelters on
military installations. Shelters are provided for those waiting
for buses, and in areas where people congregate to socialize
or eat such as in courtyards or picnic areas.
11.3.5.1.1 Bus Shelters.

11.3.5.1.1.1 Bus Shelter Location. Bus shelters should be
located at major facilities along the bus route such as
Commissary/Post Exchange areas, administrative areas,
and family housing. Bus stops should relate to major
pedestrian walkways, and be placed on concrete pads.
Provide a minimum 3’0” clearance between shelters and the
edge of walks.
11.3.5.1.1.2 Bus Shelter Design. Bus shelters should
provide protection from wind, rain and sun with an overhead
roof with enclosure on three sides. Side enclosures should
be a clear transparent, unbreakable type material to allow for
adequate visibility. Bus shelter design typically should be
simple and consistent throughout the post, matching the
existing units in terms of materials, scale and detail. Shelter
design should have similar character as that for kiosks and
vending machine shelters. Bus shelters should have a
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Fig. 11.9a - Bus Shelter - Traditional

Fig. 11.9b - Bus Shelter - Modern
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minimum size of 5' by 8' with a minimum height of 6’-6" from
floor to underside of roof. The shelters should include an
integral bench, trash receptacle, and ashtray.
11.3.5.1.1.3 RIA has two styles of Bus Shelter on the Island:
traditional and modern. The traditional shelter (Fig. 11.9a) is
a carryover from the days of trolley cars but continues to
provide service as a bus stop. The open sided design is
typical of the early 20th century train station design.
The modern style (Figure 11.9b) provides protection in the
new family housing area. It follows a more modern design,
with clear sidewalls. Both provide seating for users.
11.3.5.1.2 Picnic shelters.
11.3.5.1.2.1
Picnic
Shelter
Location. Picnic shelters should
be strategically located and
sized for shared use to
discourage the proliferation of
small
shelters
scattered
throughout the installation (Fig.
11.10).

Fig. 11.10 etc. North Picnic Pavilion

11.3.5.1.2.2 Picnic Shelter Design. Picnic shelters can be
open on all sides. The minimum size should be 20 feet
square with a minimum 8-foot vertical clearance.
11.3.6 Kiosks
11.3.6.1 Kiosks Location.
Kiosks can be used as information centers at pedestrian
nodes within the town center. Provide kiosks only where
they are needed on a concrete base adjacent to walkways.
Allow a minimum of 3’ clearance on all sides.
11.3.6.2 Kiosks Design.
Kiosk design should blend compatibly with other site
furnishings and with the architectural character of the zone in
terms of form, scale and materials. A similar design
treatment should be established for kiosks and shelters.
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Fig. 11.11 - Screen Wall Hides Mechanical
Equipment

Fig. 11.12 - Berm and Hide Mechanical
Equipment
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11.3.7 Walls and Fences.
11.3.7.1 Location and Use.
Walls and fencing should be used to provide visual
screening, define pedestrian plaza areas, wind screening,
pedestrian and vehicular control, security, and to retain soil.
The design of walls and fences should fulfill their function in
harmony with the character and appearance of their setting.
11.3.7.2 Walls.
Low walls should be used to define pedestrian court areas
and provide informal seating. Screening walls can be used
where appropriate to screen building service areas. Walls
adjacent to walkways should be free of any projections, such
as signs or drain pipes that would pose a hazard to passing
pedestrians. Construction of walls should incorporate either
brick or stone to match adjacent buildings, with stone or
concrete cap (Fig. 11.13), or concrete with a textured finish
and stone or concrete cap.
Retaining walls may be
constructed of brick, native stone, versa-lock modular stone
with a light tan finish, or concrete block with a light tan
stucco finish, concrete block planters, or other appropriate
material.
Retaining walls within the Rodman Avenue
Corridor should use only limestone block. Walls used to
screen service areas or trash enclosures should incorporate
landscape plantings to help reduce the negative visual
impact of these areas.
11.3.7.3 Fences.

Fig. 11.13 - Retaining Wall Constructed
of poured concrete with limestone
veneer

Fig. 11.14 - Trash Receptacle

Fences should be utilized for screening of service areas and
site utilities, particularly dumpsters. Screen fencing should
consist of square pressure treated posts, and rails with
vertical wood fence boards. All fence posts should be
securely anchored with concrete footings. All wood fencing
should be western cedar. Hardware shall be stainless steel
to prevent rust. Chain link fences should be screened with
trees and shrubs. The use of chain link fence should be held
to a minimum in the cantonment area.
11.3.8 Trash Receptacles.
11.3.8.1 Trash Receptacle Location.
Trash containers should be highly visible and accessible for
effective litter control.
Containers should be located
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Fig. 11.15 – Enclose Dumpsters

with Walls, Fences, or Plantings and
Place on Concrete Pad
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conveniently along walkways, near major pedestrian
intersections, near building entrances and near seating and
eating areas. Antiterrorism/force protection requirements
restrict the location of trash containers to a minimum of 10
meters (33 feet) from inhabited buildings and 25 meters (82
feet) from billeting and primary gathering areas (Unified
Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4-010-01, DoD Minimum
Antiterrorism Standards for Buildings, Table B-1).
11.3.8.2 Trash Receptacle Design.
Container should be of a design that is compatible and in
harmony with other site furnishings.
11.3.8.4 Trash Receptacle Type. Trash receptacles on RIA
are currently procured through Wausau Tile, Wausau,
Wisconsin. The receptacles are an exposed aggregate
concrete finish, Model number TF1020, color B1, or equal.
11.3.8.3 Dumpsters.

11.3.8.3.1 Dumpster Location.
The location of dumpsters can have a significant visual
impact and should be addressed as part of an overall
building design and incorporated in site planning. To the
greatest extent possible, incorporate dumpster placement
into areas screened with walls, fencing, or plant material
(Fig. 11.15).
Avoid locating dumpsters along major
circulation or use areas. Dumpsters should be directly
accessible by way of a paved service drive or parking lot
with adequate overhead clearance for collection vehicles.
Antiterrorism/force protection requirements restrict the
location of dumpsters to a minimum of 10 meters (33 feet)
from inhabited buildings and 25 meters (82 feet) from
billeting and primary gathering areas (Unified Facilities
Criteria (UFC) 4-010-01, DoD Minimum Antiterrorism
Standards for Buildings, Table B-1).

Fig. 11.16 – Standard

Flagpole

11.3.8.3.2 Dumpster Site Design.
Incorporate plantings to buffer the visual impact of screen
walls. Walls or fencing should be a maximum 6’ in height.
Provide a minimum 3’ clearance on each side between
screen walls and dumpsters to allow adequate pedestrian
and truck access. All dumpsters should be placed on
concrete pads with aprons large enough to encompass the
bearing points of the service vehicle.
11.3.9 Flagpoles.
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The standard flagpole for Rock Island Arsenal will be
tapered mill finish aluminum, fitted with a gold anodized
finish “ball” finial (Figure 11.6). The mounting detail should
be simple with a concrete base flush at grade. A concrete
pad should be used when poles are located in lawn areas.
In plaza areas, flagpole locations and mounting detail should
be integrated into the paving pattern. Flagpoles should
include lighting and may be accented with planting beds
around the base of the flagpole.
11.3.10 Planters.
11.3.10.1 Movable pre-cast concrete planters may be used
outside building entrances to provide seasonal color and
interest and function as security threat barriers (Fig. 11.17).
Planters should be located so they block uninterrupted
vehicular access to a building, but not so they excessively
impede pedestrian movement. Several planters of various
sizes should be grouped together to produce an aesthetically
pleasing display.

11.3.10.2 Planters Sizes and Design. Moveable Planters on
RIA are currently procured through Wausau Tile, Wausau,
Wisconsin. The receptacles are an exposed aggregate
concrete finish, Model number TF4142, color B1, with or
without tapered sides, or equal.

Fig. 11.17 – Movable Planters

Fig. 11.19 – Bicycle Rack System

11.3.11 Bicycle Racks.
Bicycle racks should be provided at key
destination locations. They should be located on
a concrete surface where they will not impede
pedestrian movement or block building entrances.
Rock Island Arsenal has few facilities for bicycles.
Accordingly, the ribbon type tubular aluminum
bike rack with an anodized dark bronze finish is
now the post standard (Fig. 11.19).

11.3.12 Tree Grates.

Fig. 11.20 - Bollard Types –
Standard and Decorative

Tree grates should be used when installing trees in large
paved areas such as pedestrian plazas, walks and
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ceremonial entrance courts. Tree grates and planting pits
should be a minimum of 5’x 5’.
11.3.13 Bollards.
Bollards are utilized to separate vehicular and pedestrian
traffic, to direct access, or as decorative elements in
pedestrian areas. The standard utility bollard is a 6 inch
diameter steel pipe filled with concrete and set into a
concrete base set deep enough to resist frost heave.
Standard utility bollards shall be painted “OSHA” safety
yellow, and are required to have a 3” wide 3M reflective strip
surrounding the top of the bollard, three inches down from
the top edge of the steel pipe.
Decorative bollards are custom made at the Arsenal by
JMTC employees. They are designed to slide down over a
standard steel bollard, and then attached with set screws.
Decorative bollards are to be painted Bronzetone, with a 1
inch wide reflective strip installed 1 inch from the top of pipe.

11.3.14 Playgrounds/Tot Lots.
11.3.14.1 The playgrounds and tot lots within the installation
should utilize equipment that is consistent throughout the
installation or that meets specific criteria of materials, color,
and design. Many of the playgrounds have recently been
replaced through a special funding initiative. An example of
these can be found at Fig. 11.21. Future playground will
follow the design and coloring of these existing playgrounds.

Fig. 11.21 - Playgrounds and Tot Lots

11.3.14.2 Playground Planning and Design.
Guidance for planning and designing unsupervised outdoor
play areas that meet child safety and child development
requirements is found in Technical Manual (TM) 5-803-11,
Children's Outdoor Play Areas. The guidance given in this
publication meets the needs of children with and without
disabilities.
11.3.14.3 Playground Inspection and Maintenance.
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A play area inspection and maintenance program for Child
Development Centers can be found in Technical Manual
(TM) 5-663, Child Development Center, Play Area Inspection
and Maintenance Program.
11.3.14.4 Recalled and Banned Playground Equipment.
For updates on banned or recalled playground equipment
consult the Consumer Product Safety Commission Press
Releases and Recalls web site.
11.3.15 Mailboxes.
11.3.15.1 All mailboxes should be located in close proximity
to the facility they serve. However, when locating mailboxes
consider the potential for the site element being used as a
container for the concealment of explosive, etc. Consider
Antiterrorism/force protection requirements for locating
similar container types i.e. trash receptacles which are
located a minimum of 10 meters (33 feet) from inhabited
buildings and 25 meters (82 feet) form billeting and primary
gathering areas (Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4-010-01,
DoD Minimum Antiterrorism Standards for Buildings, Table
B-1)
11.3.15.2 The location should be coordinated with the Postal
Services.
11.3.15.3 If group mailboxes are required, provide central
locations for them adjacent to hard-surface walkways but not
to impede pedestrian movement.
11.3.16 Monuments, Memorials, and Military Equipment
Static Displays.
11.3.16.1 Monuments and static displays should be carefully
designed and placed in prominent locations to serve as
visual focal points within the installation. Static displays of
equipment should be consolidated in one location to create a
central museum or exhibition facility within the installation.
11.3.16.2 Memorials will conform to the guidance set forth in
Army Regulation (AR) 1-33, Memorial Programs.
11.3.17 Drinking Fountains.
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Outdoor drinking fountains should not be provided except to
support larger playgrounds, outdoor recreation facility
complexes, and outlying recreation areas if convenient to a
potable water supply line. Steps should be provided for
children and the Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility
Guidelines (ADAAG) and Uniform Federal Accessibility
Standards (UFAS) standards meet.
11.4

SIGNS

11.4.1 Signs are used to visually communicate information.
They are highly visible features that should be attractive and
compatible with their surroundings. Careful consideration
must be given to what a sign says, how it is said, its visual
appearance and organization, its location, structural support
system, and relation to other signs within the installation.
Standardized signage systems facilitate movement, provide
a sense of orientation, and reinforce standards of
excellence. Signage creates a unifying element throughout
the installation that visually ties the installation themes
together and builds a reference and continuity that translates
into confidence and reassurance when traveling throughout
the installation. The standards to apply for signage color,
type, and sizing is found in Technical Manual (TM) 5-807-10,
Signage.
11.4.2 Sign System Characteristics. There are several basic
design characteristics that, by serving to convey necessary
information clearly and attractively, are an integral part of
any successful signage system.

Fig. 11.22 - Signing Language Helps
Establish A Signing System

11.4.2.1 Simplicity. An effective strategy provides only
needed information, avoids redundancy and eliminates oversigning with resultant clutter and visual confusion. Sign
messages must be clear, simple, and easy for the motorist to
process quickly.
11.4.2.2 Continuity. It is essential that the system be applied
uniformly and consistently throughout the entire installation.
The importance of consistent implementation extends from
the larger issues of sign type and size down to accurate
color continuity and matching typestyles.

Fig. 11.23 - Signs Can Be
Organized Into Classes Within The
Visual Hierarchy

11.4.2.3 Visibility. Sign location is a very important ingredient
within the system. Signs must be located at significant
decision points and oriented to provide clear sight lines for
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the intended user. Close coordination of locations with
respect to landscaping, utilities, adjacent signage, and
various other street design elements is important to ensure
long-term maximum visibility.
11.4.2.4 Legibility. Sign typestyle, line spacing, color, and
size all combine to create the crucial design characteristics
of legibility. This aspect of sign design should take into
consideration users such as motorist, pedestrians or
bicyclists, and the relative travel speed at which each type of
user will be traveling when viewing the signs.
11.4.3 Vocabulary-Communications.
11.4.3.1 A common language has been created for
establishing a signing system. The different components that
create the sign package have been named and referred to
within the total signing system.
11.4.3.2 The creation of a "signing language" helps generate
a unified bond within sign types that make up a signing
family.
•

Reference
Information/Message
Presentation
Architectural Influence
Graphic Architecture

11.4.4 Visual Hierarchy.
11.4.4.1 The entire signing system must communicate
through a range of sign and typestyle sizes the relative
importance of the individual activity that the sign identifies.
The system should follow a logical progression from a point
of origin to the desired destination.
11.4.4.2 A stated ranking method supports the visual
standard of hierarchy within the signing system. Signs can
be organized within assigned classes with emphasis on the
function and image of the installation.
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Fig. 11.24 – Building Mounted

Information Sign
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11.4.4.3 Within each class, the level of architectural
influence evokes the importance of the sign to the
installation. This is also critical to the idea of progression.
The importance of a sign must be presented in its size and
level of detail.
11.4.4.4 As individuals move closer to their destination on
the installation, the scale of the sign becomes progressively
smaller and the level of the message more detailed.
11.4.5 Types of Signs.
11.4.5.1 Information / Identification Signs.
These are signs that identify entrances to the
installation, areas within the installation, major
tenants, buildings and organizational or
functional components (Fig. 11.25).
They
identify a location, and greet the visitor to that
location. They should be compatible in scale
and character with the architecture and also
blend with the natural surroundings. These
signs are designed to include the following:
11.4.5.1.1 Typeface: Lettering is self-adhesive
backing material.
• Building
Title:
Helvetica
Medium, Upper and lower case
•

Building Numbers: Helvetica regular

•

Building Addresses: Helvetica Medium,
Upper and lower case

11.4.5.1.2 Color:
• Panel: Dark Brown
•

Lettering: White

•

Post: Bronzetone

•

Exposed panel backs and edges:
Brown

•

All paint semi gloss

Fig. 11.25 – Use of Building
Identification Signs

Dark

11.4.5.1.3 Materials
• Panel: Double-face 1/8” thick aluminum
•
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Post: Aluminum Square Tube
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•

Foundation: Concrete pier or direct burial

•

Building numbers: Concealed mechanical
fasteners at each corner of panel into
building wall.

11.4.5.1.4 Building Identification.
11.4.5.1.4.1 Street Addresses. The addressing procedures
prescribed in DoD 4525.8-M, DoD Official Mail Manual are
mandatory for use by all DoD components. DoD 4525.8-M,
Chapter 3 prescribes the following:

• All DoD address shall be assigned so they are
compatible with the United States Postal Services
automated delivery point sequencing. (C3.3)
• The DoD installation is responsible for assigning citystyle, street address on the installation. (C3.3.2.2)
• Street addresses shall be assigned and used even
though a DoD activity may deliver the mail to the addressee.
(C3.3.2.2.1)

Fig. 11.26 - Street Address
Location at Entrance Doors

• Only geographically locatable civilian-style street address
(such as 4102 Cindy Avenue, Fig. 11.26) shall be used.
(C3.3.2.2.4)
• Installations shall not use one street address for the
entire installation and then use secondary unit designators
such as "Building 123" to designate the delivery addresses
on the installation. (C3.3.2.2.5)
• Addresses such as "Building 123 Roberts Street" are not
a valid address format and shall not be used. (C3.3.2.2.6)
11.4.5.1.4.2 Address Placement.
•

Place addresses by the front entrance of the building so
they can be seen. (C3.3.2.3.1)

•

Place both the street name and address number on the
building if both the building number and street address
are visible from the street.

•

Building identification signs will use street addresses.
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Fig. 11.27 - Dimensions for
Building Number Corner
Location, Where Necessary
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•

Buildings without identification signs shall have the
address number and street name centered above the
main entrance or located to the right side.

11.4.5.1.4.2 Building Numbers. Where necessary, building
numbers will be located at a building corner if visible from
the main street, and on the building side facing parking lots.
The size of the sign should be appropriate for the scale of
the building and mounting height. See Technical Manual
(TM) 5-807-10, Signage, para. 3-5h, for various sign grid
specifications.

Fig. 11.28 - Installation Main Entrance
Signs (Type A1)

11.4.5.1.5 Housing Areas.
11.4.5.1.5.1 The sign should be complimentary to the
architectural setting of the housing area and approved by the
installation Real Property Planning Board.
11.4.5.1.5.2 Housing numbers should be placed on the curb
in front of the respective house and on the house where
lighting will effectively light the numbering.
11.4.5.1.6 Installation Identification Signs.

Fig. 11.29 - Typical Street Signs

11.4.5.1.6.1 Installation identification signs name the
installation and display the official US Army plaque (Fig.
11.X). The designation "United States Army" must appear at
the top of the sign in accordance with AR 420-70, para 2-7h.
The main entrance sign will display only the U.S. Army
plaque. When used service- wide, these signs convey a
uniform image of strength and stability to the public.
Emblems, branch colors, unit mottos, names and titles of
individuals are not to be displayed.
11.4.5.1.6.2 Installation identification signs consist of three
types:
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•

Sign type A1, main entrance sign, identifies
the principal visitor entrance.

•

Sign type A2, secondary entrance sign,
identifies entry points with relatively high
volumes of visitor traffic.

Fig. 11.30 - Typical Arrow For Use On
All Destination Signs
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•

Sign type A3, limited access entry gate
signs, identifies entry points with limited
public access.

11.4.5.1.6.3 See Technical Manual (TM) 5-807-10, Signage,
paragraph 3-3, for sign specifications and paragraph 3-11 for
sign placement guidelines.
11.4.5.1.6 Street Signs.
Street name identification signs should be designed with the
same lettering, color and materials as other information
signs.
11.4.5.1.7 Wheeled Electrical Signs.
Wheeled electrical signs will have an attractive presentation.
Temporary landscape elements should be used whenever
possible. The siting of this type of sign will be approved by
the RPPB. No sign of this type will be left in place for longer
than six (6) months. After which time, the sign will be
removed or turned into a permanent sign.

Fig. 11.31 – Direction Sign

11.4.5.2 Directional Signs.
These signs guide the motorist or pedestrian in, around, and
out of the installation (Fig. 11.31). The legibility and
placement of these signs, as well as the ordering of
information, is critical to their effectiveness. These signs
should be placed in central locations and at major decision
points along circulation routes. These signs are designed to
include the following:
11.4.5.2.1 Typeface: Lettering is self-adhesive backing material.
• Helvetica Medium upper and lower case
11.4.5.2.2 Arrow:
• Place at end indicating direction.
•

Stoke width: Helvetica Medium cap

11.4.5.2.3 Color:
• Panel: Dark Brown
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•

Lettering: White

•

Post: Bronzetone

Fig. 11.32 – Regulatory Sign
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•

Exposed panel backs and edges:
Brown

•

All paint semi gloss

Dark

11.4.5.2.4 Materials
• Panel: Double-face 1/8” thick aluminum
•

Post: Aluminum Square Tube

•

Foundation: Concrete pier or direct burial

•

Stainless Steel Bolts

11.4.5.3 Regulatory Signs.
These signs provide the rules for travel and parking on the
installation. They include speed signs, turning and lane use
signs, warning signs, parking control signs, etc. (Fig. 11.32).
Related to these signs are pavement markings and traffic
signals. These signs are designed to include the following:
11.4.5.3.1 Typeface: Lettering is self-adhesive backing
material.
• Helvetica Medium upper and lower case
11.4.5.3.2 Color:
• Panel: Dark Brown
•

Lettering: White

•

Post: Bronzetone

•

Exposed panel backs and edges:
Brown

•

All paint semi gloss

Dark

11.4.5.3.3 Materials
• Panel: Double-face 1/8” thick aluminum
•

Post: Steel Square Tube with Bronzetone
Plastic Cover

•

Foundation: Concrete pier or direct burial

Fig. 11.33 – Sign should be Simple,
Legible and Combined

11.4.5.3.4 Traffic Control Signs.
11.4.5.3.4.1 CONUS Installations. National highway
standards will be used for signs to regulate vehicular traffic
on CONUS installation (AR 420-72, Transportation
Infrastructure And Dams, Para 2-15f). These standards are
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described in the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD). Also see MTMC Pamphlet 55-14, Traffic
Engineering for Better Signs and Markings. This pamphlet
clarifies existing standards and provides definite guidelines
for installation officials to conform to the MUTCD. These
standards shall be used installation wide to include
installation Access Control Points.
11.4.5.3.5 Prohibitory (Warning) Signs. This category of
signage is intended to maintain security and safety on the
installation perimeter and at other specific secure areas.
These signs notify visitors of restrictions, as well as other
security procedures. The guidelines for design, fabrication,
and placement of warning signs are found in Technical
Manual (TM) 5-807-10, Signage, para 3-9.
11.4.6 Electronic Exterior Signs
All exterior flashing signs, traveling lights, or signs animated
by lights of changing degrees of intensity or color are
prohibited.
11.4.7 Sign Placement
Placement of signs differs according to the type of sign and
the specific site constraints. The following guidelines apply
to placement of the majority of signs.
•

Do not place more than one sign at any location.
Traffic rules are the exception to this rule (Fig.
11.34).

•

Place signs in areas free of visual clutter and
landscape materials.

•

Place signs in locations that allow enough time for
the user to read and react to the message.

•

Signs should not be placed to block sight lines at
intersections.

•

Place signs approximately 7 feet above ground
level to be within 10 degrees the driver’s line of
vision (Fig 11.34). Provide proper placement to
avoid a hazard to children.

Fig. 11.34 - Placement Is Critical To Ensure
Easy Readability

11.4.8 Sign System Typography.
11.4.8.1 Military Emblems. The Army has a rich tradition of
military heraldry. Military emblems are an important part of
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the soldiers' identity and the emblems have been carefully
crafted over the years to express unit pride and unique
history and function of the unit. The care and use of
organizational emblems in a signage system can add visual
interest as well as build pride and a sense of history.
However, the overuse of miscellaneous emblems can lead to
clutter and a dilution of their importance. Colors for military
emblems must be in accordance with the Institute of
Heraldry.
11.4.8.2 Department of the Army Plaque. The plaque should
be displayed on installation identification signage to
emphasize the heritage and professionalism of the United
States Army. The design of the plaque must be in
accordance with Army Regulation (AR) 840-1, Department of
the Army Seal, and Department of the Army Emblem and
Branch of Service Plaques, and must be reproduced in full
color.
11.4.8.3 Insignias. The use of branch insignia, shoulder
sleeve insignia, coat of arms and/or distinctive insignia on
headquarters signs is permitted. All military emblems must
appear in full color. Motivational symbols or motifs will not be
used.

Fig. 11.35 - Visual Clutter Causes
Confusion

11.4.9 Reduce Visual Clutter.
11.4.9.1 Over-signing detracts form a uniform sign system
and if left uncontrolled will eventually destroy the integrity of
the system.
11.4.9.2 Clutter creates confusion and ineffectiveness. Often
motorist and pedestrians are confused by the bombardment
of messages that have no relationship to each other, or the
communication is on such a minimal level that the sign
serves no purpose.

Fig. 11.36 - Location Maps Provide a
Sense of Place

11.4.10 Location Maps.
11.4.10.1 The location map is an integral element of an
installation entrance. The location map display provides
information and sense of place to the viewer. The design
and construction should be of compatible architectural
materials found throughout the installation.
11.4.10.2 The location map should contain the following
characteristics within the design.
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•

Plexiglas covered map for protection

•

Architectural compatible materials used for the base

•

Paved walk-up area

•

Litter receptacle

•

Provide parking adjacent

•

Provide current takeaway maps

11.5

LIGHTING

11.5.1 Lighting is a functional requirement of installations
that also impacts the visual environment. The installation
lighting system conveys a sense of order and organization.
There are five primary types of lighting on military
installations. They are:
•
•
•
•
•

Roadway Lighting
Pedestrian Lighting
Parking Lot Lighting
Outdoor Architectural Lighting
Security Lighting

11.5.2 The primary visual problem that exists with exterior
lighting on most military installations has been the lack of
overall coordination of a lighting system.
11.5.3 A lighting system provides the proper type of lighting
for different lighting requirements and locations. A system is
composed of six primary components – fixtures, light height,
type of pole, light spacing, type of lamp, and level of intensity
of lamp.
11.5.4 The proper type of lighting for various locations is
shown in the Figure 11-37 Lighting Design Matrix.
11.5.5 All lighting should be located or designed to prevent
undesirable spillover of light into other areas. Spotlights in
particular should be aimed or screened to prevent glare that
could blind motorists or pedestrians or light sleeping areas.
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Training areas
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Large Parking Lots
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•
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•

Landscaping
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•

Buildings
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Figure 11.37
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11.5.6 Light Fixtures.
11.5.6.1 A lighting fixture is the frame or housing for holding
the lamp in position and for protecting it from damage. Light
fixtures should be selected and located to maintain the
minimum foot-candle requirements for safety and security
purposes. Beyond that, aesthetic considerations should take
precedence.
11.5.6.2 Lighting fixtures are grouped into five general
categories as defined below. Figure 11.38 includes
examples of four of the categories.
11.5.6.2.1 Cutoff Lighting.
Refers to the large shoebox-shaped fixtures placed on tall
poles and used to illuminate streets and parking lots. They
are designed to cut off light traveling to the top and sides of
the fixtures, concentrating it down onto the parking lot. The
fixtures reduce the spillover of light where it is not wanted.

Fig. 11.38 – Example of Cutoff, Bollard,

Wall and Spot Lighting

11.5.6.2.2 Utility Lighting.
Refers to simple, inexpensive fixtures that are used in
industrial areas of low visibility.
11.5.6.2.3 Bollard Lighting.
Refers to fixtures that are mounted on or in a short post to
illuminate pedestrian areas. They can also be used as
physical barriers between pedestrian and vehicular traffic.
11.5.6.2.4 Spotlighting.
Refers to high intensity fixtures that concentrate light into a
narrow beam and are used to highlight signs and other
important objects.
Spotlights should be screened by
landscaping or other methods so they are inconspicuous
during the day.

Fig. 11.39 – Pole Height Determined
by Function

11.5.6.2.5 Wall-Mounted Lighting.
Refers to fixtures attached to the wall of a building or a wall
bordering a walkway or stairway.
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11.5.7 Light Poles
11.5.7.1 The light fixture size should be proportional to the
intended pole height.
11.5.7.2 Pole requirements are dependent on use and
location. Particulars will be determined on a case by case
basis.
11.5.8 Light Fixtures and Poles.
Light poles should be consistent and provide uniformity
throughout the installation.
The pole height shall be
determined by their intended function as shown in Fig.
11.39.

Fig. 11.40 – Example of pedestrian

lighting

11.5.9 Lamp Characteristics.
Selection of a lamp involves evaluating its optical control,
efficiency, lamp color rendition, lamp life, cost and
maintenance.
The following is a summary of the
characteristics of typical lamp types.
Recommended
locations for the six types are included in Figure 11.37.
11.5.9.1 Incandescent
• Superior color rendition
•

Inexpensive

•

Good optical control

•

Short life span

•

Lowest efficiency

11.5.9.2 High Pressure Sodium
• Poor color rendition
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•

Broad application

•

Low maintenance

•

Superior optical control

•

Superior life span

•

Excellent efficiency

•

Expensive
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11.5.9.3 Low Pressure Sodium
• Poor color rendition
•

Good efficiency

•

Superior life span

•

Expensive

11.5.9.4 Fluorescent
• Good color rendition
•

Poor optical control

•

Good life span

•

Good efficiency in mild climates

•

Produces glare

11.5.9.5 Metal Halide
• Superior color rendition
•

Superior optical control

•

Efficiency better than mercury vapor but poorer
than pressure sodium.

•

Expensive

11.5.9.6 Mercury Vapor

11.6

•

Good color rendition

•

Good foliage lighting

•

Good life span

•

Good efficiency

•

Inexpensive

UTILITIES

11.6.1 Utility systems provide the basic infrastructure of
power, communication, water, and sewer services necessary
for the operation of the installation. Utilities play a key role in
the visual quality on an installation. Their primary impact on
the visual quality is the result of the clutter of overhead utility
lines and poorly designed storm drainage systems.

Fig. 11.41 - Screen Existing Utilities to
Decrease Visual Impact

11.6.2 The visual and environmental impact of utilities
should be minimized on the installation (Fig. 11.41). Also,
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the systems should be designed to minimize maintenance
and repair. The result is a more sustainable utility system
that will promote the overall sustainability of the installation.
The primary components of the utility system and
recommendations for their location and design are included
below.
11.6.3 Overhead Transmission Lines
11.6.3.1 Unsightly overhead utilities should be relocated
underground wherever possible to reduce negative visual
impacts, and reduce maintenance and repair requirements.
Underground utilities are also desirable for protection from
terrorist or other enemy attack. When underground locations
are not possible, the negative visual impacts should be
minimized by using the following design techniques:
11.6.3.2 Overhead Transmission Lines Location.
Overhead transmission lines should be aligned along edges
of land use areas to avoid dividing an area and creating
gaps or unusable areas. They should conform to natural
landforms that can be utilized to screen them from public
view. Hills should be crossed obliquely rather than at right
angles. Alignments along hillcrests or steep grades should
be avoided.

Fig. 11.42 - Soften Impact of Overhead
Lines

11.6.3.2 View Screening.
Minimize long views or silhouette views of overhead
transmission lines from along roads and other public viewing
areas.
Avoid the “tunnel effect” of long, straight,
uninterrupted views along the alignment by clearing
vegetation only within the right-of-way that threatens the
overhead lines. Jog the alignment at road crossings and
periodically undulate and feature plant materials along the
edges of the right-of-way.
11.6.4 Distribution Lines.
Power distribution lines should also be located underground
to minimize negative visual impact, reduce maintenance and
protect from terrorist or other enemy attack. If overhead,
they should be located out of view from main public visibility
areas or screened to be as unobtrusive as possible (Fig.
11.42 and Fig. 11.43). Avoid alignments of overhead lines
along major circulation corridors.
Use minor streets,
alleyways, rear lot lines, and vegetation or topography that
provide screening and minimize visual impact. Minimize the
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number of poles and pole height, and use poles that blend
into their surroundings to reduce visual impact. Poles should
also be multi-functional for power, telephone, cable
television, street lighting, etc., to reduce visual clutter.
11.6.5 Substations and Transformers.
Substations and transformers should be designed and
located to minimize their visual impact and be compatible
with the character of their setting. Substations are best
located in industrial use areas rather than in major public
circulation areas. They should be screened from public view
by using plant material, berms, and walls.
11.6.6 Sewer and Water.
11.6.6.1 All sewer and water lines should be underground.
11.6.6.2 Sewage treatment facilities should be located 1,250
ft. (0.38 Km) distance and in a downwind direction from all
inhabited facilities.
11.6.6.2 Treatment facilities should be screened from view of
major roads and other installation facilities by plant material,
berms, walls, and fences.
11.6.6.3 A water storage tank that has visual strength in its
form can be used as a focal point or identifying landmark
that can provide a sense of orientation within the installation.
11.6.6.4 Fire hydrants should be highly visible and free of
any screening. Hydrant barrels on potable water lines shall
be painted yellow, non-potable hydrant barrels shall be
painted red. Both shall have a 1 inch wide reflective tape
strip installed around the base of the cap. Caps shall indicate
available water flow (Fig. 11.44). The colors used on RIA are
as follows: light blue: 1500 gpm minimum; green: 1000 to
1499 gpm; orange: 500 to 999 gpm; and red: less than 500
gpm.
11.6.7 Storm Drainage

Fig. 11.44 - Fire Hydrants shall be
no longer be painted Bronzetone.
Caps Shall be painted to indicate
available water flow, and barrels
painted according to whether water
is potable or not.

11.6.7.1 Installation storm drainage systems should be
appropriate to the character of development they serve.
Storm drainage systems in densely developed areas require
curbs, gutters, and underground lines. Storm drainage
systems in low-density areas can utilize drainage swales and
ditches that are contoured to be compatible with the natural
landform. Where retention ponds are required, they should
be designed to appear as a natural amenity that is part of the
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natural contour of the land, rather than a square or
rectangular hole in the ground. Retention ponds that are
designed to be dry most of the time can be utilized for
recreational purposes or as open space. In either case, the
areas should be designed to conform to the natural contours
of the land.
11.6.7.2 Large hard surfaced parking lots should have
covered drainage at the entry to prevent water draining into
adjacent streets.
11.7

ARMY STANDARDS

11.7.1 The cited Army Standards shall be met.
•

DoD 4525.8-M, DoD Official Mail Manual

•

Army Regulation (AR) 420-49, Utility Services

•

Army Regulation (AR) 420-70, Buildings and Structures

•

Army Regulation (AR) 420-72, Transportation
Infrastructure and Dams

•

Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines
(ADAAG)

•

Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS)

•

Technical Manual (TM) 5-807-10, Signage

•

Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)

•

MTMC Pamphlet 55-14, Traffic Engineering for Better
Signs and Markings

•

Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4-010-01, DoD Minimum
Antiterrorism Standards for Buildings

11.8

REFERENCES

11.8.1 The following references are provided for guidance.
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•

Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 2-600-01, Installation
Design, Chap 11

•

Army Regulation (AR) 1-33, Memorial Programs

•

Army Regulation (AR) 840-1, Department of the Army
Seal, and Department of the Army Emblem and Branch
of Service Plaques

•

Technical Manual (TM) 5-663, Child Development
Center, Play Area Inspection and Maintenance Program

•

Technical Manual (TM) 5-803-5, Installation Design
Manual

•

Technical Manual (TM) 5-803-11/Air Force AFJMAN 3210139, Children's Outdoor Play Areas

Links
Go to Section 12
Go to Table of
Contents
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Technical Instructions (TI) 804-11, Design for NonOrganizational or Privately Owned Vehicle (POV) Site
Circulation and Parking
Technical Manual (TM) 5-811-1/Air Force AFJMAN 321080, Electric Power Supply and Distribution
Technical Manual (TM) 5-822-2, General Provisions and
Geometric Design for Roads, Streets, Walks, and Open
Storage Areas
Technical Manual (TM) 5-850-2/Air Force AFJMAN 321046, Railroad Design and Rehabilitation
Manual For Railway Engineering
Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4-010-01, DoD Minimum
Antiterrorism Standards for Buildings
Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines
(ADAAG)
Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)
9.15

REFERENCES

9.15.1 The following references are provide for guidance.
Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 2-600-01, Installation
Design, Chap 9
U.S. Air Force, Landscape Design Guide, Parking Area
U.S. Air Force, Landscape Design Guide, Walkways and
Bikeways (Provides a comprehensive walkways and
bikeways planning guide including sections on paving
materials and gradients and curvature data.)
Chicago's Bike Lane Design Manual (Provides a
comprehensive series of technical drawings and design
specifications for bike lanes.)

Links
Go to Section 10
Go to Table of
Contents
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Section 12
FORCE
PROTECTION
DESIGN
STANDARDS

12.1

INTRODUCTION

12.1.1 Accommodating the need for security and
antiterrorism is a significant concern for all military facilities
design. The security and antiterrorism requirements must be
integrated into the total project. Design of protective
elements should seek to visually enhance and complement
the design of a facility. Site elements such as fences,
courtyards, screen walls, swales, berms, planters, and
retaining walls can be used effectively for facility protection.
These design elements should be designed to provide visual
harmony with the main facility, producing architectural
compatibility through consistent use and application of
materials, forms, and colors.
12.1.2 Final design decisions to meet security and
antiterrorism requirements and resolve conflicts will require
coordination among the design disciplines and appropriate
functional areas to include land planners, landscape
architects, architects, intelligence personnel, security
personnel, Force Protection Officer, facility users, and
engineers. The designers must work to balance force
protection requirements with all other requirements that
impact design and development.
These include the
Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines
(ADAAG), National Fire Protection Codes (NFPA), and all
applicable local building codes and ordinances. The design
team will also consult security personnel to determine
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whether portions of the design documents are subject to
access limitations.
12.2

BUILDING SITING AND DESIGN STANDARDS

12.2.1 A primary concern for Army installations throughout
the world is the threat of terrorist attack. To minimize the
likelihood of mass casualties from terrorist attacks against
DoD personnel in the buildings in which they work and live
DoD has developed the Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4010-01, DoD Minimum Antiterrorism Standards for Buildings.
12.2.1.1 UFC 4-010-01 establishes the minimum building
antiterrorism standards for all DoD components.
Mandatory DoD minimum antiterrorism standards for new
and existing inhabited buildings are contained in Appendix B.
Mandatory DoD minimum antiterrorism standards for
expeditionary and temporary structures are contained in
Appendix D.
Additional recommended measures for new and existing
inhabited buildings are contained in Appendix C.
Implementation of the mandatory standards is obligatory for
all new construction regardless of the funding source. These
standards apply to FY 2004, and all subsequent fiscal years,
for projects involving new construction and major
renovations for inhabited structures. The standards will be
reviewed before any site planning or design is initiated.
12.2.1.2 Minimum Standoff Distances and Separation for
Buildings:
The minimum standoff distances and separation for new
and existing buildings are found in Table B-1 of UFC 4-01001.
The minimum standoff distances and separation for
expeditionary and temporary structures are found in Table
D-1 of UFC 4-010-01.
12.2.1.3 The DoD minimum standards, when applicable,
may be supplemented by more stringent force protection
building standards to meet specific threats inherent in the
geographical area where the facility is to be constructed.
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Those additional requirements may be established by either
standards for specific Combatant Commanders or based on
Risk and/or Threat Analysis.
12.2.1.4 When the minimum standoff distances can not be
achieved because land is unavailable, the standards allow
for building hardening to mitigate blast effects. Costs and
requirements for building hardening will be are addressed in
the DoD Security Engineering Manual. (See para 12.2.2
below for information regarding the DoD Security
Engineering Manual.)
12.2.2 Implementing Design Guidance. Additional guidance
on applying the DoD Minimum Antiterrorism Standards for
Buildings will be found in UFC 4-010-02, DoD Security
Engineering Manual. Currently, this document is in draft
form. Until the DoD Security Engineering Manual is
published, see the guidance provided on the Security
Engineering Working Group website.
12.2.2.1 Website Access for Military and Government Users.
This is a password protected website. To enter the site you
must be accessing the site from either a ".mil" or ".gov"
address. Upon initial entry, you will be prompted with
instructions on how to acquire your password.
12.2.2.2 Website Access for Non Military and Government
Users. Currently, the Protective Design Center is developing
a procedure for e-mailing the network administrator to
receive procedures to enter the site. If upon initial entry into
the site there are no instructions on this procedures, contact
the Protective Design Center (CENWO-ED-S) at (402) 2213151 for instructions.
12.2.3 Orientation of Buildings on a Site. The following will
be given consideration when determining the orientation of a
building.
12.2.3.1 Deny aggressors a clear "line of sight" to the facility
from on or off the installation where possible. Protect the
facility against surveillance by locating the protected facility
outside of the range or out of the view of vantage points.
12.2.3.2 Protect against attack by selecting perimeter
barriers to block sightlines such as obstruction screens,
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trees, or shrubs. Non-critical structures or other natural or
man-made features can be used to block sightlines.
12.2.3.3 Create "defensible space" by positioning facilities to
permit building occupants and police to clearly monitor
adjacent areas.
12.2.3.4 If roads are nearby, orient building so that there are
no sides parallel to vehicle approach routes.
12.2.3.5 Design vehicular flow to minimize vehicle bomb
threats, avoid high-speed approach into any critical or
vulnerable area.
12.2.3.6 Avoid siting the facility adjacent to high surrounding
terrain, which provides easy viewing of the facility from
nearby non-military facilities.
12.3 FENCING
12.3.1 Fences are used as protective measures against
project-specific threats. They are most appropriately used to
define boundaries and to deter penetration of a secure area
(Fig. 12.2). A fence will assist in controlling and screening
authorized access to a secured area. Fences also serve the
purposes listed below.
12.3.1.1 As a platform for the Intrusion Detection System.
12.3.1.2 As a screen against explosive projectiles.

Fig. 12.2 – Fences offer various
Force Protection measures

12.3.1.3 To stop moving vehicles if they are reinforced to do
so.
12.3.2 Plants with tall growth habits and/or large mature
growth shall be located well away from security fences.
12.4

LANDSCAPE CONSIDERATIONS

12.4.1 Landscaping guidelines for buildings should not be
ignored because of standoff distances. The landscape
design should enhance the overall attractiveness of the
facility while still providing or enhancing the objective level of
security level of security.
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12.4.2 Establish clear zones along both sides of security
fencing. Vegetation in the clear zone should not exceed four
inches in height. (DoD 0-2000.12-H, Protection of DoD
Personnel and Activities Against Acts of Terrorism and
Political Turbulence, Appendix EE, Table EE-4)
12.4.3 Strategically locate trees and planters to prevent
penetration of an attack vehicle into the secure area
perimeter.
12.4.4 Vegetative groupings and earth sheltering berms
provide inherent blast effect reduction from external blast
forces.
12.4.5 Plant material that can provide concealment will not
be used adjacent to high security structures or fence lines.
12.4.6 Use dense, thorn-bearing plant material to create
natural barriers to deter aggressors.
12.4.7 Screen play and outdoor recreation areas from public
(off-installation) view.
12.4.8 Designers need to balance the need for signs that
identify, locate, and direct residents and supported
personnel to installation assets, versus the need to
discourage and frustrate hostile intelligence gathering and
access. One method of achieving this balance could be to
direct people to a community support or information center to
obtain directions to high security activities. Another could be
"All incoming personnel and visitors report to building
number 23."
12.4.9 Place trash containers as far away from the facility as
possible. Antiterrorism/force protection requirements restrict
the location of dumpsters to a minimum of 10 meters (33
feet) from inhabited buildings and 25 meters (82 feet) from
billeting and primary gathering areas (Unified Facilities
Criteria (UFC) 4-010-01, DoD Minimum Antiterrorism
Standards for Buildings, Table B-1).
12.4.10 Unobstructed Space. Ensure that vegetation and
site features within 10 meters (33 feet) of inhabited buildings
do not conceal from observation objects of 150mm (6
inches) in height. (UFC 4-010-01, Appendix B, Para B-1.3)
This does not preclude landscaping within the unobstructed
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space, but it will affect the design and may affect plant
selection.
12.5

LIGHTING

Lighting systems for security operations provide illumination
for visual and closed-circuit television (CCTV) surveillance of
boundaries, sensitive inner areas, and entry points. When
CCTV is used as part of security operations, the lighting
system will be coordinated with the CCTV system. The
specific installation environment and the intended use
determine lighting system requirements. Often two or more
types of lighting systems are used within a single area (Fig.
12.X). Guidance on the use of security lighting may be
obtained from TM 5-811-1, Electrical Power Supply and
Distribution.

Fig. 12.3 – Lighting creates
a deterrent

12.6 BERMS
12.6.1 Use of berms for force protection can fulfill one of
more of the following functions (Fig. 12.4).
Define boundaries of property or boundary limits.
Provide a barrier to moving vehicles.
Hinder pedestrian movement.
Intercept projectiles.
Obstruct lines of sight.
12.6.2 Berms used to block lines of sight or projectiles must
be high enough to achieve those objectives or may be
combined with landscaping or other construction elements.
Detailed design guidance is contained in Army Technical
Manual (TM) 5-853-3/AFMAN 32-1071, Vol. 3, Security
Engineering Final Design. (Note: this manual is a "For
Official Use Only" document and is not accessible on the
Army Corps of Engineers publications website. A copy of the
manual can be acquired by ordering it through your standard
publications account.)
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Fig. 12.4 – Berms can serve

many Force Protection functions
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12.7 GATES AND ENTRANCES (ACCESS CONTROL
POINTS)
12.7.1 Installation entry points are key components in the
force protection security program. The most effective
entrances accommodate the functions of observation,
detection, inspection, access control, and disablement of
hostile personnel and vehicles, while containing the vehicles
and pedestrians until access is granted. These areas are
one of the most important installation features in the creation
of a sense of arrival for both installation personnel and
visitors. It is important that these areas present a positive
public image (Fig. 12.5)
Fig. 12.5 – Conceptual Entrance

12.7.2 The Headquarters Department of the Army, Deputy
Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans, DAMO-ODL, office
in coordination with the Protective Design and Electronic
Security Centers of Expertise are currently developing
standards for Army access control points. These standards
will be published in the near future. Contact number for the
current status of the Access Control Point standards is (703)
693-2906.

Gate to Meet AT/FP Requirements

12.7.3 Physical Security Equipment.
12.7.3.1 The Product Manager, Physical Security Equipment
(PM-PSE) under DoD Directive 3324.3 is assigned the
mission of developing, fielding, and supporting Physical
Security Equipment (PSE) throughout its life cycle for the
Army, Joint Services, and other Government agencies.
12.7.3.2 The DoD Directive assigns specific areas of
responsibility which include: interior PSE, Command and
Control Systems, security lighting, force protection systems,
barrier systems, and interior and exterior robotics. The PMPSE homepage and the DA-approved equipment Blank
Purchase Agreements (BPAs) are listed below.
Product Manager - Physical Security Equipment
Homepage
DA-approved PSE Equipment Blanket Purchase
Agreements (BPAs)
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12.8

ARMY STANDARDS

12.8.1 The cited Army Standards shall be met.
Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4-010-01, DoD Minimum
Antiterrorism Standards for Buildings
Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4-010-10, DoD Minimum
Antiterrorism Standoff Distances for Buildings (This
document is a "For Official Use Only (FOUO)" publication.
Users may contact the Point of Contact posted at the noted
website for inquires regarding this document.)
Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS)
Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guideline
(ADAAG)
DoD Instruction 2000.16, DoD Antiterrorism Standards
12.9

REFERENCES

12.9.1 The following references are provided for guidance.
Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 2-600-01, Installation
Design, Chap 12
DoD Handbook 2000.12-H, Protection of DoD Personnel
and Activities Against Acts of Terrorism and Political
Turbulence, February 1993 (This Handbook is a "For Official
Use Only (FOUO)" publication. Users may contact the Point
of Contact posted at the following website to obtain a copy of
the Handbook.)
http://www.dtic.mil/whs/directives/corres/html/o200012h.htm

Army Regulation (AR) 525-13, The Army Force
Protection Program (Available only through the Army
Knowledge Online web portal.)
UFC 4-010-02, DoD Security Engineering Manual, (This
document is in draft form. See the Security Engineering
Working Group website.
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Appendix A
DESIGN TEAM
IDG CHECKLIST

A.1 A Design Team IDG Checklist should be completed for all projects that impact the
appearance of an Army Installation. The Master Planner shall provide the checklist to
all teams designing new facilities, additions or renovations to existing facilities on the
installation. The Design Team IDG Design Checklist is to be completed by the design
team to ensure that the guidelines and standards have been considered and complied
with in the design process, and by the Master Planner in project review.
A.2 The Designer of Record, or Design Agent, will provide a copy of the completed
checklist, together with a signed certification statement with each design submittal
[10% (pre-concept), 35%, 60%, and 90% for each MILCON project]. The Designer of
Record will complete the checklist and verify compliance in the space provided. In the
case of Design Build, all agents i.e. the Corps of Engineers, NAF, AFFES, Host
Nation, tenants, etc. shall have the prospective design build contractors submit a
completed IDG Checklist as part of their proposal. The completed checklist will be
provided to the Master Planner for review and concurrence, or denial. Upon a
determination of concurrence by the Master Planner, the plan and checklist with
signatures will then be provided to the Real Property Planning Board for final
acceptance or denial. The accepted checklist will become a part of the project record
files.
A.3 If plans are denied at the installation or command level of review for noncompliance (where applicable), an explanation of the denial will be provided to the
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Designer of Record. The plan and checklist can be resubmitted with revisions as
indicated in the explanation of denial.

A.4
INSTALLATION DESIGN GUIDES (IDG)
COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST
1. Project Title and Description.
Title:
__________________________________________________________________
Description:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
2. Project
Justification:
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
3. Sustainable Design:
a. Has SPiRiT Checklist been attached? (If not, obtain completed checklist)
b. Does SPiRiT meet or exceed Silver level? ("Silver" is the standard for all FY06
MILCON vertical construction projects currently under design (as of
March 18, 2003). For all other FY06 and future-year MILCON projects
the minimum SPiRiT rating requirement is "Gold".)
Yes _____ - Review project as submitted.
No _____ - Return submittal to design team for revisions to meet SPiRiT.
4. Site Planning
a. Was a site plan prepared for the proposed project utilizing the IDG Design
Process included in Sections 2, 3 and 5 of the IDG?
Yes _____

No _____

b. Does the site plan follow the guidelines of the Site Planning Design Component
of the IDG?
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Yes _____

No _____

c. Does the site plan meet AT/FP requirements identified in Section 12 of the
IDG?
Yes _____

No _____

d. Designer Comments on Site Planning:
_______________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
______
e. Does Site Planning comply with IDG? If not, provide justification.
_______________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
______
f. Does Site Planning meet approved installation master plan siting compliance?
Yes _____

No_____

If not, provide justification.

_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
g. Has NEPA been initiated for the construction effort in accordance with AR 2002?
Yes _____

No _____

h. Has airspace criteria been considered relative to airfield accident potential
zones?
Yes _____
5.

No _____

Buildings
a. Does the building exterior design meet the Building Design objectives defined
in the IDG?
Yes _____

No _____

b. Is the building exterior designed to meet the Structural Characteristics defined
in the IDG?
Yes _____
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c. If the project is a renovation or addition, does the proposed renovation or
addition meet IDG building design and structural characteristics?
Yes _____

No _____

d. If the project is a renovation or addition to a historic building, does the
renovation or addition maintain the design integrity of the original building or
meet Historical Approval Agencies' requirements for any deviations?
Yes _____

No _____

e. Does the building exterior design meet AT/FP requirements (if applicable)?
Yes _____

No _____

f. Designer Comments on exterior Building Design:
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
g. Does Building design comply with IDG? If not, provide justification.
_______________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
______
6. Circulation
a. If the project includes roadway construction, does the proposed plan meet
Federal Highway and/or local guidelines defined in the IDG?
Yes _____

No _____

b. If the project includes roadway construction, does the proposed plan meet
AT/FP roadway setback requirements defined in the IDG?
Yes _____

No _____

c. If the project includes roadway construction, does the proposed plan include
applicable roadway alignment and intersection guidelines defined in IDG?
Yes _____

No _____

d. If the project is an entrance gate, does the proposed plan include entrance gate
guidelines and standards defined in the IDG?
Yes _____
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e. If the project includes parking, does the proposed plan meet the Parking Lot
Location/Design guidelines defined in the IDG?
Yes _____

No _____

f. If the project includes pedestrian circulation, does the proposed plan meet the
Walkways and Pedestrian Circulation Guidelines in the IDG?
Yes _____

No _____

g. If the project includes bicycle circulation, does the proposed plan meet the
Bikeway Guidelines in the IDG?
Yes _____

No _____

h. Designer Comments on Circulation Design:
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
i.

Does Circulation Design comply with IDG? If not, provide justification.
_______________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
______

7. Plant Material
a. All projects for new construction should include the planting of trees, shrubs,
and/or groundcover. Does the project include a proposed planting plan?
Yes _____

No _____

c. Does the proposed planting plan meet AT/FP requirements defined in the IDG?
Yes _____

No _____

d. Does the proposed planting plan follow plant material recommendations in the
selected Plant Palette Matrix included in the IDG?
Yes _____

No _____

e. Designer Comments on Landscape Design:
_______________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
______
_______________________________________________________________
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f. Does Landscape Design comply with IDG? If not, provide justification.
_______________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
______
8. Site Elements
a. If the project includes Site Furnishings, does the proposed plan follow the
guidelines in the IDG?
Yes _____

No _____

b. If the project includes Signs, does the proposed plan meet the Signs standards
in the IDG?
Yes _____

No _____

c. If the project includes exterior Lighting, does the proposed plan meet the
exterior Lighting guidelines defined in the IDG.
Yes _____

No _____

d. Will all power and other distribution lines be located underground?
Yes _____

No _____

e. Will all substations and transformers be designed as to be screened from view?
Yes _____

No _____

f. Will all sewer and water lines be located underground?
Yes _____

No _____

g. Are all storm drain systems designed to meet the guidelines defined in the
IDG?
Yes _____

No _____

h. Designer Comments on Site Elements Design:
_______________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
______
i.
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Does Site Elements Design comply with IDG? If not, provide justification.
_______________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
______
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9. Antiterrorism (Security)
a. Have installation boundary setbacks been included?
Yes ______

No _____

b. Have building setbacks from roads, parking, other buildings been included?
Yes ______

No _____

c. Do site plans and landscape plans include the criteria outlined for AT/FP.
Yes _____

No _____

d. Designer Comments on AT/FP Compliance:
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
e. Does AT/FP Design comply with IDG? If not, provide justification.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

I hereby certify that the information provided is in compliance with the
guidelines of the installation or applicable IDG, except as justified as noncompliance.
___________________________________________
Designer of Record

Concur _____

Deny _____, Explanation of denial is attached.

________________________________________________
IDG Coordinator

Accept _____

______________
Date

Deny _____, Explanation of denial is attached.

________________________________________________

5 March 2012
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Command Review (Where Applicable)

Date

Links
Go to Appendix B
Go to Table of Contents
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Appendix B
PROJECT
REQUIREMENTS
IDG
CHECKLIST

B.1 The following checklist is optional and is designed for use on major projects.
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PROJECT REQUIREMENTS CHECKLIST
For Completion by Installation Personnel for Use in Preparation of the Request for Proposals
(RFP)

PROJECT

LOCATION

DPW/DIS POC

PH#

ADDRESS:

E-MAIL
DATE CHECKLIST COMPLETED

BY

When completing this form it is important to remember that it is the responsibility of the
installation to resolve any conflicts between the different “users” (i.e. DPCA, DPW, etc.) about
wants, needs, etc. The A/E that prepares the RFP must have the specific guidance contained
herein to get you what you want. If there is information you wish to provide that is not specifically
requested or you are unable to make your desires clear within the confines of this checklist, then
add those comments at the end. Overseas installations consider compliance with Host Nation
codes.

1.0

GENERAL INFORMATION
A.

Maps and plans available: (Provide copies with completed checklist)
1.

Basic Information Maps (BIMS): (List Drawing No’s)
(Maps should be provided in Spatial Data Standards (SDS) compatible
GIS format whenever possible.)

Site Map
Area Map
Site Topography
Site Electrical
Site Gas
Site Communications
Site Sanitary Sewer
Site Storm Sewer
Site Steam Supply and Return
Site Water
Site Plan Extract - from RPMP (Future Development Site Plan)
Project Location Plans
Other
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B.

2.

Aerial Photograph (Preferred to Topographic)

3.

USGS Map

4.

Project Siting Plan (Proposed)

5.

Environmental
Jurisdictional wetlands designation

b)

Historical concerns

Project Building Plans: (If renovation/addition or prior design, provide
available information and plans)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

C.

a)

Foundation
Basement
Floor
Structural
Roof
Elevations

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Electrical
Mechanical
Plumbing
Site Utilities
Specifications
Other

Applicable Codes and Standards:
List all known applicable codes and regulations. Generally, NAF construction will
not follow Federal or Military Specifications.
Department of Defense (DoD) Governing criteria is UFC 1-200-01, Design:
General Building Requirements, 31 July 2002
Local Building Codes:

State and County Codes:

Environmental Regulations:

Installation Regulations:

Cultural Regulations:

Other:
National Fire Protection Codes (NFPA), Military Handbook 1008C
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1.1

TEMPORARY FACILITIES AVAILABLE TO THE CONTRACTOR
A.

Facilities available to contractor during construction:
1.

General Site Plan has been annotated to show limits of construction site:
Yes,
No. If the contractor requires the use of
___
additional area, he must obtain written approval from the Contracting
Officer.

2.

Construction Office available:

3.

Covered materials storage available:

Yes,

No.
Yes,

No.

4.
Uncovered materials storage available: Yes,
No.
NOTE: Security of construction site and materials is the Contractor’s
responsibility.

Select fill borrow areas, spoil areas, sanitary fill and haul routes are
Yes,
No.
shown on attached Installation map:
List any restrictions or notes on the use of those areas:
5.

NOTE: Disposition of scrap and salvageable materials resulting from
construction is the responsibility of the contractor unless otherwise noted and
agreed.

B.

Utilities available to contractor during construction:
1.

Potable Water:
Cost $

2.

Non-Potable Water (Irrigation, Machine Washing, etc…): Yes,
Metering required:
Yes,
No. Cost $
per

3.

Electricity:
Cost $

4.

Natural gas:
Cost $

Yes,
per

Yes,

Yes,

No; Metering required:
.

Yes,

No; Metering required:
per
.

Yes,

No; Metering required:
per
.

Yes,

No.

No;
.
No.

No.

5.
Sanitary sewer:
Yes,
No
NOTE: Utilities used at the construction may be metered and/or charged to the
contractor. The rate schedule for utilities will be provided as part of this
completed checklist and shall be the basis by which the installation will bill the
utility usage. Installation of temporary meters, where required, and temporary
tie-ins to the utility systems shall be the responsibility and at the cost of the
contractor.
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1.2

DEMOLITION REQUIREMENTS
A.

Facilities for demolition, relocation, or retention.
Provide description, size, type construction, and location of any existing facilities
on the site that must be demolished, relocated or retained. Consider all
structures, foundations, pavements, communications, and utilities (whether active
or abandoned). Consider demolition hazards (i.e. lead, asbestos, etc.). Every
effort shall be made by the installation to ensure compliance with the clean site
policy. Provide the date when the clean site will be available. Recycle building
demolition and debris material when ever possible.

1.3

PAVING REQUIRMENTS
A.

Parking area (s) required:
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No.

1.

Location and brief description:

2.

Number of parking spaces for passenger vehicles:
(including
spaces for the handicapped).

3.

Type of pavement:

4.

Perimeter of parking area (s) to have concrete curb:

5.

Striping of parking spaces required:
a)
b)

B.

Yes,

Yes,

Yes,

No.

No.

Width of stripes:
Type of paint to be used:

6.

Special signage required:

7.

Concrete wheel stops required:

8.

Handicapped ramps/depressed curbs required:

Service road (s) required:

Yes,

Yes,

No.

Yes,

No.

Yes,

No.

No.

1.

Location:

2.

Type pavement:

3.

Concrete curbing required on both sides of road:

4.

Minimum roadway width:
Feet
.
List any other special paving considerations or needs:

C.

D.

Sidewalks required:

Yes,

No.

1.

Type of paving material:

2.

Location:

3.

Minimum width:

4.

Minimum thickness shall be 6” exposed aggregate in all residential and
administrative areas.

Concrete dumpster pads required:

Yes,

No.

1.

Number of pad (s):

each. See note below.

2.

Size of each pad:

feet by

3.

Provide bumper stops at rear of pads:

4.

Provide architectural screening of pads:
Type:

feet.
Yes,
Yes,

No.
No.

NOTE: Building orientation or design may eliminate need for screening.
Screening shall be in accordance with the Installation Design Guide (IDG).

1.4

UTILITIES SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
A.

Electrical Service: Meter required:
Type:

Yes,

1.

Type system to be installed:

2.

Type transformer (s) to be installed:

No,

underground,
Pole mtd.,

aerial.
Pad mtd.,

NOTE: Screen in accordance with Installation Design Guide (IDG).
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3.

Available Voltage:

4.

Location of tie-in point:

B.

Water Service: Meter required:

Yes,

1.

Size and location of tie-in point:

2.

Additional fire hydrant (s) required:

No.

C.

Sanitary Sewer Service: Size and location of tie-in point:

D.

Storm Drainage:

E.

1.

Design for

2.

Type System:

3.

Location of tie-in point for existing underground storm drainage system if
incorporated in contractor design: See Site Plan.

Gas Service:
Meter required:

year occurrence.
Surface,

Natural,
Yes,

1.

For Heating:

2.

For domestic hot water:

3.

For laundry dryers:

4.

For kitchen equipment:

Underground

Propane;
No.

Yes,

No.
Yes,
Yes,
Yes,

No.
No.
No.

5.
Size and location of tie-in point:
NOTE: Contractor (Offerors) shall be responsible to determine that all of the
existing service utilities are of sufficient capacity to accommodate all of the
design loads for this total facility. Should a Contractor (Offeror) determine that
one or more of the existing service utilities are not adequate to accommodate the
Contractor’s (Offeror’s) design loads for this total facility, then the Contractor
(Offeror) shall submit with his initial and any subsequent proposal (Best & Final
Offer), the requirements, design data and the price for increasing the capacity of
each existing service utility system or for providing a new service utility system.
Design loads for this facility shall be calculated in accordance with the criteria
specified in this Request for Proposals (RFP), with the most stringent criteria
governing. The responsibility for verification and field location of any and all
information provided in the RFP and on any attached or enclosed drawings, or
other documents shall be and is the responsibility of the Contractor (Offeror).
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F.

Coordination and Notification Required for Utilities Tie-in:
1.

2.

3.

Point of contact for coordination:
Tel.

Email ____________________

Road Closing:
(a)
Can both lanes be closed to traffic:
Yes,
(b)
Maximum time road can be closed:
(c)
Can road be closed over a holiday or weekend:

No.
Yes,

No.

Minimum notification time required for utilities outages and road closing:
(a)
Electric Power:
working days.
(b)
Water:
working days.
(c)
Gas:
working days.
(d)
Steam:
working days.
(e)
Central AC lines:
working days.
(f)
Roads:
working days.

NOTE: Enclose underground primary electrical service in concrete from the new
utility tie-in points to the pad mounted transformer and/or mechanical room panel
boxes. Provide one spare conduit for each service sealed at both ends. The
conduit may be PVC provided it conforms to NFPA 70, current edition.
NOTE: If existing sidewalk, curbs, gutters or paving are disturbed or removed
during construction, the paving or concrete must be replaced by the Contractor.

G.
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Coordination and Notification Required for Railroad Track Work:
1.

Point of contact for coordination: _____________________________
Tel. ___________________ Email
__________________________________

2.

Road Closing:
(a)
Can both lanes of traffic be closed: ____Yes, ____No.
(b)
Maximum time road can be closed:
(c)
Can road be closed over a holiday or weekend: ___Yes,
____No.

3.

Railroad Track Closing:
(a) Can track be closed to traffic: ____Yes, ____No.
(b) Maximum time track can be closed:
(c) Can track be closed over holiday or weekend: ____Yes, ____No.

4.

Minimum notification time required for railroad track and road closing:
(a) Railroad track:
working days.
(b) Road:
working days.

5.

Are used track components to be sorted and properly stored: ____Yes,
____No.

6.

Are samples, ultra-sonic inspections, temperature recordings, and
certificates to be submitted for ties, rail track components, or ballast:

____Yes, ____No.
7.

Are RAILER markings and reporting required: ____Yes, ____No.

8.

Are there special radio or communication requirements: ____Yes,
____No.

NOTE: If existing sidewalk, curbs, gutters, drainage, ballast, or paving are
disturbed or removed during construction, the paving, drainage, ballast, or
concrete must be replaced by the Contractor.

1.5

ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTURAL BUILDING DESIGN
REQUIRMENTS
A.

Seismic Design Zone:
. Structural design shall be in accordance
with codes specified in the RFP.

B.

Basic wind speed:

C.

Ground Snow Load:

D.

Maximum Frost Penetration:

E.

Heat Transmission: “U” Factors:

F.

mph.
PSF (Plus code live load).
inches.

1.

Walls:

.

2.

Floor (slab-on-grade) at perimeter foundation wall:

3.

Floor over ventilated crawl spaces:

4.

Ceiling and/or roofs:

.

.

.

Roof:
1.

Minimum pitch:

2.

Type:

3.

Scuppers and drains are required:
No.
proposed);

4.

Gutters and downspouts:

Yes,

Yes, (If a parapet type roof is

No, Type:

5.
Drainage carry off:
Splash Blocks; or
drainage system (internal roof drains not permitted.)

Underground

6.
Access to roof:
.
NOTES: Catwalks to and around rooftop HVAC units and other equipment are
required (Cary tread or equal). Where possible, architectural screening of visible
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rooftop equipment is required.

G.

Site Conditions:
1.

Environmental Assessment required:

Completion Date:

.

EIS Required: Yes,

No.

Yes,

No.

Completion Date:
.
(Provide copies of actions to date.)

2.

Cultural Resources Compliance Completed: ____Yes, ____No.

3.
Site Conditions:
Topographical feature description:

Confirm or identify subterranean hazards:
Fill area
Old foundations
Unexploded ordnance
Existing/abandoned utility line
Tunnels/mines
Other
4.

Soil investigation data available:
At project location:
Yes,
Other:

5.

Soil bearing capacity:
Assumed
.

Yes,
No.

PFS. Actual test

No.

,

NOTE: The successful Offeror shall be responsible for accomplishing additional
necessary testing to verify soil characteristics at the site and design of the
foundation system to meet these requirements.

H.

Building Exterior: Brick:

Yes,

No.

Limestone: ____Yes, ____No.
Other: ____Yes, ____No.

NOTE: Where brick is required, the exterior walls shall be finished with face
brick with through body integral color and shall match the brick currently in place
in Building No’s
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.
NOTE: The final floor plan as designed by Offerors shall include all functional
areas outlined subsequently in this section. Gross building areas shall not
exceed that specified in the RFP, including the mechanical room.

I.

Barrier Free Requirements: (Where applicable) as minimum,
units shall be barrier free.

guest

NOTE: Where required, “Barrier Free Requirements” shall be designed and
constructed to provide for the Physically Handicapped (interior and exterior), in
accordance with Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS) and the
Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG).

J.

Kickplates required on interior wood doors:

K.

Approximate total maximum occupancy:

L.

1.

Female: Adults

Children

2.

Male: Adults

Children

3.

TOTAL:
Comments:

Yes,

No.

Landscape Requirements:
1.

List any special requirements:

NOTE: Offerers will provide a Landscaping Plan for the project area as required
in the RFP. Surface area disturbance and tree removal will be minimized. Trees
determined to be retained will be incorporated in the Landscaping Plan.
Landscaping shall refer to the planting of trees, shrubs, plants, etc. and shall not
be associated with establishment of turf as defined below. Trees, shrubs, plants,
etc. shall be guaranteed for a period of one (1) year from time of planting.

M.

Establishment of Turf:

N.

Soil Poisoning: For termite protection is

, is not

required.

NOTE: It will be the Contractor’s responsibility to protect all existing turf and
landscaping affected by the construction and to replace any turf or landscaping
that has been damaged, for the term of the contract.

O.

Paint Color:
1.
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List standard paint colors:

P.

Finishes:
1.

1.6

List standard finishes:

ELECTRICAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
A.

Exterior lighting:
1.

Parking area (s) lighting required:
Yes,
No.
(a)
Type of lighting:
High Pressure Sodium
Low Pressure Sodium
Mercury
Halogen
Other
(b)
Average Intensity:
a uniformity ratio of 4:1

2.

foot candles per sq. yd. with
, Other
. (Avg. to min.)

(c)

Type pole:

.

(d)

Special mounting requirements:

(e)

Switching:
(1)
Type:

Manual
Clock
7 day
7 day
Astronomical
Photo Electric
Combination of above as indicated.
Other

Exterior building lighting required:
Yes,
No.
(a)
Type of lighting:
High Pressure Sodium
Low Pressure Sodium
Mercury
Halogen
Other
(b)
Average Intensity:
foot candles per sq. yd.
(c)
To be mounted on the building structure:
Yes,
No.
(d)
Switching:
(1)
Type:
Manual
Clock
7 day
7 day
Astronomical
Photo Electric
Combination of above as indicated.
Other
(2)
(e)

Location:

.

Lighting for plumbing and electrical chases required:
Yes,
No.

NOTE: All electrical wiring (exterior and interior) shall be copper.

B.

Outside weather proof receptacles: shall be installed every feet
along the building exterior. Outside weather proof receptacles should be
RCD (GFCI) protected.
NOTE: The building shall have emergency light fixtures and exit lights in
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accordance with NFPA requirements. Both shall have battery powered back-up,
charge level meters and test buttons.

C.

Electromagnetic Shielding:

1.

D.

Standby/Backup Power Requirements:

1.

1.7

List any electromagnetic shielding requirements.

List and standby/backup power requirements.

MECHANICAL/PLUMBING DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
A.

B.

Heating design data:
1.

Below is the outside dry bulb temperature that is equaled or exceeded 97
½ percent of the time, on the average, during the coldest 3 consecutive
months (Dec., Jan., and Feb.). Heating design shall be based on the dry
bulb temperature equaled or exceeded 97 ½ percent of the time.
(a)
Dry bulb temperature:
.
(b)
Wind velocity:
.
(c)
Degree days:
.

2.

Interior design temperatures: 68 degrees.

Air conditioning design data:
1.

Outside dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures that are equaled or
exceeded 2 ½ percent of the time, on the average, during the warmest 4
consecutive months ( Jun. thru Sep.) are given below. Air conditioning
design shall be based on the 2 ½ percent dry bulb, wet bulb
temperature.
(a)
Dry bulb temperature:
.
(b)
Wet bulb temperature:
.

2.

Interior design temperatures:
(a)
Dry bulb temperature:
.
(b)
Wet bulb temperature: _______________________.

C.

Heating and air conditioning system: shall be designed to provide a
relative humidity of 50% + 10% or -10%.

D.

Mechanical Systems: Economy cycle. The air conditioning system
except where room fan coil units are located, if located where the winter
design dry bulb temperature is 35 degrees F (97 ½% basis) or less, shall
be designed so that 100% outside air may be used in the system during
those cool weather periods when the outside air temperature is
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sufficiently low to provide all the cooling needed, or reduce the load on
the air conditioning refrigeration equipment. Use of the economy cycle in
areas above 358 F shall be provided when it can be clearly shown that
use of the economy cycle is cost effective.
E.

Install humidity control override: Yes,

F.

Automatic timer controls required for:

G.

H.

1.

Heating System:

Yes,

2.

Air Conditioning System:

No.

No.
Yes,

No.

Heating and Air Conditioning Source:
1.

Self contained plant:

Heat,

2.

Supply lines from central plant:

3.

Purchased heat: ____

AC.
Heat,

AC.

Ground mounted HVAC units are preferred: _____Yes, _____No

Low profile roof mounted HVAC units are permissible:
I.

J.

Yes,

Automatic timer controls required for:
1.

Heating System:

Yes,

2.

Air Conditioning System:

No.
Yes,

No.

Heating fuel to be used:

______Natural gas, ______#2 Fuel oil, _____Propane
K.

Dual fuel heating plant required:
Primary Fuel

L.

No.
.

No.

Type heating and air conditioning filters required:
( ) Permanent ( ) Throw away
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Yes,

Outside air supply intake: to close when building is unoccupied:
Yes,

M.

, Secondary Fuel

No.

N.

Covers and locks: required on interior utilities controls:

O.

Plumbing Design Data:
1.

Exterior hose bibs: Minimum of
building exterior.
a)
Frost protection required:
b)

Yes,

No.

each with ¾” hose connection on
Yes,

No.

Removable cutoff handles required:

Yes,

2.

Interior hose bibs: See Functional Requirements

3.

Grease trap (s) required:
Location (s):

4.

Commodes shall be wall mounted flush valve type.

5.

Lift station required:

6.

Hot water heater (s) required:
Yes,
(a)
Energy source:
Natural gas,
(b)
Required minimum temperature:
(c)
System:

Yes,

No.

No.

Yes,

No.
No.
#2 Fuel oil_____ Elec

NOTE: All domestic water piping below grade shall be type K copper. All
domestic water piping above grade shall be either type L copper in accordance
with appropriate codes. All joints shall be soldered with 95/5 Tin/Antimony
solder. The entire potable water system shall be lead free. Vent piping shall be
schedule 40 galvanized steel or DWV weight copper.
7.

Provide a minimum of
room.

floor drain (s) in the laundry and mechanical

8.
Insulate all water pipes (hot & cold) above slab:
Yes,
No.
NOTE: The domestic hot and cold water piping below grade shall be kept to a
minimum, and below the frost line if located outside the building perimeter.
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9.

All domestic water pipes (hot & cold) shall be stenciled HW or CW. If
pipes have been insulated then the pipe insulation shall also be
stenciled.

10.

Provide grease interceptor:
Location:

11.

Provide a water filtration system:
Location:
Type:

12.

Other plumbing considerations or requirements:

Yes,

Yes,

No.

No.

2.0

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR RESTROOMS
The following criteria are for minimal requirements only and may be superseded in
quantities and/or finishes, providing that changes are an upgrading of the minimal
requirements.

A.

General: MALE and FEMALE

ITEM

QUANTITY

Lavatory
Commode
Faucets
Expose pipes/valves
Pipe penetrations
Clean outs
Mirrors
Lighting
Floor drain
Hose bib
Wall finish
Ceiling
Floors

Toilet Partitions

Skirts
Duplex receptacle
Paper towel dispenser
with trash receptacle
Hand dryer
Soap dispenser
Toilet paper dispenser
Ash receptacle

B.

Urinal

chrome finish.
chrome finish.
chrome finish escutcheons.
chrome covers.
mech. wall fasteners.
each restroom.
under lavatory in each restroom.
ceramic tile to 5’ height
moisture resistant DW.
ceramic tile w/ceramic tile base, or
quarry tile w/quarry tile base.
Tile shall be MUD-SET.
At all commodes and urinals.
Overhead braced w/door bumpers
baked enamel w/skirts.
18” stainless steel.
watertight top edge.
GFCI type over vanity.
recessed in wall.
over each lavatory.
liquid pump.
each commode stall.
recessed, each restroom.

Specific: WOMENS

Sanitary napkin disposal
Sanitary napkin dispenser

C.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

each commode stall.
each restroom, coin operated.

Specific: MENS
porcelain wall mounted
w/stainless steel part.

NOTE: Each restroom shall be designed and constructed with provisions for the
handicapped and shall conform to the latest edition of the National Standard Plumbing
Code and the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards published in the Federal Register,
August 7, 1984 (Current Edition).
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FIRE PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS
A.

B.

Sprinkler system required:

Yes,

No.

1.

Type system to be installed:

Wet,

Dry.

2.

Complete coverage throughout the structure:
If no, describe proposed system, layout, etc…:

3.

Exterior siamese connections are required.

Yes,

No.

Detection System:
1.

Smoke detectors required:
Yes,
(Note: Radium type shall not be used).

No.

2.

Heat detectors required:
Yes,
No.
(Rate of Rise Heat Detectors shall not be permitted.)

NOTE: When smoke and heat detectors are specific, full coverage of the
building is required. In addition, heat detectors are also to be installed in
conjunction with potential fire producing equipment such as furnaces, electric
motors, etc. All detection devices shall be spaced and installed in accordance
with manufacturer’s specifications and the latest edition of the NFPA in effect at
the time of installation. Heat detectors shall be set to trigger at 1358 F. The heat
and smoke detectors shall be the combination type. The smoke detection unit
shall alarm locally and the heat detection unit shall alarm the facility and transmit
the alarm to the fire department via a dedicated telephone line or appropriate
transmission media, i.e. radio transmission equipment. Automatic cutoff of air
handling equipment is required when smoke or heat detectors, sprinkler systems,
or any other automatic/manual fire alarm suppression system are activated.

C.

Manually Activated Fire Alarm System: installed in accordance with
the latest edition of the NFPA in effect at the time of installation, is
required. Also provide manual pull stations at the ends of the building.
The pull stations shall be tied into a central panel box that will signal the
fire department via a dedicated telephone line or appropriate transmission
media, i.e. radio transmission equipment.

D.

Special fire suppression system (s) required: Yes,
Describe type, location and justification:

E.

Fire extinguishers (manually operated) are required.
Yes,

No.

1.

Government furnished:

2.

Quantity and locations shall be based upon building design, NFPA,
requirements, and coordinated with Installation’s fire department.

3.

Recessed cabinet mounted:

Yes,

No.

No.

NOTE: The Contractor (Offeror) shall furnish and install the recessed fire
extinguisher cabinets. The cabinets shall be at a minimum 24 1½”tall, 7” deep
and 8 ½” wide w/glass doors.
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4.0

F.

All interior finish materials shall be per NFPA standards and Military
Handbook 1008C.

G.

Water supply lines: for the sprinkler system shall be black steel
pipe.

H.

The installation's standard fire alarm panels (Simplex) shall be
specified for ease of maintenance and sustainability.

I.

Emergency Lighting Requirements:

SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
A.

Building physical security:
1.

2.

B.
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Intrusion detection system required:

Yes,

(a)

Type system to be installed.

(b)

Desired location of detectors:

(c)

Exterior door alarm requirements:

(d)

Exterior window alarm requirements:

Duress alarm system (s) required:

Yes,

(a)

Type system to be installed.

(b)

Location (s):

Safe (s) required:

Yes,

No.

No.

No.

1.

Type and Number:

2.

Size:

3.

Location (s):

4.

Secure to building:

5.

Connect to main intrusion alarm system:

Yes,

No, if yes, how:
Yes,

No.

C.

Remote transmission of the intrusion alarm system: to the installations
Yes,
No. If yes, provide and install
master system required:
the transmitter, all conduit, wiring, hookups from the intrusion alarm devices to
the transmitter, as well as all exterior underground conduit, required wiring, panel
boxes and all other ancillary equipment to bring the system to the existing
communication transmission lines. The final connection at the communication
line will be made by the government. All systems proposed shall be compatible
with the existing system (s) installed at the installation. Point of coordination is
Provost Marshall’s Physical Security Officer. Specify the installation's standard
intrusion alarm system if required.

D.

Keying requirements:
1.

Rooms requiring card readers:

2.

Rooms requiring cipher locks:

3.

Rooms requiring individual keys:

4.

Rooms requiring master keys:

5.

Exterior keying requirements:

6.

At least six (6) keys shall be provided for each lock. An additional twelve
(12) sub master and six (6) master keys shall be provided.

7.

The Offeror shall provide fifty (50) key blanks in addition to the above
keying requirements.

E.

All exterior doors shall have unremovable hinge pins.

F.

Panic hardware shall be in accordance with NFPA requirements.

G.

Hardened secure area (s) required:
1.

H.
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Location (s):

Fencing Requirements:
1.

Location:

2.

Type and height:

Yes,

No

3.

I.

Gate requirements:

Antiterrorism Requirements:

1.

Blast resistant windows:

2.

Setbacks:

3.

Barriers:

4.

Others:

J.
Risk/Threat Analysis Requirements: Installation: Fill in unclassified
pieces of risk/threat analysis.
1.

2.

3.

5.0

COMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS
A.

Intercom system required:

Yes,

No.

Give a brief description of the requirements for the system:

B.

Music/Paging system required:

Yes,

No.

Give a brief description of the requirements for the system:

C.

Telephone system required:

Yes,

No.

Location:

Type:

Pay telephone required:
Yes,
No. If required, unit (s) will be wall
hung. Contractor shall run wire and conduit from pay phone outlets to the main
panel. Phones to be provided by Contractor.
NOTE: Contractor shall provide all conduit, wire, junction boxes and pull wires
for the telephone system as required. Hookup of the telephone system will be
5 March 2012

performed by the Contractor. The Contractor shall coordinate all the telephone
requirements with the installation's Directorate of Public Works (DPW) office and
the local telephone company to determine requirements and provide space for
communication equipment, panels, etc., in the mechanical room of where
otherwise designed.
The basic telephone system shall be the “Centrax System” as provided by:

They system functions shall include the following:

D.

1.

Direct in dialing, with restrictions on receiving collect calls.

2.

Direct out dialing to local exchange number only.

3.

Restrictions on placing chargeable calls outside the local exchange,
except for calls charged to credit card or calls made with the charges
reversed.

Television system required:

Yes,

No.

1.

The technical and installation requirements of the television system shall
the local cable television
be coordinated with
provider.

2.

Locations/number of internal outlets:

3.
Wiring and grounding shall be in accordance with the National Electric
Code.

E.
Mass Notification System (Required per UFC 4-010-01, Standard 23:
for New Inhabited Buildings and for Existing Buildings (Primary Gathering
and Billeting), also for Existing Buildings, Recommended for all Inhabited
Buildings)
1.

6.0

Type of Mass Notification System Required:

SIGNAGE REQUIREMENTS

(Excluding those required by NFPA and OSHA)

A.

Interior signage:

B.

Exterior Signage:

All exterior signage shall conform with the Installation Design Guide and Post Wide
Paint/Exterior Finish Standards and color charts.
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7.0

OTHER COMMENTS

Links
Go to Appendix C
Go to Table of Contents
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Appendix C
INTERIOR
DESIGN REVIEW
CHECKLIST

C.1 The following checklist is optional and is designed for use on major projects.
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INTERIOR DESIGN REVIEW CHECKLIST

1. INSTALLATION

PROJECT

DATE

JOB DESCRIPTION
BUILDING No.

BUILDING COST$

EVALUATOR

FURNISHING COST$

USING AGENCY COORDINATOR

PHONE #

DESIGNER

PHONE#

ITEM

YES

NO

N/A

___

___

___

- Interior design is specified by the using agency.

___

___

___

- Scope of work includes building related interior design.

___

___

___

- Scope of work includes furniture related interior design.

___

___

___

- Design incorporates Installation Design Guide criteria.

___

___

___

- Design Guide for Interiors DG 1110-3-122.

___

___

___

- Design Guide for facility type designed.

___

___

___

- Installation Design Guide.

___

___

___

2. Is the interior design integral to the facility design?

- DPW representative was a member of Pre-selection and/or
Selection Boards.
Preselection member:
Selection member:
3. Was the designer provided interior design criteria?

4. The design has been reviewed and the following are acceptable?
For building related interior design?
- Statement of Design Objective

___

___

___

- Sketches

___

___

___

- Color Board

___

___

___

- Furniture Plan

___

___

___
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ITEM
- Exterior Materials and Finishes

YES

NO

N/A

___

___

___

- Graphic Design
-

Hand Drawn Sketches

___

___

___

-

Digital image files (JPG, BMP, etc.)

___

___

___

-

3D Model

___

___

___

-

Animation (AVI, etc.)

___

___

___

- Interior Design Finish Schedule

___

___

___

- Government Furnished Material List

___

___

___

___

___

___

Items for Installation of Furniture and Accessories
-Predesign Evaluation:
-

Maintenance Data

___

___

___

-

Floor Systems

___

___

___

-

Electrical Equipment and Task/Supplemental Lighting ___

___

___

___

___

___

- Interior Element Specification
-

Cost Estimates:

___

___

___

-

Maintenance and Repair

___

___

___

-

New Work

___

___

___

-

Equipment-in-place and Furnishings

___

___

___

- Typical furniture layout

___

___

___

- Furnishing, fabrics and finishes board

___

___

___

- Furnishings plan

___

___

___

- Sketch perspectives

___

___

___

- Colored rendering

___

___

___

- Photographs

___

___

___

- Catalog Cuts

___

___

___

- Furnishing illustration sheets

___

___

___

- Furnishing placement lists

___

___

___

- Furnishing order forms

___

___

___

- Furnishing contract specifications

___

___

___

For furniture related interior design:
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ITEM

YES

NO

N/A

5. Does the interior design address the following functions?
- Communications

___

___

___

- Storage/filing

___

___

___

- Display surfaces

___

___

___

- Work surfaces

___

___

___

- Conference Space(s)

___

___

___

- Privacy

___

___

___

- Lighting

___

___

___

- Planting

___

___

___

- Spatial considerations

___

___

___

- Color/texture characteristics

___

___

___

- Reflectance values

___

___

___

- Acoustical considerations

___

___

___

- Mechanical fixture placement

___

___

___

- Electronic support

___

___

___

- Furnishings/accessories

___

___

___

- Work, training or paper flow

___

___

___

- Hardware selection

___

___

___

- Graphics/signage

___

___

___

- Force Protection

___

___

___

- Physical Security

___

___

___

- Fire Safety

___

___

___

- Positive first impression is created

___

___

___

- Coordinated color scheme, interior reflecting exterior

___

___

___

support mission

___

___

___

- Furnishings support function of space

___

___

___

- Creative use of interior design spaces

___

___

___

6. Construction and installation phase

- Area & shape of spaces match function &
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ITEM

YES

NO

N/A

___

___

___

furnishings

___

___

___

- Color boards were required and reviewed

___

___

___

- Interior appearance policy is implemented

___

___

___

- Retained designer to review and approve contractor
submittals
- Retained designer to oversee the installation of

Describe actions taken to ensure quality interior design to all negative
responses on an attached sheet. Maintain a copy of this interior design
review checklist and all negative responses in the DPW project file.

I hereby certify that the information provided is in compliance with the guidelines
of the installation or applicable IDG, except as justified as non-compliance.

Designer of Record

Concur

Date

Deny

, Explanation of denial is attached.

Master Planner

Accept

Date

Deny

, Explanation of denial is attached.

Command Review (Where Applicable)
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Appendix D
SUSTAINABLE
DESIGN

D.1

WHAT IS SUSTAINABLE DESIGN?

D.1.1 Sustainable design and development is an integrated
approach to planning, designing, building, operating, and
maintaining facilities in a collaborative and holistic manner
among all stakeholders (Fig. D.1). It is a systematic process
and engineering practice with how-to-do-it guidance,
checklist, tools, and scoring systems. Sustainable design
integrates the decision-making across the installation, basing
every decision on the greatest long-term benefits and
recognizing the interrelationship of installation actions with
the natural environment. In the content of Army installations
Sustainable Design is the design, construction, operation,
and reuse/removal of the built environment in an
environmentally and energy efficient manner (Fig. D.2). The
basic objectives of sustainability are:

Sustainable
Design
Fig. D.1 – Sustainable Site Design

D.1.1.1 Reduce the consumption of energy, land, materials,
water, and other non-renewable resources.
D.1.1.2 Minimize the waste of energy, land, materials, water,
and other limited resources.
D.1.1.3 Protect the natural environment that is the source of
all resources.
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Fig. D.2 – Sustainable Design
Process
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D.1.1.4 Create livable, healthy, and fiscally productive
manmade environments for existing and future generations.
D.1.2 Designing for sustainability ultimately increases quality
of life through better resource protection and use. The
design process must incorporate a change in mind-set that
embraces less consumptive lifestyles. This mind-set change
must include global interdependence, stewardship of the
environment, social responsibility, and economic viability.
The new design mind-set must change from the traditional
approach to recognize the impacts of every design choice on
natural and cultural resources, and on local, regional, and
global environments.
D.2 SUSTAINABILITY AND THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT
D.2.1 The Federal Government has led the nation in the
energy efficient, resource-conserving building design,
construction, and operation. Executive Order (EO) 13123,
“Greening the Government Through Efficient Energy
Management,” was issued June 3, 1999. This Order
establishes that sustainable design principles shall be
applied to all Federal projects in order to reduce pollution
and other environmental costs associated with facility
construction, operation, and eventual decommissioning. The
principles of sustainable design for Federal Agencies
established by EO 13123 include siting, design, and
construction, as follows (Fig. D.3):
D.2.1.1 Site - Optimize site potential.
Fig. D.3 – Sustainable Design Principles

D.2.1.2 Energy – Minimize nonrenewable energy
consumption.
D.2.1.3 Materials – Use environmentally preferable products.
D.2.1.4 Water – Protect and conserve water.
D.2.1.5 Indoor Environmental Quality – Enhance indoor
environmental quality.
D.2.1.6 Facility Delivery – Holistic delivery of facility.
D.2.1.7 O&M – Optimize operational and maintenance
practices.
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D.2.1.8 Future Missions – Functional life of facility and
support systems.

D.3

SPiRiT

D.3.1 The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) has
developed a checklist for sustainability to be utilized by
design professionals in all new construction, additions, or
renovation of Army facilities.
This checklist is the
“Sustainable Project Rating Tool (SPiRiT)”. The SPiRiT
document was derived from the U.S. Green Building Council
LEED 2.0 (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design)
Green Building Rating System.
D.3.2 SPiRiT is a rating tool that offers a checklist, strategies
and scores to provide sustainable facilities to the Army.
SPiRiT allows environmentally responsible practices to be
integrated into the process of facility delivery form the very
beginning of the project. By using a "whole building"
perspective, the SPiRiT rating tool (See Appendix E, SPiRiT
Checklist) helps in preserving the environment and
improving facility life-cycle management. SPiRiT is based on
accepted energy and environmental principles.
D.3.3 The SPiRiT document includes eight (8) categories of
design concerns (Appendix E). A facility points summary is
included at the end of the document. Points are achieved
based upon the sustainable design issues addressed in the
building, site and infrastructure design. The design is
certified by the designer and design review personnel based
upon the following certification levels.

D.3.3.1 SPiRiT Bronze

25 to 34 Points

D.3.3.2 SPiRiT Silver

35 to 49 Points

D.3.3.3 SPiRiT Gold

50 to 74 Points

D.3.3.4 SPiRiT Platinum

75 to 100 Points

D.4

Sustainable Sites .. 20 pts.
max.

Water Efficiency.... 5 pts.
max.

Energy / Atmosphere 28 pts.
max.

Materials / Resources 13 pts.
max.

Indoor Enrichment
max.

17 pts.

Facility Del Prices…… 7 pts.
max.

Fig. D.4 – SPiRiT Checklist Points Summary

ARMY STANDARDS
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D.4.1 The cited Army Standards shall be met.
•

D.5

The SPiRiT rating of "Silver" is the standard for all
FY06 MILCON vertical construction projects currently
under design (as of March 18 2003). For all other
FY06 and future-year MILCON projects the minimum
SPiRiT rating requirement is "Gold". See Assistant
Secretary of the Army memorandum Subject:
Sustainable Design and Development Requirements,
dated 18 March 2003.
REFERENCES

D.5.1 The following references are provided for guidance.
•

Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation Management
memorandum Subject: Sustainable Project Rating
Tool, dated 21 December 2002

•

Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation Management,
Sustainable Design and Development Website

•

U.S Army Corps of Engineers, Engineering Research
and Development Center, Construction Engineering
Research Laboratory (CERL), Sustainable Design
and Development Website

•

Air Force Sustainable Facilities Guide

•

Whole Building Design Guide

Links
Go to Appendix E
Go to Table of Contents
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Appendix E
Sustainability
Project Rating
Tool (SPiRIT)

SPiRiT Checklist

Links
Go to Appendix F
Go to Table of Contents
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U.S. Air Force, Installation Force Protection Guide:
(Contains information on installation planning, engineering
design, and construction techniques that will preclude or
minimize the effect of a terrorist attack.)
Technical Manuals/Air Force Manual series TM 5853/AFMAN) 32-1071, Security Engineering, 3 volume
series: (Volumes 2 and 3 are "For Official Use Only (FOUO)"
and are not available on the Army Corps of Engineers
publications website. A copy of the manuals can be acquired
via your standard publications account. The three volumes
cover, Project Development, Concept Design, and Final
Design respectively.)

Links

Go to Table of
Contents
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Appendix E

28-Apr-03

Templete IDG
SUSTAINABILITY PROJECT RATING TOOL (SPiRiT)
Maximum
Points

Facility Points Summary
1.0

Sustainable Sites (S)

1.R1 *

Erosion/Sedimentation/Water Quality Control

Score

1.C1 *

Site Selection

2

1.C2 *

Installation/Base Redevelopment

2

1.C3 *

Brownfield Redevelopment

1

1.C4 *

Alternative Transportation

4

1.C5 *

Reduced Site Disturbance

2

1.C6 *

Stormwater Management

2

1.C7
1.C8 *

Landscape & Ext. Design to Reduce Heat Islands

2

Light Pollution Reduction

1

1.C9 **

Optimize Site Features

1

1.C10 **

2

1.C11 **

Facility Impact
Site Ecology

2.0

Water Efficiency (W)

2.C1

Water Efficient Landscaping

2

2.C2

Innovative Wastewater Technologies

1

2.C3 *

Water Use Reduction

2

3.0

Energy and Atmosphere (E)

3.R1 *

Fundamental Building Systems Commissioning

[Required]

3.R2 *

Minimum Energy Performance

[Required]

3.R3

CFC Reduction in HVAC&R Equipment

[Required]

3.C1 *

Optimize Energy Performance

20

3.C2 *

Renewable Energy

4

3.C3

Additional Commissioning

1

3.C5 *

Measurement and Verification

1

3.C6 *

Green Power

1

3.C7 **

Distributed Generation

4.0

Materials and Resources (M)

4.R1 *

Storage & Collection of Recyclables

4.C1 *

Building Reuse

3

4.C2 *

Construction Waste Management

2

4.C3

Resource Reuse

2

4.C4 *

Recycled Content

2

4.C5

Local/Regional Materials

2

4.C6

Rapidly Renewable Materials

1

4.C7

Certified Wood

5.0

Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ)

5.R1 *

Minimum IAQ Performance

[Required]

5.R2

Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control

[Required]

5.C1 *

IAQ Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Monitoring

1

5.C2

Increase Ventilation Effectiveness

1

5.C3

Construction IAQ Management Plan

2

5.C4

Low-Emitting Materials

4

5.C5 *

Indoor Chemical and Pollutant Source Control

1

5.C6

Controllability of Systems

2

5.C7

Thermal Comfort

2

5.C8

Daylight and Views

2

5.C9 **

Acoustic Environment /Noise Control

1

5.C10 **

Facility In-Use IAQ Management Plan

6.0

Facility Delivery Process (P)

6.C1 **

Holistic Delivery of Facility

7.0

Current Mission

0

Max 20
[Required]

1
Score

Score

0

0

Max 5

Max 28

1
Score

0

Max 13
[Required]

1
Score

0

Max 17

1
Score

0

Max 7

Score

0

Max 6

7

7.C1 **

Operation and Maintenance

7.C2 **

Soldier and Workforce Productivity and Retention

8.0

Future Missions

8.C1 **
8.C2 **

Functional Life of Facility and Supporting Systems

3
3
Score

0

Max 4
2

Adaptation, Renewal and Future Uses

2
Total Score

0

Max 100

SPiRiT Sustainable Project Certification Levels
Army Standard - SPiRiT Bronze

25 to 34 Points

Army Goal - SPiRiT Silver

35 to 49 Points

SPiRiT Gold

50 to 74 Points

SPiRiT Platinum

75 to 100 Points

Appendix F
Landscape
Maintenance
Schedule

Maintenance Schedule

Links
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Appendix F, Landscape Maintenance Schedule

TREES AND SHRUBS

LAWN

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

Policing

Policing

Policing

Prairie Grass

Prairie Grass

Prairie Grass

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

Lawn Mowing
Grass Trimming
Edging
Aeration
Dethatching
Fertilizer
Sod
Seed
Sprinklers
Top Soil
River Rock
Policing
Leaf Removal

Lawn Mowing
Grass Trimming
Edging
Aeration
Dethatching

Lawn Mowing
Grass Trimming
Edging

Lawn Mowing
Grass Trimming
Edging

Lawn Mowing
Grass Trimming
Edging

Lawn Mowing
Grass Trimming
Edging

Lawn Mowing
Grass Trimming
Edging

Sod
Seed
Sprinklers
Top Soil
River Rock
Policing

Sod
Seed
Sprinklers

Sod
Seed
Sprinklers

Sod
Seed
Sprinklers

Sod
Seed
Sprinklers

Fertilizer
Sod
Seed
Sprinklers

River Rock
Policing

River Rock
Policing

River Rock
Policing

River Rock
Policing

River Rock
Policing
Leaf Removal

Garden Plots

Garden Plots

Garden Plots

Garden Plots

Garden Plots

Garden Plots

Mulch

Pruning Shrubs
Pruning Trees
Tree Removal

Pruning Shrubs
Pruning Trees
Tree Removal

Pruning Shrubs
Pruning Trees
Tree Removal

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

Pruning Trees
Tree Removal

Pruning Trees
Tree Removal

Pruning Trees
Tree Removal

Pruning Trees
Tree Removal

Mulch
Pruning Shrubs
Pruning Trees
Tree Removal

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Policing

Garden Plots

Policing
Leaf Removal
Prairie Grass
Garden Plots

Pruning Shrubs
Pruning Trees
Tree Removal

Pruning Trees
Tree Removal

Pruning Trees
Tree Removal

Pruning Trees
Tree Removal

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Prairie Grass

LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
Name of Installation
28 Apr 03

ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL

Appendix G
PRIORITIZED
IMPROVEMENTS
PROJECTS LIST
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Prioritized Improvements Projects List
INSTALLATION:

•

PRESS “ENTER” TO INSERT A NEW LINE.

ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL

•

PRESS “TAB” AT END OF LAST ITEM TO INSERT NEXT ITEM #.

DPW or EQUIVALENT - MASTER PLANNER
NAME: Steve Clark

PHONE: (309) 782-4943

ADDRESS: Department of the Army

EMAIL:

Rock Island Arsenal
1 Rock Island Arsenal
AMSTA-RI-PWN (ATTN: Steve Clark)
Rock Island, IL 61299-5000

PRIORITY
NO.

PROJECT TITLE

RECOMMENDED
FUNDING
SOURCE

Fiscal Year

COST
ESTIMATE

IDG
PARA
NO.

POINT OF CONTACT

1

Construct Combined Fire/Police Facility

Military
Construction Army

2006

$7,110,500

6.2

COMPLETE

2

Move MSAAP Metal Parts Mission to RIA
(BRAC)

Military
Construction Army

2007

$4,346,000

6.3

COMPLETE

3

Move RBAAP Metal Parts Mission to RIA
(BRAC)

Military
Construction Army

2007

$6,234,000

6.4

COMPLETE

Force Protection
Funding

2005

$815,500

6.5

Mike Panilo

2005

$815,500

6.6

COMPLETE

Sustainment,
Restoration,
Modernization
Military
Construction Army

2008

$1,500,000

6.7

Mike Panilo

2006

$1,619,800
(part of Priority
#1)

6.8

COMPLETE

Defense
Environmental
Restoration
Account
Sustainment,
Restoration,
Modernization
Force Protection
Funding

2007

$400,000

6.9

Reita Kuster

2010, 2007, 2007

$336,500

6.10

COMPLETE

2006 - 2012

$40,000,000

6.11

Gary Koski

Force Protection
Funding

2006 - 2012

$400,000

6.12

Mike Panilo

Sustainment,
Restoration,
Modernization

2006 - 2014

$7,880,000

6.13

COMPLETE

Individual Job
Order

2008 - 2009

$200,000

6.14

COMPLETE

Individual Job
Order

2008 - 2009

$200,000

6.15

Mike Panilo

Corps of Engineers
Funding

2005

(may be part of
Priority #4)

6.16

COMPLETE

4
Reconstruct Davenport Entrance
5
Reconstruct Rock Island Entrance
6
Relocate parking from front of Stoneshops
7
Demolish buildings 69, 38, 137
8

Demolish structures 44 and 45.
9
Demolish buildings 53, 54, and 141 to create
additional parking for Stoneshop occupants.
10
11
12

13

14

Install
blast
resistant
administrative areas

windows

in

Install protective earthen berms and
landscaping in areas of high personnel risk
Continue work to repair exterior of building
220; wall repair and window replacement.
Install additional outdoor break areas for
employees: to include benches, picnic tables,
and smoking areas.
Develop green space around manufacturing
buildings to soften the harshness of the
facilities, and to provide areas for employee
breaks.

15
Reduce the number of entrances from the
Corps parking lot to Rodman Avenue
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16
Remove all Corps on street parking from
Rock Island Avenue.
17
18
19

Replace dead and dying trees west of the
administrative area.
Repaint picnic tables in front of Building 60
to an earth tone.
Preserve natural areas. (Encourage the use of
space already identified as recreational for the
development of camping facilities.)

20
Renovate Building 66, both interior and
exterior.
21
Establish an invasive species control plan
22
23

Remove the “temporary” modular buildings
adjacent to the Clocktower.
Develop long range plan with Veterans
Administration to:

Corps of Engineers
Funding

2005

(may be part of
Priority #4)

6.17

OBE

Individual Job
Order

2006

$15,000

6.18

Mike Panilo

Individual Job
Order

2007

$5,000

6.19

Mike Panilo

In-House Staff
Managed

Ongoing

NA

6.20

Reita Kuster

Military
Construction Army

2010

$15,246,000

6.21

ENVIRONMENTAL
CLEANUP COMPLETE

Operations and
Maintenance Army

2007

$100,000

6.22

Reita Kuster

Corps of Engineers
Funding

2010

$100,000

6.23

TBD

In-House Staff
Managed

2006 – 2010

NA

6.24

COMPLETE

Individual Job
Order

2008

$100,000

6.25

Mike Panilo

Individual Job
Order

2007

$50,000

6.26

Mike Panilo

Operations and
Maintenance Army

2007

$777,100

6.27

Jerry Weiner

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Funding

2009

$50,000

6.28

COMPLETE

Corps of Engineers
Funding

TBD

TBD

6.29

TBD

Corps of Engineers
Funding

TBD

TBD

6.30

TBD

Military
Construction Army

2010

$8,712,000

6.31

Jerry Weiner

Sustainment,
Restoration,
Modernization
RIA Golf Course
Funding

2010

$1,120,000

6.32

Jerry Weiner

TBD

$150,000

6.33

COMPLETE

•

Determine development time for
the newly transferred land

•

Determine life
newly transferred land

expectancy of

•

Determine land requirements
beyond newly transferred land

•

Maintain single Rodman Avenue
entrance at National Cemetery

•

Extend internal roadway system to
new addition at National Cemetery
24

25

Install islands of green space in the large
parking lot south of Building 212 to visually
break up the large expanse of pavement.
Provide landscaping around parking lot 2H,
west of Building 208.

26
Improve the exterior of Building 106.
27

28
29

Construct maintenance building addition at
National Cemetery.
Replace existing windows in Clocktower
Complex with blast resistant windows
Provide landscaping around Corps property
to improve Force Protection

30
Renovate buildings 64 and 106 to be used for
light industrial/storage missions.
31
Remove painted plywood inserts
Building 64 and install new windows.

32

from

Remove or replace two old maintenance
buildings 21 and part of 22
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33

Fire Protection Systems, Various Buildings

Military
Construction Army

2010

$13,023,200

6.35

Steve Clark

34

Construct Titanium Casting Facility

Military
Construction Army

2010

$10,600,000

6.36

Steve Clark

35

Construct Firewalls, Warehouse Bldg 299

Military
Construction Army

2010

$1,191,400

6.37

Steve Clark

36

Construct Emergency Exit Stair Towers, Bldg
390

Military
Construction Army

2010

$2,120,000

6.38

Steve Clark

37

Construct New Chapel Facility

Military
Construction Army

TBD

$1,590,000

6.39

Steve Clark

38

Upgrade Electrical Distribution System

Military
Construction Army

TBD

$11,363,200

6.40

Steve Clark

39

Construct Coal Storage and Handling Facility

Military
Construction Army

TBD

$4,770,000

6.41

Steve Clark

40

Repair Roof, Building 299

Military
Construction Army

TBD

$11,077,000

6.42

95% COMPLETE

41

Construct Addition to CDC Facility

Military
Construction Army

TBD

$1,855,000

6.43

COMPLETE

42

Flood Protection

Military
Construction Army

TBD

$6,737,400

6.45

Steve Clark

43

Construct Elevated Water Storage Tank

Military
Construction Army

TBD

$1,590,000

6.46

Steve Clark

44

Convert to Garrison Headquarters, Bldg 360

Military
Construction Army

TBD

$4,315,800

6.47

Steve Clark
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Appendix H
SELF-HELP
PROJECT
CHECKLIST

Self Help projects are generally not allowed at Rock Island
Arsenal with the exception of the Residents of the Family Housing
Units. Limited materials are supplied by the housing office to
allow small repairs to be accomplished. Examples of materials
supplied are as follows:

Self Help Materials Inventory
Electrical
Electrical tape
Extension cords, 25' and 50'
Ceiling light covers
Wall plate insulation
Wall plate switch covers
Fluorescent tubes
Child safety outlet caps
Dryer cords
Paint Supplies
Paint pads
Various brushes
Paint trays
Scrapers
Paint can openers

5 March 2012

Hardware
Screws
Anchors
Staples
Assorted nails
Plumbing Supplies
Plungers
Tank floats
Sink/tub stoppers
Hair Snares
Laundry washer faucet cap
Toilet seats
Drain and toilet snakes
Pest Control

Page H-

Corner roller
Mouse traps
Paint pad extension
Fly swatters
Trim guards
Roach traps
Paint and varnish remover (limited) Boric acid roach control
Paint stirrers
Deep Woods Off
Spackling
Hornet/wasp killer
Masking tape and dispenser
Steel wool, assorted grades
Door Parts
Assorted touch up paints
Barrel bolts
Strike plates
Tools
Door stops
Measuring tape
Storm door closer
Folding wood ruler
Chain stop for storm door
Nail set
Storm door latch, push button
Garbage disposal wrench
Door threshold replacements
Caulking gun
Screen door springs
Level
Voltage tester
Yard
Electric drill
Grass seed for sun and shade
Drill bits
Fertilizer
Allen wrenches
Wheelbarrow
Pruners
Safety
Hedge trimmers
Comfort mask
Lawn edger
Child safety latches
Weed eater, gas powered
Lawn bags
Miscellaneous
Garden hose, 25' and 50'
Cotton work gloves
Garden hose washers
Graphite
Garden hose menders
Household oil, 3-1
Saw pruner
Broom and Dust Pan
Hoover vacuum belts
Metal shower curtain hooks caulk, painters and tub Hose connectors
Bull Dog picture hooks
Ceiling hooks
Paste wax
Batteries, C, D, 9v
Various insulation materials inc. Plastic window covers
Links
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Appendix J
INTERIOR
FURNISHINGS
STANDARDS

J.1

INTRODUCTION

J.1.1 Interior Furnishings Standards.
J.1.1.1 There are no interior furnishing standards for any
particular area within Rock Island Arsenal. Furnishing
manufacturer, style and color choices are left up to the
requester/designer, with final approval granted by the
Directorate of Public Works.

Links
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Appendix I
INTERIOR
FINISHES
STANDARDS

I.1

INTRODUCTION

I.1.1 Interior Finishes Standards.
I.1.1.1 With few exceptions, there are no standard interior
colors for any particular area within Rock Island Arsenal.
Color choices are left up to the requester/designer, with final
approval granted by the Directorate of Public Works.
I.1.1.2 All carpeting installed in administrative areas will be 2
foot by 2 foot carpet squares. Carpeting in hallways is
discouraged due to excessive wear from high traffic levels.
I.1.1.3 All floor tile installed in administrative areas will be 12
inch by 12 inch vinyl tile, non-asbestos.
I.1.1.4 Hallways in administrative areas will have carpet
runners installed over vinyl tile
I.1.1.5 All administrative areas will have vinyl floor trim
installed with the exception of the exterior walls in the
Stoneshops. Due to the natural surface variations of the
limestone, a faux floor trim will be painted on the wall. Color
and height will match vinyl trim on adjacent walls within the
room.
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I.1.1.6 Bathrooms will be floored with ceramic floor tile, and
walls will have ceramic wall tile installed partial wall height,
to ensure cleanliness standards are met.
I.1.1.7 Restrooms lavatories will be installed in laminate
countertops attached directly to restroom walls. Base
cabinets will not be allowed
I.1.1.8 Urinals and toilets will be wall mounted to aid in
cleaning.
I.1.1.9 Air conditioning will not be provided to restrooms and
exhaust air must be vented to the outside.
I.1.1.10 Restroom renovations will include automatic sensors
for lighting to include both heat and motion detectors.
Sensors will be adjustable so as to be able to set the time
the lights are to remain on after the occupant has left.
I.1.1.11 All restrooms will be handicapped accessible, to
include toilet, urinal, lavatory, and paper towel dispenser.
I.1.1.12 Besides mirrors over sinks, one full length mirror
should be installed in each restroom.

Links
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EXTERIOR MATERIALS CHART
VISUAL ZONE:

Rodman Corridor

Building Design Element

Walls

Roof

Permitted Material Type

Base (primary)
material

Limestone block

Secondary
material

Reinforced Concrete

Sloped areas

Slate Grey Asphalt Shingles

Notes
(Hyperlinked)

Standing Seam

Fenestration

“Flat” areas

EPDM

Doors

Anodized Aluminum – Bronze tone in Stoneshop Area
Aluminum – Mill finish

Storm Doors
Door & Window
Frames
Storm window or
sash

Trim Items
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Not allowed
Anodized Aluminum – Bronze tone in Stoneshop Area
Anodized Aluminum – Bronze tone in Stoneshop Area

Window

Anodized Aluminum – Bronze tone – Blast resistant in
Stoneshop Area

Fascia

Limestone, Aluminum Wrap, Concrete

Soffit

Limestone, Aluminum Wrap, Concrete

Gutters and D.S.

Copper, Aluminum

Awnings and
canopies

Cloth – Awnings Not Allowed in Stoneshop Area

Stair or balcony
railings,
balusters and
related
trim/accessories

Round Pipe – Bronze Tone in Stoneshop Area

Handrails

Round Pipe – Bronze Tone in Stoneshop Area
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Building Design Element

Trim Items

Related Site
Structures

Permitted Material Type

Fire Escapes

Not allowed

Grilles and
louvers

Anodized Aluminum, Bronze tone or Mill Finish – Not
allowed in Stoneshop Area

Coping

Anodized Aluminum – Bronze tone in Stoneshop Area

Roof ventilators

Galvanized – Not allowed on Stoneshop Primary Facades

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures
Porch crawl
space enclosure

Notes

Limestone Block for Retaining Walls

Does Not Apply

NOTES
Note 1

No above ground construction is allowed in the Rodman Avenue Corridor – East Avenue to the
Government Bridge

Note 2

Note 3
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EXTERIOR MATERIALS CHART
VISUAL ZONE:

Golf Course / Driving Range

Building Design Element

Walls

Roof

Permitted Material Type

Base (primary)
material

Wood Lap Siding

Secondary
material

Metal Siding for Maintenance Buildings

Sloped areas

Asphalt Shingle

Notes
(Hyperlinked)

Metal Standing Seam Roofing for Maintenance Buildings

Fenestration

“Flat” areas

EPDM

Doors

Historical Wood Replicas
Stock Hollow Metal for Maintenance Buildings

Storm Doors

Stock Hollow Metal for Maintenance Buildings

Door & Window
Frames
Storm window or
sash

Historical Wood Replicas, Stock Metal for Maintenance
Buildings
Historical Wood Replicas, Stock Metal for Maintenance
Buildings
Historical Wood Replicas, Stock Metal for Maintenance
Buildings

Window
Trim Items
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Fascia

Historical Wood Replicas, Metal for Maintenance Buildings

Soffit

Historical Wood Replicas, Metal for Maintenance Buildings

Gutters and D.S.

Copper, Aluminum for Maintenance Buildings

Awnings and
canopies

Metal or Cloth, Maintenance Buildings Only

Stair or balcony
railings,
balusters and
related
trim/accessories

Historical Wood Replicas

Handrails

Historical Wood Replicas
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Building Design Element

Trim Items

Related Site
Structures

Permitted Material Type

Fire Escapes

Exterior Fire Escapes discouraged

Grilles and
louvers

Aluminum or Galvanized. Color to blend with surrounding
materials

Coping

Historical Wood Replicas

Roof ventilators

Aluminum or Galvanized. Color to blend with surrounding
materials

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures

Porch crawl
space enclosure

Notes

Cedar Slat Fencing, Limestone Block, Landscape Grade
Concrete Block

Treated Wood Lattice

NOTES
Note 1

Note 2

Note 3
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EXTERIOR MATERIALS CHART
VISUAL ZONE:

Clocktower / Government Bridge

Building Design Element

Walls

Roof

Fenestration

Base (primary)
material

Limestone Block

Secondary
material

Brick

Sloped areas

Asphalt Shingles

“Flat” areas

EPDM

Doors

Anodized Aluminum – Bronze tone

Storm Doors

Not allowed

Door & Window
Frames
Storm window or
sash

Trim Items
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Permitted Material Type

Notes
(Hyperlinked)

Anodized Aluminum – Bronze tone
Anodized Aluminum – Bronze tone

Window

Anodized Aluminum – Bronze tone – Blast resistant

Fascia

Limestone, Aluminum Wrap, Concrete

Soffit

Limestone, Concrete, Aluminum

Gutters and D.S.

Copper, Aluminum

Awnings and
canopies

Cloth or Metal – Location Dependent

Stair or balcony
railings,
balusters and
related
trim/accessories

Round Pipe – Bronze Tone

Handrails

Round Pipe – Bronze Tone
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Building Design Element

Trim Items

Related Site
Structures

Permitted Material Type

Fire Escapes

Painted Steel - Bronzetone

Grilles and
louvers

Anodized Aluminum, Bronze tone or Mill Finish – Not
allowed on Primary Facades

Coping

Anodized Aluminum – Bronze tone

Roof ventilators

Galvanized – Not allowed on Primary Facades

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures

Cedar Slat Fencing, Limestone Block, Landscape Grade
Concrete Block

Porch crawl
space enclosure

Does Not Apply

Notes

NOTES
Note 1

Note 2

Note 3
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EXTERIOR MATERIALS CHART
VISUAL ZONE:

Original Stoneshops

Building Design Element

Walls

Base (primary)
material

Permitted Material Type

Notes
(Hyperlinked)

Limestone block

Secondary
material

Roof

Sloped areas

Slate Gray Asphalt Shingles
Standing Seam

Fenestration

“Flat” areas

EPDM

Doors

Anodized Aluminum – Bronze tone

Storm Doors

Not allowed

Door & Window
Frames
Storm window or
sash

Trim Items
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Anodized Aluminum – Bronze tone
Anodized Aluminum – Bronze tone

Window

Anodized Aluminum – Bronze tone – Blast resistant

Fascia

Limestone, Aluminum Wrap, Concrete

Soffit

Limestone, Aluminum Wrap, Concrete

Gutters and D.S.

Copper

Awnings and
canopies

Cloth – Awnings Not Allowed on Primary Facades

Stair or balcony
railings,
balusters and
related
trim/accessories

Round Pipe – Bronze Tone

Handrails

Round Pipe – Bronze Tone
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Building Design Element

Trim Items

Related Site
Structures

Permitted Material Type

Fire Escapes

New Exterior Fire Escapes Not Permitted

Grilles and
louvers

Anodized Aluminum, Bronze tone (Stoneshops) or Mill
Finish – Not allowed on Primary Facades

Coping

Anodized Aluminum – Bronze tone in Stoneshop Area

Roof ventilators

Galvanized – Not allowed on Primary Facades

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures

Limestone Block (primary and secondary facades),Cedar
Slat Fencing, Landscape Grade Concrete Block for Tertiary
Facade

Porch crawl
space enclosure

Does Not Apply

Notes

NOTES
Note 1

Note 2

Note 3
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EXTERIOR MATERIALS CHART
VISUAL ZONE:

Miscellaneous Manufacturing / Maintenance /
Industrial

Building Design Element

Walls

Roof

Fenestration

Permitted Material Type

Base (primary)
material

Concrete

Secondary
material

Metal Siding

Sloped areas

Standing Seam Metal

“Flat” areas

EPDM

Doors

Mill Finish or Anodized Aluminum

Notes
(Hyperlinked)

Stock Hollow Metal
Storm Doors
Door & Window
Frames
Storm window or
sash

Trim Items
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Not Allowed
Mill Finish or Anodized Aluminum, Hollow Metal Steel
Not allowed

Window

Mill Finish or Anodized Aluminum, Steel

Fascia

Steel, Aluminum, or Concrete

Soffit

Steel, Aluminum, or Concrete

Gutters and D.S.

Copper, Aluminum

Awnings and
canopies

Metal or Cloth

Stair or balcony
railings,
balusters and
related
trim/accessories

Not Required

Handrails

Round Pipe – Galvanized or Painted – Bronzetone on
Rodman Avenue Corridor
Page K-10

Building Design Element

Trim Items

Fire Escapes

New Exterior Fire Escapes Not Permitted

Grilles and
louvers

Anodized Aluminum, Bronze tone or Mill Finish –
Bronzetone on Rodman Avenue Corridor
Aluminum or Steel – Bronze tone on Rodman Avenue
Corridor

Coping

Related Site
Structures

Permitted Material Type

Roof ventilators

Galvanized

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures

Limestone Landscaping Block on Rodman Avenue Corridor;
Cedar Slat Fencing, Landscape Grade Concrete Block for
Secondary and Tertiary Facade

Porch crawl
space enclosure

Does Not Apply

Notes

NOTES
Note 1

Note 2

Note 3
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EXTERIOR MATERIALS CHART
VISUAL ZONE:

Natural Settings

Building Design Element

Walls

Base (primary)
material

Permitted Material Type

Notes
(Hyperlinked)

Not Applicable

Secondary
material

Roof

Fenestration

Sloped areas

Not Applicable

“Flat” areas

Not Applicable

Doors

Not Applicable

Storm Doors

Not Applicable

Door & Window
Frames
Storm window or
sash

Trim Items
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Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Window

Not Applicable

Fascia

Not Applicable

Soffit

Not Applicable

Gutters and D.S.

Not Applicable

Awnings and
canopies

Not Applicable

Stair or balcony
railings,
balusters and
related
trim/accessories

Not Applicable

Handrails

Not Applicable
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Building Design Element

Trim Items

Related Site
Structures

Permitted Material Type

Fire Escapes

Not Applicable

Grilles and
louvers

Not Applicable

Coping

Not Applicable

Roof ventilators

Not Applicable

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures
Porch crawl
space enclosure

Notes

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

NOTES
Note 1

Note 2

Note 3
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EXTERIOR MATERIALS CHART
VISUAL ZONE:

Proving Grounds

Building Design Element

Walls

Roof

Permitted Material Type

Base (primary)
material

Concrete, Concrete Block

Secondary
material

Metal Siding

Sloped areas

Asphalt Shingles

Notes
(Hyperlinked)

Standing Seam or Metal Roof

Fenestration

“Flat” areas

EPDM

Doors

Hollow Core or Reinforced Metal, Steel or Aluminum

Storm Doors

Not Required

Door & Window
Frames
Storm window or
sash

Trim Items
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Hollow Core or Reinforced Metal
Steel or Aluminum

Window

Steel or Aluminum

Fascia

Concrete, Aluminum, or Steel

Soffit

Concrete, Aluminum, or Steel

Gutters and D.S.

Aluminum or Steel

Awnings and
canopies

Metal or Cloth

Stair or balcony
railings,
balusters and
related
trim/accessories

Not Required

Handrails

Round Pipe
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Building Design Element

Trim Items

Related Site
Structures

Permitted Material Type

Fire Escapes

No External Fire Escapes Allowed

Grilles and
louvers

Aluminum or Galvanized Steel

Coping

Aluminum or Galvanized Steel

Roof ventilators

Aluminum or Galvanized Steel

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures

Porch crawl
space enclosure

Notes

Concrete, Concrete Block, Concrete Landscaping Block,
Cedar Slat Fencing

Not Applicable

NOTES
Note 1

Note 2

Note 3
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Appendix L
EXTERIOR
COLOR
CHARTS

Far
East

Page
L3-4
L5-6
L 7-8
L9-10
L11-12
5 March 2012

Europe

Area
Southeast USA
Northeast USA
Central Atlantic USA
Southwest USA
Plains USA

Page
L13-14
L15-16
L17-18
L19-20
L21-22

Area
Northwest USA
Pacific Ocean
Alaska
Far East (Japan & Korea)
Europe
Page L-1

L.1 Colors schemes and building materials are critical design elements
in relating adjacent buildings and creating a compatible visual
environment within an installation. This section identifies the Army
standard palate of colors that will unify installations. A sufficient color
palate range is provided to allow for variety. General direction on the
use and application of materials and their colors follows:
•

Avoid cluttered, cosmetic application of a number of different
materials on a façade. Use materials consistently on all facades
of a building.

•

Select materials based upon their appropriateness to the building
type, climatic conditions, and prevailing architectural design and
landscape character of the installation.

•

Utilize materials distinctive to an architectural character worthy
of merit consistently throughout an installation.

•

Relate buildings with compatible material and similar colors.

•

Select colors for material from the Army color standard on the
basis of the desired appearance, function, attractiveness of the
building, and its compatibility with adjacent building colors.

•

Limit exterior building colors to the Army established color
palette. This provides each area a coordinated palette of similar
colors that are subdued and harmonious. Avoid strong, loud
colors.
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EXTERIOR COLOR CHART

Building Design
Element

Walls

Base (primary)
material
Secondary
material

Southeast USA

Required Color Standard

Color Sample

Notes
(Hyperlinked
)

Red Brick, or limestone neutral gray tones
Tan 23578, or 23717
Gray 26492 or White 20372

Roof

Metal Green 24373 or Terracotta
Sloped areas

Clay Terracotta
Fiberglass Shingle Gray/White

“Flat” areas

White
Wood: White 5770W

Doors
Fenestration

Steel: Dark Brown 5225N
Storm Doors
Door & Window
Frames
Storm window or
sash
Window

White
Brown 20313
White
White
White

Trim Items

Fascia
Soffit

White

Gutters and D.S.

Brown 20313

Awnings and
canopies

23717

Stair or balcony
railings, balusters
and related trim

Chocolate

Handrails

Dark Brown 5225N
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Related Site
Structures

Trim Items

Building Design
Element

Required Color Standard

Fire Escapes

Chocolate

Grilles and
louvers

Brown 20313

Coping

Brown 20313

Roof ventilators

Blend to match roof

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures
Porch crawl space
enclosure

Color Sample

Notes

Red Brick or Chocolate

White

NOTES
Note 1

Installation: Enter notes where applicable. Tab to expand note listings

Note 3

Identify type, color, and texture of local brick and stone, to include mortar color and joint style
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EXTERIOR COLOR CHART

Northeast USA

Gray cool tone colors have been omitted from this area color palate. The cool grays
tend to “wash out” and appear “muddy” in the cloudy, overcast, or foggy weather
conditions that are frequent.
Building Design
Element

Walls

Base (primary)
material
Secondary
material

Required Color Standard

Color Sample

Notes
(Hyperlinked
)

Red or Brown Brick
Quarry stone tan or beige tones, or limestone
neutral tones
Almond 5910W, Tan 23717, or Mocha 20372

Roof

Metal Bronze or Green 24373
Sloped areas

Clay Terracotta
Fiberglass Shingle Dark Gray or White

“Flat” areas

White or buff
Wood: White 5770W

Doors
Fenestration

Steel: Dark Brown 5225N
Storm Doors
Door & Window
Frames
Storm window or
sash
Window

White
Brown 20313
White
White
White

Trim Items

Fascia
Soffit

White

Gutters and D.S.

Brown 20313

Awnings and
canopies

23717

Stair or balcony
railings, balusters
and related trim

Chocolate

Handrails

Dark Brown 5225N
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Related Site
Structures

Trim Items

Building Design
Element

Required Color Standard

Fire Escapes

Chocolate

Grilles and
louvers

Brown 20313

Coping

Brown 20313

Roof ventilators

Blend to match roof

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures
Porch crawl space
enclosure

Color Sample

Notes

Red Brick or Chocolate

White

NOTES
Note 1

Installation: Enter notes where applicable

Note 2

Installation: Tab to expand note listings

Note 3

Identify type, color and texture of local brick, stone, to include mortar color and joint style
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EXTERIOR COLOR CHART

Building Design
Element

Walls

Base (primary)
material

Central Atlantic USA

Required Color Standard

Color Sample

Notes
(Hyperlinke
d)

Limestone neutral Tan Tones or Gray
Tan 23578

Secondary
material

Red Brick

Fiberglass Shingle - Slate Gray

Roof

Sloped areas

“Flat” areas

Standing Seam Metal Roof

Black
Aluminum: Bronzetone, Gray

Doors

Fenestration

Steel: Bronzetone
Storm Doors

Aluminum: Bronzetone, Gray

Door & Window
Frames

Aluminum: Bronzetone, Gray

Storm window or
sash

Aluminum: Bronzetone, Gray

Window

Aluminum: Bronzetone, Gray
Cream

Trim Items

Fascia
Soffit

Cream

Gutters and D.S.

Cream

Awnings and
canopies

Red , Maroon
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Stair or balcony
railings, balusters
and related trim

Bronzetone

Handrails

Bronzetone

Related Site Structures

Trim Items

Building Design
Element

Required Color Standard

Fire Escapes

Bronzetone, Black

Grilles and
louvers

Bronzetone

Coping

Color Sample

Notes

Bronzetone

Roof ventilators

Blend to match roof

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures

Cedar, Tan, Limestone or Bronzetone

Porch crawl space
enclosure

Cream

NOTES
Note 1

Note 2

Note 3
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EXTERIOR COLOR CHART

Building Design
Element

Walls

Base (primary)
material
Secondary
material

Southwest USA

Required Color Standard

Color Sample

Notes
(Hyperlinked
)

Tan Brick or native stone
Almond 5910W or Tan 23717
Mocha 20372

Roof

Metal Bronze or Terracotta
Sloped areas

Clay Terracotta
Fiberglass Shingle Gray/White

“Flat” areas

White
Wood: White 5770W

Doors
Fenestration

Steel: Dark Brown 5225N
Storm Doors
Door & Window
Frames
Storm window or
sash
Window

White
Brown 20313
White
White
White

Trim Items

Fascia
Soffit

White

Gutters and D.S.

Brown 20313

Awnings and
canopies

23717

Stair or balcony
railings, balusters
and related trim

Chocolate
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Handrails

Brown 20313

Related Site
Structures

Trim Items

Building Design
Element

Required Color Standard

Fire Escapes

Chocolate

Grilles and
louvers

Brown 20313

Coping

Brown 20313

Roof ventilators

Blend to match roof

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures
Porch crawl space
enclosure

Color Sample

Notes

Red Brick or Chocolate

White

NOTES
Note 1

Installation: Enter notes where applicable

Note 2

Installation: Tab to expand note listings

Note 3

Identify type, color and texture of local brick, stone, to include mortar color and joint style
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EXTERIOR COLOR CHART

Building Design
Element

Walls

Base (primary)
material
Secondary
material

Plains USA

Required Color Standard

Color Sample

Notes
(Hyperlinked
)

Red Brick, or limestone neutral gray tones
Tan 23578, or 23717
Gray 26492 or White 20372

Roof

Metal Bronze or Terracotta
Sloped areas

Clay Terracotta
Fiberglass Shingle Gray/White

“Flat” areas

White
Wood: White 5770W

Doors
Fenestration

Steel: Dark Brown 5225N
Storm Doors
Door & Window
Frames
Storm window or
sash
Window

White
Brown 20313
White
White
White

Trim Items

Fascia
Soffit

White

Gutters and D.S.

Brown 20313

Awnings and
canopies

23717

Stair or balcony
railings, balusters
and related trim

Chocolate

Handrails

Dark Brown 5225N
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Related Site
Structures

Trim Items

Building Design
Element

Required Color Standard

Fire Escapes

Chocolate

Grilles and
louvers

Brown 20313

Coping

Brown 20313

Roof ventilators

Blend to match roof

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures
Porch crawl space
enclosure

Color Sample

Notes

Red Brick or Chocolate

White

NOTES
Note 1

Installation: Enter notes where applicable. Tab to expand note listings

Note 3

Identify type, color, and texture of local brick and stone, to include mortar color and joint style
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EXTERIOR COLOR CHART

Northwest USA

Gray cool tone colors have been omitted from this area color palate. The cool grays
tend to “wash out” and appear “muddy” in the cloudy, overcast, or foggy weather
conditions that are frequent.
Building Design
Element

Walls

Base (primary)
material
Secondary
material

Required Color Standard

Color Sample

Notes
(Hyperlinked
)

Brown Brick or native stone
Almond 5910W or Tan 23717
Mocha 20372

Roof

Metal Green 24373
Sloped areas

Clay Terracotta
Fiberglass Shingle Gray/White

“Flat” areas

White
Wood: White 5770W

Doors
Fenestration

Steel: Dark Brown 5225N
Storm Doors
Door & Window
Frames
Storm window or
sash
Window

White
Brown 20313
White
White
White

Trim Items

Fascia
Soffit

White

Gutters and D.S.

Brown 20313

Awnings and
canopies

23717

Stair or balcony
railings, balusters
and related trim

Chocolate

Handrails

Brown 20313
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Related Site
Structures

Trim Items

Building Design
Element

Required Color Standard

Fire Escapes

Chocolate

Grilles and
louvers

Brown 20313

Coping

Brown 20313

Roof ventilators

Blend to match roof

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures
Porch crawl space
enclosure

Color Sample

Notes

Red Brick or Chocolate

White

NOTES
Note 1

Installation: Enter notes where applicable

Note 2

Installation: Tab to expand note listings

Note 3

Identify type, color and texture of local brick, stone, to include mortar color and joint style
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EXTERIOR COLOR CHART

Building Design
Element

Walls

Base (primary)
material
Secondary
material

Pacific Ocean

Required Color Standard

Color Sample

Notes
(Hyperlinked
)

Red Brick
Almond 5910W or Tan 23717
Pastel Sky

Roof

Metal Cream
Sloped areas

Tile Tan
Shingle Gray/White

“Flat” areas

White
Wood: White 5770W

Doors
Fenestration

Steel: Dark Brown 5225N
Storm Doors
Door & Window
Frames
Storm window or
sash
Window

White
Brown 20313
White
White
White

Trim Items

Fascia
Soffit

White

Gutters and D.S.

Brown 20313

Awnings and
canopies

23717

Stair or balcony
railings, balusters
and related trim

Chocolate

Handrails

Brown 20313
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Related Site
Structures

Trim Items

Building Design
Element

Required Color Standard

Fire Escapes

Chocolate

Grilles and
louvers

Brown 20313

Coping

Brown 20313

Roof ventilators

Blend to match roof

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures
Porch crawl space
enclosure

Color Sample

Notes

Red Brick or Chocolate

White

NOTES
Note 1

Installation: Enter notes where applicable

Note 2

Installation: Tab to expand note listings

Note 3

Identify type, color and texture of local brick, stone, to include mortar color and joint style
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EXTERIOR COLOR CHART

Alaska

Gray cool tone colors have been omitted from this area color palate. The cool grays
tend to “wash out” and appear “muddy” in the cloudy, overcast, or foggy weather
conditions that are frequent.
Building Design
Element

Roof

Walls

Base (primary)
material
Secondary
material

Required Color Standard

Color Sample

Notes
(Hyperlinked)

Dustry Trail ICI #425
Sand Motif ICI #422
Bisque ICI #436

Sloped areas

“Flat” areas

Ivory
Wood: Salsa ICI #123

Doors

Trim Items

Fenestration

Steel Liberty Red ICI 159
Storm Doors
Door & Window
Frames
Storm window or
sash
Window

White

Fascia

White

Soffit

White

Gutters and D.S.

Brown 20313

Awnings and
canopies

23717

Stair or balcony
railings, balusters
and related
trim/accessories

Chocolate

Handrails

Dark brown 5225N
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Related Site
Structures

Trim Items

Building Design
Element

Required Color Standard

Fire Escapes

Chocolate

Grilles and
louvers

Brown 20313

Coping

Brown 20313

Roof ventilators

Blend to match roof

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures
Porch crawl space
enclosure

Color Sample

Notes

Chocolate

White

NOTES
Note 1
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Installation: Enter notes where applicable Tab to expand note listings
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EXTERIOR COLOR CHART

Building Design
Element

Walls

Base (primary)
material
Secondary
material

Far East (Japan and Korea)

Required Color Standard

Color Sample

Notes
(Hyperlinked
)

Red Brick
Almond 5910W or Tan 23717
Mocha 20372

Roof

Metal Green 24373
Sloped areas

Clay Terracotta
Fiberglass Shingle Gray/White

“Flat” areas

White
Wood: White 5770W

Doors
Fenestration

Steel: Dark Brown 5225N
Storm Doors
Door & Window
Frames
Storm window or
sash
Window

White
Brown 20313
White
White
White

Trim Items

Fascia
Soffit

White

Gutters and D.S.

Brown 20313

Awnings and
canopies

23717

Stair or balcony
railings, balusters
and related trim

Chocolate

Handrails

Brown 20313
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Related Site
Structures

Trim Items

Building Design
Element

Required Color Standard

Fire Escapes

Chocolate

Grilles and
louvers

Brown 20313

Coping

Brown 20313

Roof ventilators

Blend to match roof

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures
Porch crawl space
enclosure

Color Sample

Notes

Red Brick or Chocolate

White

NOTES
Note 1

Installation: Enter notes where applicable

Note 2

Installation: Tab to expand note listings

Note 3

Identify type, color and texture of local brick, stone, to include mortar color and joint style
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EXTERIOR COLOR CHART

Building Design
Element

Base (primary)
material

Europe

Required Color Standard

Color Sample

Notes
(Hyperlinked
)

New walls shall be constructed of sand limestone
using dimensions according to heating calculations.
New and existing walls (to be covered) shall be of
plaster carrying construction, mesaleithe or equal
#31643.
Cementious materials consist of mineral stucco,
synthetic stucco or quick-mix, or concrete.

Walls

The mineral stucco and synthetic stucco and
concrete colors shall be Light Beige, Color 12A/6.

Secondary
material

The poured-in-place concrete with paint finished
shall be the same as concrete color.
Tilt-up concrete shall have a paint finish. Pre-cast
concrete shall have an integral color or paint
finish.
Metal siding where exposed, shall be painted with
Federal Standard 595a No. 31643.

Roof

Metal Green 24373
Sloped areas

Clay Tile
Concrete roof tile manufactured by “BRAAS” or
equal

“Flat” areas

White
Altweiss, Color 0029

Doors

Trim Items

Fenestration

Steel: Dark Brown 5225N
Window frame or
sash

Altweiss, Color 0029

White
Fascia
Soffit

White

Gutters and D.S.

Altweiss, Color 0029

Awnings and
canopies
Stair or balcony
railings, balusters
and related trim
Handrails
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23717
Chocolate
Brown 20313
Page L-21

Related Site
Structures

Trim Items

Building Design
Element

Required Color Standard

Fire Escapes

Chocolate

Grilles and
louvers

Brown 20313

Coping

Brown 20313

Roof ventilators

Blend to match roof

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures
Porch crawl space
enclosure

Color Sample

Notes

Red Brick or Chocolate

White

NOTES
Note 1

Installation: Enter notes where applicable. Tab to expand note listings

Note 2

Identify type, color and texture of local masonry stone, to include mortar color and joint style

ROOFS
Roofs should be red, and be of the following material:

•

Fiberglass face room shingles manufactured by “Eternit” or equal,

•

Concrete roof tile manufactured by “BRAAS” or equal, or

•

Clay roof tile or equal.

DOORS, WINDOWS AND ACCENTS

Doors and accent elements such as windows, gutters, and pilasters shall be painted Altweiss, Color 0029.

Links
Go to Appendix M
Go to Table of Contents
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EXTERIOR MATERIALS CHART
VISUAL ZONE:

Cemetery

Building Design Element

Walls

Roof

Fenestration

Permitted Material Type

Base (primary)
material

Limestone

Secondary
material

Brick

Sloped areas

Asphalt Shingles

“Flat” areas

EPDM

Doors

Hollow Core Metal

Notes
(Hyperlinked)

Wood
Storm Doors
Door & Window
Frames
Storm window or
sash

Trim Items
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Not Required
Hollow Core Metal
Aluminum or Wood

Window

Aluminum or Wood

Fascia

Aluminum, Wood, or Steel

Soffit

Aluminum, Wood, or Steel

Gutters and D.S.

Aluminum or Copper

Awnings and
canopies

Cloth or Metal

Stair or balcony
railings,
balusters and
related
trim/accessories

Not Required

Handrails

Round Pipe or Custom Designed

Page K-16

Building Design Element

Trim Items

Notes

Fire Escapes

No External Fire Escapes Allowed

Grilles and
louvers

Aluminum or Galvanized Steel, Painted to Match
Surrounding Features if desired
Aluminum or Galvanized Steel, Painted to Match
Surrounding Features if desired
Aluminum or Galvanized Steel, Painted to Match
Surrounding Features if desired

Coping
Roof ventilators

Related Site
Structures

Permitted Material Type

Courtyard
enclosure walls,
retaining walls,
fences, dumpster
enclosures

Porch crawl
space enclosure

Concrete, Concrete Block, Concrete Landscaping Block,
Cedar Slat Fencing, Brick

Not Applicable

NOTES
Note 1

Note 2

Note 3

Links
Go to Appendix L
Go to Table of Contents
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Appendix M
HISTORIC
PRESERVATION
GUIDELINES
M.1

INTRODUCTION

M.1.1 Military Planning and Design.
M.1.1.1 Most of the history and literature about the military
does not deal with the topic of Army facility planning and
design processes.
However, to plan for the future
development of an Army installation, it is necessary to go
back and attempt to understand what has taken place there
in the past.
M.1.1.2 In the development of its policies, the Army had to
deal with the question of how buildings relate to one another
by both use and layout and by architectural characteristics.
At least in its earliest phases, this development was not
always a conscious formulation of policy; so much as it was
the immediate response to a given situation. Over the years,
there have been different forces affecting the process of
military planning in this country. As illustrated by the various
districts and zones on Rock Island Arsenal.
M.2

Fig. M.1 –Building 301 – Previously the
second largest private residence owned
by the Federal Government. Plans are to
convert the building to a community
center.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION REGULATIONS

M.2.1 The Army’s management of historic properties is
pursuant to the duties and responsibilities established by
Congress under the National Historic Preservation Act
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(NHPA) of 1966 and its subsequent amendments. This act
committed Federal agencies to a program of identification
and protection of historic properties on the land they own.
The NHPA established the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation (ACHP) to “advise the President and the
Congress on matters relating to historic preservation; [and
to] recommend measures to coordinate activities of Federal,
State, and local agencies.” (16 U.S.C. 470j)
M.2.2 The NHPA also created the National Register of
Historic Places to designate publicly or privately owned
resources and to encourage identification and planning
which promotes the compatible use of these properties. The
National Register is the official listing of the nation’s historic
and cultural resources considered worthy of preservation. It
includes “districts, sites, buildings, structures and objects
significant in American history, architecture, archaeology,
engineering, and culture.” (16 U.S.C. 470a)
M.2.3 The NHPA has established a number of procedural
steps, which Federal agencies must meet in order to comply
with the intent of the law. This is set forth in Section 106 of
the NHPA which requires that: “the head of any Federal
agency having direct or indirect jurisdiction over a proposed
Federal or federally assisted undertaking in any State and
the head of any Federal department or independent agency
having authority to license any undertaking shall, prior to the
approval of the expenditure of any Federal funds on the
undertaking or prior to the issuance of any license, as the
case may be, take into account the effect of the undertaking
on any district, site, buildings, structure, or object that is
included in or eligible for inclusion in the National Register.
The head of any such Federal agency shall afford the
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation established under
Title II of this Act a reasonable opportunity to comment with
regard to such undertaking.” (16 U.S.C. 470f)
M.2.4 Pursuant to its authority in overseeing the nation’s
historic preservation programs, the Department of the
Interior has developed regulations which amount to a set of
acceptable standards for work on properties listed in or
eligible for listing in the National Register. The Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archeology and
Historic Preservation act as a guide to the Advisory Council
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and State Historic Preservation Offices in their procedural
review of Federal undertakings. These guidelines should
also act as standards for all Federal agencies as they
commence planning for any undertaking, which has the
potential to trigger Section 106 review, thus assuring that all
proposed projects would meet Advisory Council and NHPA
requirements.
M.2.5 Federal agencies must comply with the NHPA by
following a series of steps detailed in 36 CFR 800. The
Army further explains its policies and procedures in Army
Regulation (AR) 200-4, Cultural Resources Management
and Department of the Army Pamphlet (DA PAM) 200-4,
Cultural Resources Management. This Installation Design
Guideline is intended to be used in conjunction with the
above regulations as well as with the Rock Island Arsenal
Integrated Cultural Resources Management Plan (ICRMP).

Fig. M.2 - Many Army Properties
Are Listed on the National Register
of Historical Properties

M.2.6 The recently developed Army Alternate Procedures
(AAP) provide a new method for managing historic
properties. The AAP, a streamlined approach to Section 106
of the National Historic Preservation Act, now allows
installations to manage historic properties programmatically
rather than on a project-by-project review.
These
procedures also enable installations to leverage existing
Army and DoD program requirements while internally
managing historic properties in a more efficient and cost
effective manner.
M.3

STANDARDS AND GUIDLELINES

M.3.1 Rehabilitation of Historic Properties. Design and
renovation guidelines for historic districts, such as those
within the Rock Island Arsenal are of necessity much
broader than design guidelines for single structures. Such
guidelines must not only address the, appropriate
architectural image (style, material, etc.) for proposed new
buildings, they must also address how a proposed action
within the historic district will impact its integrity. By this it is
meant, how any new work will affect the original design
intent of the given historic area.
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M.3.1.1 New work should not:
M.3.1.1.2 Conflict with the existing architectural character.
For example, it should not:
•

Be larger in mass or taller than the existing historic
structures.

•

Be of a color or material that conflicts visually with the
predominant historic material used in the area.

•

Destroy the historic fabric of any existing structures or
landscape features, which are essential character
defining elements within the district.

•

Destroy the spatial relationship between or among
historic buildings designed as a grouping; this
includes the regular spacing of buildings within a
group, as well as views from one to the other or into
the grouping as a whole.

M.3.1.2 New work should:
M.3.1.2.1 Seek to enhance and protect the historic quality
and existing resources. For example:
•

Conduct a survey examining the level of use existing
facilities prior to determining the need for new
construction.

•

Follow the Standards and Guidelines for Historic
Preservation as recommended by the Secretary of the
Interior.

M.3.1.2.2 Provide necessary modern conveniences as
unobtrusively as possible. For example, it should:
•

Site new construction so that it does not destroy
existing building relationships or configurations.

•

Scale new buildings down so as to minimize their
visual impact.
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•

Place parking to the rear of historic buildings.

•

Landscape parking areas and modern mechanical
equipment so as to screen them from view.

M.3.1.2.3 Phase out (gradually eliminate) existing intrusions.
For example, it should:
•

•

Demolish structures designated, as intrusions on the
National Register Inventory when they are no longer
needed.

Fig. M.3 - Make Every Effort to Use
Historical Structures as Originally
Intended

Restore buildings, which have been altered by
inappropriate color schemes, replacement windows,
porch enclosures, etc.

M.3.2 Treatment of Historic Fabric. The most effective way
to preserve historic properties is to keep them in use and to
consistently maintain them. When buildings and grounds
are consistently used for their intended purposes and regular
maintenance is conducted, there is rarely a need for
extensive preservation work. Only when they are misused,
underused or left vacant for long periods of time does largescale rehabilitation become necessary. It follows that if a
regular maintenance program is put into effect once a
property has been appropriately renovated, another major
rehabilitation will rarely be required.

Fig. M.4 - Retain Distinguished
Stylistic or Character Defining
Features

M.3.3 Standards for Historic Preservation Projects.
M.3.3.1 Compatible use of historic sites and structures.
Every reasonable effort should be made to use a historic
structure or site for its originally intended purpose or to
provide a compatible use. The use should be compatible in
the sense that it involves minimal alteration to the property
and/or has no adverse effect upon its historic integrity. Use
of the site and structure should be regulated to prevent
alterations that are potentially damaging to historic fabric
and/or cultural context (Fig. M.3).
M.3.3.2 Retention of character defining features.
Distinguishing stylistic or character defining features and
examples of skilled craftsmanship should not be destroyed,
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altered, or removed from a historic site or structure. All such
fabric should be treated with sensitivity and preserved in its
original context and form (Fig. M.4).
M.3.3.3 Treatment of deteriorated historic fabric.
Deteriorated historic fabric should be repaired rather than
replaced whenever possible.
When replacement is
unavoidable, new material, whether man-made or natural,
should match the existing fabric in composition, design,
color, texture, and other visual/structural qualities.
M.3.3.4 Documentation of missing historic elements.
Replacement of missing historic elements should be based
on the accurate duplication of features known to have
existed and substantiated by historic pictorial and/or physical
evidence and not on conjecture, nor simply on the example
of similar treatment found on other structures or sites of the
same period or region.
M.3.3.5 Retention of historic alterations. Changes to a
historic structure or site, which have occurred over the
course of time, may provide evidence of important social or
cultural processes. As such they should be respected and
their potential significance carefully evaluated.
M.3.3.6 Unacceptable alterations.
Historic sites and
structures should be recognized as products of their own
time and as part of an important cultural process.
Alterations which have no historical basis or which destroy
the authenticity of the place are discouraged.
M.3.3.7 Acceptable alterations and additions. When
possible, alterations and new additions to historic structures
or sites should be done in such a manner as to leave the
essential form and integrity unimpaired.
M.3.3.8 Contemporary design in a historic context.
Contemporary design for additions to existing historic sites
or districts should not be discouraged if such design is
compatible with the massing, proportions, scale, materials,
color, views, and general contextual relationships of the
place.
M.3.3.9 Surface cleaning methods. Surface cleaning of
structures or buildings should be undertaken with the
gentlest possible means, and only when cleaning is essential
to the preservation of the buildings. Cleaning methods, such
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as sand blasting, which could damage historic material or
speed their deterioration, are discouraged.
M.3.3.10 Archaeological resources. All treatment work,
which potentially affects surface or sub-surface pre-historic
or historic archaeological resources, should be coordinated
with an archaeologist.
M.3.3.11 Historic preservation and maintenance. The
guidelines contained within this IDG are general in nature.
The IDG must be utilized in conjunction with the Installation
ICRMP.
M.3.4 Guidelines for Historic Preservation Projects.
M.3.4.1 Roof Guidelines.
•

Preserve existing historic roofing. Repair and patch
with matching materials.

•

All roofs should receive an annual inspection. Repair
and patch all materials as needed and clean out all
gutters and drains.

•

When full replacement of the roof becomes
necessary, replace or restore with historic materials.

•

Roof details. Retain and/or maintain all existing
chimneys, ventilators, vents, louvers and decorative
elements such as brackets, dentils, and cornices.
When possible, restore missing decorative elements.

Fig. M.5 - Replace or Restore Roofs with
Historical Materials

M.3.4.2 Wall Guidelines.
•

Limestone and brick masonry.
Clean only when necessary using the gentlest
possible means.
o Repair or replace deteriorated or missing units
as needed.

•

Stucco.
Repair damaged or deteriorated stucco.
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o Repaint only when necessary with appropriate
color based on analysis of historic paint.
•

Wood.
Retain or repair wood siding; where
replacement is necessary, match existing
clapboards in width and species.
o Repaint only as need to maintain moisture
protection.
o

Use color scheme based on analysis of
existing paint layers.

M.3.4.3 Porch Guidelines.
•

Retain or maintain existing original porches.

•

Remove historically inappropriate porches.

•

Where possible, restore original porches that have
been removed or enclosed.

M.3.4.4 Window Guidelines.
•

In most historic districts or buildings, windows
constitute a highly visible design element as they
make up a large percentage of façades.

•

If building an addition or altering the building, maintain
height configuration of windows.

•

Retain window size and fenestration pattern when
replacing windows or altering the building.

•

If replacing windows, preserve frame material or use
historically accurate reproductions. Avoid replacing
original frames with aluminum frames.

•

Restore historic windows where
replacement windows have been used.

•

The window manufacturing industry can replicate
and/or reproduce most all types and sizes of windows
to match existing historic windows. In many cases,
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Porches

non-historic
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matching replacement windows are available as stock
items.
M.3.4.5 Door Guidelines.
•

Although not usually as visually overpowering as
windows, main entrance doorways are also important
façade details. As a design element, decorative
doors have stylistic features that belong to the
particular era for which they were designed.

•

Retain or maintain existing historic doors.

•

If replacing doors, preserve frame material or use
historically accurate reproductions.

•

If building an addition or altering the building, maintain
the size of the door opening.

•

Restore all main
appropriate frames.

entranceways

by

reinstalling

M.3.4.6 Color Guidelines.
•

If historic buildings must be repainted before an
accurate color scheme is developed, a very
conservative approach should be followed. Repaint
to match the existing colors or colors that can be
documented to have been used on that building.

•

Utilize a qualified historic paint color specialist for an
inventory and analysis of the paint layer sequences
for all building groupings.

•

Establish a rotating schedule for the painting and
cleaning of each building.

M.3.4.7 Painting Guidelines.
•

Do not undertake a paint job until any problems with
leaking water have been solved. All gutters and
downspouts should be repaired and be in good
operating condition.

•

Only repaint when existing coat is no longer
performing, as excessive coats of paint create a thick
film, which obscures detail.
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M.3.4.8 Handicap and Safety Access Guidelines.
•

As a general rule, buildings listed in or determined
eligible for listing in the National Register may receive
special consideration for meeting safety and
accessibility requirements.
Any modifications
required to bring a historic structure in compliance
with safety and accessibility codes should be carefully
planned and undertaken so that they do not adversely
affect the design of main entrances or principal
facades.

•

Where possible, avoid alterations to the main façade
and principal doorways.

•

Place or install new ramps, lifts, and any added fire
escapes on secondary building facades such as, to
the side or rear of the building.

•

Locate new doorways at the rear or side of the
building.

•

Required protective railings on ramps, stairs, steps,
and lifts should match existing porch railings.

M.3.4.9 Mechanical Equipment Guidelines.
•

In many cases within historic districts, mechanical
equipment is located outside of the building. When
historic structures are renovated and mechanical
systems are upgraded, equipment placement should
be planned in order to make the least visual impact.

•

Where possible, locate mechanical equipment within
the building.

•

Screen necessary surface equipment with vegetation.

•

When large groups of buildings are upgraded as one
project, consider the use of a remote system.

M.3.4.10 Guidelines for Additions.

•
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In general, additions should follow all of the guidelines
for new construction within historic districts; but,
because their proximity makes the potential for
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damage to historic fabric even greater, there are
additional principles that should be followed.
•

Avoid changes that impact primary facades.

•

Note that some highly visible freestanding buildings
may not have a secondary facade, and thus additions
are not advisable.

•

Scale down additions so that it makes the least visual
impact.

•

Design should establish a clear and obvious
difference between the existing historic structure and
the new addition.

M3.4.11 Force Protection. These guidelines should be
used in conjunction with the UFC 4-010-01, DoD Minimum
Antiterrorism Standards for Buildings and the Force
Protection Design Standards of this Installation Design
Guide.
M.4

ARMY STANDARDS

•

Army Regulation (AR) 200-4, Cultural Resources
Management

•

Department of the Army Pamphlet (DA PAM) 200-4,
Cultural Resources Management

•

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties

M.5

REFERENCES
Links

•

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

Go to Appendix N

•

United States Army Environmental Center

Go to Table of Contents
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Appendix N
HOUSEKEEPING
RULES

The following set of housekeeping rules consist of a list of general and public rules that are
applicable to the administrative office work areas throughout the installation. Organizations
should make every effort to ensure that all personnel are familiar with the facilities
housekeeping rules. An organized, well kept working area that is neat and clean contributes to
the visual harmony of the work area and fosters work efficiencies.

Housekeeping Rules for Rock Island Arsenal

General Rules:
1. Alterations: Employees shall not mark, paint, drill, damage, string wires within, or in any
way deface any part of the building. Employees will not install or permit the installation of any
awnings, shades, Mylar films or filters on windows. Employees will not obstruct, alter or in any
way impair the efficient operation of the heating, ventilating, air conditioning, electrical, fire
safety or lighting systems, nor shall the employee tamper with or change the setting of any
thermostat or temperature control valve in the building. Employees shall not cover or block air
ducts or vents.
2. Cleanliness: Employees shall exercise his/her best efforts to keep workstations and
common area, i.e., hallways, corridors, team rooms, etc., clean and free from rubbish. No
employee shall cause any unnecessary labor due to carelessness or indifference in the
preservation of good order and cleanliness. It is highly recommended that employees use
covered cups when transporting liquids. Employees shall not bring any substance into the
building that might add an undue burden to the cleaning or maintenance of the premises, or the
building.
3. Carpet: Carpet stains and/or damage should be reported to the Service Order Desk at
extension 22387, or 22388.
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4. Energy Conservation: Turn off systems furniture lighting, conference room lights, private
office lights and equipment, etc. when not in use, especially at the end of the day. During nonbusiness hours, employees shall limit the use of lighting and equipment to areas occupied.
5. Lighting: Do not adjust or move any overhead lighting fixtures or fixtures within
workstations. Lighting within workstations may not be installed without written approval by the
Directorate of Public Works. One desktop personal lamp may be placed in a workstation.
6. Vertical Blinds: Blinds are to be left down at all times. Only the wands will be used for
adjustments. Items will not be placed/stored on windowsills other than small plants as covered
below.
7. Signage: No signs, advertisements or notes shall be painted or affixed on or to any window,
door, restroom conference/team room or other part of the building unless approved by the
Directorate of Public Works. Bulletin boards will be installed in common areas for posting of
unofficial material.
8. Vehicles: Employees shall not bring bicycles into the office environment.
9. Air Sprays: Since many people are sensitive to various air sprays, their use is discouraged.
10. Maintenance: All requests for maintenance on workstations, chairs, carpeting should be
reported to Service Order Desk at extension 22387 or 22388.

Public Spaces:
1. Eating in Work Areas: Eating in work areas can contribute to pest infestation and an
unsightly appearance. If eating at your desk, please ensure trash is discarded daily. Perishable
food items should not be stored in the employees’ work area. Perishable foods are to be kept
refrigerated.
2. Appliances (e.g., Refrigerators/Coffee Pots/Microwaves/Fans/Heaters):
Refrigerators, coffee pots and microwaves are not permitted in individual work areas.
Appliances intended to be shared by multiple individuals are allowed in break rooms or other
centrally located areas.
Approval of portable fans is not required.
Use of personal supplemental heating devices must have supervisor written approval and must
only be used when the area is occupied (to reduce potential for fires). Supplemental heating
devices must be UL approved with a tip-over trip switch.
Portable heating devices shall not be plugged into power circuits of partition walls.
Power circuits in partition walls can be easily overloaded and thus increase the risk of
fires.
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3. Centralization: Copiers, faxes, scanners, printers, etc., will be centralized and networked to
the maximum extent possible. Personal office equipment will be provided on an exception basis
only.
4. Office Accessories: All office equipment and other devices of any electrical or mechanical
nature shall be placed on an area of the work surface that best accommodates the
prevention/elimination of any vibration, noise or annoyance to others. Employees shall not
construct, maintain, use or operate any equipment of machinery that produces music, sound,
noise, pictures, or lighting which is audible or visible beyond their workstation.
5. Office Wall Mountings: Only framed items will be hung on walls. No artwork or other
displays may be placed or hung on fixed or temporary walls/partitions, other than in private
offices without approval by Directorate of Public Works. The use of tape, pushpins or other
devices to affix items to walls is prohibited.
6. Plants: Plants must be contained within workstations and not affixed in any way to the
Workstation, partitions, floors or ceiling as outlined in the guidance detailed elsewhere in this
document. Small plants that do not interfere with the normal operation of window blinds may be
placed on windowsills.
7. Speakerphones: The use of speakerphones is restricted to when absolutely necessary.
Concerted efforts must be make to utilize team rooms when speakerphone conversations are
required.
8. Trash: The janitorial contractor will discard only items in wastebaskets or items clearly
labeled “TRASH.” Do not place trash in the corridors, hallways, stairwells or other common
areas.
9. Workstation Reconfiguration: Workstations will not be reconfigured, modified or altered in
any way by the occupant.
10. Workstation Guidelines: Every employee shall make a concerted effort to keep
workstations clean, uncluttered and professional in appearance. Avoid placing papers and
other “hard copy” materials on the wall of the workstation and the accumulation of excessive
pictures/cartoons/mementos. The storage of papers, boxes and files on floors is prohibited.
Materials are not to be hung on the outside panels of workstations.
a. Above the Panels: Nothing will be placed above the panel height of the workstations or
hung from the ceiling. Nothing will be stacked on the tops of flipper doors, map files, filing
cabinets, towers, etc.
b. Cabling: No temporary cabling for electrical, information technology or communications is
allowed. Requests for alterations must be submitted to Service Order Desk at extension 22387
or 22388. This prohibition includes extension cords. Surge protectors are allowed. Wiring is to
be contained in cable trays and off the floors.
11. Care of Furniture and Furniture Systems
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a. Laminate Surfaces – To clean laminate tops, wash with a soft cloth and a solution of mild
detergent and warm water. Rinse thoroughly and dry with a soft cloth.
b. Steel and Painted Metal Surfaces – Panel trim, panel poles, painted flipper doors and
other parts of flipper doors should be cleaned with a soft cloth soaked in detergent and warm
water. Rinse thoroughly and dry.
c. Fabric – To have spots removed from panels and workstation flipper doors contact Service
Order Desk at extension 22387 or 22388.

Links
Go to Appendix O
Go to Table of Contents
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Appendix O
Plant Palate,
Landscape Plants
for Iowa
Refer to Plant Palate, Landscape Plants for Iowa (available in hard copy from
Directorate of Public Works).

Links
Go to Appendix P
Go to Table of Contents
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Appendix P
DA Facilities
Standardization
Program
Centers of
Standardization
P.1 The following U.S. Army Corps of Engineer Centers of Standardization
locations are responsible for the standardization of the respective facility types.
Addresses and telephone numbers are provided.
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DA Facilities Standardization Program
Centers of Standardization
Assigned Center

Facility Type

U.S. Army Engineering and Support Center,
Huntsville
Attn: CEHNC-ED-CS-A and IS
P.O. Box 1600
Huntsville AL 35807
Telephone: 256-895-1673/1672/1535

Child Development Center-Infant/Toddlers
Child Development Center Playground
Child Development Center – 6 to 10 Year Olds
Physical Fitness Facilities
Fire Station
Hazardous Material Storage Facility
Outdoor Sports Facility
Close Combat Tactical Trainer
Military Operations Urban Terrain (MOUT) Facility
Training Range
Youth Activity Center
Army Reserve Center/National Guard Armory
Bowling Center(RFP)

U.S. Army Engineer District, Louisville
ATTN: CELRL-ED-D-A
600 Martin Luther King Jr Place
Louisville, KY 40202
Telephone: 502-315-6250
U.S. Army Engineer District, Norfolk
ATTN: CENAO-TS-EA
803 Front Street
Norfolk, VA 23510
Telephone: 757-441-7702

U.S. Army Engineer District, Omaha
ATTN: CENWO-ED-DG/PM-M
215 North 17th Street
Omaha, NE 68102
Telephone: 402-221-4552/4434
U.S. Army Engineer District, Sacramento
ATTN: CESPK-ED-M
1325 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Telephone: 916-557-7412
U.S. Army Engineer District Savannah
ATTN: CESAS-EN-E
P.O. Box 889
Savannah, GA 31402
Telephone: 912-652-5212
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Classroom21
Criminal Investigation Facility (CIDC)
Enlisted Personnel Dining Facility
Family Housing (RFP)
General Instruction Building
Information Systems Facility
Troop Issue Subsistence Activity Facility (TISA)
Army Chapel
Chapel Family Life Center
Religious Education Facility
Small Site Chapel
Brigade/Battalion HQ
Two Story Battalion HQ

Company Operations Facility
Military Entrance Processing Station (MEPS)
Tactical Equipment Maintenance Facility (TEMF)
Unaccompanied Enlisted Personnel Housing (UEPH),
New & Modernization
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DA Facilities Standardization Program
Centers of Standardization
Assigned Center

Facility Type

U.S. Army Engineer District, Seattle
4735 E. Marginal Way
Seattle, WA 98124
Telephone:

Central Issue Facility
General Purpose Warehouse

U.S. Army Engineer District, Tulsa
ATTN: CESWT-EC-D
1645 S. 101ST East Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74128
Telephone: 918-669-7033

One Station Unit Training (OSUT) Barracks
Advanced Individual Training (AIT) Barracks
Basic Combat Trainee (BCT)
Unaccompanied Officer Quarters
Unaccompanied Officer Quarters, Transient

Links
Go to Appendix Q
Go to Table of Contents
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Appendix Q
Standards and
References
Q.1 Standards and References
Q.1.1 Section 7, Site Planning:
Q.1.1.1 Army Standards
Technical Manual (TM) 5-803-14, Site Planning and Design
Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG)
Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS)
Q.1.1.2

References

Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 2-600-01, Installation Design, Chap 7
Army Regulation (AR) 200-2, Environmental Effects of Army Actions
Technical Instructions (TI) 800-01, Design Criteria
Technical Instructions (TI) 801-02, Family Housing
Technical Instructions (TI) 804-01, Area Planning, Site Planning, and Design
Technical Manual (TM) 5-820-1/ Air Force AFM 88-5, Chap. 1, Surface
Drainage Facilities for Airfields and Heliports
Technical Manual (TM) 5-820-3/Air Force AFM 88-5, Chap. 3, Drainage and
Erosion-Control Structures for Airfields and Heliports
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Technical Manual (TM) 5-820-4/Air Force AFM 88-5, Chap. 4, Drainage for
Areas Other Than Airfields
Technical Manual (TM) 5-822-2, General Provisions and Geometric Design
for Roads, Streets, Walks, and Open Storage Areas
Technical Manual (TM) 5-822-5, Pavement Design for Roads, Streets, Walks,
and Open Storage Areas
Master Planning Instructions (MPI)
Whole Building Design
Q.1.2 Section 8, Buildings:
Q.1.2.1

Army Standards

Army Regulation (AR) 420-70, Buildings and Structures
Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 3-520-01, Interior Electrical Systems
Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4-010-01, DoD Minimum Antiterrorism
Standards for Buildings
Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG)
Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS)
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers engineering technical letter (ETL) 1110-3-502,
Telephone and Network Distribution System Design and Implementation Guide
Standards of Seismic Safety for Existing Federally Owned and Leased
Buildings
Army Barracks Master Plan, Appendix I, Army Barracks Standards
Quality Standards for New and Replacement Residential Communities
Initiative (RCI) Family Housing
Army Lodging Standards
Design Manual for Remoted Target Systems (RETS) Ranges, CEHCN 11101-23 Manual
Unexploded Ordinance Considerations in the Planning, Design, and
Construction of Ranges, Supplement to CEHNC 1110-1-23 Manual
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Revised Range Design/Construction Interface Standards
Q.1.2.2

References

Army Regulation (AR) 190-13, The Army Physical Security Program
Army Regulation (AR) 200-1, Environmental Protection and Enhancement
Army Regulation (AR) 200-2, Environmental Effects of Army Actions
Army Regulation (AR) 200-4, Cultural Resources Management
Army Regulation (AR) 405-45, Real Property Inventory Management
Army Regulation (AR) 405-45, Real Property Inventory Management
Army Regulation (AR) 405-70, Utilization of Real Property
Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 2-600-01, Installation Design, Chap 8
Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 1-200-01, Design: General Building
Requirements, 31 July 2002
Engineering Regulation (ER) 1110-345-122, Engineering and Design, Interior
Design
Department of the Army Pamphlet (DA PAM) 200-4, Cultural Resources
Management
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Design Guide (DG) 1110-3-122, Design Guide
for Interiors
Department of Defense (DoD) Interior Design Website
Military Handbook 1191, Medical Military Construction Program Facilities
Design and Construction Criteria
Technical Instructions (TI) 800-01, Design Criteria
Technical Instructions (TI) 809-04, Seismic Design for Buildings
Technical Instructions (TI) 809-05, Seismic Design Evaluation and
Rehabilitation for Buildings
Technical Instructions (TI) 811-16, Lighting Design
Technical Manual (TM) 5-683, Electrical Interior Facilities
Technical Manual (TM) 5-688, Foreign Voltage and Frequencies Guide
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Technical Manual (TM) 5-809-10/Navy NAVFAC P-355/Air Force AFM 88-3,
Chap 13, Seismic Design for Buildings
Technical Manual (TM) 5-809-10-2/Navy NAVFAC P-355.2/Air Force AFM
88-3, Chap 13, Sec B, Seismic Design Guidelines for Upgrading Existing
Buildings
Army Barracks Master Plan
Air Force Sustainable Facilities Guide
Air Force Interior Design Guides
Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation Management, Sustainable Design and
Development Website
U.S Army Corps of Engineers, Engineering Research and Development
Center, Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL), Sustainable
Design and Development Website
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Engineering Technical Letter (ETL) 1110-3502, Telephone and Network Distribution System Design and Implementation
Guide
Whole Building Design Guide
Unified Facilities Guide Specifications (UFGS), "Division 12 - Furnishings",
Construction Criteria Base
Q.1.3 Section 9, Circulation:
Q.1.3.1

Army Standards

Army Regulation (AR) 420-72, Transportation Infrastructure and Dams
Technical Instructions (TI) 804-11, Design for Non-Organizational or Privately
Owned Vehicle (POV) Site Circulation and Parking
Technical Manual (TM) 5-811-1/Air Force AFJMAN 32-1080, Electric Power
Supply and Distribution
Technical Manual (TM) 5-822-2, General Provisions and Geometric Design
for Roads, Streets, Walks, and Open Storage Areas
Technical Manual (TM) 5-850-2/Air Force AFJMAN 32-1046, Railroad Design
and Rehabilitation
Manual For Railway Engineering
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Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4-010-01, DoD Minimum Antiterrorism
Standards for Buildings
Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG)
Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS)
Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)
Q.1.3.2

References

Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 2-600-01, Installation Design, Chap 9
U.S. Air Force, Landscape Design Guide, Parking Area
U.S. Air Force, Landscape Design Guide, Walkways and Bikeways (Provides
a comprehensive walkways and bikeways planning guide including sections on
paving materials and gradients and curvature data.)
Chicago's Bike Lane Design Manual (Provides a comprehensive series of
technical drawings and design specifications for bike lanes.)
Q.1.4 Section 10, Landscape:
Q.1.4.1

Army Standards

Army Regulation (AR) 420-70, Buildings and Structures
Technical Manual (TM) 5-630, Natural Resources Land Management
Technical Manual (TM) 5-803-13, Landscape Design and Planting
American Standard for Nursery Stock, ANSI Z60.1
Overseas (Host Nation Standards)
Q.1.4.2

References

Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 2-600-01, Installation Design, Chap 10
USAF Landscape Design Guide

C. Brickell and D. Joyce. Pruning and Training, 1996.
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Q.1.5 Section 11, Site Elements:
Q.1.5.1

Army Standards

DoD 4525.8-M, DoD Official Mail Manual
Army Regulation (AR) 420-49, Utility Services
Army Regulation (AR) 420-70, Buildings and Structures
Army Regulation (AR) 420-72, Transportation Infrastructure and Dams
Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG)
Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS)
Technical Manual (TM) 5-807-10, Signage
Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)
MTMC Pamphlet 55-14, Traffic Engineering for Better Signs and Markings
Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4-010-01, DoD Minimum Antiterrorism
Standards for Buildings
Q.1.5.2

References

Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 2-600-01, Installation Design, Chap 11
Army Regulation (AR) 1-33, Memorial Programs
Army Regulation (AR) 840-1, Department of the Army Seal, and Department
of the Army Emblem and Branch of Service Plaques
Technical Manual (TM) 5-663, Child Development Center, Play Area
Inspection and Maintenance Program
Technical Manual (TM) 5-803-5, Installation Design Manual
Technical Manual (TM) 5-803-11/Air Force AFJMAN 32-10139, Children's
Outdoor Play Areas
Q.1.6 Section 12, Force Protection:
Q.1.6.1
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Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4-010-01, DoD Minimum Antiterrorism
Standards for Buildings
Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 4-010-10, DoD Minimum Antiterrorism
Standoff Distances for Buildings (This document is a "For Official Use Only
(FOUO)" publication. Users may contact the Point of Contact posted at the noted
website for inquires regarding this document.)
Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS)
Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guideline (ADAAG)
DoD Instruction 2000.16, DoD Antiterrorism Standards
Q.1.6.2

References

Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 2-600-01, Installation Design, Chap 12
DoD Handbook 2000.12-H, Protection of DoD Personnel and Activities
Against Acts of Terrorism and Political Turbulence, February 1993 (This
Handbook is a "For Official Use Only (FOUO)" publication. Users may contact
the Point of Contact posted at the following website to obtain a copy of the
Handbook.) http://www.dtic.mil/whs/directives/corres/html/o200012h.htm
Army Regulation (AR) 525-13, The Army Force Protection Program (Available
only through the Army Knowledge Online web portal.)
UFC 4-010-02, DoD Security Engineering Manual, (This document is in draft
form. See the Security Engineering Working Group website.
U.S. Air Force, Installation Force Protection Guide: (Contains information on
installation planning, engineering design, and construction techniques that will
preclude or minimize the effect of a terrorist attack.)
Technical Manuals/Air Force Manual series TM 5-853/AFMAN) 32-1071,
Security Engineering, 3 volume series: (Volumes 2 and 3 are "For Official Use
Only (FOUO)" and are not available on the Army Corps of Engineers publications
website. A copy of the manuals can be acquired via your standard publications
account. The three volumes cover, Project Development, Concept Design, and
Final Design respectively.)

Q.1.7 Appendix D, Sustainable Design:
Q.1.7.1
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The SPiRiT rating of "Silver" is the standard for all FY06 MILCON vertical
construction projects currently under design (as of March 18 2003). For all other
FY06 and future-year MILCON projects the minimum SPiRiT rating requirement
is "Gold". See Assistant Secretary of the Army memorandum Subject:
Sustainable Design and Development Requirements, dated 18 March 2003.
Q.1.7.2

References

Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation Management memorandum Subject:
Sustainable Project Rating Tool, dated 21 December 2002
Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation Management, Sustainable Design and
Development Website
U.S Army Corps of Engineers, Engineering Research and Development
Center, Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (CERL), Sustainable
Design and Development Website
Air Force Sustainable Facilities Guide
Whole Building Design Guide

Q.1.8 Appendix M, Historic Preservation:
Q.1.8.1

Army Standards

Army Regulation (AR) 200-4, Cultural Resources Management
Department of the Army Pamphlet (DA PAM) 200-4, Cultural Resources
Management
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties
Q.1.8.2

References

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
United States Army Environmental Center

30 Sep 05
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
INSTALLATION MANAGEMENT AGENCY
HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY GARRISON-ROCK ISLAND
ARSENAL

AMSTA-RI-GM

1 Jun 06

MEMORANDUM FOR All Employees; HQ ASC, JMC, IMA, USAG-RIA, TACOM-RI, JMTC, and
Tenant Activities
SUBJECT: RIA Construction Code Adoption-- Policy Memo #A-07

1. Applicability and Effective Date:
This policy statement is applicable to all Rock Island Arsenal Garrison directorates, offices, contractors,
and tenant organizations for construction or repair projects on the installation, and is effective
immediately.
2. Background:
a. At the Rock Island Arsenal Garrison (RIAG) the Directorate of Public Works (DPW) is
responsible for construction, maintenance, and repair within the installation. In keeping with these
responsibilities they are my agents to ensure safety of people and facilities through the enforcement of
construction codes.
b. Public Law 104-113, National Technology Transfer and Advancement Act of 1995, requires
Federal use of private sector and industry consensus standards.
3. Policy:
a. It is RIA policy that all construction, maintenance, and repair of all buildings, structures, and
other real property facilities shall comply with all Federal, and State of Illinois laws and regulations.
b. It is RIA policy that all construction, maintenance, and repair of all buildings, structures, and
other real property facilities shall be in accordance with the following construction codes.
c. In order to ensure compliance with the construction codes, all construction activities on the RIA
will first be reviewed and approved by the DPW. For work outside the purview of the DPW
organization, construction permits will be issued by the DPW documenting the plans as approved.
4. Construction Codes for the Rock Island Arsenal:
*Note: For specific projects, comply also with the Unified Facilities Criteria, and other military
documents, such as MILITARY HANDBOOKS, ARMY REGULATIONS, TECHNICAL
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AMSTA-RI-GM
SUBJECT: RIA Construction Code Adoption Policy, Policy Memo #A-07

MANUALS, etc. The list of United Facilities Criteria (UFC) is found at the internet address
of http://65.204.17.188/report/doc_ufc.html. In the event of conflicts between different codes, comply
with the most restrictive requirement. Advise the Directorate of Public Works of the conflict and abide
by any subsequent direction provided by the Directorate of Public Works.
a. UFC 1-200-01 Design: General Building Requirements dated 20 June 2005. The internet
address for this code is http://www.hnd.usace.army.mil/techinfo/ufc/UFC+1-200-01.pdf. This code
specifies the application of the following codes:
(1) Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC)3-600-01 Design: Fire Protection Engineering for Facilities,
dated 17 April 2003 with change dated 16 January 2004. The internet address for this code is
http://www.ccb.org/docs/UFC/3_600_01.pdf.
(2) UFC 4-010-01 DoD Minimum Antiterrorism Standards For Buildings – dated 08 October
2003. The internet address for this code is http://www.ccb.org/docs/UFC/4_010_01. pdf.
(3) International Building Code 2003
(4) NFPA 101 Life-Safety Code, 2003
b. Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards (UFAS) 1985
c. Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities, 1992.
d. Executive Order 13123 and along with Energy Policy Act (EPACT) 2005
e. International Mechanical Code 2003
f. International Fuel Gas Code 2003
g. NFPA 70, National Electric Code 2005
h. National Electric Safety Code 2002
i. 2004 Illinois Plumbing Code
j. International Plumbing Code, 2003

2
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AMSTA-RI-GM
SUBJECT: RIA Construction Code Adoption Policy, Policy Memo #A-07

k. Environmental Protection Act (415 ILCS 5/1 et seg.)
l. Clean Air Act, Section 608, 1990
m. Clean Water Act, Section 404
n. EO 13101 - Greening the Government through Waste Prevention, Recycling, and Federal
Acquisition.
o. EO 13123 - Greening the Government through Efficient Energy Management.
p. EO 13148 - Greening the Environment through Leadership in Environmental Management.
q. Illinois Administration Code-Title 35
r. National Historic Preservation Act, Section 106, incorporating amendments effective August 5,
2004.
s. Illinois State Historic Preservation Agency
t. Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, 2003 Edition
u. TM 5-807-10: Signage, December 1983
v. UFC 3-520 INTERIOR ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, June 10, 2002
w. NFPA 72 NATIONAL FIRE ALARM CODE, 2002 edition.
x. American Society of Mechanical Engineers’ Code for PRESSURE PIPING ASME B31.1-2004
y. Illinois Energy Code, 2006
z. Other Federal, State, and Local laws, codes, and regulations as may be relevant.
5. Submittals:
a. Preconstruction Submittals:

3
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AMSTA-RI-GM
SUBJECT: RIA Construction Code Adoption Policy, Policy Memo #A-07

Prior to any construction project, submit to the Rock Island Arsenal Directorate of Public Works
(DPW), 4 sets of 100% complete plans, specifications, and other requirements in accordance with the
Unified Facilities Criteria 3-600-01, Paragraphs 1-5 and 1-5.1. The primary detail floor plans shall be
drawn to a scale not less than 1/8”=1’-0”. Reference plans can be drawn smaller. The drawings shall
not be larger than 30”x40”. Also, submit a compact disc (CD)with drawings formatted with a .pdf
extension. Construction can not begin without first being approved by the DPW.
b. Construction Submittals:
During the course of construction, the proponent of the project will be responsible for submitting
to the Directorate of Public Works two copies of shop drawings, product data, (including MSDS
sheets), of products used in the construction of the project. Submit one copy of samples. No changes
to the project can be made during the course of construction without prior approval of DPW. Upon
review one copy will be returned to the proponent indicating concurrence, or non-concurrence. Nonconcurrence will be accompanied with comments. Non-concurrence or rejection will require
resubmittal with another product.
c. Final Submission:
Project record documents:
(1) The contractor shall maintain a separate set of full-scale contract drawings marked-up to fully
indicate as-built conditions. These drawings shall be maintained in a current condition at all times until
completion of the work and shall be available for review by Government personnel at all times. All
variations from the contract occasioned by optional materials and those required for coordination
between trades, shall be indicated. Show model, brand names, and specific location dimensions of
proprietary items. These variations shall be shown in the same general detail used in the initial contract
drawings.
(2) At the completion of the project submit to the Directorate of Public Works 3 sets of paper
copies, and 1 set of mylar copies of the final updated (as-built) drawings and specifications. If the
drawings were drawn by either an Architect, Engineer, Developer, or Construction Manager an
electronic version of the final drawings shall also be submitted in the computer aided drafting (CAD)
program "Microstation" in the version currently being used by the Directorate of Public Works. The
electronic version is to comply with the current CAD drafting standards used by the Directorate of
Public Works.

4
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SUBJECT: RIA Construction code Adoption Policy, Policy Memo #A-07

d. Warranties:
(1) For elements, equipment, and materials that are attached to the building, submit to the
Directorate of Public Works a one year contractor’s warranty. For items with a normal manufacturer’s
warranty period beyond one year, that extended warranty period shall be in effect for this project. The
warranty period on all warranties shall begin on the day established as the day of Final Completion.
The day of Final Completion shall be jointly agreed upon by the Contractor, the project proponent, and
the Government. Final Completion shall be defined as the day all punch list items are complete, all
warranties, operation and maintenance manuals, and project record documents are submitted and
approved by Directorate of Public Works, and the government can take possession of the elements,
spaces, or building, and the project can be used for the intended design purpose. The form of the
warranty shall be as follows:
(a) Warranties shall be transferable to Rock Island Arsenal. Execute and assemble transferable
warranty documents from Subcontractors, suppliers, and manufacturers.
(b) Provide Table of Contents and assemble in three D size ring binder with durable plastic cover.
(c) Submit prior to final Application for Payment.
(2) In addition to any other warranties in their contract, the Contractor warrants that work
performed under the contract conforms to the contract requirements and is free of any defect in
equipment, material, or design furnished, or workmanship performed by the Contractor or any
subcontractor or supplier at any tier.
6. The POC for this policy is the Chief of Engineering Services Division, extension x-3456, E-mail
hatchern@ria.army.mil, AMSTA-RI-PW.

///// SIGNED /////
ALAN G. WILSON
Garrison Manager
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Appendix S
MAPS

S.2 Attached are reference maps concerning the following subjects:

Fig S.1 - Quad Cities Map
Fig S.2 - Installation Map
Fig S.3 - Soils Map
Fig S.4 - Land Use Map
Fig S.5 - Drainage Map
Fig S.6 - Woodlands Map

Links
Go to Appendix T
Go to Table of Contents
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Fig Q – 1,
Vicinity Map –
Quad City Area

5 March 2012
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Fig Q – 2,
Installation Map

5 March 2012
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Fig Q – 3, Soils
Map

5 March 2012
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Fig Q – 4, Land
Use Map

5 March 2012
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Fig Q –5,
Drainage Map

5 March 2012
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Fig Q – 6,
Woodlands Map
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Appendix T
Engineering
Standards

T.1

ENGINEERING STANDARDS

T.1.1 Civil
T.1.1.1 Portland Cement Concrete (PCC);
a. General Surface Repairs
i. Surface spall – Fill with non-shrink
concrete using a chemical bonding layer
designed for such repairs.
ii. Exposed rebar – Remove concrete to ½
inch beyond rebar and patch with
approved patch mix.
iii. Color – Concrete color should be
matched as well as possible whenever
colored concrete is being replaced.
iv. Texture – Match texture of concrete
around patch area.

14 March 2012
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v. Rebar Replacement – All rebar
replacement shall conform to ACI-318,
CRSI and be completed using fully
epoxy coated rebar.
b. Sidewalks
i. Width – Match width of surrounding
sidewalk. If no surrounding sidewalk, 6
foot width is the standard for all new
work.
ii. Thickness – All sidewalks shall be 6
inches thick or thicker even if the
sections next to replacement are
thinner.
iii. Surface texture – Texture shall match
surrounding unless work is in the vicinity
of the stone shops, in which case it shall
be exposed aggregate.
iv. Repairs – Sidewalk repairs shall be full
depth, full cake replacement. All repairs
shall have a full depth saw cut at each
end. PCC mix shall use the design
specifications listed below.
v. Design
1. PCC material – All sidewalks
shall be PCC, 4000 psi, 5-7% air
with WWF reinforcement. WWF
shall be adequately supported on
chairs. The use of “hooks” to pull
the WWF up into the concrete will
not be allowed.
2. Expansion and construction joints
– Polymer expansion joint
material shall be used at every
point where new PCC meets old
PCC or limestone. Expansion
joint material shall be installed
every 100 feet of continuous

14 March 2012
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sidewalk length. Joint material
shall be recessed ½ inch and
sealed with polymer sealant.
3. Contraction joints – Contraction
joints shall be cut within 12 hours
of PCC placement and be cut to
a depth of ¼ the overall sidewalk
thickness producing square
cakes of sidewalk.
c. Paving
i. Surface texture – Broomed finish shall
be used unless otherwise specified.
ii. Repairs – All repairs shall be full depth
using UFC 3-270-03, UFC 3-270-04,
and the design standards below
iii. All concrete repairs shall be sawcut to
form a single square or rectangular
shape around the area to be removed.
iv. Design
1. Thickness – Thickness shall be
determined from a design based
on UFC 3-250-04.
2. Subsurface – Subsurface design
shall be based on UFC 3-250-04
and UFC 3-250-11.
3. PCC material – All paving shall
be 4000 psi, 5-7% air with WWF
reinforcement. WWF shall be
adequately supported on chairs.
The use of “hooks” to pull the
WWF up into the concrete will not
be allowed.

14 March 2012
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4. All rebar shall conform to ACI318, CRSI and be fully epoxy
coated.

5. Expansion and construction joints
– Polymer expansion joint
material shall be used at every
point where new PCC meets old
PCC or limestone. Expansion
joint material shall be installed
every 100 feet of continuous
length. Joint material shall be
recessed ½ inch and sealed with
polymer sealant.
6. Contraction joints – Contraction
joints shall be cut within 12 hours
of PCC placement and be cut to
a depth of ¼ the overall
thickness. Contraction joints
shall be laid out such that no
section of paving has an aspect
ratio larger than 1.25.
7. An approved polymer sealant

shall be installed at all saw cut
contraction joints. The joint shall
be free of moisture and dirt prior
to application.
8. Pavement markings - Parking
lines shall be white; cross
hatching for non-parking/nondrive areas shall be yellow.
d. Infill Walls
i. Structural Design – Wall shall be self
supporting with anchorage for alignment
purposes only.
e. Cast in Place Concrete Retaining Walls

14 March 2012
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i. Thickness – Minimum 8 inches.
ii. Cross sectional design – Design shall
be based on EM 1110-2-2502
iii. Repairs – Follow repairs section of this
guidance.
iv. Drainage – Drainage from behind the
wall shall be accomplished using a
system consisting of the Drain Great (1864-627-7751) system or better with all
drained water being discharged from
one location with minimal visual effect.
v. Surface texture – Broom surface shall
be applied to all exposed horizontal
surfaces and a smooth finish shall be
applied to all vertical surfaces.
f. Columns
i. Repairs – Completed in a manner
consistent with the Repairs section of
the guidance.
ii. Cross sectional design – Based on ACI
318.
g. Beams
i. Repairs – Completed in a manner
consistent with the Repairs section of
the guidance.
ii. Cross sectional design – Based on ACI
318.

h. Mass Infill
i. Design – Base design on PCA and ACI
318

14 March 2012
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ii. Reinforcing schedule – Minimal
reinforcing will be used. Where
possible, interlock should be used over
dowels for anchorage to existing
structure.
iii. Repairs – Completed in a manner
consistent with the Repairs section of
the guidance.
i.

Design Parameters
i. ACI 318 – American Concrete Institute
“Building Code and Commentary”
ii. PCA – Portland Cement Association
“Design and Control of Concrete
Mixtures”
iii. CRSI – Concrete Reinforcing Steel
Institute “Placing Reinforcing Bars”

j.

Bridges
i. Adherence of Overlay – Overlay must
be fully adhered to deck material
through a mechanical or chemical bond.
All overlays shall be PCC
ii. Repairs – Must be designed to Illinois
Department of Transportation
specifications in regards to;
1. Deck Repairs
a. Structural repairs
b. Wear surface repair and
replacement

c. Expansion joints
2. Piers

14 March 2012
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3. Approaches and Ramps –
Approaches can be designed
using ACC.
k. Anchors into PCC – No expansion type
anchors are to be used in any PCC, all anchors
shall be epoxy grouted in place.
l.

Anchors into masonry – No expansion type
anchors are to be used in any brick or
limestone, all anchors shall be epoxy grouted
in place.

m. All exterior anchors shall be stainless steel
n. The base plate and the bottom 6 inches of
exterior handrails shall be stainless steel.
T.1.1.2 Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA);
a. Paving
i. Thickness – Thickness of HMA paving
for parking lots and roads shall be
designed based on UFC3-250-03 with a
minimum total thickness of 4”. Overlays
shall be exempt from this minimum
thickness.
ii. Repairs – All asphalt repairs shall
comply with UFC 3-270-01 Asphalt
Maintenance and Repair. This can be
found
at: http://www.wbdg.org/ccb/DOD/UFC/u
fc_3_270_01.pdf
iii. All asphalt repairs shall be sawcut to
form a single square or rectangular
shape around the area to be removed.

14 March 2012
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b. Building Ramp Overlay – Ramp overlays of
HMA shall be allowed, with consideration being
given to drainage and maintenance.
c. Sidewalks – Sidewalks will not be made of
HMA unless authorized by RIA DPW.
d. Curb and Gutter – Curb and Gutter will not be
made of HMA unless authorized by RIA DPW.
T.1.1.3 Aggregate;
a. Portland Cement Concrete – Designed by
concrete supplier unless specified by RIA
DPW. All references to CA-6 shall be
comprised of crushed limestone.
b. Hot Mix Asphalt – Designed by asphalt supplier
unless specified by RIA DPW.
c. Base course material
i. PCC Base Course – Must be minimum
6 inches of CA-6
ii. HMA Base Course – Must be minimum
6 inches of CA-6 or 8 inches of recycled
HMA placed in 4 inch lifts.
iv. Compaction – Compaction should be
completed in a manner consistent with
design which shall be minimum 90%
Modified Proctor.
v. Moisture content – Material shall be
compacted at, or as close to as
possible, the optimal moisture content.

T.1.1.4 Structural Steel; – Use the American Institute of
steel construction design manual.
T.1.1.5 Earth Work;
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a. Grading – Positively drain to nearest
adequately sized catch basin.
b. Fill material – Fill shall be approved material,
free of woody debris, large concrete, asphalt or
other hard debris and plastics or steel. Fill
placement shall be at optimal moisture content
and compacted to minimum 85% Modified
Proctor.

c. Compaction – Compaction shall be completed
to 85% Modified Proctor at all locations.
d. Slope
i. Design – Slope shall be a maximum of 3
on 1 unless otherwise authorized by RIA
DPW.
ii. Construction – Construction shall be in
level layers of no more than 6 inches,
compacted to minimum 90% Modified
Proctor. When constructing against an
existing slope, layers shall be stepped in
to existing slope.
iii. Repair – Slope repairs shall be
constructed using the stepped-in
approach.
e. Sod reinforced with nylon (or other nonbiodegradable reinforcement) shall not be
installed.
f. The use of netting for stabilization of earth
during establishment of lawns from the planting
of grass seed shall not be allowed.
T.1.1.6 Storm Sewer;
a. Depth – Sewers shall be set at or below frost
depth (42”) whenever possible.
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b. Design – Storm Sewers shall be reinforced
concrete piping.
c. Slope – All Storm Sewers shall be sloped to
drain at all points.
d. Downspouts discharging into storm sewer
system will either discharge onto an open
grating or allow for a clean-out to allow
inspection of the piping.

T.1.1.7 Curb and Gutter;
a. Design –
i. Base – Minimum 6 inches of CA-6
unless otherwise specified.
ii. Cross-Section – As provided.
iii. Material – All Curb and Gutter shall be
PCC.
b. Joints
i. Contraction Joints – Shall be saw cut to
a depth of ¼ the overall thickness within
12 hours of placement. Joints shall be
cut every five (5) feet and sealed with an
approved polymer sealant.
ii. Expansion Joints
1. Expansion joints shall be installed
every one hundred (100) feet in
new curb and gutter.
2. Expansion joints shall be installed
at both ends of replacement curb
and gutter of ten (10) to one
hundred (100) feet.

14 March 2012
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3. Expansion joints shall be installed
at one end of stretches less than
ten (10) feet.
4. Expansion joint material shall be
½ inch closed cell polymer type,
recessed ½ inch and sealed with
an approved polymer sealant.
T.1.1.8 Sanitary Sewer;
a. Depth – Shall be below frost depth (42”).
b. Design – Shall be reinforced concrete pipe.
c. Slope – Slope to drain to nearest usable main.
T.1.1.9 Foundations;
a. Building – Shall be strip footing, pile
foundation, or constructed directly on bedrock
where practical. No turndown slabs allowed.
b. Wall – Shall be strip footing type.
c. Equipment pads – Shall be minimum 8 inches
thick with a layer of welded wire fabric (WWF)
located 25% of the thickness from the bottom
of the slab. WWF shall be adequately
supported on chairs. The use of “hooks” to pull
the WWF up into the concrete will not be
allowed. Pad shall be placed on minimum 4
inch base compacted.
T.1.1.10 Cast Iron; – Cast Iron shall be replaced in kind
unless otherwise authorized by Rock Island Arsenal
Public Works.
T.1.1.11 Pedestrian Safety; – Shall conform to Rock
Island Arsenal typical design and meet as a minimum
State of Illinois standards in regards to;
a. Crosswalks - All crosswalks shall be
perpendicular to the travelled way

14 March 2012
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b. Sidewalks
c. Signage
T.1.1.12 Bollards – Bollard design will follow Arsenal
standard. Bollards will be painted “OSHA” safety yellow
paint, and are required to have a 3” wide 3M reflective strip
surrounding the top of the bollard, three inches down from
the top edge of the steel pipe.
a. Bollards shall not be placed within 7' of a roadway.
T.1.1.13 Sign Posts – Brown plastic sleeves are no longer
available to cover installation sign posts. The new standard
is a powder coated system that is similar in color and look.
The color will be "Lucy Brown". The post system will be
"Qwik-Punch Square Sign Posts" from Telespar. The
system can be seen at the following webpage:
http://www.alliedtube.com/sign-support/traffic-signposts/qwik-punch-square.asp
T.1.1.14 Transportation Guidelines - All construction
involving roadways and areas with vehicular traffic which are
not outlined in the RIADG shall conform to the Illinois
Department of Transportation (hereafter referred to as the IL
DOT) guidelines.
a. Should RIA Public Works do work in another state;
the DOT guidelines for that state will apply.
T.1.1.15 Clear Zones - All construction will conform to the
minimum setback distances from roadways outlined in
Chapter 38 of the IL DOT guidelines. Clear zones will be
measured from the edge of the travelled way as defined by
the IL DOT. This also applies to bollards, guardrails, fences,
and any other device designed to protect the structure.
Designer shall plan accordingly.
T.1.1.16 Parking Lots - All parking lots shall have a minimum
2% grade for drainage. All new pavements shall conform to
IL DOT standards. Additionally, parking lot design shall
follow UFC 3-210-02 POV Site Circulation and Parking.
T.1.1.17 On-street Parking - For all new projects: All onstreet parallel parking must be approved by Public Works.
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Perpendicular parking and angled on-street parking shall not
be allowed.
T.1.1.18 Fire Hydrants - Contractor shall coordinate with RIA
Public Works (PW) personnel prior to either replacement of
an existing hydrant or installation of a new hydrant. PW will
determine whether the line the hydrant is to be attached to is
potable or non-potable.
Contractor shall order hydrants factory painted per UFC 3600-01 guidance. As of February 2011 UFC 3-600-01 states
to paint hydrants per NFPA 291 guidance. Hydrant barrels
on potable water lines shall be painted yellow, non-potable
hydrant barrels shall be painted red. Hydrants shall be
provided with a 5” pumper storz quick connection.
Prior to backfilling around new/replacement hydrant the RIA
Fire Department shall be notified in order to allow
photographs to be taken for Arsenal water system records.
Upon completion of a hydrant installation the RIA Fire
Department shall perform a flow test to determine flow rate
and the resulting bonnet/cap paint color. Based on results
of the flow test, the Fire Department will initiate a Service
Order to have the Bonnet/Cap painted the appropriate color
based on the following chart.
Bonnet and Caps
Class AA (1500 gpm or greater) -- Light Blue
Class A (1000-1499 gpm)
-- Green
Class B ( 500- 999 gpm)
-- Orange
Class C (less than 500 gpm) -- Red
T.1.2 Electrical
T.1.2.1 Electrical work shall comply with the latest versions of the
National Electrical Code (NEC), National Electrical Safety Code (ANSI
C2), the Life Safety Code (except as noted in the UFC standards),
Americans with Disabilities Act and Architectural Barriers Act Accessibility
Guidelines, all NFPA standards (except as noted in the UFC standards)
and all applicable federal regulations. All electrical work shall also comply
with the latest editions of all applicable UFC (Unified Facilities Criteria)
standards, unless directed otherwise by the Government.
T.1.2.2 Structural sleeves shall be installed at any location where
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penetrations are required through load bearing walls or fire walls.
Examples of applications (not an all-inclusive list) where sleeves
shall be installed are water piping, sewer piping, fire protection
piping, and electrical conduit or cabling.
T.1.2.3 Do not use PVC conduit indoors, as this gives off toxic
fumes when it burns. Provide plastic bushings at the terminations of
EMT, Rigid galvanized, or IMC conduits at boxes.
T.1.2.4 ALL IDG LAND USE ZONES
a. General Guidelines

14 March 2012

i.

Voltage Systems: Project designs shall
incorporate standard voltage systems. The
standard voltage systems shall be one of
following: 480 Volt delta 3 phase 3 wire,
480/277 Volt wye 3 phase 4 wire, 208/120 wye
3 phase 4 wire, and 240/120 1 phase 3 wire.
480/277 volts is preferred over 480 volts delta,
and shall be used for new services to buildings.
A ground conductor shall be extended for every
circuit.

ii.

Wire: Use only copper conductors except as
specifically permitted by the Government. Use
THHN or THWN insulated copper conductors
for branch circuit and feeder applications. Use
twisted shielded wire or other special
conductors as recommended by the equipment
manufacturer or as specified by the
Government. Type NM cable will not be used
except for residential construction or where
specifically permitted by the Government. Type
NM cabling will also not be allowed in
mechanical spaces, office areas or industrial
areas. Type MC or AC cable shall only be used
for lengths of 6 feet or less as permitted by
Code for final connections to equipment
subject to movement or vibration. For 120 volt
20 amp lighting and receptacle circuits with
receptacles located over 100 circuit feet from
the receptacle panel, utilize minimum 10 gauge
wire, except that 12 gauge pigtails, properly
spliced, may be used for the last 6 feet for
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connection to the receptacle. Do not allow
shared neutrals for branch circuit wiring. Run
separate hot(s) neutral, and ground to the
panel board for every branch circuit. For
lighting fixtures recessed in suspended
ceilings, utilize short lengths (6 feet or less) of
flexible metallic conduit, or 6 feet or less of type
AC or MC cable for final connections. All
feeders shall also be run with separate hot(s),
neutral, and ground.

14 March 2012

iii.

Conduit: Unless noted otherwise, utilize EMT
conduit in dry areas indoors where allowed by
Code. Utilize compression type connectors.
Short lengths (6 feet maximum) of flexible
metal conduit may be used for connection to
light fixtures or equipment subject to vibration
or movement where allowed by Code. Longer
sections of flexible metal conduit or liquid tight
flexible metal conduit may be used for fishing
down hollow walls or other inaccessible spaces
where allowed by Code. Utilize rigid galvanized
steel conduit outdoors above grade. Provide an
insulated bushing for box or equipment
connections for all types of conduit.

iv.

Conduit installation: Arrange conduit to
maintain maximum headroom. Unless
specifically permitted by the Government, do
not create any new low spots, especially in
hallways. When running above suspended
ceilings, run conduit as high above suspended
ceiling as possible. Conceal in new walls and
partitions and above suspended ceilings.
Conceal conduit to the maximum extent
possible. Conduit may be exposed in
unfinished areas such as open basement
areas. However, do not create new low spots,
especially in areas such as corridors. Maintain
12 inch clearance between conduits and heat
sources such as steam pipes. Conduits shall
not block access to repairing valves or other
mechanical or architectural features. Conduits
shall not be supported from other conduit or
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piping or ductwork. In suspended ceiling
construction, raceways shall not be fastened to
the ceiling supports or to the suspended
ceiling. When penetrating walls or floors, core
drill holes of a size no larger than required.
Locate floor penetrations close to walls to
cause the least interference with usage of the
space. Floor penetrations shall be located in
mechanical or electrical rooms wherever
feasible. Except for wiring related to the
stairwell, do not use the stairwells as chases
for conduit runs. Provide firestopping for floors
and fire rated walls, and seal holes in non-fire
rated walls. Unless noted otherwise, conduit
installed outdoors and conduit exposed to view
in finished spaces indoors such as offices shall
be painted to match the adjacent surfaces.
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v.

The minimum box size shall be 4 inches by 4
inches, except that 2 inches by 4 inches shall
be permitted for boxes that contain the final
device and do not feed through to other
devices. Boxes shall be a minimum of 1-1/2
inches deep. Plastic boxes are not allowed
except where specifically permitted by the
Government.

vi.

All nuts, bolts, washers, and other hardware
installed outdoors shall be galvanized or
stainless steel.

vii.

Provide engraved plastic nameplates with 3/16
inch high letters to identify all disconnect
switches, starters, panelboards, circuit
breakers(other than in lighting panelboards and
load centers), and other major pieces of
equipment by name and function, operating
voltage, and maximum fuse size (if applicable).
Submit nameplate wording to Government for
approval. Labeling switches, for example, as SA, S-B, which are convenient labels used by a
project designer for a specific project but which
obviously do not follow any installation-wide
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naming convention, does not satisfy this
requirement, since every job could potentially
have switches with this name. The wording
should use the naming conventions established
or agreed to by the Government. Use screws to
attach nameplates.
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viii.

Switchboards: all switchboards must have
copper busses, copper ground bar, with at
least 25% extra ampacity and 25% extra
distribution mounting space. Also provide room
for extending the switchboard busses.

ix.

Panelboards: All new panelboards must have
at least 25% spare distribution device mounting
space and 25% spare ampacity. All
panelboards will be complete with copper bus
bars and bolt on circuit breakers for general
purpose lighting, receptacle, and appliance
branch circuits. Each panelboard shall have a
neutral bus and separate ground bar.
Panelboards will be used in the vast majority of
electrical installations instead of load centers.
There are some limited exceptions where load
centers will be allowed, as is specified in the
rest of this paragraph. Load centers will be
allowed in family and troop housing areas, or in
other areas as specifically permitted by the
Government. Provide an engraved nameplate
to indicate the operating voltage and phases
and name of panelboard. The nameplate shall
be permanently mounted to the panelboard by
means of screws or rivets. The identification
label shall be laminated plastic. There shall be
a main breaker or main disconnecting means
integral to the panelboard. There are limited
exceptions to this rule. If there is a
disconnecting means within sight of the
panelboard, and also within 10 feet of the
panelboard, with proper engraved nameplates
indicating that this disconnecting means
controls power to the panelboard, and if the
Government has no other specific requirement
for a main breaker or main disconnecting
means to be integral to the panelboard, then
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the panelboard may be main lug construction.
If the panelboard is rated 400 amps or above
and is a major distribution point for building
feeders or is also the main service for a nonhousing building, incorporate feed-thru lugs in
the panelboard, and allow room to permit a
conduit or conduits to connect to these lugs.
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x.

Circuit Breakers: Circuit breakers shall be
sized for the load being served. Unless
permitted otherwise by the Government, 20
amp 1 pole, with standard interrupting capacity
of 10,000 amps, shall be used for receptacle
and branch lighting circuits. Ground-fault
interrupting circuit breakers shall be used for all
120 volt circuits supplying devices in wet or
damp locations or outdoors, unless receptacle
ground fault protecting receptacles are being
used with the device. Circuit breakers shall be
of the bolt-on type for all panelboards.

xi.

Disconnect Switches: Use heavy duty
fused/non fused disconnect switches complete
with visible switch blades.

xii.

All motors shall be equipped with a
disconnecting device (or plug if 120 volt plug
and cord connected) capable of being locked
out, located within 10 feet of the motor.
Exception: if the motor is part of a piece of
equipment that was manufactured with one
lockable in the off position disconnecting
device located at the equipment that controls
all the motors on that piece of equipment,
separate disconnecting devices are not
required for each of the motors, unless
specifically required by the Government or by
Code.

xiii.

Receptacles: Use specification grade, 20
ampere 120 volt, 3 wire grounding type,
duplex, NEMA configuration 5-20R for all
convenience outlets.
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xiv.

Loading of circuits feeding relocatable office
partition cubicles: When refeeding relocatable
office cubicles, provide at least one 20 amp
120 volt circuit for every three cubicles. Provide
additional receptacles for special office loads
as required.

xv.

Dry Type Transformer: Use low-loss 80
degree C rise energy efficient construction for
all transformers 15KVA and above, copper
windings. Mount transformers 15KVA and
above so that the top of the transformer is at
least 6 feet above the floor to minimize
problems with personnel using the transformer
for a work bench or storage table.
Transformers 15KVA and above shall be
equipped with taps above and below normal to
adjust voltage.
Coordinate with mechanical designers to
ensure that proper ventilation is being provided
when transformers are located in an electrical
closet. Specify flexible conduit connections to
the transformer to minimize transmission of
noise to the surrounding areas.

xvi.
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Lighting Systems: Comply with UFC 3-530-01,
“Design: Interior and Exterior Lighting and
Controls”. Use the most energy efficient
luminary for the area being illuminated, within
the economic limits agreed to by the
Government. For many areas such as office
areas, UFC 3-530-01 requires 50 footcandles
on the task and 30 footcandles ambient. If the
installation of auxiliary task lighting is not
specifically called out as part of the project in
question, the contractor should assume that he
must provide a 50 footcandle average ambient
lighting level which will also serve as the task
lighting. In addition, for any lighting levels not
covered by UFC 3-530-01, the minimum
illumination level recommendations as
published by the Illuminating Engineering
Society should be used for all project designs.
Use 50 footcandles average lighting levels for
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factory areas, unless specifically noted
otherwise by the Government. Do not use
incandescent or mercury vapor or low pressure
sodium lighting, except as specifically
permitted by the Government. Utilize T5 or T8
fluorescent lighting for high bay areas, unless
there are special requirements that will not
permit this type of lighting. Use of metal halide
lighting for high bay areas will generally not be
permitted, unless there are special
circumstances where their use is specifically
permitted by the Government. In general,
utilize T8 fluorescent lighting for administrative
spaces. Fluorescent lamps shall be 4100
degrees K. Unless directed otherwise by the
Government, utilize occupancy sensors
controlling lights for all new interior lighting.
Indoor fluorescent lighting shall have
programmed start ballasts. New recessed
lights shall not be solely supported by
suspended ceilings. Support new 2 foot by 4
foot or 2 foot by 2 foot lights recessed in
suspended ceilings at all four corners
independent of the suspended ceiling grid.
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xvii.

Interior night lights that cannot be turned off by
user-accessible lighting controls shall not be
used. Exception: lights controlled by motion
sensors are allowed. Note that the Life Safety
Code, chapter 7 has restrictions that must be
followed concerning the use of motion sensors
illuminating the means of egress. Circuit
breakers do not qualify as user-accessible
lighting controls.

xviii.

Device plates for lighting switches that are not
within sight of the loads controlled shall have
engraved nameplates with a description of the
loads.

xix.

If existing areas lacking proper lighting controls
with occupancy sensors are renovated, provide
occupancy sensors to control the lighting
fixtures. Each occupancy sensor shall be
arranged to as to not control more than the
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light fixtures on two branch circuits. Unless
otherwise permitted or directed by the
Government, occupancy sensors that are not
part of system controlled by a programmable
central lighting control panel shall be dual
technology, with off delay of at least from 1 to
15 minutes, field adjustable, with fieldselectable switches to choose either PIR,
ultrasonic, or both sensors for detection of
occupancy. Unless directed otherwise by the
Government, occupancy sensors that are part
of a programmable central panel-based lighting
control system shall be PIR (Passive Infrared).
Any relays and power packs for the control
system shall be accessible without resorting to
portable ladders. Mount these items in panels
in mechanical or electrical rooms if practical. If
there is no space available in these rooms,
enclose in either surface or (preferably) flushmounted panels in finished spaces. Consult
with the Government concerning any required
local bypass controls for lighting. Government
to have final approval of panel and bypass
switch locations. If the lighting controls are
programmable, provide the programming
software, a copy of the lighting program as
commissioned and suitable training to
Government employees on how to program
and operate the system. Also provide an asbuilt drawing showing the addresses of sensors
and other devices.
xx.
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Emergency lights shall be self-contained
battery type dedicated wall or ceiling mounted
twin head units with independently adjustable
heads, unless the Government gives special
permission to use emergency ballasts within a
fixture. If emergency ballasts are used within
the fixture, the contractor shall furnish
laminated 11 inch by 17 inch scale floor plans
depicting the fixtures that have emergency
ballasts, the panels that feed the fixtures, and
which circuit numbers which panels for turn off
power to the emergency ballasts contained in
which fixtures. These laminated drawings
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should be posted in the nearest electrical room
or other location designated by the
Government. Exit lights shall be self-contained
battery type, red LED, with 6 inch letters.
Emergency and exit lights shall be UL listed.
xxi.

Outdoor Lighting: For roadways, provide
photocell controls. For parking areas, provide
timer controls with photocell override so that
the lights will not be on during the daytime
even if the timer should mistakenly call for it to
be on during daytime. The timer should not be
located outdoors, since these units almost
always fail within a few years. Timers should
be located indoors, and should be equipped
with battery backup and posted instructions
located under laminated sheet at the timer for
setting the timer. The use of LED lighting for
exterior locations is preferred where
appropriate fixtures are available and where
this makes economic sense not only for initial
installation but also for the maintenance costs
incurred during the life of the fixture. Where
LED lighting is not feasible, metal halide or
high pressure sodium lighting are possibilities.
Given the proper cold weather ambient
ballasts, fluorescent lighting is also a possibility
for outdoor lighting.

xxii.

PLC (Programmable logic Controls) guidance:
For projects involving PLCs and standalone
touch screen displays connected to PLCs, the
contractor should provide copies of the final
ladder logic, cross reference report,
address/symbol database in both hard printed
copy and also the logic on a CD suitable for
input to the PLC, to restore the ladder logic and
screen display in case of memory failure of
either device.

b. Fire Alarm System
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i.

Regulations: The designer shall ensure that
the Fire Alarm System design complies in all
respects to the most current editions of the
UFC Criteria and the Fire Codes, especially
NFPA 72, 90A, and 101, except as modified by
UFC 1-200-01, “Design: General Building
Requirements”. Also pay special attention to
UFC 3-600-01, “Fire Protection Engineering for
Facilities”. The system must also comply with
the latest edition of the Americans with
Disabilities Act and Architectural Barriers Act
Accessibility Guidelines.

ii.

Wire and Cable: Use wire types and gauges
as recommended by the equipment
manufacturer. Copper conductors shall be
used.

iii.

Initiation Devices: Utilize addressable devices
for all new initiation devices, unless specifically
approved otherwise by the Government.

iv.

Notification Devices: Except as permitted by
the Government, install speaker-strobes (or
separate speakers and strobes) for all new
notification devices. The strobe shall have an
amber lens with “ALERT” and a clear lens with
“FIRE” lettering. In this manner, these devices
can be used for augmenting the mass
notification system for the island and will not be
dedicated to fire alarm alone. Also provide a
means of activating the “ALERT” strobe. New
speakers in normally inhabited areas such as
office spaces must be spaced for intelligibility in
mass notification systems.

v.

Control Panel: Ensure that each new fire
control panel has 25% spare capacity for
adding circuits. Provide the following four
special bypass buttons to be programmed to
perform the following functions: bypass
notification devices, bypass elevator recall,
bypass door release, bypass air handling unit
shutdown. Locate all end-of-line resistors in the
Fire Alarm System control panel for
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maintenance purposes. In addition, provide for
fire alarm outputs for control of HVAC
shutdown and door release and elevator recall
to be controlled by the fire panel rather than
directly by the initiation devices in the field.
Such releases and recalls and shutdowns shall
be arranged such that loss of 120VAC or
24VDC power by the fire panel will not activate
the shutdowns or releases or recall functions.
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vi.

The circuitry configuration for initiation and
notification devices may be class B unless
specified otherwise for a particular project or
unless specified otherwise by the Government.

vii.

Wiring must also comply with NFPA 72
(National Fire Alarm Code) and NFPA 70
(National Electrical Code). Materials and
methods must comply with the latest edition of
Unified Facilities Criteria UFC 3-600-01.
(Design: Fire Protection Engineering for
Facilities) and ADA Accessibility Guidelines for
Buildings and Facilities (ADAAG).

viii.

All fire alarm wiring is to be in conduit. Utilize
EMT conduit in dry areas where permitted by
Code.

ix.

The Contractor must supply a NICET level 2
certified fire alarm technician to make all final
connections at the fire panel and to supervise
all final connections at all field devices.

x.

All junction boxes which contain fire alarm
wiring must be painted red.

xi.

AC power or AC control wiring is not to be run
in the same conduit as 24VDC fire alarm wiring
or fire alarm communication wiring.

xii.

Provide services of manufacturer's
representative to test operation of Fire Alarm
system after installation of the fire alarm and all
associated wiring is complete. Manufacturer's
representative shall provide written certification
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to COR that equipment has been properly
installed and is operating satisfactorily. Written
certification shall include information required
in NFPA 72. The Contractor shall notify the
Government of the proposed times and dates
of the testing, at least 7 working days prior to
any tests of the fire alarm system, to allow the
Arsenal Fire Inspector and COR the
opportunity to witness the test of the system.
The Government shall have final approval of
the times and dates of the tests.
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xiii.

All testing of fire alarm systems which involves
activation of the speakers, horns or strobes in a
building must be conducted after normal
working hours.

xiv.

If a building is served by a King-Fisher fire
panel, and more than half of the building is
being renovated, the building should be
converted to a Simplex 4100U or 4100ES
panel based system, with single mode fiber
optic communication with the fire department.
The fiber connections should be type SC in
communications closets and type ST in the
Simplex 4100U or 4100ES panels.

xv.

Comply with UFC 4-021-01, Design and O&M:
Mass Notification Systems. Note that UFC 4021-01 requires, among other things, that LOC
be installed in certain renovated spaces. See
the UFC Criteria for other details. The Rock
Island Arsenal Fire Department shall have final
approval of the location or locations for the
LOC. The LOC shall incorporate all of the
standard voice messages already approved by
the Fire Department, plus it should incorporate
a microphone all set up in the system for voice
announcements over the speakers. The LOC
shall also incorporate the HVAC shutdown.
This shutdown shall be independent of the
DDC controls and shall also not shut down any
HVAC just because the fire alarm system loses
AC or DC power.
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c. Low Voltage Systems –
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i.

Regulations: The designer shall ensure that
the low voltage system fully complies with the
National Electric Code and all applicable
Federal regulations. Telephone, Electronic
Data Processing, Intercommunications,
Paging, and Intrusion Detection Systems are
all part of the low voltage system.

ii.

Card Access Systems: There are multiple card
access systems on the Island. Some of these
are dedicated to sensitive areas. Be sure
before connecting to a particular card access
system, that this is the appropriate system for
the tenant involved. The wiring from the
controller to the card access devices(strikes,
readers, request to exit sensors, door switches)
must not run outside the protected area, except
for necessary short lengths to the card readers.
The card access systems must be arranged so
as to always allow free exit from the protected
area by mechanical means via the door panic
hardware, regardless of whether the
electronics should fail in the locked or unlocked
position. Because magnetic locks do not have
a mechanical override to allow personnel to
exit if the electronics should fail, magnetic locks
will be permitted only under special
circumstances. Magnetic locks will only be
permitted where specifically allowed by the
Government. In addition to this special
permission, magnetic locks will only be
permitted for one leaf of an existing door set
that includes two leafs. Magnetic locks utilize a
large electromagnet, usually attached near the
top of the door frame and a metal plate
attached to the door. The electromagnet is kept
energized to hold the door shut and locked. In
most cases contractors should utilize electric
strikes for electrically locking doors, except
where the application is an interior door that
must be fire rated. In this case, use an electric
operated latch. The electric operated latch
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differs from the electric strike in that it will allow
the door to be unlocked from the outside
whenever the fire alarm system is activated,
but yet remain latched. The electric operated
latch has the electrified part on the door
operator, whereas the electric strike has the
electrified part on the door frame. Not every
such door will necessarily need to be unlocked
during a fire alarm-the fire department and
customer will have door-by-door input on this
issue. Unless permitted otherwise by the
Government, utilize concealed door switches.
The fire department and customer will also
have to be consulted concerning whether the
electrically controlled door should be
electrically unlocked from the outside during a
fire alarm. New card readers shall be flashed to
enable reading CAC cards, in addition to
reading the Rock Island Arsenal badge. Card
access readers must be Software house cCure
9000 compatible, and must meet FIPS 201 and
FIPS 197 standards. Card access controllers
must be Software House compatible. Utilize
electrified hinges instead of using exposed
flexible cables where it is necessary to have
electrified parts on the door itself.
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iii.

Communication Outlets: Provide a 4" x 4"
square outlet box and blank cover plate (unless
the specific communication outlet device and
associated cover plate is a part of the project).
Extend a 3/4" conduit from each outlet box to a
telephone terminal box, computer main frame
area, or communications wireway. If the
termination devices or panels do not exist,
extend the 3/4" conduit into an accessible
ceiling space.

iv.

Communications Closets: Provide a 3/4" thick
plywood back panel in each telephone closet.
The back panel shall be at least 4' high x 4’
wide. If closet is less than 4' wide then panel
shall be 4’ X width of the closet. Provide 2
coats of white primer and 2 finish coats of white
epoxy enamel. Provide 2 duplex receptacles,
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mounted in a common outlet box, for use by
the telephone personnel. The receptacles shall
be wired to a dedicated circuit. The designer
shall make recommendations to the
Government concerning whether only
ventilation is needed for the communications
closet, or if dedicated air conditioning (separate
from comfort cooling for the building) is
needed. The Government shall have final
approval of the method of cooling the
communications closets, and air conditioning
shall be installed if it is required by the
Government. Provide a separate dedicated
ground for the communications racks.
v.
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Communications Cable Tray: When new large
administrative areas are renovated (over 5000
square feet are renovated), provide
communications cable tray for voice and data
cabling, if such cable tray does not already
exist in the area to be renovated. The tray shall
be supported by a center rail and shall be
aluminum, 18 inches wide, 6 inches deep, with
rungs spaced at least every 9 inches. Cable
tray shall meet the requirements of NEMA 12C.
consult the Government for locations for cable
tray. Unless the Government specifically grants
permission in writing to use bridle rings or Jhooks for a specific job, the contractor should
assume that all telecommunications wiring
outside of the communications room must be
installed in cable tray or raceway. In cases
where the Government does grant permission
in writing to utilize J-hooks or bridle rings for
communications wiring, the J-hooks and bridle
rings must be located as high as practical and
the hooks and bridle rings must be supported
by the building structure and not the
suspended ceiling or other pipes or ducts.
When hooks and bridle rings are permitted,
locate them every 4 feet or less.
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vi

Fiber Optic Cable: Unless the Government
specifically permits otherwise, provide a
minimum of 12 single-mode fibers per fiber
optic cable.

vii.

Additional Requirements for RIA cabling and
termination:

NIPRNET

•
Cabling will be Category 6, plenum
rated with a WHITE cover.
•
There will be an eight foot service
loop at the patch panel.
•
Each cable will be terminated and
labeled at the patch panel, the user end will
be routed through the furniture then
terminated and labeled. The T568B
termination standard will be used at both
ends.
•
All LAN cables will be tested and
verified to meet Category 6 certification.
Test results will be provided to the
Directorate of Information Management
(DOIM) at Rock Island Arsenal
•
All face plates and panels must be
labeled X-XX (patch panel number-port
number).
•
See table below for acceptable
wiring and connection products.
•
A cable tray should be installed for
all major remodels and in new construction
where permitted.

SIPRNET

•
Cabling will be Category 6, shielded,
plenum rated with a RED cover.
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•
There will be an eight foot service
loop at the patch panel.
•
Each cable will be terminated,
properly grounded and labeled at the patch
panel, the user end will be routed through
the furniture then terminated and labeled.
The T568B termination standard will be
used at both ends.
•
All LAN cables will be tested and
verified to meet Category 6 certification.
Test results will be provided to the
Directorate of Information Management
(DOIM) at Rock Island Arsenal.
•
All face plates and panels must be
labeled X-XX (patch panel number-port
number).
•
SIPRNET cables will be installed in
cable trays and shielded electrical boxes
separate from any other cables. There
must be a one meter separation between
SIPRNET cabling and any other cables
including termination points.
•
A cable tray should be installed for
all major remodels and in new construction
where permitted.
•
These are general SIPRNET
requirements; contact the RIA DOIM for
specific project requirements.
VOICE

•
Cabling will be Category 6, plenum
rated with a BLUE cover.
•
Communication closet mounting
board will be fire-proof plywood.
•
Cables will be terminated on 66
blocks, user end will be terminated with Cat
6 jacks.
•
All cables will be labeled V-XX (V for
voice- cable number) at each end.
•
A cable tray should be installed for
all major remodels and in new construction
where permitted.
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Rock Island Arsenal communications is standardized on the
following equipment:

PART DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

Panduit Cat 6 cable white (LAN)

PUP6004WH-UY

Panduit Cat 6 cable blue (Phone)

PUP6004BL-U

Ortronics single Cat 6 jack

OR S21600

Ortronics double Cat 6 jack

OR S22600

Ortronics flush single face plate

OR 40300158

Ortronics flush double face plate

OR 40300159

Siemens 66 blocks

SIE 66MI-50

Siemens 66 block stand off

SIE S89D

Panduit 24 port cat 6 patch panel

DP24688TG

Panduit 48 port cat 6 patch panel

DP48688TG

Panduit horizontal wire managemen

CMPHHF1

REQUIRED FOR SIPRNET

Shielded jacks grounding clip

D18-187-C

Shielded Cat 6 jacks

CJS88TG

24 port Cat 6 patch panel, grounded

CP24WSBL

48 port Cat 6 patch panel, grounded

CP48WSBL

viii

More notes on telecommunications:
Where the use of cable without conduit is permitted,
penetrations of floors, walls, or ceilings requires the use
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of galvanized rigid conduit or electrical metal conduit
sleeves. Sleeves through floors shall extend 1 to 3
inches above the floor.
Provide adequate power receptacles of the specific
required voltage, phases, and ampere ratings required
for the communications equipment to be installed in the
room. Provide dedicated locked-on circuit breakers for
the power receptacles. At a minimum, a 120 volt duplex
receptacle shall be provided. Locate receptacles so as
not to interfere with the main walkway in the room when
equipment is plugged into the receptacle.
Where new communications lines(telephone, cable TV,
fiber optic) need to be run outdoors, and existing space
exists in existing underground communications ducts
and the Government agrees to allow the line to be run in
the available duct, run the line in the existing duct or
conduit. If the duct line is an empty major duct such as a
3 or 3-1/2 or 4 inch duct, and the communications line is
very small diameter, the Government may require that
the contractor also install an Inner Duct in the conduit to
allow up to 3 other communications lines to be used in
the same duct. One such Inner Duct is Max Cell Tex
Tile. If there is no available duct enclosed by conduit,
the contractor should run the communications line in
conduit at least 24 inches deep for runs to major
buildings and at least 18 inches deep for runs to small
buildings such as single family dwellings. If plastic
conduit is used, high density polyethylene is preferred.
ix.
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Metering (not advanced metering): Provide
KWH and electric demand metering at all
buildings, and as directed by the
Government to meter a specific tenant’s
usage within a building. For meters not
falling within the requirements for advanced
metering (typically smaller buildings less
than 29,000 square feet) provide meters
meeting the following requirements: Provide
kilowatt hour and 15 minute demand meter,
revenue accuracy. Provide weatherproof
base with bypass switch for meter. Mount
meter between 4 and 5 feet above floor.
Provide engraved nameplate with meter
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number (to be assigned by Government)
and meter multiplier. KWH demand reading
shall be resettable from the front of the
meter with a simple switch or lever action. It
shall not be necessary to enter numbers or
codes into a keypad to reset the KWH
demand reading. The display shall
automatically switch from KWH to 15
minute demand approximately every 3-8
seconds.
Provide an instruction manual for the meter.
Also note that this meter merely tracks
KWH and KW demand. For buildings with a
1200 amp or larger service, also provide a
separate meter capable of displaying
instantaneous amps, volts, and power
factor. This meter can be a part of the main
switchboard or panelboard.
ix.

Metering (advanced metering): Provide an
advanced meter for larger buildings (greater
than 29,000 square feet) with
communication options as specified in the
25 July 2007 Memorandum for larger
buildings as specified in the memorandum.

d. Medium Voltage Distribution (Above 600 Volts)
i.

ii.
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Primary Service: The primary voltage
sources are available at 2.4 KV and 13.8
KV. The 2.4 KV source is presently in
use, but is being converted to 13.8 KV.
The 13.8 KV primary system will be
extended as required from the nearest
adequate source to the job site. Do not
use 2.4 KV for new or upgraded services
unless specifically permitted by the
Government.
Unless noted otherwise or permitted by
the Government, new pad mounted
medium voltage transformers must be live
front, without integral circuit breakers or
fuses, radial connected, not loop
connected. If looping of the primary
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system is desired, this shall be
accomplished in separate pad mounted
switches. All primary switching or fuses
must be accommodated either in a
separate pad mounted switch or in a set
of pole mounted fused cutouts, not within
the pad mounted transformer. To
minimize the possibility of ferroresonance
problems during switching operations, the
distance from the fuses to the pad
mounted transformer must not be more
than 200 feet, and preferably less than
100 feet. Use less-flammable, food-grade,
non-toxic cooling fluid in all new pad
mounted transformers. The fluid should
also be of the types that will quickly
biodegrade in soil and water. The location
of new pad mounted transformers must
comply with the latest edition of UFC 3600-01. New pad mounted transformers
must be equipped with oil fill plug, drain
and sample valve, magnetic liquid level
gauge, dial type temperature gauge,
pressure relief valve, distribution type
surge arrestors, copper high and low
voltage coils and two 2-1/2 % taps above
and below normal. For new pad mounted
transformers with new concrete pads
installed on hard surfaces such as
concrete or asphalt, install four 8 foot fully
driven ground rods surrounding the
transformer interconnected with a bare 4/0
copper cable underground. The 4/0
ground shall be extended into the primary
and secondary compartments from two
separate points on the ground loop. For
new concrete pads for pad mounted
transformers installed on gravel or dirt
surfaces, install ground rods in both the
primary and secondary windows of the
new pad, and interconnect the rods. The
primary voltage for transformers on the
13KV system shall be 13800 volts.
Provide at least 10 clear level feet of
space in front of all pad mounted
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iii.

iv.

v.
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transformers, whether rated at 2.4KV or
13.8KV. This space is needed for hot stick
handling. The doors for the pad mounted
switch shall be capable of being opened
fully to the hold-open position. Paint the
transformer number (to be assigned by
the Government) in 2 inch high white
letters on the transformer.
Pad mounted switches shall be mounted
on concrete pads. Maintain at least 10
feet clear level space in front of all doors
to pad mounted switches. Maintain at
least 3 feet in front of the sides for
operating pad mounted switches. The pad
shall be minimum 8 inches thick, laced on
well compacted gravel sub base (95%
modified proctor; CA-6 gravel) so that the
top of the slab is a minimum of 4 inches
above grade at all points on the pad. Size
pad to allow 12 inches of free space on all
sides. Reinforce with 6 inch by 6 inch
number 6 mesh, uniformly placed 4 inches
below top surface of slab.
Provide river rock in a trench type spill
containment for pad mounted fluid filled
transformers, if the transformers are to be
located in an area surrounded by grass or
gravel. Spill containment is not required
for transformers located in areas
surrounded by asphalt or concrete
surfaces. See RIA Master Specifications,
Section 16321 for details on spill
containment.
Medium voltage cable shall be copper
conductor, type EPR, 133% insulation
with extruded semi conducting EPR
insulation screen. All terminations,
whether indoors or outdoors, shall be of
the skirted type to minimize the possibility
of tracking. Label all medium voltage
cables at all terminations and at all
manholes to match the standards given
the Arsenal Master specifications. The
13800 volt cables shall not be T or Yspliced to minimize problems
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vi.

troubleshooting and repairing these
cables in the future.
Unless noted otherwise, in projects
involving the removal of existing medium
voltage transformers, the Government
shall have the option of either keeping the
transformer as a spare or having the
contractor dispose of the transformer and
fluid. In the event the Government
chooses to keep the transformer as a
spare, the contractor shall deliver the
transformer to a spot designated on the
Island. In the event that the Government
chooses not to keep the transformer, and
the transformer is liquid-filled, the
contractor shall perform a PCB test on the
liquid in the transformer, with written
results given to the Government. The
written results of the PCB test shall give
the manufacturer of the transformer and
serial number of the transformer, as well
as any T-number assigned to the
transformer. For transformers with mineral
oil or other cooling fluid the contractor is to
test the oil/fluid to determine level of pcbs.
Provide the Government with written
test results from the testing lab. The
pcb test results shall give both the
transformer T-number and
manufacturer and serial number
corresponding to each of the test
results. Furnish the written results of
the pcb tests prior to transporting the
oil for recycle or disposal. Any historic
test results from Government records
from past years for the transformers
are not sufficient. The contractor must
have new tests performed for the
transformers.
If the tests indicate pcb less than
2ppm, then the used oil/fluid is
considered a non-pcb item and can be
manifested for recycle as a nonhazardous oil/fluid. A certificate of
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recycle is required to be submitted to
the RIA Environmental Office.
If tests indicate pcb between 2 and
50 ppm, per TSCA regulation 40 CFR
761.2(e), the used oil/fluid must be
manifested and marketed only to
qualified incinerators, marketers of offspecification used oil/fluid, or boilers
and industrial furnaces. A certificate
of recycle is required to be submitted
to the RIA Environmental Office.

If tests indicate pcb greater than
50ppm, used oil/fluid must be
manifested to a qualified facility for
incineration. A certificate of disposal
is required to be submitted to the RIA
Environmental Office.
Regardless of the pcb test results,
review and approval by RIA
Environmental Office of the transporter
and facility that will be used for
disposal is required. Signatures on all
disposal documentation, including
profiles and manifests will be made by
the RIA Environmental Office. All
wastes will required a certification of
recycle or a certificate of disposal.
After the oil/fluid has been removed
from the transformer, provide the
Government with documentation about
the destination of the transformer
carcass and approximate weight.
vii.
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Except for direct burial cable,
underground splices or underground cable
pulling points in medium voltage cables
shall be made in manholes with at least 6
feet 6 inches headroom. Direct burial
medium voltage cable should be avoided,
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and should not be used unless specifically
permitted by the Government.
e. Distribution: Except where pole-mounted transformers
are specifically allowed by the Government, the
primary electric service will be underground from the
nearest pole to pad mounted transformer located
outdoors and as close to the load as possible. The
service distribution equipment will be of the circuit
breaker or fusible switch type. Color coded warning
tape is required for all underground distribution and
should be located 12" below finished grade. Unless
permitted otherwise by the Government, the
secondary electrical service from the transformers will
be underground. The service and distribution
equipment will be of the circuit breaker or fusible
switch type. The types of main service disconnecting
devices used are as follows:
* Switches
* Draw out Circuit Breakers
* Molded case Circuit Breakers, depending on
the application.
Warning Signs: Provide hazard warning signs
in electrical areas. Display the sign in an easily
observed location. The highest voltage present
should also be prominently displayed on the
exterior of electrical spaces or cages.
f. Pole Line Construction
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i.

Regulations: The designer shall ensure that
the pole line design complies in all respects to
the most current edition of the National
Electrical Safety Code and applicable federal
regulations.

ii.

Structures: Grounding electrodes shall be
used at each metal structure to provide safety
ground.

iii.

Provide arrestors at every pole mounted
transformer and every riser. Provide fused
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cutouts at every pole mounted transformer.
The fused cutouts and arrestors shall be
mounted separately, and shall not be attached
directly to the transformer. Arrestors shall be
3KV for 2.4 KV system, and of the minimum
value recommended by the manufacturer for
13KV lines. The 2.4 KV system is ungrounded
delta. In sizing the arrestors, note that the
13.8KV system is grounded Y at the main
Arsenal substation. However, the neutral is not
carried out into the 13KV distribution system so
the three phase primary for transformers on the
system is 13.8KV delta.
iv.

Any new pole lines shall be insulated for 15KV,
even if the utilization voltage is 2.4KV currently.

v.

Pole line designs shall keep poles and guys at
least 7 feet away from the edges of roadways.

vi.

New pole mounted transformers should have
2-2-1/2% FC, A & BN primary taps, automatic
pressure relief, and oil fill plug.

g. Construction Power: The Government will allow
reasonable usage of electric utilities during
construction, in proportion to the size of project and
subsequent possible necessity for powering
contractor portable trailers and such items for larger
projects. If temporary connections to the Island utility
system is necessary for construction (other than
utilizing existing 120 volt convenience outlets), the
contractor shall propose in writing the temporary
wiring changes. The Government will have final
approval over the method of connection and may
require the contractor to establish circuit breaker or
fuse protection designed to limit the use of utilities
depending upon electric system capacity at the point
of connection. The contractor shall practice energy
conservation in the use of Government utilities, and
will turn off equipment when not needed. The
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contractor temporary connections shall not pose a
safety hazard to personnel or facilities on the Island.
h. Coordination: The designer will ensure that all
proposed construction work affecting on-going private
utility contracts will be coordinated with the
Directorate of Contracting. In addition, the designer
will ensure that any construction work affecting
Government owned communications systems will be
coordinated with the Directorate of Information
Management at Rock Island Arsenal.
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i.

Notification of Work: The designer shall ensure that
the construction contractor coordinates with the
Contracting Officer's Representative, in writing, at
least 10 days prior to beginning any trenching or
excavation.

j.

Testing: The designer shall ensure that the
construction contractor is responsible for testing and
repairing, if necessary, any device or system found to
be out of order. The contractor shall provide to the
Rock Island Arsenal Contracting Officer's
Representative 3 copies of the test procedure and
results. The contractor shall verify and test the
following:
i.

All receptacles are properly wired with
phase, neutral, and ground on the correct
terminals. The contractor shall also ensure
that the building grounding system and
service entrance neutral conductor are tied
together only at the main switchboard or
panel.

ii.

The voltage drop to the last receptacle on
the longest circuit is within acceptable limits
as defined by the NEC.

iii.

All motors have correct direction of rotation.

iv.

The resistance of the building grounding
system is in compliance with the value
required by the specifications or as defined
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by the NEC, whichever is the more stringent
value.
v.

All panelboards are complete with panel
schedules and identification labels.

The general electrical design guidelines, noted in Section T.1.2.3,
ALL IDG LAND USE ZONES, are to be augmented by the following
descriptions and recommendations for
manufacturing/maintenance/industrial zone:
T.1.2.5 All Industrial Areas to include THE MANUFACTURING /
MAINTENANCE / INDUSTRIAL ZONE

a. Fencing: Avoid using chain link fencing to secure
outdoor electrical equipment in the high visibility
area of the industrial zoned areas. The use of
chain link fencing is acceptable in low visibility
areas
b. Screening: Architectural screening should be
provided for pad-mounted electrical equipment.
Landscape screening may be provided in high
visibility areas, but care must be taken to ensure
that the landscaping will not require special
maintenance
c. xxWarning Signs: Provide hazard warning signs in
electrical areas. Display the sign in an easily
observed location. The highest voltage present
should also be prominently displayed on the
exterior of electrical spaces or cages
The general electrical design guidelines, noted in Section T.1.2.3,
ALL IDG LAND USE ZONES, are to be augmented by the following
descriptions and recommendations for Administration areas:
T.1.2.6 All Administration areas

i.
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Distribution: All outdoor electrical
distribution in the Administration &
Community Support Zone will be in
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underground ductbanks because of the high
visibility of this area.
ii.

Fencing: Avoid using chain link fencing to
secure outdoor electrical equipment.

iii.

Screening: Architectural screening should
be provided for pad- mounted electrical
equipment. Landscape screening may be
provided in high visibility areas, but care
must be taken to ensure that the
landscaping will not require special
maintenance.

The general electrical design guidelines, noted in Section
T.1.2.3, ALL IDG LAND USE ZONES, are to be augmented by
the following descriptions and recommendations for all family
and troop housing areas:
T.1.2.7 All Family & Troop Housing Areas
a. Basic Electrical Materials & Methods
i.

Panelboards: Load center type of
panelboards with circuit breakers may be
used. The load centers shall also be
complete with a separate grounding buss.
Individual grounding electrodes shall be
extended for each circuit and shall be sized
to match the neutral wire.

ii.

Services: New construction shall have
underground service entrances, if possible.
The minimum size of service shall be 100
Amps, 240/120 Volts, 1 phase 3 wire.

iii.

Distribution: Branch wiring shall be copper,
12 AWG minimum size, THHN/THWN
insulation, installed in steel conduit. Type
NM cable, copper, may also be used where
permitted by Code.

b. Lighting
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i.

Lamps: Fluorescent is the preferred source
of light for residential construction. The
folded PL type fluorescent lamp should be
specified to replace the standard A type
incandescent lamp for use in bathroom
vanities, walk-in closets, and ceiling light
fixtures.

ii.

Luminaries: Use low wattage LED,
fluorescent, Metal Halide or High Pressure
Sodium (HPS) luminaries for exterior
lighting, including walkway lighting. Also
use vandal-proof luminaries wherever
possible.

iii.

Fire Protection: Provide resettable
interconnected smoke detectors, 120 volt
with integral alarm horn in every bedroom
and in any basement.

The general electrical design guidelines, noted in Section T.1.2.3,
ALL IDG LAND USE ZONES, are to be augmented by the following
descriptions and recommendations for outdoor recreation, open
spaces, training/range and cemetery areas:
T.1.2.8 Outdoor Recreation, Open Spaces, Training/Range &
Cemetery areas

a. Basic Electrical Materials & Methods
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i.

Fencing: Avoid using chain link fencing to
secure outdoor electrical equipment in the
high visibility area of the Recreation zoned
areas. The use of chain link fencing is
acceptable in low visibility areas. If the
recreational area is in sight of the National
Historical Land area, then it should be
considered as a high visibility area.

ii.

Screening: Architectural screening should
be provided for pad-mounted electrical
equipment. Landscape screening may be
provided in high visibility areas, but care
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must be taken to ensure that the
landscaping will not require special
maintenance.
b. Medium Voltage Distribution (Above 600 Volts)
i.

Primary Power: The long range goal is to
convert the 2.4KV to 13.8 KV, but the 2.4
KV system will remain in use until the
conversion to 13.8KV is complete.

ii.

Distribution: The primary electric service
may be underground or overhead, from the
nearest pole to the service attachment
point. The actual point of service entrance
should be as close to the load center as
possible. The service and distribution
equipment will be of the circuit breaker or
fusible switch type.

iii.

Distribution System in Floodplain Area Underground distribution systems are
acceptable in this area. Pad mounted
electrical equipment will not be allowed to
be installed at the floodplain level. Provide
French drains in all manholes or splice
boxes. Any electrical splices will be made
completely waterproof.

T.1.3 Mechanical
T.1.3.1 Structural sleeves shall be installed at any location
where penetrations are required through load bearing walls
or fire walls. Examples of applications (not an all-inclusive
list) where sleeves shall be installed are water piping, sewer
piping, fire protection piping, and electrical conduit or
cabling.
T.1.3.2 Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
Standards
a. Provide detailed demolition and new work plans
for all HVAC system and DDC system designs.
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The 100 percent HVAC design shall include, but
not be limited to, mechanical notes, details, and
legends. The design shall also include drawings
and specifications showing the locations and
product schedules for all new mechanical
equipment, ductwork layouts with duct sizes, and
air flow requirements. In addition, louver sizes,
schedules, and locations, supply air diffuser
schedules and locations, return air grille schedules
and locations, fire damper schedules and
locations, damper schedules and locations shall
be provided. All new and existing pipe routing and
pipe sizes, DDC system control drawings, DDC
network layouts (riser diagrams), sequences of
operation, point schedules, and panel locations
shall also be provided as part of the 100 percent
mechanical design. The 100 percent mechanical
design shall also include demolition plans for
equipment, piping, ductwork, and appurtenances.
Plans shall include plan view design drawings.
The 100 percent mechanical design shall be
submitted to Rock Island Arsenal (RIA) Directorate
of Public Works (DPW) before project construction
begins in hardcopy format, Adobe Acrobat format,
and MicroStation computer-aided design and
drafting (CADD) format.
b. Provide heating, ventilating, and air conditioning
load calculations. Provide a hard copy and
electronic copy of the load calculations to RIA
DPW. Trane Trace or a similar software program
shall be used to generate the HVAC load reports.
c. Provide as-built drawings of HVAC systems in
hardcopy format, Adobe Acrobat format, and
MicroStation CADD format to RIA DPW within 14
days after the final HVAC system test
d. Provide three copies of Operation and
Maintenance (O and M) manuals to RIA DPW for
all new mechanical equipment in hardcopy format.
Provide electronic copies of O and M manuals to
RIA DPW for all new mechanical equipment in
Adobe Acrobat format. Electronic and hardcopy O
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and M manuals shall be provided within 14 days
after the final HVAC system test.
e. Install DDC electronic controlled VAV (variable air
volume) boxes to supply air to various zones in a
space to allow temperature control of the various
zones and to allow flexibility to move various walls
around in future remodel jobs
f. RIA DPW no longer is installing pneumatic control
systems for VAV boxes, air handling units (AHUs),
and other HVAC equipment because of their
inherent problems (air leaks, difficulty to calibrate
and keep in calibration, and reduced flexibility)
g. VAV boxes can be configured for cooling only (in
the case perimeter heat is installed) or they can
serve both cooling and heating needs if the VAV
box is equipped with heating
h. RIA DPW standard for heating is to install:
i. Hot water perimeter fin-tube convectors
mounted at the base of exterior walls or
VAV boxes with hot water heating coils,
wherein the air coming out of the zone’s
VAV box is heated to meet the zone’s
heating requirements
ii. Hot water heating gives better control
than steam radiators and requires less
maintenance
iii. Third in desirability for a heating system
for a zoned area are steam wall
convectors
i.
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Provide commissioning of all mechanical
equipment. Sheaves and tension belts shall be
aligned per the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Test, adjust, and balance all air handling units and
diffusers to proper air flow and provide RIA DPW
with a Test and Balance Report. Demonstrate the
full functionality of new HVAC system sequences
of operation to RIA DPW.
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j.

All new HVAC systems and equipment shall
conform to the Energy Policy Act (EPAct) of 2005.
HVAC systems shall be designed to 30% better
than the current ASHRAE Standard 90.1, Energy
Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise
Residential Buildings if it is life-cycle cost-effective.

k. Conform to Executive Order 13423, Strengthening
Federal Environmental, Energy, and
Transportation Management
l.

All flexible ductwork shall be stretched tightly to
prevent sags and reduce air friction. Any sagging
or loose flexible duct shall be shortened and
reinstalled. Flexible duct length shall be no
greater than 5 feet.

m. Piping systems shall utilize reverse return design
n. Do not use zone control valves on fin-tube designs
o. Control of fin-tube with outdoor reset
p. Avoid rooftop designs (special approval is
required)
q. Heating coils in AHUs shall use steam
r. Use ball valves where ever possible
s. Provide isolation valves on all equipment
t. Use auto flow control valves rather than balancing
valves
u. Use combination pot feeder and side stream filter
v. Steam is not available during the summer
w. If de-humidification is required then use electric
T.1.3.3 Due to the production halt of R-22 HVAC equipment
in 2010 and R-22 refrigerant production ceasing in 2020, RIA
DPW no longer allows the installation of new equipment
using R-22 refrigerant. Green refrigerants shall be used in
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new HVAC equipment. All green refrigerants shall comply
with the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA)
Significant New Alternatives Policy (SNAP) program.
T.1.3.4 Piping System Requirements
Piping System
Steam, High
Pressure
Steam, Low
Pressure
Steam Condensate

Material

Type

Joining

Steel

Schedule 40

Weld

Steel

Schedule 40

Thread or Weld

Steel

Schedule 80

Thread

Heating Water

Copper

Type L

95-5

Chilled Water, Mains
Chilled Water,
Branch
Chilled Water,
Branch
Domestic Water,
Above Ground
Domestic Water,
Underground
Gas Piping, <1#

Steel

Schedule 40

Weld

Copper

Type L

95-5

Steel

Schedule 40

Thread

Copper

Type L

95-5

Copper

Type K

Seamless

Steel

Schedule 40

Thread

Gas Piping, >1#

Steel

Sprinkler - Dry

Steel

Schedule 40
Schedule 40
- galvanized

Sprinkler - Wet

Steel

Schedule 40

Refrigeration

Copper

Type ACR

Weld
Thread or
Grooved
Thread or
Grooved
95-5

Flush all Piping

T.1.3.5 Mechanical Insulation Requirements
Mechanical Insulation
ASHRAE Energy
Standard
Supply Ducts

Wrap

Return Ducts

Liner

Outdoor Air Intake

Wrap

Refrigeration

Rubber

Chilled Water

Rubber or
Closed Cell
Material
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T.1.3.6 Ductwork (Sheet Metal)
a. Conform to SMACNA duct construction standard
b. Note pressure class and sealing requirements - 2"
minimum
c. Provide SMACNA 45o take-offs (no spin-in types)
d. Provide volume dampers on all take-offs
T.1.3.7 Mechanical Identification
a. Conform to the RIA Standard Mechanical
Equipment Labeling System (see Equipment
Labeling System table below)
b. After new mechanical equipment is installed, fill
out the mechanical equipment manual input forms
that will be provided by RIA DPW. Provide the
complete forms to RIA DPW in Microsoft Excel
format via e-mail. After RIA DPW enters the
information provided into the RIA Mechanical
Equipment Database, RIA DPW will assign a
Standard Name for the equipment which shall be
tagged on units as described under Equipment
Identification below.
c. Drawings shall conform to the RIA Standard
Equipment Labeling System
d. Provide data on all equipment that is replaced.
Provide the Standard Name of the equipment that
was replaced via e-mail to RIA DPW.
e. Notify RIA DPW when any equipment is removed.
Provide the Standard Name of the equipment that
was replaced via e-mail to RIA DPW.
T.1.3.8 Direct Digital Controls (DDC) Systems
a. All controllers are to be BACnet Testing
Laboratory (BTL) listed
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b. Protocol Implementation Conformance Statements
(PICS) shall be provided in Adobe Acrobat format
for every controller type installed
c. All controller names and point names shall follow
the RIA DDC Point Name Standard
d. BACnet Device Identification (ID) Numbers for all
new devices and controllers will be provided by
RIA DPW. The BACnet Device ID Numbers shall
be requested via an e-mail message to RIA DPW.
e. Devices shall communicate via the BACnet MS/TP
protocol whenever possible. The use of LAN
connections is reserved for areas not having an
accessible building controller.
f. Provide RIA DPW with IP addresses, MAC
addresses, UDP/IP Network Numbers, MS/TP
Network Numbers, Port Numbers and all other
pertinent network data for the RIA DPW DDC LAN
Database
g. A Delta Control System is the front-end for the RIA
DPW BACnet DDC system. RIA DPW will
normally create the graphics for the BACnet frontend unless explicitly stated otherwise in the project
specifications.
h. Provide 2 hours of graphics creation assistance to
RIA DPW
i.

Provide alarms and trends on all important system
points. Trends shall last 72 hours in 15 minute
increments. Alarms shall be descriptive for e-mail
notification and shall be able to be monitored from
the BACnet front-end.
a. For typical trend and alarm points see the RIA
Equipment Standard DDC Points List

j.
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All BACnet controllers shall have the RIA Standard
Event Classes programmed into them in the order
specified below.
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EVC1
EVC2
EVC3
EVC4
EVC5
EVC6
EVC7
EVC8
EVC9
EVC10
EVC11
EVC12
EVC13
EVC14
EVC15
EVC16
EVC17

Description
Maintenance
Network
Security
Critical
Notification
Fire
Access Control Event
Access Control Alarm
Archival
Boiler Emergency
Boiler Notification
HVAC Emergency
HVAC Notification
General Emergency
General Notification
Chiller Emergency
Chiller Notification

k. Alarms shall be categorized as appropriate
a. HVAC Alarms and Notifications
i.

Air handling units, makeup air units, fan
coil units, computer room air
conditioning units, steam traps, steam
pressure reducing valves, condensate
pumping units, etc.

b. Chiller Alarms and Notifications
i.

Chillers, chilled water pumps, cooling
towers, cooling tower pumps, chemical
feed systems, etc.

c. Boiler Alarms and Notifications
i.
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Boilers, boiler feed units, steam
pressure supply, make-up water supply,
etc.
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l.

Final sequences of operation shall be provided to
RIA DPW in Microsoft Word and Adobe Acrobat
formats

m. Final control drawings shall be provided in
Microstation V8 or AutoCAD format and Adobe
Acrobat format
n. The RTD material used for temperature
measurement shall be platinum
o. All motors shall be monitored through motor

current proof devices
p. Point Name Structure:
350_3_AHU_02_SAT
SAT
02
AHU
3
350

Supply Air Temperature (Point Type)
AHU #2 (Sequence Number from Equipment Label)
Air Handling Unit (see Unit Label)
Floor # (R-Roof, G-Ground, B-Basement, 1, 2, 3…)
Building # (always 3 digits)

Examples
348_1_Bldg_CWS
Temperature

Building 348 Chilled Water Supply

348_1_CWCC_1_CWS
Temperature

348 Chiller 1 Chilled Water Supply

348_1_CWSB_390

CWS Temperature to Bldg 390

348_1_CWRB_390

CWR Temperature from Bldg 390

332_G_CT_1_CTS
Supply Water Temperature

332 Cooling Tower 1 Cooling Tower
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225_1_AHU_1_SAT
Temperatures

225 Air Handling Unit 1 Supply Air

225_1_AHU_1_SAT_TL
Temperature Trend Log

225 Air Handling Unit 1 Supply Air

225_1_AHU_1_SAT_SP
Temperature Setpoint

225 Air Handling Unit 1 Supply Air

T.1.3.9 Plumbing Systems
a. Conform to Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 3-42001 and the International Plumbing Code
b. Provide backflow preventers in conformance with
the Illinois Plumbing Code
c. For each new backflow preventer installed,
provide RIA DPW mechanical engineers with the
building number, the floor, the bay or wing, the
direction, the manufacturer, the model number, the
serial number, the style, the type of device, the
size, the date installed, and the device’s
application via e-mail in Microsoft Excel format for
cross-connection database updating. Provide the
exact location of the new device on a floor plan to
RIA DPW mechanical engineers in electronic
Adobe Acrobat format via e-mail. For each
backflow preventer removed or replaced report the
building number, the floor, the bay or wing, the
manufacturer, the model number, and the serial
number of the device to RIA DPW mechanical
engineers via e-mail in Microsoft Excel format for
cross-connection database updating. Provide the
exact location of the removed device on a floor
plan to RIA DPW mechanical engineers in
electronic Adobe Acrobat format via e-mail.
d. Plumbing fixtures shall meet the EPA’s
WaterSense program requirements
e. Provide service valves at each fixture
f. Provide hot water recirculation
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g. Provide floor drains in all restrooms
h. Plastic casing on in-line water filters are not
allowed on drinking fountains
T.1.3.10 Fire Suppression Systems
a. Fire suppression systems shall conform to UFC 3600-01
b. Use of halon for fire extinguishing systems or fire
extinguishers is prohibited
c. Use area/density method of National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) 13, except that the
design density, design area, hose stream
allowance, and duration of supply requirements
must be in accordance with UFC 3-600-01
d. The project Fire Protection Engineer shall certify in
writing that the design is in compliance with UFC
3-600-01 and all applicable criteria. This
certification shall be submitted with the 100
percent design submission.
e. Submit the designer's credentials to the COR
f. The RIA DPW and the RIA Fire Department shall
be notified two weeks prior to work on fire sprinkler
systems when fire alarms are to be disconnected
g. Fire suppression system designs shall include all
demolition and new work design plans,
specifications, and calculations
h. System testing shall be witnessed by Rock Island
Arsenal (RIA) Directorate of Public Works (DPW)
representatives and RIA Fire Protection and
Prevention Division representatives
i.
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Submit manufacturers’ technical product data and
installation instructions for all fire protection
materials and products. Submit working plans and
supporting hydraulic calculations. Design plans
and calculations shall be provided in hardcopy and
electronic format. Electronic design plans shall be
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provided in MicroStation CADD format and Adobe
Acrobat format. Submit the designer’s credentials.
Submit the fire protection engineer’s certification
letter referenced above. Submit the contractor’s
material and test certificate. Submit record
drawings of installed fire sprinkler piping and
products. Hardcopy and electronic as-built
drawings shall be provided. The electronic as-built
drawings shall be provided in MicroStation format
and shall be in accordance with the RIA CADD
Standards. The electronic as-built drawings shall
also be provided in Adobe Acrobat format. Submit
operating and maintenance data and parts lists for
fire protection materials and products. Include in
this data: product data, shop drawings, approved
drawings, approved calculations, certificate of
installation, and record drawings in the
maintenance manual. The operation and
maintenance manuals shall be provided in
hardcopy and electronic formats. Electronic
manuals shall be provided in Adobe Acrobat
format.
T.1.3.11 Equipment Identification
a. All equipment not easily identifiable; such as,
controls, relays, and gauges and all equipment
located in an area remote from its function; such
as, air handling units, exhaust fans, filters, reheat
coils, and dampers shall be identified by name,
function, and drawing symbol. For example, for
AHU-060-1-5, provide unit label, building number,
floor, and sequence number.
b. Identification shall be by machine engraved
laminated plastic identification plate. Color shall
be metallic blue on white core. Letters shall be not
less than 1/4 inch in height. Fasten in place with
stainless steel self-tapping screws or permanently
bonding cement.
c. Submit a list of the devices and identification
wording proposed to the COR for approval prior to
creation and installation
T.1.3.12 Piping and Ductwork Identification
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a. Piping and ductwork shall be identified by type of
service; for instance steam supply, condensate,
supply air duct, direction of flow, and operating
pressure. Piping shall also be banded with color
coded, arrowed tape for the full circumference of
the pipe and shall be overlapped a minimum of 1
inch.
b. Method of identification shall be according to ANSI
A13.1 latest edition occurring every 10 feet above
drop-in ceilings, continuously in wall cavities, and
every 20 feet in exposed areas; such as,
basements and tunnels. Markings shall occur on
both sides, top, and bottom. In mechanical rooms,
provide markings every 10 ft or whenever there is
a change in pipe direction.
c. Service valves shall be tagged with a brass
numbered tag and listed in the nearest mechanical
room of the type of service it will isolate
T.1.3.13 Control System Identification
a. Control components out of the panel will be
identified with laminated plastic plate, as described
above, stating the name, function, and drawing
symbol. DDC systems shall have wiring diagrams
with labeled terminals.
b. Valve and damper actuators shall, on a brass
label, state spring range and operating range in
psig

Air
Compressors
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AC

Control Air
Compressor

102

1 1

Sequence
Number is for
the entire floor
including
existing units
(check with RIA
DPW)

Floor

AHU

Sequence

TYPE

Floor

Unit
Label

Bldg

General
Equipment
Type

Unit

T.1.3.14 Equipment Labeling System

1

Floor
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Air-Cooled
Condensers
Air-Cooled
Condensing
Units
Air Dryer
Air Handling
Unit
Air Handling
Unit
Air Handling
Unit
Air Handling
Unit

ACC
ACCU
AD
ACUR
AHU
BCU
FUR

Air Handling
Unit

HVU

Air Handling
Unit

MAU

Boiler

BS

Boiler

BW

Chiller

CWCA

Chiller

CACR

Chiller

CACS

Chiller

CACO

Chiller

CSSB

Chiller

CACC

Chiller

CWCC

Chiller

CWCR

Chiller

CWCS

Control
Panel
Control
Panel
Control
Panel
Control
Panel
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CLP
CLE
CLD
CCLP

Air-Cooled
Condensers
Air-Cooled
Condensing
Units

2

Floor

Examples

3

Floor

ACCU-090G-2

Air Dryer

4

Floor

Air Curtain

5

Floor

6

Floor

B

Basement

G

Ground

R

Roof

Air Handling
Unit
Blower Coil
Unit
Furnace
Heating
Ventilating
Unit
Make-Up Air
Unit
Low Pressure
Steam
Hydronic
Water Cooled
Absorption
Air Cooled
Reciprocating
Air Cooled
Rotary Screw
Air Cooled
Rotary Scroll
Split System
Chiller Barrel
Package
Chiller with
ACC
Water Cooled
Centrifugal
Water Cooled
Reciprocating
Water Cooled
Rotary Screw
Pneumatic
Control Panel
Electric
Control Panel
DDC Control
Panel
Communicatio
n Control
Panel

PRE-212R-10
FCU-3502-13
AHU-1021-1
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Computer
Room Air
Conditioner
Computer
Room Air
Conditioner
Computer
Room Air
Conditioner
Computer
Room Air
Conditioner
Condensate
Return Unit
Condensate
Return Unit
Condensate
Return Unit
Cooling
Tower
Cooling
Tower
Cooling
Tower
Cooling
Tower
Dry Cooler
Dehumidifier
Electric
Water Cooler
Electric
Water Cooler
Electric
Water Cooler
Electric
Water Cooler
Electric
Water Cooler
Fan
Fan
Fan

CRAC

CW Downflow

CRAC

CW Upflow

CRAC

DX Downflow

CRAC

DX Upflow

CP

Condensate
Pump

LM

Liquid Mover

VP

Vacuum Pump

CT

Closed Circuit

CT

Draw-Thru

CT

Forced Draft

CT

Induced Draft

DC
DHMD
EWC
EWC

Handicap

EWC

Recessed

EWC

Wall Handicap

EWC

Wall Mounted

AF
CF
EF

Attic
Ceiling
Exhaust
Fan (Utility
Set)
Return Air Fan
Power Roof
Exhauster
Unit Ventilator
Ceiling
Mounted
Horizontal

Fan

FAN

Fan

RAF

Fan

PRE

Fan Coil Unit

UV

Fan Coil Unit

FCU

Fan Coil Unit

FCU
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Closed Circuit
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Dehumidifier
Floor
Mounted
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Fan Coil Unit
Fan Coil Unit
Fan Coil Unit
Fan Coil Unit
Heat
Exchangers

FCU
FCU
FCU
FCU
HE

Heat Pump

HAAP

Heat Pump

HAAS

Heat Pump

HAWP

Heat Pump

HWWP

Heat Pump

HWRP

Humidifier

HMDF

Humidifier
Humidifier

HMDF
HMDF

Package Unit

RTU

Package Unit

VACU

Package Unit
Pump

TWACU
BP

Pump

CCP

Pump

CTP

Pump

CWP

Pump

DHWCP

Pump

DPP

Pump

HCP

Pump

SEP

Pump

SP

Pump

STP

Refrigeration
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FZ

Recessed
Remote
Vertical
Wall Mounted
Steam to Hot
Water
Air to Air Packaged Unit
Air to Air Split System
Air to Water Packaged Unit
Water to
Water Packaged Unit
Water to
Refrig. Packaged Unit
Steam
Electric Boiler
Disposable
Inferred
Rooftop AC
Unit
Vertical AC
Unit
Thru-Wall AC
Unit
Booster Pump
Condenser
Water
Circulating
Pump
Cooling Tower
Pump
Cooling Water
Pump
Domestic Hot
Water
Circulating
Pump
Cooling /
Heating Water
Pump
Heating Water
Pump
Sewage
Ejector Pumps
Sump Pumps
Storm Water
Pumps
Freezer
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Refrigeration

IM

Refrigeration

RC

Refrigeration

RF

Refrigeration

RIC

Refrigeration

RIF

Refrigeration

RR

Refrigeration

SC

Refrigeration

WIC

Refrigeration

UC

Refrigeration

WIF

Steam
Pressure
Reducing
Valve
Side Stream
Filters
Steam Trap

SPRV

SSF
STD

Steam Trap

STF

Steam Trap

STI

Steam Trap

STO

Steam Trap

STT

Terminal Air
Box
Terminal Air
Box
Terminal Air
Box
Terminal Air
Box

ATU
FPVAV
FPVAVR
VAV

Terminal Air
Box

VAVR

Unit Heater
Unit Heater
Unit Heater

SH
UH
UH

Unit Heater

CUH

Variable
Frequency
Drive
Water Heater
Water Heater
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Ice Machines
Refrigerant
Compressor
Refrigerator
Reach-in
Cooler
Reach-in
Freezer
Refrigerated
Rack
Serving Cooler
Walk-in
Coolers
Unit Cooler
Walk-in
Freezers

Dynamic Trap
Float &
Thermostatic
Trap
Inverted
Bucket Trap
Orifice Trap
Thermostatic
Trap
Air Terminal
Unit
Fan Powered
VAV
Fan Powered
VAV - Reheat
Variable Air
Volume
Variable Air
Volume Reheat
Space Heater
Horizontal
Vertical
Cabinet Unit
Heater

VFD
WHE
WHG

Electric
Natural Gas
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Water Heater
Window AC
Unit
Window AC
Unit
Window HP
Unit
Window HP
Unit
General
Appliances
General
Appliances
General
Appliances
General
Appliances
General
Appliances
General
Appliances
General
Appliances

WHS

Steam

WACI

Indoor Unit

WACO

Outdoor Unit

WHPU

Indoor Unit

WHPU

Outdoor Unit

DRY

Clothes Dryer

DW

Dishwasher

MIC

Microwave

OV

Oven

RH

Range Hood

ST

Stove

WASH

Clothes
Washer

T1.3.15 Demolition Work
Remove all abandoned systems, equipment, pipes, ducts,
controls, and any other unused appurtenances. Investigate
all piping and ductwork passing thru spaces to determine if it
is still active and remove all piping and ductwork no longer
being used.
T1.3.16 Painting of Mechanical Rooms – Mechanical rooms
shall be periodically painted to encourage good
housekeeping practices.
T.1.4 Architectural
T.1.4.1 All sidewalks in the area of the Stoneshops shall be
6” thick with an exposed aggregate finish to match those
already in place.
T.1.4.2 All laminated and tempered glass shall bear the
manufacturer’s label designating the type and thickness of
the glass or glazing material. The identification label shall be
acid etched, sand blasted, ceramic fired, embossed or shall
be of a type that once applied cannot be removed without
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being destroyed.
provided with a
manufacturer.

Tempered spandrel glass shall be
removable paper marking by the

T.1.4.2 Renovation projects will include provisions for
addition of insulation to exterior walls and ceilings. Levels of
insulation will be determined by current ASHRAE
requirements and Department of Energy directives. In
general, all buildings will fall within this requirement, but
allowances must be made for historic buildings on the Island,
particularly the Stoneshops and Stone Quarters, due to their
National Historic Landmark status. Coordination will be
required with the Cultural Resources Manager, and projects
will be handled on a case-by-case basis.
T.1.4.3 For guidance concerning the use of anchors in PCC,
limestone, and brick see paragraph T.1.1.1.k and T.1.1.1.l.
T.1.4.4 Window Sills - Interior window sills or stools shall be
of a durable, moisture resistant and site appropriate material,
such as marble, slate, tile, or a solid surfacing material such
as Corian, or a heavily varnished, painted, or plastic
laminate covered wood. Gypsum board or similar nondurable materials are not allowed.
T.1.4.5 Removable door mullions - Removable mullions are
to be key locked, with the key to be maintained in the
possession of lock and safe.
T.1.4.6 Exterior Steel Door Frames – All exterior steel door
frames shall be hot-dipped galvanized prior to application of
finish coating.

T.1.5 Historic Preservation
T.1.5.1 If renovations in the Stoneshops affect suspended
ceilings, and the ceilings are installed at a level below the
top of the windows, then the new ceiling must be boxed back
a minimum of 12 inches from the window.
T.1.5.2 Renovation of an area in any of the Stoneshops will
not include enclosure of the original cast iron or riveted steel
columns: they will be left exposed.
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T.1.5.3 The character of the historical stair towers will remain
unchanged during any renovation project. If conflicting
requirements, such as new safety regulations, dictate
changes, then any proposed work must be approved by the
Cultural Resources Manager in the Directorate of Public
Works.
T.1.5.4 No new building construction is allowed within the
Rodman Avenue Corridor. The limits of the corridor are the
south face of the north buildings along Rodman Avenue to
the north face of the south buildings along Rodman,
stretching from East Avenue to the Government Bridge.
Minor exceptions can be made for underground utilities.
T.1.5.5 Interior faces of historic stone buildings will remain
uncovered. Painting will be allowed, but the furring out and
insulating of the walls is not allowed.
T.1.5.6 The installation of brick, or concrete block, in window
openings shall be avoided whenever possible. Requests for
approval must be forwarded to the Cultural Resources
Manager.
T.1.5.7 Removal of bricked (or blocked) in materials from
window openings, and the reintroduction of windows shall be
encouraged. Window design shall be approved by the
Cultural Resources Manager. Design shall consider both
historical and force protection issues.
T.1.5.8 For guidance concerning the use of anchors in PCC,
limestone, and brick see paragraph T.1.1.1.k and T.1.1.1.l.

T.1.6 Force Protection
T.1.6.1 If work in an area will result in changes greater than
50%, then Blast Resistant windows must be installed to
provide protection to the occupants.
T.1.7 Environmental
T.1.7.1 Products shall be specified that have limited toxicity
or result in less hazardous waste generation. Paints and
other materials with less volatiles shall be specified.
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T.1.7.2 Designer, as well as construction contractor, shall
ensure that the following guidance is followed: Ozone
Depleting Chemical (ODC) policy regarding equipment
selection, Integrated Solid Waste Management Plan
(ISWMP), and Affirmative Procurement Plan (APP). Refer to
Executive Order (EO) 13423 Strengthening Federal
Environmental, Energy, and Transportation Management.
The ODC, ISWMP, and the APP are tailored specifically to
conditions at RIA and their requirements shall be followed.
T.1.7.3 The use of recycled, or green, products is
encouraged. Refer to http://www.ofee.gov/sb/sb.htm for
additional guidance.
T.1.7.4 Attention should be paid to alternatives other than
landfilling during construction projects. Recycling of
concrete, asphalt, copper, steel, plastics, are among a few of
the items available for consideration in an effort to meet the
requirements of Section 4 of the Sustainability Project Rating
Tool (SPiRiT), Appendix E.
T.1.7.5 Energy saving equipment shall be specified.
T.1.7.5 All new construction and maintenance lighting
projects will use T8 lamps. The use of T12 lights should be
avoided and will only be allowed with prior approval from the
Public Works Energy Coordinator.
T.1.8 Engineering Graphics
NOTE: Hardcopy and electronic as-built drawings shall be
provided by the contractor for all projects. The electronic asbuilt drawings shall be provided in MicroStation format and
shall be in accordance with the RIA CADD Standards
(attached). The electronic as-built drawings shall also be
provided in Adobe Acrobat format. Printed hardcopy
drawing sets shall be supplied on full-sized, 4-mil, doublematte Mylar drawing sheets.
T.1.8.1 All projects with more than 4 drawing sheets shall
include an index.
T.1.8.2 Drafting Standards for Construction Documents:
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a. Files - Each sheet in the set of drawings for a
project shall be a separate drawing file. See the
drawing numbering description later in this
document for the explanation of the RIA drawing
numbering system. The current CADD software
used by RIA DPW is Microstation, version 8 from
Bentley Systems, Inc. Each Microstation CADD
file created shall be 2 dimensional (2D) in
structure; 3D files are not to be used. The
“Default” model, also known as the “Master Model”
is to be the only CADD work environment used in
each computer drawing file. The use of “sheet
file/paper space” file partitioning is not allowed.
b. Size - Drawing size shall be 28" x 40" (Size F).
c. Working Units - Working units for all drawings
shall be 1:12:320 (feet: inches: parts per inch),
except for civil engineering projects which shall be
1:10:100 (feet: tenths of a foot: parts per tenth).
d. Foundation Files - A group of base files used to
create any drawing file is provided. See the list
and description of the files later in this document.
e. Drawing Scale - Drawings shall be made true to
scale in the computer. The RIA plotter plots the
image on the screen at 1/12 of its scale. For
example: When a border and title block is created
at 1/4" = 1'-0", the border will scale 160 feet x 112
feet in the computer. When this sheet is plotted at
1/4" = 1'-0", the border will be 40 inches x 28
inches. This relationship applies for any scale
used to create a drawing.
f. Graphic Scale - Each sheet shall have a graphic
scale. A graphic scale shall be used for each
scale used on each sheet. If the drawing is going
to be printed at more than one scale, the
numerical title of the scale should be changed to
“Scale in Feet”. For example: The ¼” = 1’-0” title
would only be accurate when the drawing is
printed at the same scale as it is in the computer.
If the sheet were intended to be 28” x 40”, but
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printed at 11” x 17”, the ¼” = 1’-0” title would not
be correct.
g. Lettering - A minimum lettering height of 0.125" is
required for general text. Subtitles shall be a
minimum of 0.1875" and titles shall be a minimum
of 0.25". Microstation font 0 or font 3 shall be
used. All capital letters shall be used for all text.
h. Linework - Linework and lettering shall be sharp
and crisp to withstand reproduction and reduction
without image fadeout. Generally, new work is
shown at line weight 3 and existing features are
line weight 0. Items to be demolished are shown
as dashed lines.
i.

Legends and Symbols - Appropriate legends shall
be included with each drawing set. Symbols used
shall conform to discipline standards, e.g.
Architectural Graphic Standards, ASHRAE, etc.

j.

Patterning - Use solid line patterns such as
hatching, crosshatching, or dots similar to zip-atone.

k. Levels/Layers/Colors - In plan view, distinct
elements of each drawing shall be put on
levels/layers according to the RIA format. See the
description of levels later in this document for the
required format. For data not in plan views
(details, one-line diagrams, etc.), the levels and
colors are left to the discretion of the user. The
open levels are commonly used for these items.
l.
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Labels and Titles - All drawings shall have a north
arrow and title. North should be oriented to the
top of the page. The project number and date
shall be on the drawing. A drawing code shall be
assigned to each project. The number shall be the
next consecutive number in the Public Works
“Blue Book” drawing database for the building
where the project is located. Roads and Grounds
projects shall use the next consecutive RG
number in the drawing database.
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m. Drawing Position - The position of building floor
plans shall not be moved in a project drawing file.
The border shall be moved to the building to
create the sheet. Building floor plans are
positioned in the correct spatial relationship to all
other buildings on the Arsenal. Overlaying
additional plans or adjacent buildings will not be
accurate if building floor plans are moved to the
sheet border location.
n. Normal File Creation - The standard sequence for
creating a drawing file is as follows:
a. Create the project folder in the proper directory on the
file server, normally a folder located at
K:\DPW_Projects\year#\project#\Design\CADD_Desig
n_Plans
b. Copy the building floor plan or map
containing the area of the new project into
the project folder to be used as a reference
file.
c. Create a new file using the proper naming
convention and seed file.
d. Open the newly created file.
e. Select a drawing scale and modify the scale
of the reference file border to reflect the
desired scale.
f. Attach the building floor plan or map
containing the area of the new project.
g. Move the drawing border to encompass the
project area on the plan or map.
h. Add new data to the file using the proper
levels, colors, and line weights.

T.1.8.3 Foundation Files:
Name
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sd100v8.dgn
sd320v8.dgn
sdcovv8.dgn
tblock.dgn
islmapv8.dgn
block100v8.dgn
block320v8.dgn
1:12:320
covv8.dgn
using

-seed file
-seed file
-seed file
-design file
-RIA map
-design file
1:10:100
-design file
-design file

-seed file for civil engineering files
-seed file for arch., mech., elec., files
-seed file for cover sheet
-sample title block with text sizes and weights
-simplified RIA island map used on cover sheet
-title block and border using working units of
-title block and border using working units of
-title block and border (for cover sheet only)
working units of 1:10:100

T.1.8.4 Directories and Content:
k:\graphics\abutil – As-built utility drawings of the building interiors.
k:\graphics\bldg – Building floor plans.
k:\graphics\config – Configuration files for Microstation and IPLOT.
k:\graphics\cust – Floor plans for the custodial contract.
k:\graphics\driver – Drivers for HP printers on the Public Works network.
k:\graphics\e-one-line – Electrical one-line diagrams of various buildings and the Island.
k:\graphics\equip – Floor plans with mechanical equipment data.
k:\graphics\equip high steam – Floor plans with high pressure steam equipment data.
k:\graphics\gs – General site maps and utility maps for the entire Island.
k:\graphics\pend – General site maps and utility maps being updated, but not yet complete.
k:\graphics\DPW_ Project \year#\project#\Design\CADD_Design_Plans - request folders for
maintenance and repair project drawings.
K:\DPW_Projects\year#\project#\Post_Construction\As-Built_Drawings – Archived PR
drawings
k:\graphics\real – Floor plans with real property data.
k:\graphics\ria – Title block & border files and files used by Microstation and IPLOT.
k:\graphics\ria\seedv8 – Seed files.
k:\graphics\cell libraries v8 – Cell libraries
k:\graphics\roofs – Roof plans of major flat roofs. (a – aerial infrared, t - condition survey)
j:\graphics\ark\corps – Archived standard Corps of Engineers details.
j:\graphics\ark\ms – Archived MES (Miscellaneous Engineering Services) projects.
j:\graphics\ark\rearm1 – Archived Rearm Phase 1 drawings.
j:\graphics\ark\rearm2 – Archived Rearm Phase 2 drawings.
j:\graphics\ark\rearm3 – Archived Rearm Phase 3 drawings.
j:\graphics\ark\rearm4 – Archived Rearm Phase 4 drawings.
j:\graphics\ark\pr – Archived PR projects.
j:\graphics\ark\rearm1 – Archived Rearm Phase 1 drawings.
j:\graphics\ark\rearm2 – Archived Rearm Phase 2 drawings.
j:\graphics\ark\rearm3 – Archived Rearm Phase 3 drawings.
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j:\graphics\ark\rearm4 – Archived Rearm Phase 4 drawings.
j:\graphics\ark\ucm – Archived Microstation user command files.
j:\graphics\ark\vaxarc – Archived files from the VAX computer system.
j:\graphics\arklist – Archived list of files in the vaxarc files.
j:\graphics\asbestos – Asbestos survey drawings in AutoCAD and Microstation.
j:\graphics\bldg 60 third floor – Archived drawings and specs for SIMA East project
j:\graphics\consultant – Text and Microstation project standards for consultants.
j:\graphics\equipold – Previous version of the mechanical equipment database drawings.
j:\graphics\feelog – Archived Project tracking file called feelog.
j:\graphics\fire – Building floor plans with fire alarm and pull station locations
j:\graphics\Mason&Hanger – Project drawings for building 350 electrical work
j:\graphics\meterpics – Pictures of gas meters and electrical meters.
j:\graphics\misc\donhu – 1991 vintage General site maps done by Donohue.
j:\graphics\misc\floodrpt – Drawings done for a flood report.
j:\graphics\ms – Active MS (Miscellaneous Engineering Services) projects.
j:\graphics\vaxarc – Archived files from the VAX computer system.

T.1.8.5 Description of Sheet Numbering System
Date: March 2008
The example below would be for a project numbered PR 2000-1234.
2 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 a 1 . d g n
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
1. YEAR - FIRST DIGIT OF THE YEAR
2. YEAR - SECOND DIGIT OF THE YEAR
3. YEAR - THIRD DIGIT OF THE YEAR
4. YEAR - FOURTH DIGIT OF THE YEAR
5. PROJECT NUMBER FOR THE YEAR (or a 0 if the number is less than 1000)
6. PROJECT NUMBER FOR THE YEAR (or a 0 if the number is less than 100)
7. PROJECT NUMBER FOR THE YEAR (or a 0 if the number is less than 10)
8. PROJECT NUMBER FOR THE YEAR
9. "A, C, M, E" FOR DISCIPLINE OR "G" FOR TITLE SHEET
10. SHEET NUMBER
11. PERIOD
12. LETTER "d"
13. LETTER "g"
14. LETTER "n"
If there are more than 9 sheets in a discipline, then the file name length will become
15 characters long. (e.g. 20091234a12.dgn)
The folder naming convention will closely follow this format also. The folder containing the
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files for this sample project would be
k:\DPW_Projects\2009\1234\Design\CADD_Design_Plans.
These naming systems should accommodate projects well into the future. A project in
2015 would be
K:\DPW_Projects\2015\1234\Design\CADD_Design_Plans\20151234m1.dgn

T.1.8.6 Levels Used for Building Files & Contract Drawings
Date: March 2008
Please Note:
In 2006, the Electrical and Mechanical disciplines of the
Engineering, Plans and Services Division of the DPW
adopted a greatly expanded list of Level definitions / Level
names for their respective efforts. These expanded lists are
not reflected here, but will be provided upon specific request.
Also, the DPW is aware of the expanded DOD effort to
standardize all CADD Layer / Level definitions under the
AEC National CADD Standard which will be adopted in the
future as applicable.

LEVEL
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
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COLOR
GROUP
DESCRIPTION
RED
ARCH
EXTERIOR WALLS
BLUE
ARCH
COLUMN OUTLINES
WHITE
GENERAL TEXT DATA COMMON TO ALL SHEETS
WHITE
GENERAL TEXT DATA FOR SHEET
OPEN FOR ENG TECH
OPEN FOR ENG TECH
OPEN FOR ENG TECH
OPEN FOR ENG TECH
OPEN FOR ENG TECH
OPEN FOR ENG TECH
WHITE
ARCH
ROOF PLAN
WHITE
ARCH
ROOF TEXT
GREEN
STRUCT
FRAMING / FOUNDATION PLAN
YELLOW
STRUCT
FRAMING / FOUNDATION TEXT
RED
ARCH
LEAD PAINT
VIOLET
ARCH
ASBESTOS
OPEN FOR ENG TECH
OPEN FOR ENG TECH
WHITE
GENERAL NORTH ARROW
BLUE
ARCH
ENCLOSURE NUMBER TEXT
OPEN FOR ENG TECH
OPEN FOR ENG TECH
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22
23
24
25

OPEN FOR ENG TECH
OPEN FOR ENG TECH
OPEN FOR ENG TECH
WHITE
ARCH
ADD ARCH FEATURES (HANDRAILS,

COUNTERTOPS)
26
ORANGE
27
GREEN
28
ORANGE
29
ORANGE
30
ORANGE
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
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ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH
ARCH

DOORS, STAIRCASES, & APPURTENANCES
WINDOWS & BOARDED WINDOWS
INTERIOR WALLS
WIRE MESH WALL
WALL CONSTRUCTION & MISC. TEXTELEVATOR
ORANGE
ARCH
CRANE RAILS & TEXT
WHITE
ARCH
INTERIOR DATA (RM SCHED, DR SCHE, ETC.)
RED
ARCH
DEMOLITION
WHITE
ARCH
OLD CEILING GRID
GREEN
ARCH
NEW CEILING GRID
VIOLET
ARCH
RAISED FLOORS (COMPUTER ROOMS, ETC.)
YELLOW
ARCH
TOILET FIXTURES, DRINKING FOUNTS, MOP
SINKS, ETC.
OPEN FOR ENG TECH
RED
MECH
DEMOLITION
YELLOW
MECH
STEAM & CONDENSATE
YELLOW
MECH
STEAM & CONDENSATE TEXT
GREEN
MECH
DUCTWORK-CONDENSING UNIT
GREEN
MECH
DUCTWORK TEXT
BLUE
MECH
PIPING
BLUE
MECH
PIPING TEXT
ORANGE
MECH
PLUMBING
ORANGE
MECH
PLUMBING TEXT
VIOLET
MECH
INDUSTRIAL COMPRESSED AIR & TEXT
RED
MECH
FIRE PROTECTION & TEXT
YELLOW
ELECT
FEEDERS, PANELS, SUBSTATIONS
YELLOW
ELECT
BRANCH CIRCUIT WIRING
YELLOW
ELECT
FEEDERS, PANELS, SUBSTATIONS TEXT
ORANGE
ELECT
LIGHT FIXTURES
ORANGE
ELECT
LIGHT FIXTURES TEXT
WHITE
ELECT
MAJOR POWER DEVICES & TEXT, UPS, ETC.
GREEN
ELECT
COMMUNICATIONS WIREWAY, CABLETRAYS
BLUE
ELECT
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM & TEXT
WHITE
ELECT
MISC. ELECTRICAL, OUTLETS, SWITCHES,
ETC.
RED
ELECT
DEMOLITION
ARCH
POLYGON OUTLINES (AREA CALCULATIONS)
OPEN FOR ENG TECH
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62
63

WHITE
WHITE

ARCH
ARCH

COL-ROW TEXT
COLUMN ROW MARKERS, CL'S &
DIMENSIONS

T.1.9 PROJECT RECORD DRAWINGS: Preferred creation
and submittal sequence.
During construction of a project and on the job site, the
contractor shall maintain a completed record of all changes
and corrections from the layout shown on the drawings, if
applicable (this record is known as the ‘red line” set). The
contractor shall enter such changes and corrections onto the
contract or record drawings. Within 60 days of Project
construction completion, the Contractor shall create record
drawings, and submit the drawings in the form of one full
size set of paper prints. Upon approval by DPW of the
record drawing prints, the contractor shall submit one full
size set of mylar (record) drawings, one CD-ROM
(containing the Microstation record drawing CADD files), and
the “red line” drawing prints to the Contracting Officer’s
Representative (DPW). The electronic copy of the drawings
shall be in the current version of Microstation being used by
DPW. The record drawings shall indicate all changes,
corrections and the actual locations of all sub-surface utility
lines. In order for the location of these lines and
appurtenances to be determined in the event the surface
opening or indicators become covered or obscured, the
record drawings shall show, by offset dimensions to two
permanently fixed surface feature, the end of the each run
including each change in direction. Valves, splice boxes,
and similar appurtenances shall be located by dimensioning
along the utility run from a reference point. The average
depth below the surface of each run shall also be recorded.
The Government does not guarantee the accuracy of
existing record drawings; it is the contractor’s responsibility
to verify all as-built conditions prior to Project construction.

T.10 Custodial
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Standardized restroom hardware shall be supplied for all
projects following the attached Hardware Schedule.
Great Western Supply Co
Phone: 563-445-6644 800-322-6654
Fax: 563-445-6654

CUSTODIAL CONTRACT
RESTROOM HARDWARE REQUIREMENT
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Links
Product #

Description

GJ-YH200

Disp. Black 2000 ml, heavy duty
pumice hand soap.

GJ-YH307

Disp. Gray 2000 ml, prestige
hand soap

GJ-PM100
SC-84TR

Premier soap dispenser.
Disp. Lever, smoke plastic,
standard roll

ASI-0264IA

TP dispenser, spring load

IM-2501

Disp. Standard toilet tissue, 1/2
cover chrome

RM3958BEI
RM2664BEI

RM3540BEIG
RM-267360BEIG

HS-2201

Untouchable, square cont. 35
gal beige
Untouchable, square swing top
lid for 3958.

Slim Jim 23 gal beige garbage
can
Swing lid for slim jim garbage
can

Disp. Unit, dbl doors, floor
model

Purpose
Wall mount
soap
dispenser for
shops or high
dirty areas.
Wall mount
soap
dispenser for
offices and
rest rooms
Counter
mount soap
dispenser.
Paper towel
dispenser
Two roll toilet
tissue holder
Two roll toilet
tissue holder
Trash can for
large
restrooms
Lid for above
can
Garbage can
for single
restrooms
and small
areas
Lid for above
can
Feminine
hygiene box
for ladies
restroom.

Unit Price

Go to Appendix U
Go to Table of Contents

12.62 ea

9.58 ea
15.75 ea
44.71 ea
19.34 ea
17.67 ea
99.00 ea
54.45 ea

51.15 ea
33.30 ea

41.93 ea

Note: The list above is the universal restroom hardware required under
the custodial contract for cleaning. Please include this in all
construction/ remodeling contracts so the custodial contractor only has
to stock the restrooms.
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Appendix U
Seismic
Standards

Seismic Standards
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